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This study explores the development of interlanguage pragmatic competence by 

examining instances of the French discourse marker donc found in the speech of 

anglophone learners. One of the most frequent discourse markers in native French 

discourse, donc is often associated with marking results and consequences.  However, it 

serves other functions which are ascribed to three discursive domains: structural (e.g., 

marking a recapitulation), interpersonal (e.g., seeking confirmation of inferred 

information), and cognitive (e.g., signaling the inability / unwillingness to pursue).  

For this study, a group of six native French speakers and a cross-sectional group 

of 42 language learners representing three different proficiency levels (intermediate, 

advanced, very advanced) performed the same two communicative tasks. The analysis of 

donc in the L1 data identified eight separate functions.  It is determined that the core 

value of donc is to invoke an inferential reflection. Donc is also distinguished from alors, 

another common discourse marker of French often viewed as functionally overlapping 

with donc.  The distinction between the two markers is based on an inferential (donc) / 
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sequential (alors) distinctive feature criterion.  The analysis of donc in the L2 data 

indicated a partial developmental path: language learners across the three proficiency 

groups used the referential (result, consequence) and cognitive processing functions of 

donc, although not with the same frequency.  The number of functions used (as well as 

the frequency of use) increased with proficiency level, reflecting an increase in pragmatic 

competence.  It is argued that individual variation plays an important but different role 

for L1 and L2 speakers.  Specifically, the non-use of donc in L2 interactions 

corresponded to an overall lack of discourse markers.  Moreover, language learners also 

showed difficulties discriminating between donc and alors.   

These findings contribute to the field of interlanguage pragmatics by expanding 

its scope beyond research on the realization of speech acts, and by providing an in-depth 

analysis of the use of donc in both L1 and L2 discourse. 
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Chapter 1: Introduction 

 

1.1. DISCOURSE MARKERS AND LANGUAGE IN USE 

The present research is a form-function approach to the study of the development 

of French interlanguage pragmatics, specifically of the discourse marker donc in 

language learners’ interactions.  ‘Interlanguage’ refers to the language learners’ attempt 

to approximate the target language form (Selinker, 1982), whereas ‘pragmatics’ refers to 

the field of linguistics which studies language in use.  The term ‘discourse markers’ is 

preferred over others because of its inclusive aspect, since there are several categories of 

markers, and accordingly several discursive functions.  Spoken French is characterized 

by the frequent use of discourse markers, words that are neither content-words nor 

function words (and highlighted in the interaction).  They do not add propositional 

content in the conventional (factual) sense, yet they convey important information to the 

interlocutor.  Discourse markers illustrate that language is not only a matter of proper 

grammatical structure and word choice, but also a matter of information that is culturally 

and socially bounded.  The following interaction taken from a popular French comic by 

Claire Bretécher (1978) shows how talking involves more than just exchanging 

information: 

 
(1) [A father, snatching away a magazine from his daughter:] 

le père: -Samantha, je t’interdis de lire des saloperies pareilles 
la fille: -Ça va pas, non? 
le père (à la mère): -Voilà ce que ta fille est en train de lire: ‘Tintin chez les 
Soviets’ 
la fille: -Ben quoi? 
la mère: -Laisse-la donc tranquille! 
the father: -Samantha, I forbid you to read such smut 
daughter: -Something’s wrong with you or what? 
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The father (to his wife): -Here’s what your daughter is reading: ‘Tintin in the 
Soviet land’ 
the daughter: -DM what? 
the mother: -Leave her DM alone! 

 

There are many other discourse markers in French, frequently used as well: donc 

was chosen for its presumed higher accessibility to language learners, for its frequency in 

native French conversation (Barnes, 1995, 1998) as well as in interactions involving 

speakers in immersion programs (Sankoff, Thibault, Nagy, Blondeau, Fonollosa & 

Gagnon, 1997), and finally for the array of discourse functions it fulfills.  Used in its 

referential function, that is, to express logico-semantic relationships between two 

propositions, donc has several English equivalents: ‘hence’, ‘thus’, ‘therefore’, ‘so’.  For 

example in (2), donc is used to express a logical outcome: 

 
(2) B ne l’a pas lu donc il ne peut rien dire (Hansen, 1997:165) 

B. did not read it, therefore he cannot say anything 

 

In many instances, however, donc does not function as a connective, but functions 

metalinguistically.  In many instances, the number of possible English equivalents seems 

to be restricted to ‘so’: 

 
(3) A. … et il tuait alors par exemple y avait euh comment elle s’appelait Myriam, 

qui jouait dedans qui jouait son role & tu vois && 
B. & mm mm && 
A. de Myriam, Collomb et puis un autre petit un tout petit Marseillais qui 
faisait craquer toutes les petites nanas je sais pas si tu te rappelles 
B. oui oui oui je vois 
A. & à peu près && 
B. & je sais pas && son prénom mais 
A. et bref alors donc ils jouent leurs roles et tout… (in Hansen, 1997:166) 
A. … and he was killing so for instance there was huh what was her name 
Myriam who played in it played her role & you see && 
B. & mm mm && 
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A. of Myriam, Collomb and another little a very little guy from Marseille 
whom all the girls were crazy about I don’t know if you remember 
B.  yes yes yes I see 
A. & more or less && 
B. & I don’t know && his first name but 
A. and DM DM so they are playing their roles and everything… 

 

In (3), donc serves to resume the main storyline.   

Donc may present an acquisitional difficulty to language learners because the 

same form is used for very different functions, two of them just presented in (2) and (3).  

The general goal of this study is to examine the functions of the discourse marker donc 

and the patterns of development in the interlanguage of L2 French learners.  

Discourse markers in spoken French are not only very frequently used, and for 

different purposes, they are also a ‘hallmark’ of spoken expression.  Other French 

discourse markers present in (1) and (3) are ben, alors, tu vois, bref, and et tout.  The fact 

that discourse markers such as those (with their English equivalents in the translations I 

proposed) are found across languages is an indication of their universal usefulness for 

effective communication.  After being “stigmatized as verbal ‘crutches’ used by those 

deficient in speaking ability” (Schourup, 1985:2), discourse markers have been more 

recently studied in the speech of native speakers across languages, since they appear to be 

a universal linguistic feature.  As Svartvik also pointed out, “inappropriate use of 

particles […] may have more unfortunate consequences for communication success than 

elementary grammatical errors” (1979:171-172).  These linguistic expressions constitute 

shared knowledge used to convey specific discourse information between interlocutors.  

Often, they also are difficult to translate because their interpretation is highly context-

dependent. 
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The language learners’ ability to use discourse markers is an important 

conversational skill in maintaining monologal and / or dialogical coherence and in 

engaging their interlocutors.  Yet the importance of their acquisition is reflected neither in 

classroom textbooks and curriculum, nor in research on second language development: 

there are only a few studies on their use by second language learners and speakers.  In 

particular, studies on the development of discourse markers within a conversational 

framework are lacking.  
 

1.2. CONTEXTUALIZING THE RESEARCH 

Akin to functionalist approaches to language, the present work is based on the 

principle that language and context are inseparable and interdependent (Thompson, 

1997).  Context is taken to refer both to the situational and the social environment within 

which communication takes place.  This perspective also presupposes that an important 

place must be given, within communicative competence, to pragmatic competence.  

‘Communicative competence’ refers to the understanding and application of the rules of 

appropriate social behavior within a particular speech community.  Hymes defines it as 

knowing “when to speak, when not to, what to talk about and with whom, when, and in 

what manner to interact” (1972:277).  The word ‘interact’ is essential because speaking is 

essentially an interaction involving participants who must be sensitive to each other (in 

terms of goals, needs, social and power status, cognitive processing, general and topical 

knowledge, etc…) and who must cooperatively negotiate meaning.   

The study of the development of L2 pragmatic competence (also referred to as 

‘interlanguage pragmatics’) is still an emerging field in need of theoretical grounding 

(Kasper, 1996).  There has been particular focus on the realization of speech acts and the 

ability to use strategies underlying the illocutionary force of native norms (Kasper & 
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Blum-Kulka, 1993).  However pragmatics entails a wider range of linguistic phenomena.  

The field also needs to forefront how valuable an understanding of pragmatics is to 

second language learners.  Kasper (1996) also pointed to the need for research on L2 

development as opposed to L2 use, which has long been prevalent.   

 

Research on discourse markers in L1 French has primarily aimed at providing a 

unified account of the various discourse functions these expressions serve.  Essentially 

descriptive, such studies often sought to derive interactive functions of a discourse 

marker from its structural, semantically-anchored counterpart.  In contrast, when used 

pragmatically, discourse markers are essentially procedural in nature.  These studies 

(Auchlin, 1981, 1985; Bouacha, 1981; Gerecht, 1987; Hansen, 1995 and 1997; Jayez, 

1988, and Zénone, 1981, 1982 inter alia) provide the necessary point of departure for 

understanding the connection that may exist between the ‘grammatical’ usage of 

discourse markers (for instance donc as a connector marking a cause-effect relationship 

between two clauses, as in (2)) and their pragmatic usage (for instance the use of donc to 

mark the return to the main storyline, as in (3)).  Such a preoccupation is also true across 

other languages.  Under this perspective, discourse markers are viewed strictly as an L1 

phenomenon, and as a fully acquired and developed linguistic resource.  Two early 

exceptions to these description-to-unified account approaches are Jisa (1987) and Barnes 

(1995).  Jisa (1987) looked at the development of sentence connectors in the speech of 

French children.  Her three main findings are of interest for the present study, in that she 

finds that the developmental process can be associated with three stages: first, the 

progressively broader range of forms; second, the more exact assignment of forms to 

functions; and third, the knowledge of the appropriate conditions for (not) using these 

connectors.  Barnes’ (1995) study of (eh) ben, bon, and enfin, set within a coherence 
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model, stands in contrast with the studies mentioned above in that she claims that the 

structural function (indicating the organizational structure of discourse) derives from the 

interactive function (conveying the speaker’s intention).  She suggests (as others also do, 

for instance Maschler, 1997, 1998) that discourse markers occur at junctures or points of 

discontinuity.  Finally, Barnes’ distinction of structural and interactive markers also 

coincides with their monologal and dialogal uses respectively.  Jisa (1987) and Barnes 

(1995) suggest a main line of investigation: does the use of discourse markers in the 

speech of language learners reflect a systematic developmental process?  In other words, 

is the acquisition of a function tied to the previous acquisition of a function?  If so, can a 

developmental order be identified? 

In the past, research on the use of discourse markers in a second language has 

essentially focused on immersion programs (language contact situation), reflecting the 

belief that the acquisition of discourse markers is necessarily tied to exposure to the 

speech community (and hence unavailable to classroom language learners).  Rehner’s 

(2002) study of some discourse markers, including donc, includes an exhaustive list of 

such studies.  In the last few years, there has been a renewed interest in the use of 

discourse markers in L2.  With the exception of Barnes (1997), research on the 

developmental process for classroom second language learners (other than in language 

contact situation) is just starting to emerge (in French, Conway (2000) and Hancock 

(2004b)). 

Based on previous work on discourse markers in L1 and L2 interaction, the 

central research questions under examination in this study involve three aspects of second 

language development: (1) Contextual factors: to which contextual and linguistic factors 

is the development of discourse markers tied?  How is the selection (or non-selection) of 

discourse markers determined by contextual factors? (2) Functions: What functions does 
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the discourse marker donc assume in L2 interaction?  Do these functions denote native-

likeness or non-nativelikeness, and how?  (3) Variability:  What patterns of variability are 

observable in the selection of markers (and of functions)? 

In order to address these questions, the present analysis is based on a cross-

sectional, oral task-based experiment designed to elicit as many occurrences of donc as is 

possible within semi-structured peer interaction.  Forty-two participants paired by level 

(intermediate, advanced, and very advanced) were audio-recorded during their interaction 

on two conversational tasks.  In addition, six native speakers completed the same tasks 

under the same conditions.  For the language learners, a background questionnaire 

supplemented the language production task.  This background questionnaire was adapted 

from a study by Mougeon (1996) on sociolinguistic variation and French language 

proficiency. 
 

1.3. FORM-FUNCTION AND VARIATION 

Both form-function and variation theory have their origin in research on English 

as a first language within a sociolinguistic framework (Labov, 1966, 1972), and English 

as a Second Language (ESL) (Bailey, 1974).  Form-function is a functional approach to 

language that stands in contrast with formalist, generativist, and structuralist approaches 

to language.  Although there are different perspectives on functionalism (Newmeyer, 

1998), it remains true that functionalists study language “in relation to its social function” 

(Leech, 1983:46).  Functionalism is not only about language use (‘parole’ rather than 

‘langue’), but is also and especially about the necessity to take into account the semantic 

and pragmatic properties of an utterance for a proper characterization of its formal 

organization (Dik, 1981; Givón, 1995; Halliday, 1985; Leech, 1983; Newmeyer, 1998).  

The expression ‘form-function’ refers to the idea that to a particular (communicative, 
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discursive) function corresponds a particular (linguistic) form.  Because of the 

presupposed link between communicative function and form, a form-function approach 

should be particularly conducive to the study to pragmatic development in general, but 

even more when multifunctionality of a form is entailed, as is the case with discourse 

markers. 

According to the One-to-One Principle (first posited by Andersen, 1984), 

“acquisition of a new form is facilitated when there is a clear and unique correspondence 

between form and meaning” (Young, 1996:136).  However, the reality of language is that 

one form often corresponds to different meanings, and one meaning often corresponds to 

different forms.  Additional difficulties come from the influence of the first language in 

the form of negative transfer if the target language differs, even only partially, from the 

first language in its form-function mappings; and in the form of overgeneralization, 

where one form is falsely attributed more functions than it really covers.  The different 

form-function mappings from one language to another create acquisitional difficulties for 

language learners.  In addition, discourse markers do not have transparent meaning.  One 

can easily imagine the difficulty for language learners to establish correspondences 

between a non-transparent form and multiple functions.  Donc for instance has several 

discourse functions, very different from each other, in appearance at least.  

The multifunctionality of discourse markers actually provides a framework to 

study their development in the speech of language learners.  In other aspects of language, 

research has shown the existence of acquisitional orders: each linguistic item is acquired 

in a sequence.  Brown (1973) in particular evidenced an acquisition order for morphemes 

in English.  Another example of developmental stages in English comes from question 

formation.  Initial stages make use of single words and declarative word order; 

intermediary stages include fronting then inversion; and the final stage leads to complex 
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questions such as questions with tags, negative questions, and embedded questions (see 

Pienemann, Johnston & Brindley, 1988).  Acquisition orders have mainly been studied in 

syntax: to what degree is the principle relevant for pragmatics?  

To address the multifunctionality of discourse markers, it is first necessary to sort 

out their different functions.  For instance, in (2) and (3), two functions of donc were 

contrasted: marking a consequence and resuming a narrative.  The assumption is that 

certain functions will be more (easily) accessible at first, and must be acquired before 

another function emerges in the speech of second language learners.   

Hence form-function is an attractive approach to study the development of 

pragmatic competence: one hopes to identify stages language learners go through, and to 

gain an insight into a learner’s pragmatic system evolves.  With respect to discourse 

markers, form-function is appealing on the premise that “if the contexts are indeed 

universal, learners will distinguish them but not necessarily in the same way that they are 

distinguished in English, and perhaps in different ways at different stages of 

interlanguage development” (Young, 1996:140).  Although Young discusses the 

acquisition of articles in English interlanguage, his hypothesis, stated in general terms, 

can be applied to other aspects of language development.  Another interesting aspect in 

functional approaches for the present research comes from Halliday’s (1973) language 

functions, albeit treated “as being intrinsic to grammar” (Leech, 1983:56).  Halliday’s 

three functions are ideational (conveying and interpreting experience of the world), 

interpersonal (conveying attitudes of the speaker and influencing those of the hearer), and 

textual (constructing a text).  First, Leech sees the interpersonal and textual functions as 

belonging to the realm of pragmatics.  Second, these three functions correspond very 

closely to those attributed to discourse markers (in particular Maschler, 1998).  Such an 
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overlap between functionalism and pragmatics is not surprising given their common 

ground (language use and context as factors directly affecting the linguistic form). 
 

However, language development does not follow a neat upward, linear trajectory, 

and learners’ hypotheses about language systems may vary, fossilize, or be otherwise 

unstable (two stages of development may coexist for a while) according to their overall 

level of proficiency.  The picture emerging from form-function mappings may be 

affected by variability.  Preston and Bayley (1996) view variation as one of the “most 

characteristic features of learner speech” (1996:xiii).  At the same time, Berdan (1996) 

argues that patterning can only be evidenced through a corpus, and that variation must be 

measured against time: “variation related to context may well mask variation related to 

time” (1996:209).  Within this perspective, longitudinal studies allow the researcher to 

disentangle contextual variation from temporal variation.  By contrast, cross-sectional 

studies (such as the present one) focus on developmental paths across groups of language 

learners at different proficiency levels.  Both are of equal interest and complement each 

other.  Finally, one must distinguish between systematic variability (predicted by rule) 

and unsystematic variability (reflecting idiosyncratic linguistic behavior) (Huebner, 

1985). 

 

1.4. OUTLINE 

The contextualization of the research offers a logical path for my inquiry.  

Chapter 2 situates discourse markers within the domain of interlanguage pragmatics.  

After a brief definition of interlanguage pragmatics, Chapter 2 discusses the 

characteristics of discourse markers across languages.  The third and fourth sections of 

that chapter present previous research on the development of competence using discourse 
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markers in L1 and L2.  The establishment of a basis of knowledge on discourse markers 

allows for the selection of an appropriate theoretical framework within which to analyze 

donc in L1 and L2 interaction.  In turn, Chapter 3 presents a rationale for the 

methodology underlying this research, and describes the corpus that was used.  It also 

presents the framework (a functionalist approach) adopted for this research.  The 

framework that was found to be most productive in terms of discourse markers and of 

second language development comes from Maschler (1997, 1998) who studied Hebrew 

discourse markers.  Chapters 4 and 5 constitute the main analysis sections on donc in 

native and non-native interactions respectively.  Both chapters start out with a literature 

review and discuss the role of individual variation in the use of donc.  Traditionally, the 

literature review is in a separate section.  However, I felt it was important that the reader 

have in mind previous research specific to donc in L1 and L2 as I propose a different 

perspective for both language settings.  Chapter 4 proposes a revised analysis of the core 

value of donc, based on a perceived disparity with the native speakers’ data.  The revised 

analysis is weighed against syntactic constraints on donc.  Analysis of the native 

speakers’ data questions the traditional perspective that there is overlap between donc and 

alors, another common discourse marker of spoken French.  Given the perception of 

overlap between the two markers, one has to wonder whether such perceived overlap may 

not be the source of some non-native uses of either discourse marker.  The question is 

addressed in Chapter 5.  In addition, Chapter 5 also proposes a quantitative analysis of 

the use of donc in L2 interaction, in order to assess the importance of certain factors 

(such as exposure to the L2 speech community) in the acquisition of donc.  The 

quantitative analysis is a complement to the qualitative analysis, which constitutes the 

main focus of the present work.  The present research is essentially exploratory and 

descriptive in nature.  This orientation is reflected in the choice of methodology.  Chapter 
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6 concludes the research with remarks on the contribution of the research to the field of 

interlanguage pragmatics, the role of discourse markers in L2 interaction, and 

implications in terms of a second language curriculum.  The chapter also includes a 

discussion of the limitations of the study and questions for further research. 
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Chapter 2: Discourse Markers as a Measure of Interlanguage 
Pragmatics Competence 

 

The purposes of this chapter are to situate discourse markers within the domain of 

interlanguage pragmatics, to establish a basis of knowledge on discourse markers, and to 

select an analytical framework for the analysis of donc.  There are four sections in this 

chapter.  The first section presents the field of interlanguage pragmatics.  The second 

section gives an overview of discourse markers across languages.  The third section 

presents previous research on the development of competence using discourse markers in 

L1.  And the fourth section reviews discourse markers from a second language 

development perspective. 
 

2.1. INTERLANGUAGE PRAGMATICS 

2.1.1. Pragmatics: Communication as a socially-situated exchange 

Pragmatics is the study of communication as a socially-situated exchange among 

interlocutors. Utterance meaning is the result of a speaker-hearer interaction occurring 

within a specific (social) context and co-text.  Pragmatics distinguishes between 

propositional meaning and contextual meaning: “the meanings associated with the forms 

[…] crucially depend on the context of use and are generally external to the propositional 

meaning of the utterances that contain them.” (Andersen, 2001:301)  An essential goal of 

pragmatics is to account for how the hearer arrives (seemingly effortlessly) at a correct 

interpretation of the message so that the exchange between speaker and hearer is both 

successful and efficient. 

Definitions of pragmatics focus either on those aspects of communication which 

are contextually determined (Andersen, 2001; Kasper, 1992), or on the actors themselves 
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(Thomas, 1995; Wierzbicka, 1991). Speaker meaning and utterance interpretation 

(Thomas, 1995) are the two essential facets of pragmatics.  For overviews of the field and 

of the research done thus far, see Thompson (1997) and Barron (2003), as well as 

Wierzbicka (1991) for a cross-cultural perspective.   
 

2.1.2. Pragmatic Competence 

Differences arise as to what types of competence are or are not part of pragmatics, 

or even under what category pragmatics falls.  How does pragmatic competence relate to 

sociolinguistic, discursive, and strategic competences?  Generally speaking, within 

communicative competence, a formal, strictly linguistic competence (“the ability to 

produce and understand well-formed, meaningful sentences”, Hoff, 2001:260) is 

distinguished from the discursive, sociolinguistic, and pragmatic capacities.  Within this 

perspective, pragmatics is viewed mostly as the proper realization of speech acts, 

following the work of such philosophers of language as Austin, Grice, and Searle.  Austin 

(1962) gave impetus to studying language in use and later influenced the view of 

(interlanguage) pragmatics as the successful realization of speech acts.  Typically, studies 

on interlanguage competence focus on politeness (how non-native speakers request, 

apologize, in comparison with native norms). 

Pragmatic competence is born from a series of models of communicative 

competence, first developed by Hymes (1966, 1972) in reaction to Chomsky’s 

performance / competence model, as the ability to form correct and appropriate 

sentences.  Other well-known models include those developed by Halliday (1973) who 

proposed a functional approach to language, emphasizing the idea that language is used 

purposefully in social settings; Savignon (1973), who with the notion of “dynamic 
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exchange” highlighted the interactional and the on-going aspects of communication:1 and 

Canale & Swain (1980) who proposed the criterion of “appropriateness” in contrast with 

‘correctness’ (grammatical / ungrammatical) used in sentence grammar.  Appropriateness 

affects both form and meaning and is a function of the context within which an utterance 

occurs. 

These models of language competence illustrate the difficulty of establishing 

delineations between categories that in fact overlap with each other.  A view of 

pragmatics as composed of strictly illocutionary and sociolinguistic competence may 

restrict the field of (interlanguage) pragmatics.  Conversation management, for instance, 

may be realized through three types of competence: strategic, organizational, and 

pragmatic (following Bachman’s 1990 model).  For example, speakers often use 

discourse markers strategically either to get a turn in a conversation, as for instance in 

(4):  
 
(4) alors ça, tu vois, ça me rappelle la fois où…  

DM that, you see, that reminds me of the time when…  
 

or to negotiate disagreement in an apparently cooperative manner, as in (5): 

 
(5) enfin, tout ce que je veux dire, c’est que c’est une possibilité  

DM, all I want to say, is that it is a possibility2   
 

Under the models mentioned above, the context is mostly a function of social 

factors, and does not specifically include the cotext.  The context / cotext distinction is 

crucial with respect to discourse markers, where the use of discourse markers often 

comes precisely in reaction to a previous utterance, either within a turn or between turns.  

                                                 
1 Savignon (1973) also introduced the essential concept of negotiation of meaning between the 
interlocutors. 
2 These two examples are made up, but realistic. 
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Wierzbicka’s (1991) study on cross-cultural pragmatics widened the scope of 

pragmatics beyond a speech act perspective to include conversational routines, 

interjections, particles (approximative and non-approximative, temporal, and 

quantitative).  Yet despite Wierzbicka’s and later Kasper’s (1992) efforts to widen the 

scope of the field, there still is a primary focus on speech acts, as implied in Barron’s 

(2003) three-part definition of pragmatic competence (“knowledge of the linguistic 

resources available in a given language for realizing particular illocutions, knowledge of 

the sequential aspects of speech acts and, finally, knowledge of the appropriate contextual 

use of the particular language’s linguistic resources” 2003:10). 

L1 pragmatic competence is characterized by its early development (Ochs & 

Schiefflin, 1983) and its continuing development throughout adult age (Romaine, 1984; 

Andersen, 2001).  The interaction between the social and the grammatical leads to the 

development of communicative competence, while the speaker’s pragmatic competence 

is shaped by the contexts in which communication occurs (Thompson, 1997).  Children 

are able early on to manage turn-taking, self-repairs; to realize certain speech acts; and to 

take into account the listener’s perspective: all strategies that may be associated with 

discourse markers.  Interactional skills may be social in nature, for instance the ability to 

focus the attention on a named object, or to determine what the speaker is referring to 

(Bloom, 2002). 
 

2.1.3. Development of Interlanguage Pragmatic Competence 

“Interlanguage” was a term first used by Selinker (1982) to refer to a language 

system that differs both from the language learner’s L1 and the language to be learned 

(L2).  In other words, interlanguage reflects the language learner’s (unsuccessful) attempt 
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to produce a form corresponding to the target norm.  The language learner may not be 

aware, however, that the form produced is nonnative-like.  

In Kasper (1992), the author first introduces “interlanguage pragmatics” as “the 

branch of second language research which studies how non-native speakers (NNS) 

understand and carry out linguistic action in a target language, and how they acquire L2 

pragmatic knowledge” (1992:203).  There are three main lines of research in 

interlanguage pragmatics: the role of transfer, the role of factors such as type of exposure, 

and the relationship between grammatical knowledge and pragmatic competence.  

Transfer is taken to play an important role in the development of interlanguage pragmatic 

competence, and affects the learner’s “comprehension, production and learning of L2 

pragmatic information” (1992:207).  The mental representation of the learner’s language 

system is constantly changing and thus “interlanguage pragmatics will refer to L2 

learners’ developing (unstable, deficient, permeable) pragmatic knowledge” (1992:207).  

The term “interlanguage” reflects particularly well the transient state of the language 

learner’s L2 system.  Pragmatics is made up of two components, sociopragmatics and 

pragmalinguistics.  Sociopragmatics refers to the influence of social perceptions on 

participants, both in terms of performance and of interpretation.  Leech defines 

pragmalinguistics as “the particular resources which a given language provides for 

conveying particular illocutions” (1983:11), or “a plethora of lexical, syntactic, and 

prosodic means capable of mitigating and aggravating the illocutionary force” (Kasper, 

1992:208).  In turn, pragmalinguistic transfer is “the inappropriate transfer of speech act 

strategies from one language to another, or the transferring from the mother tongue to the 

target language of utterances which are semantically/syntactically equivalent, but which, 

because of different ‘interpretative bias’, tend to convey a different pragmatic force in the 

target language” (Thomas, 1983:101). 
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The goal of interlanguage pragmatics is to uncover sociopragmatic and 

pragmalinguistic variability in learner's speech.  Variability includes under- and over-

behaviors, that is, underuse of strategies, overgeneralizations, positive and negative 

transfer.  Identifying patterns of variability may help identify developmental stages of 

pragmatic competence, through form-function mapping for instance.  Another important 

goal of this line of research is to uncover the factors that promote or inhibit pragmatic 

development.  Research shows that three types of factors should be considered: first, the 

role of input and exposure; second, the role of affective and social factors; and third, the 

role of (psychological, social, interactional) needs. 

A common assumption may be that pragmatic competence is dependent on 

grammatical development.  Under this assumption, second language learners would need 

to have developed a minimal level of grammatical competence for the development of 

pragmatic competence to be possible.  Such is not always the case however.  For 

instance, Schmidt’s (1983) study of the communicative competence of an ESL learner 

shows that although the learner’s grammar is deficient in many respects, his 

sociolinguistic competence and in particular his discourse competence is well developed.  

In fact, discourse competence is the area most improved in the speech of that ESL adult 

learner.  His discourse competence is characterized by narrative skills (in the Labovian 

sense), provision of comprehension and feedback signals, expressiveness, involvement 

(for instance, by repeating fragments of his interlocutors’ utterances, as well as by 

frequently nominating topics), and frequent use of discourse markers (qualified by 

Schmidt as “structuring elements,” 1983:158), as the following example shows: 
 

(6) well / nothing new here / but this afternoon I went n exhibition 
Japanese artist / well / quite large exhibition / New Asashi building / 
very tall building / fifty something or maybe fifty one floor / anyway / 
s crowded / because today is last day / very very interesting painting / 
then / after / I’m always thinking my paint / so / this artist quite large 
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piece / many large piece / also eight or ten screen / you know his style 
is not Japanese / but technique is Japanese / do remember I paint 
Mount Fuji in sand? / well / very close technique / quite similar / but 
color is so beautiful / beautiful / so / well / then after I went coffee 
shop / thinking my paint / also his paint / well / he’s not detail / he 
doesn’t have detail / so different my paint / you know I’m always 
detail / but his painting is so beautiful / well also my painting is 
beautiful too / don’t you think so? / I think so / you know I’m so lucky 
/ because ah my business is painting / also my hobby is painting.’  
(cited in Schmidt, 1983:158). 

 

This example, and its apparent contradiction of the formal-then-pragmatic 

language development hypothesis, suggests that the relationship between grammatical 

competence and pragmatic competence may depend on the context of language learning: 

natural contexts or academic contexts.3  Therefore, it is important to explore whether 

different acquisitional orders exist that reflect different acquisitional settings.  In the 

immersion settings, language learners must attend equally to form and to function, 

whereas in classroom settings form often takes precedence over function.  Obviously, the 

classroom does not provide the optimum setting for observing, experiencing, and 

absorbing socially bounded linguistic practices.4  In fact, for many (classroom) language 

learners, ‘learning a language’ is equivalent to learning its grammatical rules and the 

lexicon.  Awareness of pragmatic rules is not only limited, but also rarely actively 

developed in the classroom, for a wide variety of reasons.   

 

Characteristics of pragmatic competence in L2 may be stated positively and 

negatively.  Negative characteristics are those aspects of pragmatic competence that 

                                                 
3 Of course, these two contexts constitute the two extremes of a gradient system of language learning 
environments. 
4 The classroom is not the only locus for second language acquisition: the other typical instance is the case 
of immigrants learning a foreign language when they move to a country, whether they received formal 
instruction prior to their move or not.  In addition, there are many forms of second language acquisition: 
bilinguals or heritage language for instance. 
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either highlight the non-nativelikeness of the learner or represent a fossilized stage of 

development.  For instance, second language learners may rely on formulas which are 

both topically and situationally appropriate, but which may not be used productively: 

they have not been analyzed into a pattern, but rather memorized as chunks.  By contrast, 

overgeneralization occurs when one formula is improperly used with respect to the 

interactional setting.  L1 transfer may also take place, either positively or negatively. 

Kasper and Schmidt (1996) propose a series of questions that underscore the role 

of pragmatics for the language learner.  These questions fall into three categories.  The 

first series of questions deals with the nature of pragmatic development viewed from a 

second language acquisition perspective (for instance, the role of L1, the existence of 

universals of language underlying cross-linguistic variation, the validity for the native 

norm to be the target for learners, the parallels between L1 and L2 pragmatic 

development, etc…). 

The second series of questions deal with the factors that may affect the 

development of pragmatic competence (role of input, of instruction, and of personality).  

The third set of questions pertains to the means through which pragmatically 

based linguistic forms (and their functions) are stored in the mind (for instance, the 

sequencing of perception and comprehension with regard to production, the role of chunk 

learning, the types of mechanisms driving development from stage to stage).  

The present work investigates some of the questions Kasper and Schmidt suggest 

as avenues of research for interlanguage pragmatics.  Of particular interest are the role of 

L1 (English) in the development of French pragmatic competence, the possibility of a 

natural route of development in the form of systematic form-function mappings 

evidenced across proficiency levels, and the identification of factors, in particular 
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proficiency as it relates to communicative competence and formal knowledge of the 

language system.   

 

2.2. DISCOURSE MARKERS ACROSS LANGUAGES 

In this section, I discuss the characteristics of discourse markers, a universal 

linguistic category, to arrive at a definition of discourse markers in terms of their forms 

and functions.  Because discourse markers are found across languages and fulfill similar 

functions, the overview sometimes mentions research on discourse markers in languages 

other than French and English.  I also reflect on the possible sociolinguistic and 

psycholinguistic factors that constrain the production of discourse markers.  Globally, 

discourse markers are best seen as a procedural prototype category: they operate at a 

metalinguistic level to facilitate interactions by counterbalancing the fragmentation and 

grammatical deviance characteristic of spontaneous speech (Östman, 1982). 
 

2.2.1. Characteristics of Discourse Markers: Forms, functions 

 
There are three main problems studies of discourse markers must deal with.  The 

first problem is that there is little agreement on what can be labeled discourse marker.  

The various terms (‘pragmatic markers’, ‘particles’, and ‘connectors’ among others) used 

for discourse markers underscore the multiplicity of forms and functions these linguistic 

expressions have in discourse as well as the researchers’ differing perspectives.  For 

instance, while most researchers view markers as mostly a characteristic of spoken 

expression, some include written discourse as well (see in particular Roulet, 1984 for 

French).  Ameka (cited by De Bruyn, 1998) mentioned “the conceptional and 
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terminological confusion that is prevalent in the field of particle and interjection studies” 

(1992:107).  Some of the functions commonly assumed by markers are “discourse 

connectors, turn-takers, confirmation-seekers, intimacy signals, topic-switchers, 

hesitation markers, boundary markers, fillers, prompters, repair markers, attitude 

markers, and hedging devices.” (Jucker & Ziv, 1998:1).  Some definitions are inclusive 

(Fraser, 1990, 1996; Schourup, 1984; Shiffrin, 1987), yet not in the same way; some are 

restrictive (Östman, 1982; Sankoff, 1997).  For instance, should connectors like 

‘because’, ‘or’, ‘and’, and ‘then’ (Schiffrin, 1987) be accepted as markers?  Although 

they do structure discourse, they are function words.  Yet the same connectors may also 

assume pragmatic functions (see for instance Guillot, 2004 on mais / ‘but’ in native and 

non-native French and English speakers discourse).  Discourse markers fulfill similar 

functions across languages and share surface-linguistic features.  In addition, “one 

particle or set of particles in one language might have a functionally corresponding 

particle or set of particles (not necessarily in one-to-one correspondance group 

internally)” (Östman, 1982:148).  For Östman, this implies that “each pragmatic particle 

has a prototype meaning or function of its own” (ibid.), a matter which is at the heart of 

studies on discourse markers.   

Through the notion of a prototype, a list of linguistic features can be established 

for discourse markers, without the markers having to share all these characteristics.  

Markers tend to be short in form, phonologically reduced and “prosodically subordinated 

to another word” (Östman, 1982:149).  They are characteristic of spoken interaction, a 

highly frequent occurrence, and, according to Brinton (1996:33-35) gender specific and 

more typical of women’s speech.  Markers are not syntactically part of the utterance, yet 
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are not independent (in contrast to interjections, see Ameka 1992).  As Östman puts it, a 

discourse marker would “tend to occur in some sense cut off from, or on a higher level 

than, the rest of the utterance, at the same time as it tends to modify that utterance as a 

whole” (1982:149).  Although sentence-initial is a preferred position for markers, it is by 

far not the only one.  Markers are “syntactically flexible” (Schwenter, 1996:857), and can 

appear sentence-initially, -medially, and –finally.  In addition, markers can appear within 

a turn or at juncture points (at the end or the beginning of a turn).  The position of a 

discourse marker is a function of what it accomplishes (Maschler, 1998:14).  The fact that 

markers are syntactically optional also points to their lack of propositional meaning.  

Markers do not explicitly contribute new information.  A question that arises, then, is 

whether markers have semantic content (i.e. meaning), in connection with their lexical 

roots.  The notion of meaning, which once again generates a continuum of positions, can 

only be addressed by looking at the functions markers fulfill in discourse.  For instance, 

Schwenter (1996) contra Fraser (1990) maintains that the use of some markers is tied to 

the propositional meaning of their lexical source.  

Discourse markers should thus be considered as variants of a prototype, members 

of a linguistic category where some items are closer to the core (‘well’ and ‘so’ in 

English), while others (such as ‘therefore’ and ‘after all’) are more peripheral (see also 

Jucker & Ziv, 1998).  In particular, Maschler (1998) proposes a “continuum of fixedness” 

(1998:14): at one end are frozen expressions characterized by semantic bleaching and 

phonological reduction; and at the other end, more flexible forms allowing for gender and 

number agreement, and “the adding of various verbal and nominal complements” 

(1998:14).  Furthermore, Maschler’s (1997b) study of bilingual use of discourse markers 
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shows how bilingual speakers of Hebrew and English revert at least partially to Hebrew 

when using markers.  For Maschler, this is a good indication that although markers “are 

comprised of often very different linguistic elements, […] at least in some sense 

bilinguals perceive them as a distinct and unified category” (1998:35). 

The second problem with studies on discourse markers is the tendency to assign a 

primary co-textual function to discourse markers.  Under this perspective, discourse 

markers essentially relate the host-utterance to prior discourse, as suggested by Fraser 

(1990) and Schiffrin (1987) for instance.  According to Fraser, discourse markers signal 

“how the speaker intends the basic message that follows to relate to the prior discourse” 

(1990:387).  Similarly, Schiffrin (1987) also proposed that discourse markers provide 

“contextual coordinates of talk” by indexing utterances in terms of the participants and in 

terms of the prior / upcoming text.  Markers indicate the participant coordinates by 

specifying whether the utterance is focused on the speaker, the hearer, or both.  For 

instance, “the one who uses ‘well’ is being defined as a respondent (a type of hearer) in 

relation to a prior speaker’s expectations who must also alter his or her expectations 

about the course of upcoming talk” (1987:323).  In terms of prior / upcoming text, “‘well’ 

focuses on both for it is the juncture between prior and upcoming text which is being 

marked –the fact that the expectations proposed through prior text are not being 

actualized in upcoming text” (1987:323).  Within this perspective, discourse markers 

mostly fill a structural function (textual organization).  In fact, discourse markers have a 

broader functional range.  Schiffrin’s model of coherence-in-talk “focuses on local 

coherence, i.e. coherence that is constructed through relations between adjacent units in 

discourse” (1987:24).  In fact, as pointed out by Blakemore (1987), the meaning of 
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interaction may also be (and often is) tied to a non-communicative event.  (7) is a well-

known example of a non-communicative event affecting an interaction: 

(7) A: -What did Susan say? 
B: -You’ve dropped your purse. (Blakemore, 1987:110) 

 Similarly, discourse markers have functions that extend beyond the structural 

function of anchoring the host-utterance to prior discourse.  In fact, Schiffrin’s (1987) 

five-plane of talk is an argument for this perspective: the exchange structure refers to the 

turn-taking mechanisms; the action structure refers to the sequential order of speech 

actions, much of it follows a ritualized pattern (as discussed in the previous section); the 

ideational structure is semantic by nature, and has three components: cohesive relations, 

topic relations, and functional relations; the participation framework (an expression 

borrowed from Goffman, 1981) refers to the different roles (teacher/student, 

doctor/patient), or identities of the interlocutors.  The participation framework also 

indexes the position of the speaker with regard to the interaction itself, in terms of its 

contents, its turn-taking, and its performative actions.  Finally, the information state refers 

to the cognitive level of the interaction: “information state involves the organization and 

management of knowledge and metaknowledge” (1987:28). 

Schiffrin contends that discourse markers operate each within one particular 

plane, which is the third problem in terms of functional perspectives of discourse 

markers. For instance, ‘oh’ is a marker of information management, whereas ‘so’ and 

‘because’ are markers of cause and result.  By matching a given discourse marker to a 

given plane of talk, researchers might involuntarily reduce the functional scope of that 

marker.  The under-assessment of functions may be due to the focus on identifying a core 
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value for the marker.  However, a core value need not be in conflict with an array of 

functions.  Just like the notion of prototype was proposed for the various possible forms 

of discourse markers, a notion of functional prototype may be proposed which allows for 

the co-existence of a core value and multifunctionality.  In addition, perspectives on 

functions is clearly linked to a particular approach.  For instance, ethnomethodology of 

speaking looks at structural turn-taking systems, and markers are classified as post-

completers or prestarters (Östman, 1982).  “Similarly, in structural approaches to 

narratology, pragmatic particles can be classified as episode markers, organizers, or 

connectives” (1982:149). 

While they contribute to the understanding of the role of discourse markers, 

binary (Brinton, 1996, textual vs. interpersonal) and ternary models (Andersen, 2001; 

Östman, 1982; Vincent, 1993), are all reflective of the difficulty to capture the 

multifunctionality of discourse markers in a cohesive model.  To take but one example, 

Östman (1982) identifies three core functions of discourse markers: anchoring (see also 

Schiffrin, 1987), implicitness (or ‘talking indirectly’) and expressiveness (the emotions 

and attitudes of the speaker).  These three aspects combine with the result that discourse 

markers “anchor the act of communication to the speaker’s attitudes towards aspects of 

the on-going interaction.” (1982:152).  While Andersen (2001) adopts a ternary model, 

he is wary of categorization which risks obscuring the multifunctionality of discourse 

markers and notes that discourse markers “are notoriously difficult to place in a certain 

category” (2001:64).  The ambivalence of Andersen’s position essentially highlights the 

practical need for researchers to organize the different functions of discourse markers, 
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while acknowledging that a marker mostly fulfills a primary and a secondary function, 

and that distinguishing between the two involves a degree of arbitrariness.  

In sum, discourse markers usually tie the speech situation to the utterance, and 

reveal to some extent ‘le non-dit’ with respect to the speaker’s expression.  They often 

operate at the metalinguistic level.  Studies all highlight the critical role played by 

discourse markers to specify the content of the message, the speaker’s attitude, or to 

express, directly or not, a demand on the listener (agreeing, taking responsibility for an 

up-coming turn, closing the exchange, moving to another topic).  They structure the 

discourse, participate in its coherence by providing options for selecting the most 

contextually appropriate interpretation, and are conventionalized (and thus culturally 

sensitive).  Thus, while markers are optional, not using them would result in “a greater 

chance for communication breakdown” (Andersen, 2001, see also Svartvik, 1979).  

While not all researchers agree that discourse markers have no inherent meaning, the lack 

of independent propositional meaning combined with the conventionalized aspect means 

that these expressions often function at the metalinguistic level.  Finally, the epistemic (or 

interpersonal) function of markers ties them to notions of politeness and face-saving.  

These notions will come up again in the course of this study. 

 

2.2.2. Sociolinguistic and Psycholinguistic Factors Constraining the Production of 
Discourse Markers 

While the forms and functions of discourse markers may be amenable to analysis, 

the factors that lead to the production of these linguistic expressions are poorly 

understood.  For instance, given the non-propositional and the often non-grammatical 
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nature of discourse markers, one wonders to what degree the speaker consciously uses 

them?  If the speaker were to listen to his/her taped speech, (s)he would likely be 

surprised at the presence and number of pragmatic markers.  As Schourup puts it 

regarding English discourse markers, “questions to informants concerning the use or 

meaning of ‘well’, for example, are apt to elicit only puzzlement or a list of examples” 

(1985:2).  Schourup’s comment points precisely to the fact that discourse markers 

function at the pragmatic level, placing them beyond native speakers awareness.  Startvik 

(1979) states it this way: 
 

The difficulties that we experience in stating the functions of well can be 
explained in various ways.  For one thing, spoken language has been 
comparatively little studied and the use of items which are typical of or practically 
restricted to conversation is largely pragmatic and not describable in ordinary 
grammatical terms.  The use of such words whose functions are related to phatic 
communion rather than intellectual reflection (cf Malinowski 1969:315) is 
parallel to the role of intonation.  A native speaker, naïve or otherwise, may be 
aware of violations of such a rule, yet will be incapable of providing a rationale 
explanation of it.  To take an example, if a foreign speaker says ‘five sheeps’ or 
‘he goed’, he can be corrected by practically every native speaker.  If, on the other 
hand, he omits ‘well’, the likely reaction will be that he is dogmatic, impolite, 
boring, awkward to talk to etc, but a native speaker cannot pinpoint an ‘error’. 
(1979:171) 

 

Native speakers have an implicit knowledge of how a conversation is structured.  

This implicit knowledge helps speakers decide whether to use a discourse marker or not: 

Maschler’s notion of frameshifts, for instance, illustrates this aspect.  According to 

Maschler, “participants’ familiarity with the narrative scheme also contributes to their 

understanding of a frame shift at such a moment in interaction [i.e., the closing of the 

narrative], resulting in a weaker need to contextualize the shift to a new supertopic via 

discourse markers” (Maschler, 1986:46).  
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For Vincent (1993), three criteria govern the production of discourse markers: the 

roles of the interlocutors, the degree of formality of the exchange, and the genre of the 

discourse.  Talking about “les ponctuants de la langue”, Vincent (1993) noted that they 

are “des éléments structuraux dont l’émission est conditionnée par la volubilité, 

l’émotivité et le lien direct et personnel entre les interlocuteurs” (1993:xi).  The reference 

to prolixity points to an idiosyncratic element in the use of discourse markers.  The 

reference to emotivity suggests that a topic sensitive to the interlocutor(s) may yield more 

discourse markers than a neutral topic.  Finally, the social relationships between 

interlocutors also play a role: friends are more likely to engage in an informal 

interactional style that favors the use of discourse markers (Jucker & Smith, 1998; 

Kyratzis & Ervin-Tripp, 1999; Redeker, 1990).   

There are occurrences when a particular discourse marker may be repeated 

several times by both interlocutors at different points of the conversation.  Maschler 

(1998) reported two speakers using four times the Hebrew marker keta (literally 

‘segment’ but also ‘weird, funny’) during their interaction.  One possibility to consider is 

the benefit to both speakers for ‘recycling linguistic material’, thus reducing processing 

effort.  Once the marker has been ‘supplied’ through the first occurrence, it is readily 

accessible cognitively, and speakers may tend to use it more easily.  Another possibility 

comes from Speech Accommodation Theory (Giles, 1980), according to which speakers 

adjust their communicative styles to match their interlocutor’s style, for instance by 

repeating each other’s partial utterance or using similar language (converging styles).  

Speech Accommodation Theory is focused on how the speakers position themselves with 

respect to one another.  At a higher-level, speakers may also use discourse markers, 

consciously or not, in order to index themselves as members of a particular local speech 
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community.  Discourse markers therefore allow speakers to manifest their integration 

within a speech community.   

For Östman (1982), two basic aspects govern both the occurrence of discourse 

markers and the impromptu nature of the speech situation: planning and politeness.  

According to him, discourse markers arise from 1) the need to restore integration (as used 

by Chafe, 1979), and 2) the need to resolve power and politeness aspects.  Impromptu 

speech is characterized by its fragmentation and its syntactic deviance (in opposition to 

planned, ‘standard’ (written) language).  Impromptu speech also deviates from Gricean 

maxims, because of an “excessive use of words, use of slang expressions, indirectness of 

expression, obscurity with respect to co-reference, and in general, breaches against being 

perspicuous” (Östman, 1982:167). 

In sum, the socio- and psycholinguistic factors constraining the production of 

discourse markers are multiple and complex.  They involve all facets of the interaction: 

the participants (roles, relationships, sex), the type of discourse (genre, topic), as well as 

other aspects not necessarily discussed (physical setting for instance) which likely come 

into play.  Obviously, in a study concerned with how language learners are able to 

produce discourse markers, these aspects must be taken into account in designing the 

study (see chapter 3).  Although the ultimate goal of the present research is to arrive at a 

better understanding of how language learners develop competence using discourse 

markers, it seems logical to look at how discourse markers are acquired in a native 

language setting.  Previous research on the development of competence using discourse 

markers in L1 is the object of the next section.   
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2.3. DEVELOPMENT OF COMPETENCE USING DISCOURSE MARKERS IN L1 

Study of discourse markers first focused on identifying core functions that could 

in turn account for the variety of functions one marker assumed in discourse.  The second 

stage of study focused on the development of discourse markers in L1.  In this section, I 

review research on the development of discourse markers in L1 English for two reasons.  

First, given that the participants in this study are English native speakers and use it in 

everyday and academic interactions, the development of discourse markers competence 

in L1 English seems relevant.  The development of such competence in L1 French is 

equally relevant: are the issues raised and the characteristics of such development similar 

to that of English?  Second, by reviewing research on the development of competence 

using discourse markers in a first language, I hope to establish a basis for comparison in 

terms of the conditions, challenges, and stages constraining the acquisition of these 

linguistic expressions in an L2 context.   
 

2.3.1. Discourse Markers in L1 English 

Using Schiffrin’s (1987) framework, Kyratzis and Ervin-Tripp (1999) looked at 

the development of discourse markers (‘because’, ‘so’, ‘but’, ‘well’, ‘okay’, and ‘now’) 

in peer interaction for two groups of children (age 4, and age 7) and in two activity 

settings (story-telling and pretend play). They found that the older children used 

boundary markers (often with ‘ok’, ‘now’, ‘so’, and ‘well’) to mark a shift between the 

three different phases of the play (negotiation, emplotment, and enactment) observed by 

the authors, whereas the younger children seldom indicated boundaries.  Only the older 

children used participation framework markers, through which speakers index their roles 

as participants or “introduce upcoming talk as relating to concerns or questions raised in 

prior talk” (1999:1323).  In addition, unlike the younger children, the older group used 
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markers at a global level,5 as indicated by the 7-year old children’s use of boundary 

markers (in particular with ‘ok’ and ‘now’, used exclusively for boundary-marking).  The 

authors also found that different markers were used for different discourse contexts: 

negotiation was associated with action markers only; narration called for ideation, 

boundary, and participant framework markers; and emplotment and enactment were 

associated with the broader range of markers (action, ideation, boundary, and 

participation framework markers). 

Andersen, Brizuela, DuPuy and Gonneman’s (1999) study examined the early 

acquisition of discourse markers cross-linguistically for English, French, and Spanish.  

The authors were interested in how discourse markers may be used to index social 

relationships between interlocutors.  The pretend-play activity with puppets resulted in 

data reflecting spoken register variation (i.e., the children enacted different roles, such as 

doctor-patient) reflecting the children’s knowledge of appropriateness rules governing 

language use.  As in Kyratzis and Ervin-Tripp’s research, the authors found that children 

used discourse markers at an early age, but also that they indexed social roles and statuses 

early on.  For instance in English, ‘well’ was used more frequently when enacting roles 

of authority (doctor, teacher, and parents) than when enacting their counterparts (patient, 

student, child).  Lexical markers (‘well’, ‘so’, ‘now’) were used more frequently in 

authoritative roles than non-lexical markers (‘uh’, ‘um’) used in roles with less power. 

The authors found very similar findings for both the Spanish and the French data: 

differential frequency across roles, unequal distribution of lexical vs. non-lexical 

markers, use of stacking (the use of serveral discourse markers in a sequence) in 

authoritative roles, and increase of discourse markers with age.  However, they also 

                                                 
5 A discourse marker is said to function at the global level when it serves to signal relationships between 
units of talk larger than the utterance.  For instance, ‘so’ has a global boundary marking function when it 
indexes the shift from background information to main action in a story retelling activity. 
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observed cross-linguistic differences.  In particular, French distinguished itself by a 

higher frequency of stacking, by a greater variety of lexical discourse markers, and by a 

more frequent use of discourse markers.  Asymmetry of roles is reflected in the use of 

alors, bon, and maintenant in higher positions and et puis and et ben in lower positions 

(as well as non-lexical markers ah and hein).  In French, the number of discourse markers 

in peer interactions (student-student) was very similar to that of teacher-student 

interactions (the difference was in the fewer number of markers used by students in 

student-teacher enactments). 

Kyratzis and Ervin-Tripp’s (1999) findings show early acquisition (between age 4 

and 7) of the use of discourse markers, while Andersen et al.’s findings suggest that this 

characteristic holds true cross-linguistically –underlining the universal characteristics of 

discourse markers not only in terms of functions but in terms of acquisitional features.  

Kyratzis and Ervin-Tripp’s (1999) study highlights the cognitive and social development 

of the children along with their pragmalinguistic development.  If there is a parallel with 

second language learners, one could expect that communicatively less proficient 

language learners, like the younger children, would use more ‘action’ (referential) than 

‘participation framework’ discourse markers.  In other words, novice language learners 

would use textual and structural discourse markers rather than interpersonal discourse 

markers.  Because of their superior cognitive development and knowledge of a first 

language, language learners may differ from the younger children in transferring some L1 

interpersonal markers.  It may also be that transfer occurs provided that language learners 

use the same discourse markers referentially. 
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2.3.2. Discourse Markers in L1 French: Jisa (1987) 

Jisa (1987) focused on the use of connectors in monologue narratives by six 

French native speaking children (ages 3;2 to 4;10).  She distinguished five uses of 

connectors: openings (et ben), linear continuations (sequential and additive et pis), 

complex logico-semantic relationships (temporal, consequence, causal, specification, 

adversative, and conditional), closings (voilà), and restarts (et pis, alors).  She found that 

younger children overused a limited set of connectors.  In other words, they used a 

connector for functions for which adults use different forms.  Older children showed 

superior discourse competence by using a wider repertoire of forms, and a better 

assignment of forms to functions.  For instance, all children marked the opening of their 

monologues, however only the older children used alors in addition to (et) ben, showing 

a specialization as well as an increase in their repertoire of forms.  Likewise, only the 

older children signaled the end of their monologue.  The older children used fewer 

connectors for linear continuation than the younger children, reflecting the wider 

repertoire and increased specialization of connectors in the monologues of the older 

children.  For instance, the younger children used the non-adult form et pis to signal 

topic-change, whereas the older children used alors.  Specialization of functions is also 

apparent in the use of mais for marking adversative relationships in the discourse of the 

older children (younger children once again used et pis).  The older children marked 

temporal and conditional relationships.  The younger children also used connectors to 

punctuate topic-comment structures (‘et pis dans ma chambre et mon père et ben i m’a 

tout enlevé mes jouets’), which adults do not.   

Jisa also found a qualitative difference in the use of juxtaposition between 

younger and older children.  Younger children used juxtaposition to expand their 

proposition: their utterances can be viewed as a series of expanded building blocks: 
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(8) et moi j’étais à la cuisine Ø j’étais à la cuisine faire un gateau 

and me I was in the kitchen Ø I was in the kitchen to make a cake (in 
Jisa, 1987:618) 

 

In contrast, older children used juxtaposition to make metalinguistic comments: 
 

(9) …et dans la nuit Clara ma petite sœur je jouerai avec elle Ø les bébés i 
sait jouer hein?  
…and in the night Clara my little sister I’ll play with her Ø babies 
they know how to play no? (in Jisa, 1987:618) 

 

Jisa reported Braunwald’s (1985) finding that juxtaposition would constitute a 

prior developmental stage to the use of connectives in young children’s speech.  Jisa’s 

and Braunwald’s findings suggest that the overuse of connectors in the younger 

children’s monologue reflects their difficulties in forming sentences when under pressure 

from factors such as on-line processing, risk of losing turn, and achieving completion.  

More proficient (older) speakers are faster at elaborating utterances.  The younger 

children’s overuse of connectors may be a strategy to keep the floor.  Their linguistic and 

cognitive abilities allow them to produce ‘idea units’ rather than full utterances. 

In sum, studies in both English and French reported early competence 

characterized by fewer forms, fewer functions, as well as improper marking of functions 

(because of a restricted repertoire).  Some studies (Braunswald, 1985; Jisa, 1987) pointed 

out the parallel between development of competence using discourse markers and 

metapragmatic awareness.  Inasmuch as discourse markers often function at a 

metapragmatic level, this co-occurrence is not surprising.  All studies reported early 

although imperfect acquisition of discourse markers, which highlights the importance of 

discourse markers in contributing to successful interaction.   
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2.4. DEVELOPMENT OF COMPETENCE USING DISCOURSE MARKERS IN L2 

2.4.1. Discourse Markers in L2 English 

Scarcella (1983) studied the development of conversational competence of second 

language learners of English6 with respect to marked moments of a typical student / 

teacher interview, such as responding to a greeting, to a pre-closing, to an introduction, 

and making a request for clarification.  She found that greetings and closings were 

acquired before introductions, and that in turn introductions were acquired before pre-

closings and requests for clarification.  She also found an effect for proficiency: more 

advanced language learners used more conversational devices.  Given the position of 

authority of the teacher, such an interview reflected a formal type of interaction (as 

opposed to natural conversations).  At the outset of the study, Scarcella wondered to what 

extent knowledge of conversational rules and norms is universal.  Although Scarcella 

found a developmental order, she did not discuss the findings in terms of whether 

particular moments of an interaction are more universally salient (greetings, closings) 

than others.  Salient moments may either be given more attention via transfer from L1 

pragmatic competence or have particular L2 linguistic forms that make them salient to 

the language learners –hence leading them to focus their attention on a particular 

pragmatic form.   

House (1996) looked at the development of pragmatic fluency and the role of 

metapragmatic awareness through instruction in the speech of German learners of 

English.  Pragmatic fluency was evaluated through the use of ‘gambits’ (i.e., discourse 

markers), discourse strategies, as well as speech acts.  House distinguished three types of 

gambits: uptakers (‘yeah’, ‘oh dear’) reacting to the previous turn, appealers (‘right’, 

‘okay’) orienting to the following turn, and clarifiers (‘I mean’, ‘you know’, ‘look’, 
                                                 
6 The students’ L1 were varied: Arabic, Chinese, Farsi, Hebrew, Japanese, Spanish, and Urdu. 
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‘listen’) oriented to the current turn.  House also included starters indicating turn changes 

(‘well (now)’).  House found that both groups (explicit instruction vs. no instruction) 

improved in using turn-changing markers, and that both groups overused ‘yes’ as a 

starter, realized by ‘well’ in English.  The group with explicit instruction used more 

interpersonal discourse markers (such as ‘you see’, ‘you know’, ‘I mean’) than the no-

instruction group.  This finding was significant because of cross-cultural differences 

reported by House between German (the language learners’ L1) and English.  There are 

more ‘content-focused’ (referential?) discourse markers in German talk than 

interpersonal discourse markers, more characteristic of English discourse.  Therefore, 

instruction was likely the reason English learners improved on that criterion.  

House also found that language learners with explicit instructions generally 

improved their pragmatic competence.  For instance they developed a greater variety of 

discourse strategies (such as prefacing requests with ‘I hate bothering you but…’) than 

learners without pragmatic instruction.  In terms of speech acts, language learners without 

explicit instruction had difficulty with opening routines as (10) illustrates:7 
 

(10) [DT: Request to move in] 
NNS1: Hi Bettina I mean 
NNS2: Hi Jan how are you doing? 
NNS1: Okay I I am erm erm okay, yes I have to say I am fine but erm 
I am not fine 
NNS2: You are not fine? 
NNS1: Actually no no… (House, 1996:239) 

 

However, the most striking finding for House was the fact that none of the groups 

improved in the realization of appropriate routinized responses.  Because House could 

not establish whether more competent students had been superior to the others before 

                                                 
7 Following House, content markers are italicized. 
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coming to the U.S., he could not assess the role of formal knowledge with respect to the 

development of pragmatic competence. 

Trillo (2002) compared the use of discourse markers in the speech of children and 

adult non-native speakers of English (L1 = Spanish) with that of native speakers of 

English (children and adults as well).  Trillo looked at the ‘canonical’ vs. the pragmatic 

use of the following discourse markers: ‘look’, ‘listen’, ‘you know’, ‘you see’, ‘I mean’, 

and ‘well’.  For instance, ‘you know’ in its canonical use is an indicator of knowledge, 

whereas in its pragmatic use, it is a “sympathetic circular element”, that is, an 

interpersonal discourse marker through which the speaker seeks to obtain the 

interlocutor’s sympathy.  In terms of L1, Trillo found a quantitative and a qualitative 

difference in the use of discourse markers between native English-speaking adults and 

children which echoes Kyratzis and Ervin-Tripp (1999) discussed above. 

In terms of L2, Trillo found that non-native adults used more discourse markers 

than the children, but much fewer than the native adults.  In addition, the adults used 

significantly more discourse markers referentially than pragmatically (as is the case with 

‘well’ for instance).  Trillo suggested that pragmatic fossilization was taking place, the 

non-native adult speakers being unable to develop a repertoire of discourse markers 

similar to that of the native speakers despite their formal knowledge of English.  In 

addition, there was evidence of the inability of the non-native speakers to establish 

socially sensitive form-function equivalences: for instance the children used ‘listen’ (not 

used by native children), possibly due to transfer from Spanish, where oye is not 

considered impolite and is frequently used in Spanish conversations.  In addition, the 

adults did not use ‘look’ and ‘listen’, equating these forms with impolite situations, 

whereas native adults use them. 
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According to Trillo, such findings provided support for the hypothesis that 

language learners acquire a language along two parallel tracks, a formal and a pragmatic 

track.  For native speakers the natural language setting allows for the two tracks to 

develop in relationship to one another.  For instructed language learners however, the 

grammatical and semantic rules or the socio- and pragmalinguistic rules are only acquired 

in a formal classroom context, i.e., not an authentic setting.  Trillo therefore suggested 

that native speakers follow “a ‘function-to-form developmental process’, where the need 

to communicate precedes the use of a form […] whereas non-native speakers follow a 

‘form-to-function process’, based on the learning of certain items which are usually 

contextualized at different subsequent stages” (2002:770).   

The common denominator between the three studies reviewed is the inability of 

the language learners to acquire discourse markers to the same extent as the native 

speakers, either in terms of the repertoire or in terms of situational accuracy. 
 

2.4.2. Discourse Markers in L2 French 

Studies on the use of discourse markers in L2 French are now on the rise.  Initial 

studies usually concerned language learners in contact situation, and focused primarily on 

social factors (Mougeon and Laurendeau, 1993, Sankoff et al. 1997, Rehner, 2002).  Such 

studies were not concerned with the development of competence per se, or with the 

identification of developmental stages, but rather with the social factors affecting the use 

of discourse markers (age, social class).  Such a sociolinguistic approach stems from an 

interest in the degree of integration into the speech community as revealed by the use of 

French or English discourse markers.  In the last few years, however, there has been a 

shift of interest in the development of L2 French discourse structuring competence 
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(Hancock, 2001, 2002, Hancock and Kirchmeyer, 2002, 20048).  With the exception of 

Barnes (1998), whose participants learned French in a non-contact, classroom setting, a 

handful of studies focused specifically on the acquisition of connectors as structuring 

discourse in a study-abroad context (Elo, 1993; Hancock 1997; Conway, 2004).  I present 

the results of some of the studies mentioned above, including these studies of contact 

situations, for even though the research questions may differ, they shed light on the use of 

discourse markers by second language learners.  However, I reserve specific discussion 

of donc (Hancock, 2004) for chapter 5. 
 

French in classroom setting: Barnes (1998) 

Barnes’ (1998) study represents an early attempt to analyze the use of connectors 

and discourse particles in the L2 narration of a silent film (a monologue setting) 

compared to native speaker data in identical circumstances.  The non-native participants 

were grouped into four categories reflecting the degree of formal instruction and of 

exposure to the L2 community: early classroom, advanced classroom, advanced mixed, 

and primarily immersion.  The narrative genre studied by Barnes justifies the focus on 

connectors (such as et, mais, puis, (et) alors, and (et) donc), and on organizational 

features of discourse specific to narratives (i.e., marking transitions)9. Discourse particles 

studied were bon, ben, and (et) voilà. 

As with Jisa (1987), Barnes found that L2 learners showed an early acquisitional 

stage characterized by a limited but frequently used set of connectors (in particular et and 

mais).  Barnes argued that the form-function equivalence between mais / ‘but’ and parce 

que / ‘because’ allowed students to transfer the logico-semantic uses of the connectors.  
                                                 
8 I am particularly grateful to Prof. David Birdsong for sharing these references with me.  
9 Unfortunately, Barnes did not distinguish between the connective and pragmatic functions of the 
expressions she studied.  For instance, in addition to being an adversative connector, mais can be used as a 
turn-getting strategy (Guillot, 2000). 
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In contrast, more proficient subjects had a wider range of connectors and correspondingly 

marked a wider range of functions.  Thus with increased proficiency, there was also 

increasing specialization of connectors.  Exposure seemed to play a role in accelerating 

the appearance and acquisition of connectors, but Barnes contended that the development 

of connectors was foremost dependent on the students’ proficiency.  In addition, even for 

those subjects with highest proficiency and exposure to natural discourse, occurrences of 

connectors did not match native frequencies.  

In terms of discourse particles, Barnes found that only immersion students used 

the discourse particles bon, ben, and enfin, and she linked the acquisition of these items to 

significant exposure to natural discourse.  Barnes related this finding to the classroom 

environment differing from natural discourse with respect to dialogic discourse (limited 

in classroom) and colloquial register (classroom interaction favors standard register).  

However these same discourse markers (bon, ben, and enfin) were present in the 

narratives of only three of the seven native speakers, and the number of occurrences per 

speaker was also low, with only one speaker using them more than once.  Accordingly, 

Barnes’s analysis suggests that students overused these discourse markers.  

Hence, a suggested developmental path is as follows: at an early stage, there are 

few forms, as well as few functions marked by these forms.  Later, new forms emerge 

along with new functions.  The expanded repertoire is first characterized by assigning 

more functions to a marker than it fulfills in native discourse.  In the most developed 

stage, “the expanding repertoire is accompanied by increasing specialization of each 

connector” (1998:206). 
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French in a language-contact setting: Canadian French 

Mougeon and Laurendeau (1993) looked at the use of comme by Welland 

Francophones, in both its referential (equivalence, simultaneity, intensity, and 

approximation) and its pragmatic (exemplification, clarification/expansion, slot filler, and 

turn-yielding) functions.  The researchers were interested in the interaction with age, 

social, and language dominancy (English-dominant, balanced bilingual, and French-

dominant). Mougeon and Laurendeau suggested that the interaction between language 

dominance and use of pragmatically-constrained functions of comme reflected the 

bicultural identity of some of the participants.  The balanced bilinguals used comme in its 

pragmatic functions the most, whereas socially, the participants from the working class 

used referential comme more than participants from the middle and lower middle classes. 

Sankoff et al. (1997) looked at how 17 anglophone speakers (age 20 to 24) of 

Montreal French used various discourse markers (comme, alors, bien, tu sais, fait que, là, 

bon), including some English equivalents (‘like’, ‘so’, ‘well’, ‘you know’), all frequent 

discourse markers of L1 English10 and interspersed in the L2 discourse.  All speakers 

used only English with their parents, and acquired French through school and / or through 

‘contact setting’.  In addition to investigating social factors, Sankoff et al. were interested 

in whether French discourse markers with English equivalents were easier to acquire than 

French discourse markers without English equivalents (as, Sankoff et al. argued, is the 

case for bon).  It did not appear to be the case.   

For the authors, the most significant finding was the correlation between 

frequency of discourse markers use and knowledge of French grammar, which the 

authors viewed as “evidence that a higher frequency of discourse marker use is the 

hallmark of the fluent speaker” (1997:191), as well as revealing of the speaker’s 

                                                 
10 These discourse markers (as well as ‘I mean’) were also used in L1 interviews by the same speakers. 
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integration into the speech community.  The second most striking finding of the study 

was the variation exhibited by the study participants (2 or 3 markers over a 15-minute 

discourse segment for some, as opposed to more than 40 for others).  In sum, the authors 

felt that: 
 
the least fluent, least competent L2 speakers used almost no discourse 
markers, and those who did not use discourse markers often produced 
speech that was in other ways disfluent.  Whereas native-style markers 
seemed to drop off the tongues of fluent speakers in the midst of 
effortlessly produced clauses, the discourse of nonfluent speakers was 
punctuated by the ums and huhs of filled pauses, which betoken word 
searches, hesitations, and the quest of a means of expression.  We were 
left with the view that the more successful L2 speakers were those who 
could control native discourse markers in a native like fashion (1997:213) 
 

However native speech is also characterized by pauses, hesitations, and difficulties in 

terms of syntactic and lexical processing.  Somehow, there seems to be a ‘qualitative’ 

difference between pauses and other phenomena of unplanned discourse as realized by 

native and non-native speakers.  In addition, the study did not evidence whether 

knowledge of French grammar enabled the development of pragmatic competence 

(acquisition of discourse markers), or whether knowledge of French grammar was 

concurrent with (but independent from) such development.  In other words, the causal 

relationship (formal knowledge leading to development of pragmatic competence) was 

neither asserted nor refuted.  

Although Sankoff et al. found that ‘you know’ and tu sais were both used most 

frequently by the same speakers in English and in French, the frequency order showed là 

and bon to be the second and third most frequently used markers (two markers deemed 

without English equivalents).  In addition, they found a discrepancy between the use of 

‘like’ in English (second most frequently used discourse marker) and comme in French 

(ranking fifth in frequency of use).  Comme was also the only marker studied from a 
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functional perspective.  Sankoff et al. suggested that transfer explained the frequency of 

comme through a form-function equivalence with ‘like’, and for example the nonnative-

like quotative function.11  Sankoff et al. found that là, “the marker the most frequently 

used by French-speaking Montrealers” (1997:209), was acquired through exposure to the 

francophone community.  According to the authors the same is true for bien, acquired 

through interaction rather than formal instruction (as the phonetically reduced form ben 

also suggested).  The findings concerning bon were more surprising.  A stepwise analysis 

showed two influences on the use of bon: current linguistic orientation and amount of 

formal French instruction.  These findings are surprising because bon does not have an 

English equivalent (form-function)12 and it was expected that the use of bon would be 

influenced by exposure rather than formal instruction: why would the context for 

acquisition of bon differ from that of là and bien?  The authors suggested that “those with 

more formal French training tend to use bon, a typically French marker, more than the 

other speakers, particularly if they are currently more oriented towards French” 

(1997:210).  This rather unconvincing explanation did not specify how (interaction or 

instruction) bon was acquired in the first place, although it suggested that it was 

dependent on formal acquisition.  The remark that bon was “somehow less accessible to 

L2 speakers” (1997:210) (being used by six out the 17 observed speakers) is more 

logical, and points to the opacity of (some) discourse markers. 

Along the lines of Sankoff et al.’s study, Rehner (2002) focused on the 

development of pragmatic competence in the discourse of 41 immersion students 
                                                 
11 Comme also illustrates differences between Montreal and Standard French: it is used as a ‘punctor’ in 
Montreal French (comment est-ce que je peux comme prendre un petit promenade après ‘how can I like 
take a little walk afterwards’ cited in Rehner, 2002:60) but not in Standard French. 
12 The suggestion that bon has a form-function English equivalent through ‘ok’ is unsatisfactory in my 
opinion.  In the following example (taken from Rehner, 2002:62), ‘ok’ does not offer a pragmatic 
equivalent of bon into English: ‘Mon copain il vient bon il vient de la Colombie-Britannique’.  In fact, 
Rehner does not provide any translation for the marker in English: ‘My boyfriend comes – he comes from 
British Columbia’. 
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(advanced Canadian French) compared to 10 Franco-Ontario adolescents and 7 Ontario 

French immersion teachers.  In addition to looking at social factors, Rehner took a 

functional approach to investigate the possible role of transfer and the correlation with 

the use of markers by immersion teachers. She focused on the same markers studied by 

Sankoff et al.: comme/‘like’, donc/alors/ça fait que/‘so’, bon and là.  The grouping of the 

markers donc, alors, (ça) fait que (a Canadian French discourse marker) and ‘so’ 

suggests that Rehner (2002:3) views them as form-function equivalents.  Rehner 

distinguished between a discursive (pragmatic) use of the discourse markers and a non-

discursive use.  When used discursively, markers are not part of the syntactic structure, 

do not bear propositional meaning, tend to occur in a phonologically reduced form, and 

participate in the smooth flow of speech production.  For example, the discursive 

functions of alors were:13  
 
Organizational/Transitional: to organize one’s speech or to transfer from 
one thought or idea to another. 
Alors j’aimerais que vous sortiez vos livres 
Ok I would like you to get out your books. 
 
Clarification / expansion: to clarify or expand on a thought or idea 
Je me suis bien amusée alors j’ai fait des achats et j’ai vu un film. 
I had a good time in fact I went shopping and saw a film 
 
Turn-yielding signal: to end a turn at talk and invite one’s interlocutor to 
speak 
Je l’ai fini hier alors 
I finished it yesterday so  
 
Emphasizer: to emphasize an item 
C’est presque fini alors 
It’s almost finished then 
 
Punctor: to fill a slot when the desired item is not forthcoming 

                                                 
13 According to Rehner, donc fulfills the same functions as alors (except for the chronological function).  
The functions fulfilled by ‘so’ match exactly those fulfilled by alors and are a close match to those fulfilled 
by donc.  Rehner’s findings for donc (and alors) are discussed in chapter 5. 
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Alors / alors / l’arithmétique n’est pas facile 
So (pause) so (pause) maths is not easy (reproduced from Rehner, 
2002:119) 
 

The non-discursive functions of the same marker were: 
 

“Consequence: to mark the relationship of consequence between two 
items 
Il n’est pas venu alors je ne peux pas le lui donner. 
He did not come therefore I could not give it to him. 
 
Chronology: to mark the timing of an item 
Il comprit alors son erreur.  
He understood his mistake at that moment” (reproduced from Rehner, 
2002:119) 
 

Several problems arise from Rehner’s functional organization and the examples 

she provided.  First, the basis for Rehner’s categorization of functions is unclear.  In the 

case of donc and alors in particular, it did not seem to stem from previous research.  The 

cursory definitions are in some cases imprecise at best.  For instance, Rehner might have 

better defined the function of ‘punctor’ by saying that alors is a marker used when the 

speaker is having processing difficulties and seeks to retain the floor while he mentally 

formulates an upcoming utterance.  The use of the word ‘punctor’ and ‘filler’ seems 

infelicitous: ‘punctor’ seems to refer to prosodic signals marking vocally the articulation 

of the sentence (see Vincent, 1983).  The term ‘filler’ is often associated with negative 

connotations and is used to indicate speakers with poor discursive skills.  Second, the 

translations Rehner offered for alors in the examples were somewhat subjective.  The 

variety of English ‘equivalents’ Rehner provided points to the difficulty of establishing 

correct cross-linguistic forms, as well as to the fact that alors may not be a systematic 

form-function equivalent of ‘so’.  Third, the examples provided had little if any co-text, 

so that the reader must rely on Rehner’s assignment of functions. 
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Despite shortcomings, Rehner’s study offers useful insights.  She found that L1 

transfer affected primarily the frequency of use and the range of discursive (pragmatic) 

functions of the discourse markers under study: students favored the discourse markers 

with an English equivalent over those without an English equivalent (bon, là), a finding 

similar to that of Sankoff et al.  In terms of students vs. teachers’ use of discourse 

markers, Rehner found that the students’ rank order of non-discursive (connective) use of 

the discourse markers corresponded to that of the immersion teachers.  For instance, both 

immersion teachers and students used the non-discursive function of bon expressing a 

‘positive quality’ the most frequently (out of the 13 non-discursive functions attributed to 

bon!).  In these instances, bon is an adjective, and it is not surprising that students 

resorted frequently to this basic lexical item.  When the number of non-discursive 

functions is smaller (alors, là), the alignment between teachers and students may point to 

a core function.  In other words, students may not so much have aligned themselves with 

the linguistic behavior of teachers as they made use of more accessible functions of the 

discourse marker.  This perspective is more in line with the fact that students used many 

more non-discursive functions than discursive.  This analysis coincides well with 

Scarcella’s (1983) findings (see section 2.3.1. above). 

Rehner also suggested that curricular and extra-curricular L2 exposure correlated 

with the students’ use of discourse markers: those students with higher L2 exposure (time 

spent with a francophone family, media) used discourse markers more frequently than 

students with less L2 exposure.  However, it was not true for discourse markers across 

the board.  It was not the case for comme, which Rehner attributed to a form-function 

equivalence with English ‘like’.  Conversely, it was also not true for the discursive 

functions of bon, because of a lack of form-function equivalence (‘lack of discursive 

congruence’ 2002:149) between bon and English ‘good’ and because of “the students’ 
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relatively modest amount of extra-curricular L2 exposure” (2002:149).  If Rehner 

downplays the students’ exposure for bon, how can she justify that the same (amount of) 

exposure plays a role for other discourse markers?  The explanation is valid only if 

Rehner suggests that the two factors (relatively modest exposure plus lack of form-

function equivalence) compound each other.  In other words, ‘some’ exposure might be 

sufficient to trigger the acquisition of some functions for some discourse markers, but not 

for others. 

Finally, Rehner observed a low rate of discourse marker use (well below native 

norms), “a lack of assignment of social values”, and “a limited range of discursive 

functions” (2002:189).  The non-discursive functions were more accessible than the 

discursive functions, and students lacked pragmatic awareness that would have enabled 

them to use the discourse markers in a socially and contextually appropriate manner. 

French in study-abroad context: Conway (2000) 

Conway (2000) looked at the use of connectors in the discourse of three native 

speakers of Swedish learning French interacting with a French native speaker.  The 

participants were recorded before and after a stay of about 4 months in France.  

Conway’s work differs from earlier studies in that she looked at a much broader range of 

connectors (et, mais, donc, parce que, alors, bon, enfin, et puis, tu sais, sinon, par 

exemple, en fait, ou, and ben).  The results of the analysis are presented in the following 

table, modified from Conway’s tables 1 and 2: 
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Table 2.1: Number of discourse markers in native / nonnative interactions before and 
after a French stay. 

 
 

The upper table lists the number of occurrences of discourse markers in the conversations 

(C1 = pre-stay, C2 = post-stay) of the native speaker.  The lower table shows the 

production of discourse markers for the non-native speakers.  It is striking that the native 

speaker systematically used more discourse markers on the first conversation than on the 

second (except for mais), suggesting that there might be a task-effect (given that it can 

hardly be attributed to a French stay).  However, all language learners used more 

discourse markers in the post-stay interaction, suggesting an overall increased 

competence.   

NS (+ Len) NS (+ Jen) NS (+Boe)
C1 C2 C1 C2 C1 C2

NS et 24 19 33 17 62 19
mais 21 27 28 7 23 16
donc 15 5 16 8 30 10
parce que 11 7 11 3 12 3
alors 6 1 8 2 6 0
bon 5 0 4 2 9 2
enfin 3 2 6 3 9 3
et puis 2 3 2 1 14 5
tu sais 3 2 2 0 1 1
sinon 2 0 0 0 1 2
par exemple 2 0 0 0 1 1
en fait 1 0 0 0 2 0

Len Jen Boe
NNS et 16 36 22 32 21 52

mais 19 25 23 27 30 37
donc 0 17 0 9 0 0
parce que 7 9 10 12 13 26
alors 1 0 6 0 3 3
bon 0 0 0 0 0 0
enfin 0 0 3 0 0 0
et puis 0 0 0 0 0 0
tu sais 0 1 0 0 0 0
sinon 1 0 0 0 0 1
par exemple 0 0 0 0 0 3
en fait 0 0 0 0 0 3
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Like Barnes (1998), Conway found that the non-native speakers used mostly et, 

mais, and parce que before their French stay.  Their repertoire of markers was 

significantly smaller than that of the native speaker.  In addition to the three frequently 

used markers, the non-native speakers each used different markers (alors, enfin, sinon, 

and ou), underscoring the role of individual variation in the use of markers in L2 

interaction.  None of the non-native speakers used the interpersonal marker tu sais in a 

manipulative effort to ensure their interlocutors’ involvement or even agreement.  None 

of the language learners used bon, even after their French stay, suggesting as other 

studies before that this marker presents a particular acquisitional difficulty. 

Conway suggested that after their French stay, the non-native speakers aligned 

themselves closer with native norms as evidenced by a decreased use of mais, and by an 

increased repertoire.14  Et was the most frequently used connector (as is the case for the 

native speaker who participated in Conway’s study).  Newly used markers were in 

particular donc, as well as tu sais and sinon (one occurrence each) and par exemple and 

en fait (three occurrences each by the same language learner).  However, there were no 

instances of enfin the second time around, and the native speaker herself displayed a 

different set of markers the second time.  These observations, which Conway did not 

highlight, suggest that performances, whether by native or non native speakers, are 

subject to variation from one interaction to another.15  Rather, one must distinguish 

between true individual variation (systematic use and non-use of particular discourse 

                                                 
14 Given that the number of mais occurrences after the French stay was actually higher than before, it is 
possible that Conway referred tot the frequency of occurrences of mais in relation to the other markers (the 
number of occurrences for et and parce que both are higher on the second interaction, i.e., post-stay). 
15 It is hardly possible that the native speaker’s overall pragmatic competence changed after she left the 
country. 
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markers) and performance variation (an individual not using a particular marker in some 

interactions, but using it in others, i.e., lack of systematicity).16 

In addition, the absence or relative infrequency of certain markers may be related 

to lack of pragmatic competence only if the same markers are frequently used by native 

speakers (as is the case for donc, enfin, and et puis in Conway’s data): their number of 

occurrences is more stable in both interactions. 

In terms of discourse functions related to topic shift (introduction of a new topic, 

return to a previous topic, and frameshift), Conway noted that the non-native speakers 

rarely initiated new topics and used mais and et to do so (whereas the native speaker used 

alors and mais).  Although Conway did not provide information on how a new topic is 

introduced in Swedish, it is quite possible French and Swedish have in common the use 

of ‘and’ for that purpose (as is also the case in English).  If so, the use of et by the non 

native speakers would represent positive transfer.  Conway’s point that the non-native 

speakers tend to not introduce new topics is not surprising: it is natural for the non-native 

speaker, whether consciously or sub-consciously to let the native speaker (in a linguistic 

position of authority) control the conversation.  In (11) below, the native speaker initiates 

the conversation rather than the non-native speaker: 
 

(11) Car: bien alors comment ça s’est passé à Paris? 
Jen: oui c’était formidable (Conway, 2000:5) 
Car: good so how did it go in Paris? 
Jen: yes it was great 

 

Car also prefaces her utterance with bien, vocalizing her taking control of the 

interaction.  Therefore, the interaction is more or less shifted to a teacher / student 

                                                 
16 Assuming that all interactions are equal, which is not the case because of factors such as discourse genre, 
power, etc… 
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interaction.  It is hardly surprising then that Conway should find that her non-native 

participants rarely initiated a new topic.   

Similarly, Conway noted that the non-native speakers infrequently returned to a 

previous topic following a digression.  Conway suggested that the nonnative speakers 

may have difficulty keeping active in their short-term memory long strings of interaction 

(especially since discourse is punctuated with additive material such as reformulations, 

hesitations, false-starts and so forth).  According to Conway, the native speaker used 

alors as well as et, and donc to a lesser extent, to return to a prior topic.  In the only 

instance of return to a prior topic, the nonnative speaker used donc after a fairly short 

digression: 
 

(12) [DT: location of an apartment in Paris] 
Car: centrale c’est-à-dire il était où? 
Jen: c’était hm # si tu as euh # ici si tu as le cinquième 
Car: oui 
Jen: le quatorzième et le treizième et moi j’étais # oui c’était dans le 
treizième mais c’était: juste sur la frontière à quatorzième et le 
cinquième 
Car: la frontière 
Jen: <la frontière> (laughter) 
Car: <X> 
Jen: <non mais> à la euh 
Car: oui # d’accord oui 
Jen: donc c’était # quinze minutes à la Sorbonne <et>… 
Car: central that is to say where was he? 
Jen: it was hm # if you’ve got huh # her if you’ve got the fifth 
Car: yes 
Jen: the fourteenth and the thirteenth and me I was # yes it was in the 
thirteen but it was: just on the border at fourteenth and fifth 
Car: <the border> (laughter) 
Car: <X> 
Jen: <no but> at the huh 
Car: yes # ok yes 
Jen: so it was # fifteen minutes to the Sorbon <and>… 
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Example (12) suggests that if the digression is short enough, the nonnative 

speakers are able to use donc to signal the return to the main idea.  It suggests that the 

linguistic means may be present but that the complexity of the interaction may prevent 

the language learners to activate that knowledge in order to have better control of (i.e., to 

participate more equally in) the conversation.  Therefore, the absence of discourse 

markers may stem from a sociopragmatic failure, rather than a linguistic deficiency.  The 

conditions of the interaction (for instance participants of unequal status) may well lead to 

an under-representation of the array of ‘discourse acts’ such as initiating a topic or 

returning to a prior topic.   

Finally, the nonnative speakers also offered less background information 

(“incises”).  However, the nonnative speakers resorted to the same discourse markers 

(donc and parce que) that the native speaker used.  All instances of background 

information occurred in the post-stay conversations, suggesting that exposure to the L2 

community speech benefited the non-native speakers in that respect.   

Conway’s study highlights two important points: first, it is difficult to assess 

whether the absence of a discourse marker stems from a sociopragmatic failure or a 

pragmalinguistic one.  Hence, the language learners may have three difficulties: they may 

have difficulty with the function (due for instance to difficulties memorizing long strings 

of interaction), with the form (not having a particular form in their repertoire, a lexical 

problem), or with the form-function equation (associating the correct form to the correct 

function).  Second, to study the pragmatic competence of language learners, especially 

those who have not yet achieved a very high general communicative proficiency, it may 

be best to create an ‘equal opportunity setting’, i.e., one where language learners have a 

chance to participate in a conversation as equals. 
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2.5. CONCLUSION 

This chapter situated discourse markers within pragmatics, which focuses on the 

use of language within social and cultural settings.  Discourse marker studies have 

traditionally attempted to explain a marker’s various functions (a descriptive perspective) 

through a core value (Moeschler, 1991:23).  The premise for such studies is that 

discourse markers serve as instructions for interpretation.  Discourse markers force us to 

rethink the relationship between semantics and pragmatics because of the duality of 

discourse markers whose core value may belong to a lexical entry; but the pragmatic 

instructions they provide belong to a logical entry of the discourse marker.  Because of 

the interpretative function of discourse markers, studies on discourse markers often view 

these linguistic expressions as aiding the interlocutor only.  Alternatively, one should 

consider that discourse markers simultaneously aid the speaker to construct his discourse.   

Only recently has the acquisition of discourse markers begun to be investigated.  

Most studies of discourse markers focus on advanced learners.17  The assumption is that 

discourse markers are not accessible to learners at lower levels.  In other words, there is a 

strong tendency to associate the ability to use discourse markers with a minimum level of 

formal knowledge of French.  In addition, advanced learners are more likely to have 

exposure to the L2 community, another factor expected to play an important role in the 

development of discourse markers competence. 

In terms of developmental stages, even though studies may be based on different 

theoretical frameworks and use different categories of functions, they all highlight 

congruent findings: referential use of discourse markers precedes pragmatic use.  In 

addition, the developmental path such as the one outlined following the review of Barnes’ 

(1998) research suggests an initial phase of overuse of some discourse markers.  The 

                                                 
17 Barnes (1998) represents an exception in this respect. 
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overuse of discourse markers corrected by significant exposure to L2 speech community 

is also corroborated in Guillot (2004), and by research in languages other than English 

and French (Barron, 2003 for German for instance).  Transfer plays a role, which may be 

both positive and negative. For instance Lynch (2002) reported on the use in L2 Spanish 

of these discourse markers with an English equivalent, e.g. bueno ‘well’, entonces and 

pues ‘then’, sabes ‘you know’ while the same speakers fail to use discourse markers 

which do not have an English equivalent, e.g. o sea, asi que, and ¿qué sé yo? for 

example.  Research also indicates that despite that exposure, language learners do not 

attain native-like use of discourse markers, even though progress is evident.  In addition, 

language learners may progress in some aspects and regress in other aspects of discourse 

marker use. 
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Chapter 3: Methodology and Design 

 

In chapter 2, some aspects of the development of pragmatic competence 

concerning the use of discourse markers were highlighted, such as its non-linear 

development and the early overuse of a limited repertoire of markers.  The literature 

review also indicated that different statuses and roles held by interlocutors (for instance, 

student / teacher) led to the production of discourse markers reflecting these roles, and 

that markers were particularly likely to occur at specific moments of discourse (for 

instance, when taking leave).  Taking these elements into account, chapter 3 provides a 

rationale for the experimental design that I chose in order to answer the research 

questions outlined in chapter one, and repeated here for convenience: 1) is there a 

developmental order linking the pragmatic use of donc to its referential use? 2) Do the 

number of occurrences and the range of functions increase with proficiency? 3) Does 

transfer (positive and / or negative) of English ‘so’ play a role in the way donc develops 

in the French conversation of anglophone language learners?  This chapter offers a 

justification for the data collection process as well as for how it was analyzed.  
 

3.1. MASCHLER’S (1998) FRAMEWORK 

I have adopted Maschler’s (1997, 1998) framework for my study because the 

functional delineations she proposed seem to allow for a clear and systematic 

classification of discourse markers.  There are three theoretical points of departure in 

Maschler’s work.  First, she borrowed Goffman’s (1981b) notion of footing, or “the 

alignment we take up to ourselves and the others present as expressed in the way we 

manage the production or reception of an utterance” (1981b:128).  Particularly important 

to the notion of footing is the fact that ‘participants over the course of their speaking 
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constantly change their footing, these changes being a persistent feature of natural talk’ 

(1981b:128).  An interaction is dynamic in that it is not pre-scripted but spontaneous, or 

unplanned, and the roles of the interlocutors are also not fixed, on some parameters at 

least.  Second, Maschler built on Becker’s (1979, 1988) concept of the text as the result 

of the interaction of constraints.  These constraints operate on different ‘realms’, and 

Maschler classified discourse markers into four realms: interpersonal relations, 

referential, structural, and cognitive (1997:192).  Third, following Chafe (1994) she 

distinguished two types of topic development: elicitation and narration.  In elicitation, 

topic development is driven by the interaction between participants, whereas in narration, 

the topic is essentially self-sustaining.  In both elicitation and narration, discourse 

markers “help participants negotiate the boundaries of conversational actions” (1998:13), 

that is, indicate shifts of frame.  Maschler’s framework seems appropriate in that it takes 

into account the dynamic character of interaction, and specifies a cognitive component of 

the functions of discourse markers.  For Maschler, discourse markers must be able to 

index the utterance so that the utterance has “a metalingual interpretation in the context in 

which it occurs” (1998:31).  Within the utterance, the discourse marker “must refer 

metalingually to the realm of the text, to the interaction of its participants, or to their 

cognitive processes” (1998:31). 

Maschler’s model distinguishes four functional domains for discourse markers.  

The referential domain is concerned with marking “relationships between conversational 

actions which mirror the semantic relationships in the extralingual world marked by those 

conjunctions” (1998:33), that is, coordination, disjunction, contrast, cause, consequence. 

For many researchers, the fact that an expression has semantic meaning (i.e, here, a 

logical entry) disqualifies it as a discourse marker.  However, it is clear that discourse 

markers have their origin in a lexical form.  The extent to which a grammaticalization 
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process has bleached the semantic value of the expression may differ from one discourse 

marker to another.   

The structural domain is concerned with the organization of the discourse.  It 

corresponds to “les marqueurs de structuration” as defined by Roulet (1984): 

conversational actions are related to one another in terms of order and hierarchy.  It 

echoes Roulet’s (1984) argument of speech acts being centered on a ‘master act’ 

organized in subordinated moves.  These markers fulfill three functions: they organize 

the order of conversation actions (‘first of all’); they signal and operate a movement back 

to the main action (‘anyway’); and they introduce, summarize, or end an action (‘all in 

all’, ‘that’s it’).  In doing so, according to Maschler, they may directly appeal to the 

interlocutor (‘one sec’, ‘wait’).   

The interpersonal domain directly involves the speaker and his interlocutors.  

Discourse markers in this category facilitate “in some ways the negotiation of closeness 

vs. distance between participants” (1998:33) (see also Schiffrin’s (1987) notions of distal 

/ proximal roles of the participants).  These markers index the attitude of either the 

speaker or the hearer, for instance agreement or disagreement, amazement, phatic 

contact, enthusiasm, and so forth.  From the speaker’s point of view, for instance, it is 

essential to obtain the commitment of the listener in terms of his participation, attention, 

and agreement). 

The cognitive plane refers to the mental processes and the on-line aspects of 

(unplanned) discourse.  Maschler notes that these markers reveal the cognitive processes 

the speaker is engaged in, in alignment with Schourup’s (1984) proposal.  Cognitive 

markers indicate that the speaker or the hearer is processing information (hesitation 

particles such as ‘huh’, ‘um’), or that the hearer is realizing new information (‘oh’), or 

finally that the speaker realizes the need to rephrase (‘I mean’, ‘meaning’, ‘like’).   
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Maschler prefers the term frameshift to Goffman’s (1981) notion of footing 

because it allows her to expand its workings beyond the interpersonal dimension (the 

participants) to include other interactional levels such as the structural and the cognitive 

levels.  The elicitation, one of the two types of topic development, is particularly 

interesting for the present study given the type of interaction the participants of the study 

were engaged in (a semi-guided conversation, see chapter 3).  Following Chafe (1994), 

Maschler proposes a three-level hierarchy: the highest level is the supertopic, or the 

general topic of the interaction, the middle level is represented by the sub-topics within 

the supertopic, and the lowest level is the system of turns and exchange.  As Maschler 

points out, the lowest level is qualitatively different from the other two levels in that it is 

not determined by content. 

Maschler did not “claim that each marker has but one function.  Rather, […] each 

marker generally has one relatively unmarked function (one that is more commonly 

found in the conversations) and that other, more marked functions may emerge for that 

discourse marker in different contexts” (see also Östman’s (1982) prototype function and 

Schiffrin’s (1987) primary vs. secondary functions).  Maschler and Schiffrin focused on 

discourse markers as a category, rather than on a specific discourse marker.  They tended 

to tie a discourse marker to a prototypical function, possibly close to the semantic origin 

(or connective use) of the expression, thereby focusing on the macro function of 

discourse markers.  In contrast, this study focuses on the micro functions of one discourse 

marker.  Theoretically, the macro and micro functions should be compatible.  If the 

macro function refers to a core value of a given discourse marker, it should be possible to 

derive or justify the micro functions with respect to the macro function. 
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3.2. CORPUS AND METHODOLOGY 

The present analysis is based on a cross-sectional, oral task-based experiment 

designed to elicit as many donc occurrences as possible within a semi-structured peer-

interaction.  Data were elicited by audio-recording fifty participants paired by level 

(intermediate, advanced, very advanced, and native speakers) to complete two 

conversational tasks.  A background questionnaire supplemented the language production 

task.  The background questionnaire was adapted from a study by Mougeon (1996) on the 

sociolinguistic variation along the French language proficiency continuum (see appendix 

1).  Questions dealt with native and non-native proficiencies, and likelihood to use 

French inside and outside school settings.  Participants also answered questions on time 

spent within a French-speaking community.  Finally, some questions sought to establish 

the participants’ attitude and motivation towards (learning) French.  In the following 

sections, I detail the elicitation procedure along with its rationale. 
 

3.2.1. Interview Format and Tasks 

The format and the communicative tasks of the interview are known to play an 

important role in terms of the data yielded, a fact which Labov (1966) understood well 

and took advantage of.  Interviews with an investigator or someone who stands as a 

native-speaker are often used to elicit particular structures.  Structured interviews present 

the advantages of guiding the participants towards the production of a particular 

structure, or a particular pragmatic response (see studies on speech acts, in particular 

politeness).  Labov typically interviewed participants on topics of high involvement that 

allowed the speaker to forget that he was being recorded.  While this format worked well 

for Labov, I did not feel it was best in terms of discourse markers.  Under Labov’s 

format, the data are a one-sided conversation in which the interviewer’s conversational 
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input (mostly in the forms of questions) is not to be taken into account.  Given the 

interactional nature of discourse markers, it seemed important that the participants feel 

they were taking part in a real interaction.  In addition, an interview format with an 

authoritative figure would have led participants to switch to a carefully monitored mode, 

which was not desired (see chapter 2).  The choice of having peer-interaction was 

therefore made with the hope of generating production closer to spontaneous speech, 

closer to ‘naturalistic’ data than to ‘experimental’, and less ‘interventionist’, to use van 

Lier’s (1988) terminology (see Chaudron’s section on the general dimensions of data 

collection, 2003:763-765).  This seemed particularly appropriate given the nature of the 

output researched: discourse markers are characteristic of spoken, informal speech, and 

the study attempted to simulate an informal context where two peers would interact on 

general topics.  An interview format with an investigator perceived as highly 

knowledgeable (typically a French instructor) would have likely produced more formal, 

monitored discourse, and thus fewer tokens.  Kinginger (personal communication) noted 

that in her narrative discourse elicitation task, subjects who did not produce discourse 

markers seemed to associate the activity with a certain level of formalness, reinforcing 

the importance of creating an informal context of interaction: “their non-appearance 

seems to correlate at least in part with an appreciation of the formality of the task.”  

Discourse markers from the researcher viewpoint present a challenge in that they are not 

obligatory.  Thus, it was important to try eliciting rich, contextualized output.  The 

conversational tasks were designed with that aim in mind.  

Generating a conversation between language learners is impeded by the fact that 

learners most often find themselves in a ‘role’ that they assume for the sake of learning.  

A conversation is a spontaneous exchange where participants have chosen (or at least 

agreed) to interact with one another.  They cooperatively control topic(s), length of the 
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conversation, turn taking, and so forth.  In addition, if both participants share the same 

L1, they normally chose to speak that language.  In order to obtain data that is 

comparable for all my participants, it was necessary to compromise certain of the 

elements associated with an authentic (L1) conversation.  For instance, participants had to 

use the L2 they were studying at the time.  They did not choose their conversation 

partner, nor did they choose the topics to be discussed.  Thus, we cannot consider the data 

as a ‘normal’ conversation in the usual terms.  However, it is still an interaction between 

two participants who create spontaneous (i.e., not rehearsed) discourse in a cooperative 

manner.  For instance, participants had no preparation time between the moment they 

received the topics and the interaction itself. 

The topics for the two conversational tasks were chosen on the basis of whether or 

not they fulfilled certain criteria (see Hatch & Lazaraton, 1991:114): (a) their 

authenticity: the topics chosen represented the kinds of speaking activities in which 

students engage in the university environment, as well as in everyday life;  (b) their low 

demand of specific knowledge: they were topics that are easily discussed by any young 

adult; and finally (c) their match with the kinds of speaking activities that may take place 

in college-level conversational French classes.  One of the two tasks is topical in nature: 

participants were invited to express their opinions concerning the perceptions of the 

French people about Americans.  The other task is instructional: participants had to 

negotiate with their conversational partner on how to plan a trip to France) (see Appendix 

2).  Both tasks were set up so that participants were led to negotiate with each other, and 

so that they would produce as much spontaneous speech as possible.  The choice of a 

fairly loosely structured interaction allowed for thematic similarity across all participants.  

The rationale for having two conversational tasks was to (1) collect more data and thus 

more tokens; (2) have some degree of cross-task validation (see Chaudron, 2003).  Six 
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native speakers of French also completed the two French conversational tasks to serve as 

control.  The purpose of having French native speakers replicate the tasks was double: 

first, it served to contrast their performance with other findings on discourse markers in 

L1.  Second, it served as a basis for comparison with nonnative performance collected in 

the present research.  An added benefit of having two tasks was that there were more 

opportunities for particular conversational moves, specifically conversation openings and 

closings.  Openings and closings are typical places of interaction signaled by discourse 

markers (Andersen, 1999, see chapter 2).   
 

3.2.2. Participants 

A pool of non-paid, volunteer participants was developed by requesting students 

who were at the time enrolled in a French course or in the graduate program of French at 

the University of Texas at Austin to participate in the study.  Andersen’s (1999) study 

(see chapter 2) highlights the overlap that likely exists in the use of discourse markers 

across Romance languages, and that could have threatened the validity of the results.  

Therefore, at the time of recruitment, it was specified that students speaking a Romance 

language could not take part in the study.  Furthermore, the background questionnaire 

served to ensure that no participant spoke a Romance language and that all of them 

reported native-like use of English.  Students were between the ages of 19 and 35.  

Initially, there were 34 female and 10 male participants.  Later, I decided to remove from 

the analysis two advanced female participants (see below) so that the groups would be 

numerically balanced.  In the consent form, students were told that the purpose of the 

conversation was to better understand how people structure their discourse in a second 

language.   
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Three proficiency levels were established.  Because the study is exploratory in 

nature, and in order to simplify and expedite the data collection process, the proficiency 

levels were operationalized in simple terms, as follows.  The ‘intermediate’ group was at 

the lowest proficiency level.  Participants in this group were at the time enrolled in one of 

three courses (FR 330K, FR 326L or FR 324L), a fifth- or sixth-semester college French 

course.  A lower proficiency level was ruled out because of the required ability of 

participants to converse at a minimum level.  Participants had to be able to produce 

‘paragraph-length’ conversation, and not just isolated fragments.  The second level, 

‘advanced’, comprised students who were at the time enrolled in at least a seventh-

semester French course (FR 359, FR 364L, FR 372).  The third level, ‘very advanced’, 

comprised only graduate students majoring in French.  Initially, there were two more 

participants in the advanced groups than in the other two groups (14 participants each).  I 

decided to not use the data of two advanced learners to ensure validity of comparison 

between the groups.  One participant was eliminated because she reported in the 

questionnaire having taken only three semesters of college French.  The other participant 

was eliminated because she did not answer the questionnaire in its entirety.  Table 3.1 

below provides specific information on the participants for each of the three groups. 
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Table 3.1: Descriptive data on the participants in the intermediate, advanced, and very 
advanced groups. 

 
Intermediate  L1, linguistic background. 
# informants,  
gender 
 
# semesters college 
French (includes 
high-school) 
 
Age 

N=14; 
F=9,  
M=5 
 
5-6 
 
 
19-24 

10 monolingual English speakers;  All but 2 born in the 
US;  All report English to be their NL. 
2 report their father to be a native speaker of a 
language other than English (German, Yoruba, spoken 
in Nigeria).  However, they use only English at home.   
2 report another native language for the parents 
(Malayalam, and Marathi and Gujarati).  One of them 
was born in India.  However, both report these 
languages to be seldom spoken at home. 

 
Advanced  L1, linguistic background. 
# informants,  
gender 
 
# semesters college 
French (includes 
high-school) 
 
Age 

N=16; 
F=16,  M=0 
 
4-8 
average=7 
 
 
19-31  

13 monolingual English speakers; All born in the US;  
All report English to be their NL. 
2 reports parents speaking other languages: 

-Tagalog, + a dialect for the mother; Home: 
English only. 

-Haitian Creole, + Spanish and French for the 
mother.  French rarely used at home. 

-Gujarati, Hindi/Urdu, 3: English.  Mother speaks 
English only, and English is the only language 
spoken at home. 

 
  

Very Advanced  L1, linguistic background. 
# informants,  
gender 
 
# semesters college 
French (includes 
high-school) 
 
Age 

N=14; 
F=9,  M=5 
 
7-13 
average=11.7 
 
 
 
24-35  

12 monolingual English speakers; All born in the 
US; All report English to be their NL. 
1 informant’s parents speak Korean; in addition, the 
mother speaks French, and the informant reported 
using French with siblings, and Korean with her 
parents.  For this informant, English is not the NL, 
but French and Korean are. 
1 informant reported Persian to be her NL.  The 
informant reported Persian to be spoken at home.  
She was born in Iran, and did a good part of her 
studies in French.  She also got a French degree in 
Language Science, and an undergraduate degree in 
French pedagogy.  English is her 3rd language. 
1 informant speaks German; 
1 informant married to a French woman. 
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As the table shows, the groups were not balanced in gender representation, since 

there were only females in the advanced group, and there were more females than males 

in the two other groups.  Unfortunately, because participation was on a volunteer basis, it 

was not possible to control for this factor.  Given that this is not a sociolinguistic study, I 

do not consider it an essential detriment to the study.  Not surprisingly, the participants in 

the very advanced group are slightly older, while there is still some overlap with the 

advanced group, and altogether participants are close in age.  The background 

questionnaire also confirmed that the informants were, in theory at least, appropriately 

placed in their proficiency group (self-reporting of number of semesters of college 

French).  High-school French was not taken into account, although most of them reported 

between 3 and 4 years of high-school French.18  In addition, all but two participants (in 

the very advanced group) reported English to be his / her native language, even though 

their parents might speak other languages, none of them spoke a romance language.19  

Because of the requirement of not speaking another romance language, it was difficult to 

recruit participants in the very advanced group.  Therefore, I decided to keep two 

participants who had extensive exposure to French, in fact one of them reporting French 

as a native language.  Her linguistic background is taken into account in the qualitative 

discussion (chapter 5), and she provides an interesting case for the analysis of discourse 

markers.  The other speaker, despite extensive French studies, used donc only once. 
 

                                                 
18 A few reported 2 years or less, and 5 reported not taking French in high school (2 in the very advanced 
and advanced groups, and 1 in the intermediate group). 
19 Six of them reported taking Spanish or Italian courses, but no more than four semesters.  Given that they 
are graduate students of French, it is not surprising that they attempt to learn additional romance languages.  
None of them spoke a romance language at a ‘paragraph-level’.   
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3.2.3. Data Collection and Codification Procedure 

The interviews took place over a period of five weeks during the spring semester 

of 2004.  After the participants agreed to take part in the study, they were randomly 

paired for level, and met outside class time to complete the conversational tasks that were 

recorded.  Participants in the intermediate and advanced groups may have known each 

other from being enrolled in the same class or from having been enrolled in a prior 

French class before the recording took place.  However, none were more than casual 

acquaintances.  In the very advanced group, however, the participants knew each other 

and shared the bond of belonging to the same graduate program.  This familiarity made 

for a more relaxed interaction.   

Upon their arrival to the interview site, participants received and signed consent 

information, then filled out the background questionnaire.  I gave general instructions 

before the interaction took place.  For instance, I specified that I was not to interact with 

them, and that they would complete two interactional tasks of ten minutes each.  The two 

participants then read instructions on the first interactional task.  Shortly thereafter, they 

started conversing.  After ten minutes, if they had not stopped, I indicated that time was 

up.  They then read the instructions for the second task, and the same procedure was 

repeated.   

The six native speakers followed the same procedure (without the questionnaire).  

They casually knew each other but were not friends beyond departmental interactions.  

One of the native speakers, nf1, was visiting for a few months and had very limited 

contacts with her partner.  The age range was similar to that of the language learners. 

Table 3.2 below shows the time each pair spent on both tasks (the first line 

corresponds to the first task, the second line to the second task), including the native 

speakers (NS).  It also indicates the average time spent on both tasks per group.  
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Participants were coded for the group they were assigned to, their gender, and an 

arbitrary number (simply reflecting the order in which the interactions took place).  Thus, 

if8 refers to the eighth female participant of the intermediate group, whereas vm4 refers 

to the fourth male participant of the very advanced group. 
 

Table 3.2: Average time spent on task per pair and per group. 

 

Intermediates Advanced
if1 ; if2 11"18 af1 ; af2 9"08

8"18 5"21
im1 ; im2 13"23 af3 ; af4 9"37

11"18 10"37
im3 ; if 3 4"35 af5 ; af6 12"01

3"7 9"29
if4 ; if5 10"24 af7 ; af8 10"04

9"49 9"40
im4 ; if6 10"22 af9 ; af10 7"06

7"58 7"09
im5 ; if7 11"20 af11 ; af12 11"05

10"25 10"57
if8 ; if9 9"20 af13 ; af14 11"22

9"33 8"18
Aver. Interm 9"36 af15 ; af16 10"20

10"30
Aver Adv. 9"54

Very Advanced Native Spkrs
vf1 ; vf2 9"44 nf1 ; nm1 11"28

5"29 10"40
vf3 ; vf4 8"42 nf2 ; nm2 7"10

6"03 8"50
vf5 ; vf6 10"41 nf3 ; nm3 11"30

11"07 10"25
vf7 ; vm1 10"54 Aver. NS 10"01

8"01
vm2 ; vf8 7"53

7"29
vf9 ; vm3 10"27

5"13
vm4 ; vm5 10"51

10"24
Aver. VeryAdv 8"78
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Surprisingly, the average time spent on task is the lowest for the most advanced 

group.  Along with this observation, one can note that there is a general tendency for the 

second task to generate less talk than the first one.  Therefore it is possible that the most 

advanced participants, the graduate students, may have found the second task less 

engaging, or maybe too artificial, given their level of proficiency.   

The data were transcribed once all data were gathered.  All occurrences of donc 

were transcribed, including preceding and following co-text.  In addition, all occurrences 

of alors were also transcribed in a similar way.  Symbols appearing in all examples are 

explained in the List of Symbols.  However, when citing examples taken from published 

work by other researchers, I used the author’s transcription system.  Donc occurrences 

were counted for each participant.  Table 3.3 below shows the number of donc 

occurrences for each participant, and for each of the two tasks.  The data were interpreted 

using qualitative and quantitative methods. 
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Table 3.3: Number of donc occurrences per participant and per task. 

 

3.3. QUALITATIVE ANALYSIS 

The linguistic factor under study was the specific functions donc fulfilled in the 

interaction.  All donc occurrences were coded according to the function the discourse 

marker fulfilled in its context of use, based on the functional analysis of donc (chapter 4) 

and using Maschler’s framework.  Hence, the analysis bears both on the domains 

(referential, structural, interpersonal, and cognitive) and within these domains, specific 

Interm. Advanced Very Adv. Native Spkrs
IF1-t1 1 AF2-t1 0 VF1-t1 0 NF1-t1 10
IF1-t2 0 AF2-t2 0 VF1-t2 3 NF1-t2 11
IF2-t1 0 AF3-t1 12 VF2-t1 3 NM1-t1 7
IF2-t2 0 AF3-t2 13 VF2-t2 5 NM1-t2 7
IM1-t1 1 AF4-t1 0 VF3-t1 3 NM2-t1 0
IM1-t2 0 AF4-t2 4 VF3-t2 8 NM2-t2 4
IM2-t1 6 AF5-t1 1 VF4-t1 1 NF2-t1 2
IM2-t2 0 AF5-t2 5 VF4-t2 0 NF2-t2 1
IM3-t1 0 AF6-t1 1 VF5-t1 7 NM3-t1 3
IM3-t2 0 AF6-t2 0 VF5-t2 9 NM3-t2 7
IF3-t1 0 AF7-t1 0 VF6-t1 2 NF3-t1 6
IF3-t2 0 AF7-t2 0 VF6-t2 5 NF3-t2 2
IF4-t1 4 AF8-t1 0 VF7-t1 2 Total = 60
IF4-t2 2 AF8-t2 1 VF7-t2 4
IF5-t1 5 AF9-t1 0 VM1-t1 5
IF5-t2 0 AF9-t2 0 VM1-t2 7
IM4-t1 0 AF10-t1 0 VM2-t1 0
IM4-t2 0 AF10-t2 0 VM2-t2 0
IF6-t1 0 AF11-t1 0 VF8-t1 0
IF6-t2 0 AF11-t2 0 VF8-t2 2
IM5-t1 0 AF12-t1 0 VF9-t1 0
IM5-t2 1 AF12-t2 0 VF9-t2 4
IF7-t1 0 AF13-t1 5 VM3-t1 0
IF7-t2 2 AF13-t2 4 VM3-t2 0
IF8-t1 0 AF14-t1 2 VM4-t1 5
IF8-t2 0 AF14-t2 0 VM4-t2 7
IF9-t1 0 AF15-t1 0 VM5-t1 0
IF9-t2 1 AF15-t2 0 VM5-t2 0

Total = 23 Total = 48 Total = 82
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functions (for instance, within the referential domain, marking a consequence).  In 

addition, inter-rater reliability for the function each token fulfilled was ensured by having 

a native speaker of French, also a graduate student in linguistics, rate the six native 

speakers’ use of donc.  Initial rating by the other rater yielded agreement on 41 of 58 

tokens, or a 71% agreement rate.  In addition, the rater during the initial rating session did 

not assign a function to three occurrences.  Often, the other rater hesitated between two 

functions, and in that case, we agreed on the function that we had both identified, given 

that discourse markers are multifunctional.  The functions within the referential and the 

cognitive domains proved the least difficult to identify (with the other rater agreeing).  

Overlap between the two raters was good within the interpersonal domain.  The structural 

domain proved to be the source of most disagreements between the two raters. Discussion 

with the other rater led to revision of 8 occurrences, resulting in an 83% agreement rate. 
 

3.4. QUANTITATIVE ANALYSIS 

For the quantitative analysis section of the study, the statistical design followed 

from three main research questions.  First, I wanted to know whether the production of 

discourse markers, specifically of donc, increased with the proficiency level of the 

language learners.  Under this hypothesis, the more advanced language learners would 

produce significantly more donc occurrences, and the least advanced language learners 

would produce significantly less.  Second, I wanted to know whether there was an effect 

for task: did the language learners produce significantly more donc occurrences on one 

task than on the other?  And third, I wanted to know if time spent in a francophone 

country would positively affect the number of donc occurrences.  In other words, would 

these language learners having spent time abroad use donc significantly more than the 

language learners who did not? 
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In order to test these hypotheses, I used the Statistical Analysis Software (SAS) 

GENMOD procedure.  The GENMOD procedure is a general statistical modeling tool 

that fits a generalized linear model to data using maximum likelihood estimation.  In 

other words, a probability model tests the likelihood of an event happening.  The 

expectation of an event occurrence is a linear combination of several parameters and 

covariates, i.e., the explanatory or independent variables.  A dispersion parameter is also 

estimated by maximum likelihood (or by the residual deviance or by Pearson's chi-square 

divided by the degrees of freedom).  I used the type 3 sums of squares, which uses 

maximum likelihood estimation and is performed under the assumption of the null 

hypothesis stating that the type 3 function of the parameters is equal to 0.  Therefore this 

test was used to determine the overall significance of the predictors in the model.  The 

independent variables included in the present analysis were proficiency levels (four 

groups, intermediate, advanced, very advanced, and native speakers), task (two), and time 

spent abroad (entered as continuous data, i.e., number of months spent abroad).  

Participants had indicated in the background questionnaire how many months they had 

spent in a francophone country.  Table 3.4 shows the time participants reported spending 

in a francophone country in months and weeks.   
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Table 3.4: Time language learners spent in a francophone country (in months). 
 

3.5. CONCLUSION 

In the introduction to his research on the English discourse markers ‘like’, ‘well’, 

and ‘you know’, Schourup (1985) underlined the usefulness of conjoining qualitative and 

quantitative analyses.  He notes that these discourse items “may have a specifiable 

linguistic use which may partly govern their distribution with respect to adjacent 

linguistic items and structures” (1985:15), so that both a quantitative analysis and “micro-

sequential analyses” (ibid.) (i.e., looking at the function of a discourse item with respect 

to its context, a qualitative approach) complement each other.  In this research, I have 

used the quantitative analysis as a complement of the main body of qualitative analysis 

and discussion.  The nature of the data lent itself particularly well to a qualitative 

reflection on the use of the French discourse marker donc in native and non-native 

interaction.  At the same time, some questions, such as the role of time spent abroad, 

could be answered only through a quantitative analysis.  

IF1 0 AF1 0 VF1 9.5
IF2 0 AF2 1 VF2 22
IM1 0 AF3 11 VF3 0
IM2 0 AF4 0.5 VF4 36
IM3 10 AF5 1.5 VF5 6
IF3 5 AF6 9 VF6 9
IF4 0 AF7 0.5 VF7 16
IF5 2 AF8 0 VM1 13
IM4 0 AF9 1 VM2 2
IF6 0 AF10 0.5 VF8 0.5
IM5 1 AF11 0 VF9 7
IF7 3 AF12 3 VM3 3
IF8 0 AF13 1.5 VM4 15
IF9 0 AF14 0 VM5 14

AF15 0
AF16 0
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Chapter 4: Donc in Native Speaker Interactions 

 

This chapter discusses the use of donc in the speech of native speakers.  The 

purpose of the chapter is to propose a functional analysis necessary for discussing the use 

of donc in the speech of language learners.  In the first part of this chapter, I review the 

analysis proposed by three authors: Zénone (1981, 1982), Hansen (1997), and more 

recently Vlemings (2003), in order to identify a primary set of discursive functions for 

donc.  Next, I posit an alternative analysis of donc based on an inferential core value 

whereby donc metalinguistically invokes a mental reflexion.  In the second section, I 

apply Maschler’s (1998) framework, presented in chapter 2, to the analysis of donc.  The 

framework offers a systematic and organized way to look at the uses of donc in the 

speech of native speakers.  In the third section, both the literature review and Maschler’s 

framework are compared to and contrasted with the use of donc in the speech of native 

speakers of French recorded for this study.  The discussion highlights additional 

functions for donc, focusing on the preferred functions of donc in L1 within the contexts 

of the data gathered.  The fourth section discusses possible syntactic constraints in terms 

of the different discursive functions of donc.  The fifth section examines the question of 

functional overlap between donc and alors.  Section six provides a summary of the 

chapter.   
 

4.1. DONC IN THE LITERATURE ON NATIVE SPEAKERS 
 

Donc is commonly thought of as a marker of consequence, as in: 
 
(13) Socrate est un homme, donc il est mortel. 

Socrates is a human being therefore he is a mortal. (Zénone, 
1982:114) 
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However, this referential20 use of donc is just one of several functions the 

discourse marker assumes.  One of the most frequent discourse markers of spoken 

French, donc systematically occurs with a wide range of functions in conversations 

among French speakers.   

Several studies have focused on donc (Jayez, 1981; Ferrari & Rossari, 1994; 

Hansen, 1997; Vlemings, 2003; Zénone, 1981, 1982), or discussed donc within a broader 

scope (Ducrot 1980; Roulet 1984; Roulet et al. 1987).  My initial attention focuses 

specifically on Zénone (1981 and 1982), who provides a useful, although in my view 

incomplete, typology of functions for donc.  Hansen (1997) and Vlemings’ (2003) work 

is also presented, for they discuss the notion of core meaning for donc.  These three 

studies provide a typological perspective on donc as well as a theoretical discussion.  

According to all three, donc usually functions anaphorically, referring back to an 

antecedent that is either cotextual or contextual.  However, it is also possible for donc to 

function cataphorically, when the cause actually follows the consequence.  In addition, all 

three studies discuss the validity of distinguishing an argumentative function of donc 

from pragmatic functions. 

 

4.1.1. Zénone (1981; 1982) 

Following research done by the Geneva School, (Travaux Linguistiques de 

Neuchâtel), in particular by Moeschler (1983, 1991, 1993) and Auchlin (1981), Zénone 

distinguished between ‘marqueurs de structuration de la conversation’ (MSC), 

                                                 
20 Donc is referential insofar as the discourse marker has meaning in this utterance, i.e, links two 
propositions through a relationship of consequence.  See Chapter 2, section on Maschler (1997; 1998).   
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‘marqueurs d’interaction’21 and ‘marqueurs de consecution’.  Zénone (1981) saw donc as 

a ‘consecutive marker,’ stressing the pragmatic aspect of the marker as indicating or 

establishing a relationship between two (speech) acts.  She identified five functions 

linked to the value of donc as consecutive marker, and following the structure ‘q, donc 

p’:  

1. Resumptive function: In this use, donc marks a thematic resumption.  The anaphoric 

value of donc explains the use of the discourse marker to mark the reintroduction of an 

earlier topic or the repetition of something said earlier (‘reprise’): 
 

(14) Donc dans les offres spéciales de fin d’année, voilà l’enregistrement 
de J-Ph Collard… (Zénone, 1981:116).   
So in the special end of the year offers, here is the recording of J-Ph 
Collard… 

 
(15) Donc, pour revenir à ce que disait la dame précédemment, il est 

difficile d’envisager une solution à brève échéance  (Zénone, 
1981:118) 
So, to return to what the lady was saying previously, it’s difficult to 
consider a solution in the short term 

 

Example (14) is a particularly good illustration of donc marking a resumption, with the 

meta comment inserted immediately after the discourse marker, and in a sense specifying 

its function.  But, as Zénone rightly pointed out, and Gühlich (1970) before her, donc in 

this usage is simultaneously used to mark a new initiative, i.e., it is a turn-taking strategy.  

In that sense, we can talk both of a thematic and of a speaker resumption.  In other words, 

donc may be used to open simultaneously a segment and a turn, and it is the latter which 

is its main function according to Zénone (1981:117).  In this environment, the marker 
                                                 
21 The term ‘interaction’ is used very differently by the Geneva School and by anglophone researchers.  For 
researchers such as Hansen and Maschler, ‘interaction’ refers to the aspect of exchange between 
interlocutors.  For Moechler, Roulet, Zénone, and Auchlin, ‘interaction’ refers to the dialogical use of a 
discourse marker, which marks the nature of the relation between the interlocutor’s previous turn and the 
speaker’s utterance, punctuated by a discourse marker.  Thus, Zénone asserts that donc ‘est un marqueur 
d’acte interactif car il permet d’associer rétroactivement une fonction interactive d’argument à l’occurrence 
qui en est l’antécédent.’  I apply Maschler’s notion of interaction to the analysis of donc. 
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allows a speaker to gain access to the floor, and to start a new conversational unit.  It is 

similar to the “attaque de discours” function described by Bouacha (1981) concerning 

alors.  In fact, there is partial overlap between alors and donc, as will be discussed below. 

2. Discursive function: When used discursively, donc refers the listener to a situation 

that is manifest to both speaker and listener.  The marker connects the host utterance to 

information supposedly shared by the interlocutors, or to extralinguistic information, as 

in (16) and (17): 
 

(16) Que ta maison est donc jolie! (Zénone, 1981:119) 
How pretty is DM your house!22 

 
(17) Arrêtez donc de chuchoter si fort! (Zénone, 1981:119) 

Stop DM whispering so loudly! 
 

Although these two instances differ in terms of syntactic structure as well as in terms of 

speech act, in both (16) and (17) the situation that donc extralinguistically appeals to ‘est 

présenté par le locuteur comme quelque chose de manifeste et qui ne requiert pas d’être 

explicitement mentionné’ (Zénone, 1918:120).  In (17), donc refers the listener to the fact 

that speaker and listener are in a library, and therefore silence should be observed.  

Although this is not incorrect, I believe that Vlemings (2003) provided a more adequate 

analysis of this function (see section 4.1.3).  

3. Argumentative function: In its argumentative function, donc refers to the 

immediately preceding cotext, and presents the cotext as true and accepted as such by the 

listener: 
 

(18) B ne l’a pas lu, donc il ne peut rien dire  (Zénone, 1981:122)  
B hasn’t read it, so he can’t say anything 

 

                                                 
22 The translation I offer avoids a grammatical association with the adjective, (contrast with ‘your house is 
so pretty’, where ‘so’ obviously carries an emphatic function which is more subtle in French). 
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Zénone gives examples of argumentative donc used within various illocutionary 

‘environments’ (expositive, exercitive, commissive, behabitive (also referred to as 

expressive), and verdictive),23 as if there should be a limit as to the type of speech act 

donc could appear with.  Yet it is difficult to imagine on what basis such a constraint 

would be needed, so Zénone’s list appears to be a mere series of examples. 

4. Metadiscursive function: There are two discursive usages of donc according to 

Zénone, one which is monologal (19) and one which is dialogal (20).  In (19) donc 

signals how the interlocutor should relate the upcoming comment to the preceding one,24 

i.e., the interlocutor should view the upcoming utterance as necessary background 

information: 
 

(19) à ce moment on peut être sévère pour elle mais ça donc c’est une 
parenthèse donc cette malle a été découverte par cette jeune fille (in 
Gülich, 1970:A77, cited by Zénone, 1981:131) 
then one can be stern with her but that so it’s a parenthesis so this 
trunk was discovered by this young lady 

 

In (20), a question is addressed to the interlocutor, and donc marks a request for 

confirmation:  
 

(20) C’est votre point de vue, donc, que vous êtes en train d’énoncer? 
(Zénone, 1981:131) 
It’s your point of view, DM, which you are enunciating? 

 

For Zénone, the characteristics of the preceding enunciation are described at the 

metalinguistic level by the host-utterance of donc.  

                                                 
23 Zénone seems to use terminology defined by Austin, Grice, and Searle. 
24 The metalinguistic comment is both opened and closed with donc, however, the two instances do not 
have the same value.  The second donc, by closing the digression, effects a return to the main topic 
(resumptive). 
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5. Recapitulative function: In this function, more characteristic of written French 

according to Zénone,25 donc marks the beginning of a new sequence by (re)formulating 

the conclusion of a preceding paragraph.  In this way, it essentially contributes to the 

coherence of the discourse. In (21), cited in Zénone (1981:132), the utterance is the first 

sentence of a new paragraph discussing human dignity: 
 

(21) Tout individu humain a donc une dignité naturelle que le stoïcisme a 
thématisée (Encycl. Universalis xi, 957) 
Any human being has therefore a natural dignity that stoicism 
thematized 

 

In this function, donc is constrained syntactically since, for Zénone, it may not head the 

host utterance.  

In addition to the five functions, Zénone (1981) offered an interactive analysis of 

donc, that is in terms of donc occurring at a change of turns.  Interactive donc 

retroactively (i.e., anaphorically) relates an argument to a consequence.  In other words, 

the preceding turn establishes the argument that the speaker is drawing a consequence 

from: 
 
(22) [DT: talking about a performance of Maria Callas] 

A: non c’est ce qu’elle chantait, et c’est ce qu’elle chantait dans les 
années 50 
B: donc ce n’est pas le disque qui est réduit, c’est la manière même 
dont elle a remis l’ouvrage sur la scène  (Zénone, 1918:134) 
A: no it’s what she was singing, and that’s what she was singing in 
the fifties 
B: so it’s not the disc that’s reduced, it’s the manner itself in which 
she put the work back on the stage 

 

In her 1981 analysis, Zénone looked at the marker from its ability to mark a ‘p 

donc q’ type of relationship.  Subsequently, Zénone (1982) saw donc as a ‘consecutive 

marker’, stressing the pragmatic aspect of the marker as indicating or establishing a 
                                                 
25 And probably of formal addresses, which respect the conventions of written language. 
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relationship between two speech acts.  She distinguished two core values for donc, one in 

which donc refers to a cotextual (linguistic) antecedent, i.e., the argumentative function, 

and one where donc refers to a contextual (extralinguistic) antecedent.  Zénone’s labels 

present a problem: some refer to a speech act (resumptive, recapitulative), whereas others 

refer to the discursive level at which donc operates (discursive, metadiscursive).  These 

confusing labels reflect the difficulty of delineating functions.  

For instance, Zénone (1981) considered utterances (22) and (23) below as 

instances of argumentative donc, because in these instances, donc “met en rapport un 

antécedent immédiatement présent dans le cotexte avec une conséquence p” (Zénone, 

1981:122): 
 

(23) A: Il fait grand beau aujourd’hui! 
B: Sors donc faire une promenade! 
A: What a beautiful weather today! 
B: Do go DM for a walk! 

 
(24) A: C’est bon ça? 

B: Goûte-le donc! (Zénone, 1981:128) 
A: Is it good, that? 
B: Taste-it DM! 

 

Zénone distinguished argumentative / discursive (pragmatic) donc based on the presence 

/ absence of linguistic information to which donc can be linked.  However, she did not 

associate an illocutionary function with discursive donc.  Had she considered the speech 

act functions of donc in (16) and (17), repeated here for convenience, she might have 

been led to view (16) and (17) as performing two different speech acts: 
 

(16) Que ta maison est donc jolie! (Zénone, 1981:119) 
How pretty is DM your house! 

 
(17) Arrêtez donc de chuchoter si fort! (Zénone, 1981:119) 

Stop DM whispering so loudly! 
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In (16), donc is a marker of emphasis, whereas in (17) it functions deontically, as argued 

by Vlemings (2003) (see section 4.1.3 below).   

The label ‘metadiscursive’ is also unfortunate, because it groups together two 

very different speech acts.  Zénone correctly identified the request for confirmation 

function in (25): 
 

(25) C’est votre point de vue, donc, que vous êtes en train d’énoncer? 
(Zénone, 19181:131) 
It’s your point of view, DM, which you are expressing? 

 

Yet this instance has little to do with (26), where donc represents two instances of 

frameshift: 
  

(26) à ce moment on peut être sévère pour elle mais ça donc c’est une 
parenthèse donc cette malle a été découverte par cette jeune fille 
(Gülich, 1970: A 77, cited in Zénone, 1981:131) 
then one can be stern with her but that so it’s a parenthesis so this 
trunk was discovered by this young lady 

 

For Zénone, both instances of donc in this usage serve to qualify, or define 

metalinguistically, the characteristics of the previous utterance.  In addition, donc 

functions dialogically in (25) but monologically in (26).  In other words, whereas donc in 

(26) functions as instructions to the hearer on how to interpret what has just been said, in 

(25) donc is used to help the speaker check his own understanding of the interlocutor’s 

position. 

Finally, Zénone left aside a small subset of donc occurrences, where donc is part 

of a compound lexical expression as in (27), (28), and (29): 
 

(27) Voyons donc!  
C’mon DM! 

 
(28) Allons donc! 

C’mon DM! 
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(29) Dis donc c’est pas possible! (Zénone, 1981:119) 
Say DM that’s impossible! 

 

In these utterances, donc is dependent on its host utterance, rather than serving to index it, 

as is the case with discourse markers.  Because of this dependence, Zénone does not 

include this subset of donc used in replies (all marking, incidentally, a negative reaction 

to new information) in her analysis.  Besides the fact that they follow the same syntactic 

structure (verb in the imperative + donc) as (17) above, they seem to function similarly.  I 

return to this ‘exclamative donc’, already alluded to, in sections 4.1.2. and 4.1.3. 

Zénone (1982) focused mostly on how donc (among other consecutive markers) 

also participates in the elaboration of the structure of the conversation, through the notion 

of integration, “mouvement par lequel des unités de niveau inférieur se constituent en une 

unité de niveau supérieur tant monologale que dialogale.” (1981:107)  Within this 

perspective, donc is a ‘marqueur de structuration’, that is, it signals at what level of 

subordination the utterance occurs (“hiérarchisation des constituants”).  She noted that 

the ability of donc to mark a resumption (“une reprise”) allows it to function as a 

“marqueur de structuration qui renoue le fil du discours” (Zénone, 1981:128) and thus 

prolongs the discourse, as also suggested by Jayez (1981).  The value of donc as a 

structural marker is compatible with the resumptive, recapitulative, and discursive 

functions according to Zénone.  However, I disagree with Zénone’s suggestion that the 

so-called discursive value of donc, as in (30), also has a resumptive value: 
 

(30) Qu’il est donc beau! 
How DM handsome he/it is! 

 

It is difficult to attribute to donc in (30) a structural function or a resumptive function.  

Whereas it is true that donc refers to a contextual element, it is questionable whether that 

element necessarily functions as an antecedent (the speaker could be staring at a beautiful 
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painting, or at a handsome man!).  Donc in this instance can be said to have an emphasis 

function, and a paraphrase of donc could be: ‘after careful consideration, I do believe that 

indeed [it/he is beautiful]’.  Donc in (31) does not, however, provide information as to the 

position of the utterance with respect to the preceding (or following) discourse, and 

therefore cannot be considered as a structural marker. 

Zénone (and Jayez) made an important point about what donc does: it allows for 

discourse to progress.  Thus, we must consider donc as a marker indicative of forward 

movement.  Zénone also points to another essential characteristic of donc, “sa faculté de 

présenter d’emblée l’antécédent […] comme quelque chose d’acquis ou ayant déjà 

obtenu le consensus” (Zénone, 1981:138), a concept picked up by Hansen (1997). 
 

4.1.2. Hansen (1997) 

Grounding her analysis within a double framework of Conversation Analysis 

(discourse as an interactional process) and Relevance Theory (discourse as a cognitive 

process), Hansen calls donc a marker of manifestness26 (Sperber & Wilson, 1986) used to 

mark a conclusion or a result, or to mark a repetition of something said earlier.  In so 

doing, she takes issue with Zénone’s multifunctional approach based on the 

argumentative notion (consequence) (1981) and the subsequent categorization of donc 

into two main functions, that of “connecteur argumentatif,” and that of “marqueur de 

conclusion” (Zénone, 1982:129).  Hansen’s claim is that donc is not primarily a marker 

of conclusion / result, but is merely compatible with such environments.  (31) is an 

example of donc functioning as a conclusive marker: 
 
(31) …alors nombre de mots minute,, c’est un peu comme l’histoire des 

pauses, courtes ou moyennes ou longues,, c’est assez difficile à dire 
                                                 
26 ‘Manifestness’ (Sperber & Wilson, 1986) is chosen over ‘knowledge’ because “it admits degrees [of 
knowledge] and allows for false assumptions.” (Hansen, 1997:165)  In addition, says Hansen, something 
can be manifest yet not currently attended to. 
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hein que ce soit pertinent parce que bon comme je vous ai dit,, moi 
j’ai quelqu’un de la Nièvre qui pour moi parle extrèmement 
lentement,, mais pour lui c’est tout à fait normal, alors c’est peut-être 
une caractéristique de la Nièvre,, du moins lui c’est ce qu’il m’a dit 
euh:: mais c’est sûr que d’un locuteur à un autre, dans la même 
langue les gens parlent pas à la même vitesse, y a des difficultés moi 
qui travaille en situation plurilingue […] donc vous voyez que 
l’interprétation de: du nombre de mots minute, peut euh: c’est c’est 
sujet à caution. (in Hansen, 1997:166-7) 
so number of words per minute,, it’s a little like the story of pauses, 
short or average or long,, it’s rather difficult to say right that it is 
relevant because DM like I told you,, me I have someone from the 
Nievre region who for me talks extremely slowly,, but for him that 
completely normal, so maybe it’s a characteristic from the Nievre,, at 
least him, that’s what he told me huh:: but it’s sure that from one 
locutor to another, within the same language people don’t talk at the 
same speed, there are difficulties for me who’s working in 
plurilingual situation […] so you see that the interpretation of: of the 
number of words per minute, can huh: it’s it’s something to be careful 
about.  

 

Within the ‘repetition’ category figures the use of donc prefacing ‘reformulations, 

paraphrase, and summary’ (Hansen, 1997:167), as in (39): 
 
(32) A.  oui le lac Nasser j’ai lu quelque part que: au moment de sa plus 

grande étendue donc au moment où la crue est la plus forte, il fait 
cinq cent kilomètres de long  (Hansen, 1997:167.  Interlocutor’s 
phatic turns suppressed) 
A. yes the Nasser lake I’ve read somewhere that: at the time of its 
widest span so at the time where the flood is the highest, it’s five 
hundred kilometers long 

 

In this usage, donc is semantically equivalent to ‘c’est-à-dire’.  Although ‘reformulation’ 

is not incorrect, other possible terms are specification or elaboration).  (33) is another 

instance of repetitive donc according to Hansen: 
 

(33) A. je suis allée je suis arrivée au village de Sainte-Barbe il était dix 
heures sans mentir c’est-à-dire la nuit tombait, en plus Kiki m’avait 
dit le vélo dans les dunes t’y vas à pied tu peux pas rouler parce que 
sinon tu vas péter les pneus je lui dis bon d’accord mais moi qu’est-ce 
que j’ai fait je me suis dit oh la la dans les dunes désertes si j’amène 
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mon vélo toute seule ben je dis à p/ en plus y’a des tas de mecs qui 
passent le long de la plage tu vois 
B. ah ouais ouais 
A. SEULE en plus 
B. bonne ambiance 
A. Je me suis dit oh la la non je je fais pas 
B. mais Sophie 
A. attends attends donc je suis arrivée au village de Sainte-Barbe 
(Hansen, 1997:166) 
I went I arrived at the village of Sainte-Barbe it was 10 o’clock no lie 
that is to say it was getting dark, what’s more Kiki had told me the 
bike in the dunes you go by foot you can’t ride because otherwise 
you’re going to explode the tires I tell him DM ok but me what did I 
do I told myself oh goodness in the desert dunes if I get my bike all by 
myself well I say by f/ what’s more there’s a bunch of guys who go 
along the beach you see 
Oh yeah yeah 
ALONE that too 
Good atmosphere 
I told myself oh god no I I don’t  
But Sophie 
Wait wait so I arrived at the village of Sainte-Barbe 

 

In (33), the speaker is engaged in a narrative in which she explains her circumstances 

before returning to her point of departure.  Hansen’s account is not quite accurate: donc 

in this instance is not prefacing a repetition, but more crucially marks the end of a 

(necessary) digression, or background information, and by the same token the return to 

the main point of the story.  In this use, donc assumes a frameshift function.  Frameshift 

is a term particularly used in studies about narratives to signal a movement back to the 

main idea (foregrounding) or on the contrary an aside necessary to understand the main 

idea (backgrounding, asides).  The same analysis can be applied to (34), another instance 

of donc marking a ‘repetition’: 
 

(34) A: …et il tuait alors par exemple y avait euh comment elle s’appelait 
Myriam, qui jouait dedans qui jouait son rôle & tu vois && 
B: & mm mm && 
A: de Myriam, Collomb et puis un autre petit un tout petit Marseillais 
qui faisait craquer toutes les petites nanas je sais pas si tu te rappelles 
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B: oui oui oui je vois 
A: & à peu près && 
B: & je sais pas && son prénom mais 
A: et bref1 alors2 donc ils jouent leurs roles et tout… 
A: … and he was killing so for instance there was huh what was her 
name Myriam who played you played her role & you see && 
B: & mm mm && 
A: of Myriam, Collomb and another little a very little guy from 
Marseille whom all the girls were crazy about I don’t know if you 
remember 
B:  yes yes yes I see 
A: & more or less && 
B: & I don’t know && his first name but 
A: and DM1 DM2 so they are playing their roles and everything… 

 

Donc is preceded by a complex cluster of markers, et bref alors, the fonction of which is 

to close the preceding segment (a parenthesis) and signal upcoming talk (alors).  The use 

of donc with a repeated element serves to resituate the narrative in the mind of the 

interlocutor, after a dialogal digression.  Although it is true that there are repeated 

elements, Hansen does not explain the purpose, or the function of the repetition, which is 

here, once again, to return to the main storyline.  For this discourse function at least, her 

analysis stays at the surface of the discourse (locutionary) and does not take into account 

the illocutionary force of the utterance.  In both (33) and (34), donc is used specifically as 

a foregrounding element (as opposed to backgrounding), and it is possible that its 

frameshift function is limited to foregrounding, as well as asides such as (32) allowing 

for elaboration or specification. 

Hansen’s grouping of donc as marking conclusions and requests for confirmation 

follows from the structure ‘q, donc p’: for a confirmation request to take place, there must 

be elements in preceding discourse which give ground to it.  In a sense, a confirmation 

request is a form of conclusion where the speaker seeks to check whether he has correctly 
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assessed the interlocutor’s position.  However, it is a particular form of conclusion in that 

it is specifically a dialogical use of the marker, as in (35): 
 

(35) A: …c’était d’ailleurs tout à fait la position du RPR en 1979 qui avait 
à ce moment-là complètement refusé une liste unique avec l’UDF 
B: c’était pas une position & tactique && 
A: & ça lui a pas bien réussi && d’ailleurs parce que le résultat n’a 
pas été très brillant mais enfin 
B: non mais c’était une position encore une fois fondée sur des 
principes, je les ai rappelés tout à l’heure 
A: donc vous avez changé de principes 
B: non, nous n’avons pas changé de principes 
A: Ah ben si puisque maintenant vous voulez une liste unique (in 
Hansen, 1997:166) 
A: … it was in fact exactly the position of RPR in 1979 who had at 
that moment completely refused a common list with UDF 
B: It was not a tactical & position && 
A: & and that did not do him much good && in fact because the 
result was not very brillant but DM 
B: no but it was a position once again based on principles, I 
mentionned them earlier 
A: so you changed principles 
B: no, we did not change principles 
A: Ah well yes (you did) since now you want a common list 

 

Donc can be powerful since it can be used to impose a perspective onto the 

interlocutor, one that is not supported by the interlocutor.  In (36), the preceding elements 

calling for a confirmation request belong to the same turn, however donc still functions 

dialogically since it prefaces a question addressed to the interlocutor: 

 
(36) …mais quand j’ai entendu Georges Marchais dire à l’usine SKF 

d’Ivry, on ne construira pas d’usine nouvelle en commençant par 
saborder celles que nous possédons actuellement,, là alors j’ai plus du 
tout cru à votre declaration commune, parce que saborder les 
industries que nous possédons, ça veut dire que c’est un acte 
volontaire, le sabordage, donc euh qui est responsible du sabordage, 
le Ministre de l’Industrie? (in Hansen, 1997:167) 
…but when I heard Georges Marchais say at the factory SKF of Ivry, 
we won’t build a new factory by first purposely scuttle those that we 
currently own,, then DM I no longer believed at all in your common 
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declaration, because scuttling the industries that we own, it means 
that it’s a voluntary action, scuttling, so huh who is responsible for 
the scuttling, the Minister of Industry? 

 

Next, Hansen discusses the discursive use of donc through (37), (38), and (39): 
 

(37) Que ta maison est donc jolie! 
How pretty is DM your house! 

 
(38) Qu’ont-ils donc à me regarder comme ça? 

What are they DM looking at me like that for? 
 
(39) Donne-le-lui donc! (in Hansen, 1997:168) 

Give it to him/her DM! 
 

In these instances, according to Hansen, “the propositional content is obvious to both 

interlocutors” (1997:168), and donc “connects to extralinguistic information” (ibid.).  She 

also assigns an emphatic function to the examples above, in that donc reinforces the 

illocutionary force of the utterance.  Furthermore, she collapses in the same category that 

subset of donc instances where the discourse marker appears within a lexicalized 

expression as in (40), (41) and (42), and which Zénone had discounted in her analysis (on 

the basis of the marker being dependent on the host of the utterance rather than indexing 

it): 
 

(40) Pourquoi donc? 
Why DM? 

 
(41) Allons donc! 

C’mon DM! 
 
(42) Dis donc, mon vieux, t’es pas doué pour ça… (in Hansen, 1997:168) 

Say DM, old buddy, you’re not good at that… 
 

These instances lead Hansen to classify discursive donc as a potential modal particle, 

especially given the phonetic erosion of [dõk] to [dõ] that may occur and which “often 

accompanies a greater degree of grammaticalization” (Hansen, 1997:168).  In my 
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opinion, (37) is the only instance where donc (also) has an emphatic function.  The 

example follows the same structure (exclamative) as the one discussed in the previous 

section, and repeated here: 
 

(30) Qu’il est donc beau! 
How DM handsome it (he) is! 

 

The similarity of syntactic form is unlikely to be a coincidence.  Although (39) is also an 

exclamative, the speech acts are not the same: (37) is a compliment, whereas (39) is an 

injunction.  (38) is a (rhetorical) question, the purpose of which is to establish that there is 

no need for the on-lookers to look at the speaker ‘comme ça’.  Donc in (37) indexes the 

speaker’s belief that the interlocutor ought to know that he should be giving ‘it’ to 

‘him/her’, which ties in with the ‘obvious’ (Hansen) characteristic donc invokes.  What 

this set of utterances has in common, then, including (40) through (42), is the ability of 

donc to invoke a mental reflection of the speaker which reinforces the illocutionary force 

of the utterance it is part of.  Thus, donc functions both to signal (1) that the speaker has 

‘double-checked’ what he/she is saying, and (2) that the interlocutor should logically 

arrive at the same result (or conclusion).  Donc confirms the assessment of the house 

being pretty in (37), of the wrong-doing of the on-lookers in (38), of the necessity of the 

act of giving to take place in (39), of the validity of asking why in (40), of questioning 

what has been previously said in (41), and finally, of addressing the interlocutor in (42).  

Thus, it is possible to revise both assessments of Hansen, that of donc connecting to 

extralinguistic information, and that of donc indicating that the propositional content is 

obvious to both interlocutors.  In fact, donc may also be connecting the host utterance to 

metalinguistic information (the unspoken mental reflection), and assigns a ‘confirmation 

check’ to the host utterance.   
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This analysis does not exclude that donc may not simultaneously be a marker of 

emphasis.  Indeed, functions are not always clearly distinct, and overlap between 

functions is more likely than not.  What is particularly interesting in this use of donc is its 

ability to refer simultaneously to the mental state of the speaker, and to the expected 

perspective of the interlocutor, which often stands in opposition to that of the speaker 

(exceptions are (31) and (38), where donc indexes a compliment).   

Hansen (1997) contested Zénone’s (1982) distinction of argumentative donc from 

the other functions of the marker, because, Hansen argued, there is no need to posit two 

distinct morphemes.  I do not believe that Zénone posited two morphemes.  Rather, she 

assigned two distinct statuses to donc (‘connecteur argumentatif’ vs. ‘marqueur de 

conclusion’).  What I want to argue, then, is that although the distinction is valid, the 

label ‘marqueur de conclusion’ might not be.  Instead I suggest distinguishing an 

argumentative use of donc from its pragmatic use.  Whereas the argumentative use is 

limited to the connective use of the discourse marker (‘j’ai faim donc je mange’), the 

pragmatic use of donc includes an array of functions, some of them Zénone identified 

(request for confirmation, recapitulative, etc…), and some of them for which I suggest an 

alternative analysis (the invocation of an unspoken reflexion).  The argumentative / 

pragmatic distinction is helpful in revising Zénone’s (1981) classification of (43) and (44) 

below as instances of argumentative donc: 
 

(43) A: Il fait grand beau aujourd’hui! 
B: Sors donc faire une promenade! 
A: What a beautiful weather today! 
B: Go DM for a walk! 

 
(44) A: C’est bon ça? 

B: Goûte-le donc! (in Zénone, 1981:128) 
A: Is it good, that? 
B: Taste it DM! 
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Zénone argued that donc is used argumentatively here because in these instances donc 

“met en rapport un antécédent immédiatement present dans le cotexte avec une 

conséquence p” (Zénone, 1981:128).  Thus Zénone distinguished argumentative and 

discursive donc based on the presence / absence of linguistic information to which donc 

can be linked.  However, I believe that donc is not referring to the preceding context, but 

rather to an implicit position taken by the speaker, which can be paraphrased as ‘given 

the situation, you should’ [go out] (43), [taste it] (44).  (44) in particular can be 

paraphrased as: ‘the best way for you to find out is for you to taste it, and make your own 

opinion’.  As Hansen mentionned in her revised definition of discourse markers, the fact 

that discourse markers “function as instructions from the speaker to the hearer on how to 

integrate the host unit into a coherent mental representation of the discourse […] makes 

them a subclass of conventional implicatures, as suggested by both Levinson (1979:214) 

and Blakemore (1987:76)” (Hansen, 1997:161) and we can see from (44) that they do so 

in a concise and powerful manner. 

Because of the ability of donc to invoke a cognitive process, Hansen’s distinction 

of donc as either a conclusive or a repetition marker is not the most adequate either.  In 

fact, the invoking aspect allows one to understand better the small set of “apparent 

exceptions” she identified, reproduced here as (45) and (46): 
 
(45) A: y avait combien de personnes sur la scène qui faisaient ça? 

B: alors donc y en avait y avait donc trois sœurs, le l’espèce de curé 
maudit qui était cette espèce de petit mec qui s’appelait Stéphane… 
(in Hansen, 1997:169) 
A:  there were how many people on the stage who were doing that? 
B: so DM there were there were DM three sisters, the that sort of 
cursed priest who was that sort of little guy whose name was 
Stéphane… 

 
(46) …oui tu as tout à fait raison de l’indiquer le premier tome c’est le 

rebelle qui va donc de euh dix-huit cent quatre-vingt-dix à mille neuf 
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cent quarante-cinq n’est-ce pas puisqu’il est né en quatre-vingt-dix… 
(in Hansen, ibid.) 
…yes you are absolutely right to point it out the first volume it’s the 
rebel which goes DM of huh eighteen hundred ninety to one thousand 
nine hundred forty-five isn’t it since he was born in ninety… 

 

Hansen attempted to resolve the exceptional character of these donc occurrences by 

proposing that in (45), given that the nuns and the priest have been mentioned earlier in 

the discourse, the information is in fact accessible to the hearer; and that in (46), “the 

speaker’s use of n’est-ce pas and puisque indicates that, for him, the information 

contained in the utterance ought at least to be manifest to any educated listener” (Hansen, 

1997:169).  However, as Hansen mentionned, in (45) the exact number of priests and 

nuns is unknown, and it is exactly that part of the mental retrieval that donc indexes.  

Here in fact, we can say that donc marks spoken mental processing.  In (45), the same 

phenomenon takes place, where donc marks the ‘thinking aloud’ process the speaker is 

engaged in, and confirmed by the hesitation particle euh.  The question-tag n’est-ce pas is 

not marking that the information “should be manifest to an educated listener”, but rather 

(rhetorically) asking the interlocutor to agree with the speaker’s assessment.   

I agree with Hansen’s conclusion according to which “donc in contemporary 

French is not primarily a marker of result or conclusion.”  In all the functions that it 

assumes, donc refers to an antecedent that can be linguistic or extralinguistic.  I suggest 

that the functions of donc that are not strictly argumentative in nature (i.e., not expressing 

conclusions or results) still derive from the core value of donc, which is its appealing to a 

‘q, donc p’ relationship, and where ‘q’ may be invoked but not specified.   

The first set of conclusions I have arrived at so far finds confirmation in a study 

by Vlemings (2003) on donc in imperative sentences, in which he found that donc has in 

fact one core meaning: donc functions as a discourse marker with ‘inferential meaning’ 
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(2003:1097).  According to Vlemings, this inferential meaning allows the host utterance 

to be interpreted with respect to some antecedent which can be linguistic or 

extralinguistic.  While I agree with this proposal, there are some aspects of Vlemings’ 

analysis that call for discussion.   
 

4.1.2. Vlemings (2003) 

Vlemings’ (2003) analysis brings about two essential issues: (1) whether donc is 

inferential; and (2) whether donc always has an antecedent.  Vlemings claims that “the 

inferential use […] presents the consequent S2 as a result following logically from the 

antecedent S1” (Vlemings, 2003: 1097).  According to Vlemings, in both (55) and (56) 

donc has inferential value: 
 
(47) Il pleut, donc Paul reste à la maison (Vlemings, 2003:1096) 

It’s raining therefore Paul stays at home 
 
(48) Il pleut, Paul reste donc à la maison (Vlemings, 2003:1098) 

It’s raining, Paul stays DM at home 
 

However, donc’s argumentative function is stronger in (47) because it “formally initiates 

the conclusion” and “marks the preceding segment as a logically valid argument” 

(2003:1098). In (48), intrasentential donc is more syntactically integrated, and thus, 

according to Vlemings, “more semantically integrated” as well.  The difference between 

the two sentences (besides the fact that we may question whether in fact (47) occurs in 

natural conversations) is the fact that the argumentative force in (47) appears “more 

subjective in the sense that the speaker’s point of view is involved” (2003:1100).  

Whereas the sentence-initial position of donc seems indeed to reinforce the 

argumentative force of donc (which, as Vlemings pointed out, could have ‘therefore’ as 

its English equivalent), I do not agree with Vleming’s attempt to establish a 
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correspondence between the argumentative function and a subjective viewpoint.  At the 

same time, it is clear that inference takes place both in (47) and (48).  I also disagree with 

his view of (49) as being a “perfect instance(s) of the inferential or argumentative use of 

donc” (2003:1101): 
 

(49) Ah vous ne voyez pas! Eh bien, appelez donc la Mongolie, cela vous 
éclaircira les idées, mon cher!  (Lanzmann, Jacques, La Horde d’or, 
1994, from Frantext, cited in Vlemings, 2003:1100) 
Oh you don’t see! Well, call DM Mongolia, that will clear up your 
mind, my friend! 

 

While donc may be appealing to an inferential process, in (49) it is not argumentative in 

nature.  Vlemings seems to conflate to some degree the inferential process and the 

argumentative function, which I take to be distinct.  In fact, in (48) I argue that 

subjectivity is indeed at play, so that I reverse the correspondance Vlemings proposed, 

and I propose instead that the opposition argumentative / pragmatic has a parallel in the 

form of the opposition objective / subjective.  I therefore see (49) as an instance of 

pragmatic donc, where it is less a logical point of view and more the speaker’s attitude 

which is expressed via donc.  Vlemings provides involuntary support for this proposal, by 

claiming that intrasentential donc entails the hearer’s co-responsibility, as in (51) vs. (50) 

below: 
 

(50) La voiture ne démarre pas.  Donc appelle un taxi. 
The car isn’t starting.  So call a cab. 

 
(51) La voiture ne démarre pas.  Appelle donc un taxi.  (Vlemings, 

2003:1098) 
The car isn’t starting.  Call DM a cab. 

 

Of course, insofar as the discourse marker is used in conjunction with an imperative, the 

hearer’s co-responsibility seems like an inescapable outcome: the hearer’s involvement 

does not lie in the use of donc, but in the imperative itself.  Despite the fact that (50) does 
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not seem like a sentence that would occur in natural speech, it can still be said that in 

both sentences, donc does have inferential value, but I propose to distinguish 

argumentative and pragmatic values for donc based on precisely the subjectivity that 

donc entails in (51).  Vlemings maintained that in (52) “the speaker wishes to re-

establish, using donc, the ‘appropriate’ order of things; pragmatically speaking, donc 

manifests the speaker’s irritation” (2003:1105): 
 

(52) Mais tais-toi donc (Sartre, Les Mains sales, 1948 cited in Vlemings, 
2003:1105).   
But shut up DM 

 

Therefore, donc is not (strictly) confined to a function of emphasis, as Hansen suggested 

it is when used in exclamatives, but entails a function of indexing the speaker’s attitude 

and / or getting the hearer’s involvement. 

Vlemings contrasted (52) with (53) to introduce the notion of deontic rule 

attached to donc: 
 

(53) Tais-toi! 
Shut up! 

 

Whereas (53) is ‘just’ a plain order, in (52) donc indicates that the hearer should know he 

/ she ought to remain silent or not say what it is he / she is in fact saying.  The deontic 

rule is based on a ‘topos’, “a common knowledge supposed to be shared by the hearer 

and the speaker” (2003:1096), and that is of course the link with Hansen’s “mutual 

manifestness” account,27 but also to Zénone’s account, who says that donc “peut renvoyer 

non pas à un fait, mais à un savoir prétendument partagé par les interlocuteurs” 

(1981:120), and further, that donc “renvoie ses destinataires à des faits qu’ils sont 

supposés connaître et qui sont autant d’arguments pour p” (1981:121).  Zénone’s 
                                                 
27 In examples (5) through (9), it was said that the position of the speaker should be received as the 
logically expected position. 
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perspective is more in line with that of Vlemings, who rejected Hansen’s account since 

donc may in fact connect to “completely new and uninferable information” (2003:1098) 

as in (54): 
 

(54) Mangez donc des fruits de l’arbre de la musique.  Connaissant les 
notes, vous ferez votre propre musique, et elle égalera celle des 
sphères. 
Eat DM of the fruits from the music tree.  Knowing the notes, you will 
be able to make your own music that will equal the music of the 
spheres. (Tournier, Michel, Le Medianoche amoureux, 1989, from 
Frantext, cited in Vlemings, 2003:1108)28 

 

Vlemings attributed a possible manipulative function to the use of imperative donc where 

“the speaker forces the hearer to adopt his view of the situation” (2003:1106).  If it is so, 

in its discursive use, donc does in fact function as a discourse marker, and Hansen’s 

suggestion to treat donc in these instances as a modal particle can be dismissed.  

Although Vlemings considered only imperative donc, his analysis sheds light on donc as 

a discourse marker in general: a distinction must be made between argumentative and 

pragmatic donc, however this distinction does not call for two different morphemes.  

Vlemings proposed that the inferential meaning is still at play in “the so-called discourse 

use” (2003:1110), i.e., what I suggest are pragmatic uses of donc.  The inferential 

meaning, while still present, is now indirect, in that a logical argument is appealed to but 

remains unspoken.  So we may question whether the ability of donc to appeal to an 

inferential process systematically represents the main component of donc.  Is it possible 

to argue that donc in these uses appeals foremost to a subjective attitude of the speaker 

who seeks to make his / her point of view prevalent? 

                                                 
28 Translations of Vlemings’ examples are his own. 
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I attempt to defend this perspective by discussing instances where donc is not 

called for.  Vlemings contrasted minimal pairs of sentences that differed solely by the 

position of donc:   
 
(55) La voiture ne démarre pas.  Donc appelle un taxi! 

The car isn’t starting.  So call a cab! 
 
(56) La voiture ne démarre pas.  Appelle donc un taxi! 

The car isn’t starting.  Call DM a cab! 
 

I pointed out that in (55) the utterance opening with donc does not sound natural.  

Something must explain this lack of naturalness, and given that both sentences are 

grammatical and meaningful, it has to be something occurring at the pragmatic level.  If 

we compare (57) and (58) below, 
 

(57) La voiture ne démarre pas.  Tu veux bien appeler un taxi? 
The car isn’t starting.  Would you mind call a cab? 

 
(58) La voiture ne démarre pas.  Appelle donc un taxi 

The car isn’t starting.  Call DM a cab 
 

it appears that the conclusion in (57) does not call for explicit marking by argumentative 

(or connective) donc.  In fact, it is exactly the adjunction of argumentative donc (when 

initiating the second utterance as in (55)) that makes the sentence sound unnatural.29  By 

the same token, it provides strong evidence that donc in (59) is not used argumentatively, 

but rather pragmatically to soften the demand, i.e., make a polite request.  The 

illocutionary force that donc contributes to in (58) is more important than the inferential 

process which the discourse marker evokes.   

                                                 
29 Of course, this is opening another can of worms: when should donc not be used?  Possibly when the 
connection between a cause and an effect is so self-evident as to make the use of a connective ‘overkill’.  I 
chose to leave this can unopened at the moment! 
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This discussion allows us to revise Vlemings’ hypothesis that “utterance-initial 

donc and ‘so’, when used with imperatives, need a linguistic antecedent in order to be 

acceptable” (Vlemings, 2003:1102), based on (59) and (60): 
 

(59) [A mother to her noisy son in the theater] 
* Donc tais-toi!30 
* DM shut up! 

 
(60) Tu es dans la salle de cinéma maintenant, donc tais-toi! 

You’re in the movie theater now, so shut up! 
 

According to Vlemings, it is the lack of explicit antecedent in (59) that makes is 

unacceptable.  The problem is that minimally, we should put a question mark in front of 

(60) to indicate that it is not felicitous.  Rather, I propose that (61) is more likely to take 

place: 
 

(61) Tu es dans la salle de cinéma maintenant, alors tais-toi!31 
You’re in the movie theater now, so shut up! 

 

If (61) is likely to occur instead of (60), infelicitous despite there being a linguistic 

antecedent for donc, the antecedent may not be the requirement allowing utterance-initial 

donc to appear in conjunction with imperatives. 

In previous studies, the consensus was that the antecedent can be linguistic or 

extralinguistic (Zénone, Hansen).  And in fact most often, donc does refer to an explicit 

(linguistic) antecedent (as with the use of argumentative donc).  But one must be careful 

when assigning an antecedent to donc.  Consider for instance (62): 
 

(62) Qu’il est donc beau! 
How DM handsome it (he) is! 

 

                                                 
30 Note that tais-toi donc is by contrast a natural sounding utterance. 
31 The potential overlap between alors and donc is discussed in section 4.3. 
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In this utterance, the antecedent is not a painting or a man (which would be referred to as 

an extralinguistic antecedent).  The subject pronoun ‘il’ is indexing the situation (or the 

object of the comment).  The antecedent for donc is therefore the invoked inferential 

process, the assignment of a mental confirmation check discussed earlier, and which is 

what Vlemings argued for.  It becomes even clearer with the next example, already 

mentioned and partially reproduced here, where there is in fact no ‘antecedent’ even in 

the situation (extralinguistically): 
 

(54) Mangez donc des fruits. 
Eat DM some fruits. 

 

Donc refers the interlocutor to what the speaker takes to be right (deontic) or wants the 

interlocutor to believe to be right: in other words, the antecedent is situated at a 

metalinguistic level (implicitly appealed to). 

Vlemings’ analysis also allows us to review a set of instances where donc is 

adjoined to an imperative to form a lexicalized expression.  These instances have already 

been mentioned a certain number of times in the present discussion (voyons donc, allons 

donc, dis donc / dites donc), but not fully discussed.  In these expressions, donc is 

essentially a post-verbal modifier which has in effect coalesced with the verb.  Donc in 

these expressions refers the interlocutor to the point of view adopted by the speaker, and 

reinforces the illocutionary force of the verb.  For instance, in (63) and (64), the verbs in 

the imperative are used to preface an opposition to the current state of affairs: 
 

(63) Voyons donc i va pas faire ça quand même! 
C’mon DM he’s not going to do this still! 

 
(64) Dis donc tu vas m’ranger ta chambre vite fait, hein! 

Say DM you’re going to clean up your room right now, ok! 
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Contrasting (63) with (65), and (64) with (66), we can note that the imperative alone 

would have the same effect without donc, but that donc adds to the force of the utterance 

by invoking the viewpoint of the speaker (Vlemings’ deontic rule): 
 

(65) Voyons ø i va pas faire ça quand même! 
C’mon ø he’s not going to do this still! 

 
(66) Dis ø tu vas m’ranger ta chambre vite fait, hein! 

Say ø you’re going to clean up your room right now, ok! 
 

In both (63) and (64), the sequence verb + donc is clearly apart from the rest of the 

sentence, ie, voyons donc and dis donc constitute “a comment on the basic message 

itself” (Fraser, 1990:386).  We can also note that donc in (64) may not be placed 

elsewhere in the sentence (and fulfill the same function):32 
 

(67) ? Dis tu vas donc m’ranger ta chambre vite fait, hein! 
? Say you’re going DM to clean up your room right now, ok! 

 

The position of donc is not felicitous in (67).  In fact, the orthography often reflects the 

coalescence of the verb and the marker with a dash, i.e. dis-donc.33  In all of these 

instances, donc reinforces the notion carried out by the imperative, that is, the opposition 

to the current state of affairs is logical and the position taken by the speaker should be 

received as the expected one (in parallel with Hansen’s manifestness and Vlemings’ 

deontic rule, which I take as the most appropriate explanation).  Note also that the 

coalescence verb + donc is also significant in that the frozen expression may preface the 

utterance it comments on, or be placed after it, as in (68): 
 

(68) Eh ben i s’est pas raté dis donc! 
Well he sure didn’t miss it say DM! 

                                                 
32 The same test could be carried out for (65). 
33 As was found on web sites.  Of course, the web is far from being a reference for orthographic or 
syntactic accuracy.  Yet it may reflect unconscious perceptions of the value of donc in these particular 
instances. 
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Since donc is not obligatory (it seldom is in fact), we can contrast (69) and (70) to 

understand better the function of donc in (80): 
 
(69) Dis ø, t’as pas vu mes clés par hasard? 

Say ø, you didn’t see my keys by any chance? 
 

(70) Dis donc, t’as pas vu mes clés par hasard? 
Say DM, you didn’t see my keys by any chance? 

 

In both (69) and (70), it is the verb that carries out the function of initiating an address.  It 

is not possible to call upon a specific semantic or syntactic feature that makes (70) 

somehow ‘work’ better than (69) (and one could argue that (69) works just fine) but it 

highlights the pragmatic nature of donc.  Donc can then be said to reinforce the pragmatic 

function of the verb it is adjoined to.  The entire expression, when it precedes the basic 

comment, serves to preface a judgment (a ‘prise de position’), and to reinforce the 

position of the speaker as the legitimate one (and in that case, whether it occurs before or 

after the basic message itself becomes irrelevant). 

In addition, it seems difficult to argue in (70) that donc ‘evokes an inferential 

process’.  Dis donc is more or less equivalent to ‘au fait’ or ‘à propos’, and as with these 

two expressions, it pretends to reactualize (or reactivate) a topic that in fact had not been 

actualized.  Now, in fact, each of the two components have been functionally 

distinguished: dis effectuates the address, and donc (re)actualizes the following request.  

Dis donc and other similar expressions (i.e., voyons donc, allons donc) all point to 

instances of donc where a grammaticalization process may have been pushed the furthest, 

as Vlemings also suggested.  In fact, the imperative itself also has lost its “directive 

force” (Vlemings, 2003:1100), and in the examples above, we can see that none of the 

imperatives are to be taken ‘au pied de la lettre’.  So, at least in some grammaticalized 
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uses of donc, the inferential character of donc is not necessarily present (or forefronted / 

foregrounded). 
 

4.1.4. Conclusion 

Zénone (1981, 1982), Hansen (1997), and Vlemings (2003) all sought to find out 

whether a core value could unify the different functions of donc.  Zénone (1982) offered 

two different statuses for donc based on whether the antecedent was linguistic or 

extralinguistic.  Hansen (1997) contested what she perceived as Zénone’s call for two 

different morphemes and suggested that donc was a marker of manifestness compatible 

with the use of donc to mark results or conclusions.  Vlemings (2003) rejected Hansen’s 

mutual manifestness account, pointing out that donc may link a proposition to new 

information that can not be inferred from preceding contributions.  Vlemings focused on 

the use of donc with imperatives, and proposed that in all its uses, donc functions to 

express an inference linguistically or extralinguistically through a deontic rule.  Although 

each of these studies presents some weaknesses, each of them is also a strong 

contribution to the analysis of donc in L1.  Zénone identified a number of functions (see 

summary in table 4.1), and Hansen noted that donc may have an extralinguistic 

antecedent.  Vlemings’ study is the most accurate analysis of how donc functions in 

discourse, by bringing up the ability of donc to function metalinguistically.  Along those 

lines, I suggested that donc may function metalinguistically as well to invoke a mental 

reflection.  Within this perspective, donc can be said to always have an antecedent, 

however the nature of the antecedent may vary (linguistic, extralinguistic, 

metalinguistic).  In addition, although I agree with Vlemings that donc can be used to 

impose a viewpoint on to the interlocutor, in some usages of donc, the inferential 

relationship is there but at a very indirect level: it may not be the most important aspect 
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of donc with imperatives.  Instead, marking the illocutionary force, or the true nature of 

the speech act (challenging, ordering, requesting, suggesting) may be equally important.  

In other words, the inferential aspect of donc may be viewed as a characteristic which is 

present to varying degrees depending on the function that the discourse marker fulfills in 

a particular context.  The highest degree of ‘inferentiality’ is of course associated with the 

use of donc to mark results and conclusions (argumentative).  It is also high with donc 

used to mark recapitulations, confirmation requests, and resumptions.  It seems ‘less 

high’ with the frameshift function (foregrounding) and with the discursive (emphasis) 

function.  Finally, when used with imperatives, lexicalized expressions may be an 

indication that the inferential aspect of donc is less pertinent: donc serves the still 

important function of reactualizing or reinforcing the illocutionary force of the utterance 

(the verb) that it is associated with.  The fact that donc functions metalinguistically is not 

surprising: it is in fact a characteristic of discourse markers in general, at least for some 

(pragmatic) functions (see for instance Schourup (1985) for English ‘well’). 

Table 4.1 provides a summary of the various discourse functions of donc 

identified by Zénone (1981, 1982), Hansen (1997) and Vlemings (2003).  Because the 

three studies analyze donc differently from the current research, the functions are not 

necessarily labeled following the author’s terminology.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Table 4.1: Discourse functions of donc (based on Zénone (1981, 1982), Hansen (1997), 
and Vlemings, (2003)). 

 
1. Argumentative B ne l’a pas lu, donc il ne peut rien dire. (Zénone, 1981:122) 
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2. Specifying Le lac Nasser j’ai lu quelque part que au moment de sa plus grande 
étendue donc au moment où la crue est la plus forte (Hansen, 
1997:167) 

3. Resumptive Donc, pour en revenir à ce que disait la dame précédemment, il est 
difficile d’envisager une solution à brève échéance. (Zénone, 
1981:118) 

4. Recapitulative34 Tout individu a donc une dignité naturelle que le stoïcisme a 
thématisée (cited in Zénone, 1981:132) 

5. Confirmation 
request 

C’est votre point de vue, donc, que vous êtes en train d’énoncer? 
(Zénone, 1981:131) 

6. Frameshift35 
(foregrounding, 
asides) 

à ce moment on peut être severe pour elle mais ça donc c’est une 
parenthèse donc cette malle a été redécouverte par cette jeune fille 
(in Gülich, 1970:A77, cited in Zénone, 1981:131) 

7. Emphatic Que ta maison est donc jolie! (Hansen, 1997:168) 
8a. Evaluative / 
Reactive (lexicalized 
imperative) 

Dis donc, mon vieux, t’es pas doué pour ça… (Hansen, 1997:168) 

8b. deontic 
(productive 
imperative) 

Tais-toi donc! (Vlemings, 2003:1105) 

 

In reviewing the research on the functions of donc, I argued for a distinction 

between its argumentative and pragmatic use.  The review showed that some functions of 

donc are more ‘transparent’ (argumentative) while other pragmatically-contrained 

functions are less intuitive: such is particularly the case with the evaluative, emphatic and 

deontic uses of donc.   

In the next section, I reflect on how the functions of donc may be constrained 

syntactically.  
 

4.2. SYNTACTIC CONSTRAINTS 

In this section, I discuss the functions of donc with respect to the position of the 

discourse marker within an utterance.  Does the position affect the interpretation of an 

utterance?  In addition, I attempt to offer some diagnostic tests to check the hypothesis 

that donc is a meta-operator invoking an (inferential) process on the part of the speaker.   

                                                 
34 According to Zénone, this is symptomatic of written French. 
35 Zénone (1981) classifies this function as metadiscursive, whereas Hansen (1997) classifies it as a type of 
repetition. 
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In the native speaker data, donc occurs either at the beginning or at the end of the 

utterance.  There are no instances of donc appearing mid-utterance, as in (71): 
 
(71) Vous voyez donc que j’ai raison 

You see therefore that I am right 
 

A likely reason why (71) does not occur in my data or in spontaneous speech in general is 

that it sounds imposing, and would involve a face-threatening act that most speakers 

prefer to avoid in a casual conversation and even more so in experimental situations like 

these.36  Donc often links two clauses forming an utterance.  In fact, it is the most 

frequent position for the discourse marker, as in (72) and (73): 
 

(72) J’ai pas envie d’conduire donc autant partir loin 
I don’t feel like driving so might as well go far away 

 
(73) [DT: Are American materialistic?] 

J’pense que c’est plus lié à l’idée d’existence en fait c’est euh j’ai tout 
c’qui faut tout c’que les autres ont j’ai donc j’existe en tant 
qu’individu 
I think that it has more to do with the idea of existence in fact it’s huh 
I have everything that’s needed all that the others have I have 
therefore I exist as an individual 

 

These instances are characteristic of argumentative donc, and correspond to a 

monological use of the discourse marker.  With the argumentative function, donc is most 

often linking two propositions that form a single sentence (as indicated by the falling 

intonation contour).  Although argumentative donc functions most frequently 

monologically, allowing the speaker to expand his turn, there are instances where it 

functions dialogically, and may appear turn-initially.  In these instances, donc allows the 

speaker to regain the floor.  In addition, the link with previous discourse is often not with 

                                                 
36 Converting the sentence to the tu mode would not change how it would be received by the hearer, so the 
effect is not attributable to vous.   
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the interlocutor’s previous turn, but with the speaker’s previous turn: with donc, the 

speaker makes the point that he is entitled to ‘pursue’ what he was saying, as in (74): 
 

(74) nf3: il faut avoir le dernier téléphone, il avoir le dernier disc man, il 
faut avoir la dernière voiture enfin… c’est beaucoup l’apparence 
nm3: mmm 
nf3: donc peut-être ben moi j’dirais qu’la vie… c’t’à dire que le sta… 
la phrase ‘la vie aux Etats-Unis est artificielle’ c’est très très large 
donc 
nm3: Mouais, ouais ouais 
nf3: donc ça pourrait inclure beaucoup d’choses 
nm3: c’est sûr 
nf3: you got to have the latest phone, you got to have the latest disc 
player, you got to have the latest car I mean… it’s a lot for 
appearances 
nm3: mmm 
nf3: so maybe well me I’d say that life… I mean the phr… the phrase 
‘life in the United States is artificial’ it’s very very broad DM 
nm3: Yeah, yeah yeah 
nf3: so it could include a lotta things 
nm3: that’s for sure 

 

These turn-initial occurrences are much less frequent than argumentative donc used 

within a turn, and are simply a tactic to regain the floor.  In its specifying function 

(although not present in my data), donc must also appear embedded within two 

propositions, since donc serves to clarify the content of the previous proposition: 
 

(75) I: mm/ et ça a été difficile de: /trouver le / comment dirai-je le / pas 
un poste mais le / la bourse de Erasmus ou…? 
E: non, non non ça a pas été réellement difficile étant donné que: à 
Toulouse donc dans le sud de la France / les gens sont plutôt tournés 
vers le sud de la France / (Hancock, 2004:107) 
I: mm/ and was it difficult to: find the / how shall I say the / not the 
job but the / the Erasmus scholarship or…? 
E: no, no no it wasn’t really difficult given that: in Toulouse so in the 
south of France / people are rather focused on southern France /  

 

Specifying donc therefore functions monologically.  In addition, donc is also embedded 

between two propositions in its frameshift function: insofar that it prefaces foregrounding 
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or that it marks an aside, donc has to occur mid-utterance in this environment, and 

functions mostly monologically, although it is possible for the frameshift donc to occur 

across turns, as in (33), which I have discussed earlier: 
 

(33) A. je suis allée je suis arrivée au village de Sainte-Barbe il était dix 
heures sans mentir c’est-à-dire la nuit tombait, en plus Kiki m’avait 
dit le vélo dans les dunes t’y vas à pied tu peux pas rouler parce que 
sinon tu vas péter les pneus je lui dis bon d’accord mais moi qu’est-ce 
que j’ai fait je me suis dit oh la la dans les dunes désertes si j’amène 
mon vélo toute seule ben je dis à p/ en plus y’a des tas de mecs qui 
passent le long de la plage tu vois 
B. ah ouais ouais 
A. SEULE en plus 
B. bonne ambiance 
A. Je me suis dit oh la la non je je fais pas 
B. mais Sophie 
A. attends attends donc je suis arrivée au village de Sainte-Barbe 
(Hansen, 1997:166) 
A. I went I arrived at the village of Sainte-Barbe it was 10 o’clock no 
lie that is to say it was getting dark, what’s more Kiki had told me the 
bike in the dunes you go by foot you can’t ride because otherwise 
you’re going to explode the tires I tell him DM ok but me what did I 
do I told myself oh goodness in the desert dunes if I get my bike all by 
myself well I say by f/ what’s more there’s a bunch of guys who go 
along the beach you see 
B.  oh yeah yeah 
A. ALONE that too 
B.  nice atmosphere 
A. I told myself oh god no I I don’t  
B. but Sophie 
A. wait wait so I arrived at the village of Sainte-Barbe 

 

The evaluative function also appears in the native speaker data, and is used within turns, 

as in (76): 
 

(76) Tu peux y aller en voiture.  Donc déjà ça c’est une bonne chose 
You can go by car.  So already that, that’s a good thing 

 

A possible explanation to evaluative donc occurring within turns may be the need for the 

speaker to self-validate one’s turn, as the speaker does here.  Another possibility is, 
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following cooperative principles, the need to offer positive comments.  This second 

possibility might be particularly worth considering here given that (76) is part of the 

second task, involving a negotiated decision-process.   

There are three functions for which donc logically can only utterance-initially, as 

well as turn-initially: the resumptive function, since in fact its purpose is to help the 

speaker (re)gain the floor; the recapitulative function, which often occurs when the 

speakers have nothing else to say on a sub-topic and seek to move forward; and the 

confirmation request, which necessarily functions dialogically, and therefore implies a 

new turn.  As a reminder, (77) through (79) respectively illustrate these functions: 
 
(77) Ouais en plus ils vont m’faire sauter la valise (laughter, pause) 

Donc… 
Yeah on top of that they’re going to explode my suitcase (laughter, 
pause) So… 

 
(78) Bon.  Donc Marseille.  Oui mais d’la Corse euh ok 

Ok.  So Marseille.  Yes but from Corsica euh ok 
 
(79) Et donc ça c’est l’conformisme? 

And so that, that’s conformism? 
 

Finally, the last function is the cognitive processing function, which directly 

appeals to the inferential process argued for by Vlemings (2003) and me.  In this 

function, donc appears sentence-finally, and is often, as already mentioned, a signal that 

the speaker is ceding the floor: 
 
(80) nm1: J’aime bien la plage.  Mais c’que j’aime pas c’est qu’on soit 

douze mille au mètre carré euh puis euh où est-ce que j’plante mon 
parasol, excusez-moi écartez les jambes que j’vous l’en- que j’vous 
l’enfonce pas d’ssus donc euh 
nf1: C’est bien quand on connaît la région en fait 
nm1: I rather like the beach.  But what I don’t like it’s that you’ve got 
twelve thousand persons per square meter huh and huh where do I 
pitch my sun umbrella, excuse-me keep your legs apart (so) that I 
don’t ram it on you so huh 
nf1: it’s nice when you know the region actually 
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When using donc in this fashion, the speaker is appealing to a conclusion left unsaid, 

which ties cognitive processing donc to argumentative donc.  In terms of the interaction, 

though, cognitive processing donc is clearly different as it yields the floor.   

From this overview of the different possible positions of donc and their respective 

discourse functions, it appears that speakers prefer to use donc within a turn (as opposed 

to turn-initially) and utterance-initially (65%).  Donc appears within turn but sentence-

finally 18% of the times, and across turns and therefore sentence-initially 16% of the 

times.  Functions are closely linked to a specific position, so that argumentative donc, for 

instance, is most likely to occur within a turn.   

The syntactic place that donc occupies in an utterance may also say something 

about the overall core value of the discourse marker.  In many of the previous instances, 

donc does not have to be sentence-initial to convey what appears to be similar pragmatic 

information.  For instance, we could have: 
 
(81) attends attends je suis donc arrivée au village de Sainte-Barbe 

wait wait I have DM arrived at the village of Sainte-Barbe 
 

Just as equally, we could have:  
 

(82) Bon.  Marseille, donc.  Oui mais d’la Corse euh ok 
Ok.  Marseille DM.  Yes but from Corsica huh ok 

 

If similar, the utterances are not perfect pragmatic equivalents, however: for instance, the 

foregrounding function is no longer present in (81).  Grammatically, donc modifies the 

verb (as opposed to indexing the entire utterance when it is heading it).  In addition, 

something still seems to be missing in both (81) and (82).  The fact that another discourse 

marker could be added says something both in terms of the two possible positions of 
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donc not being pragmatically equivalent, and in terms of the need to open the utterance 

with a discourse marker: 
 

(83) attends attends alors je suis donc arrivée au village de Sainte-Barbe 
wait wait so I have DM arrived at the village of Sainte-Barbe 

 

Two conclusions can be drawn from this substitution.  First, the initial position of donc, if 

it is more felicitous, must carry a (pragmatic) purpose: in the case of (83), the purpose is 

to convey as early as possible to the interlocutor an upcoming frameshift (which also 

corresponds to the speaker’s desire to pursue her story).  Clearly, a good moment to do so 

is right before the frameshift takes place.  It must be important enough, given that the 

native speakers in the data strongly favor the initial position.  Second, the fact that it is 

possible to displace the discourse marker suggests that the different functions assumed by 

donc are derived from its inferential core value.  Finally, although in its cognitive 

processing function donc appears to be sentence-final, the final position is a superficial 

characteristic, since donc appeals to an unspoken utterance the first element of which 

would be donc in an embedded structure (two utterances linked by the discourse marker).   

Another important aspect is worth considering in assessing the reason for the 

native speakers’ preference of sentence-initial position: donc may also operate globally at 

a structural level (see Rehner’s (2002) organizational / transitional category).  Donc can 

provide oral punctuation of discourse utterances, an aid to the rising and falling 

intonation patterns used by the speakers to indicate delineation of utterances.  In that 

case, the structural role of donc is to be understood as a layer that adds onto the other, 

main function each donc occurrence assumes within a particular context.  In this 

perspective, donc functions similarly to other connectors (mais, et, pis) although when it 

functions pragmatically it is not a connector.  What the discourse marker and connectors 

have in common, then, is their utterance-initial position marking both the end of a 
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previous utterance and the beginning of the next one.  The ‘optimal pragmatic position’ 

and the ‘optimal structural position’ function together since both favor an utterance-initial 

position.  These two constraints also explain why an alternative position of donc, where 

the discourse marker occurs post-verbally, as in (84), is so infrequent in oral discourse: 
 

(84) Ça pourrait donc inclure… 
That could therefore include… 

Both ‘constraints’ on possible donc positions operate against post-verbal donc, which, 

may sound aggressive (i.e., je vois donc pas pourquoi tu dis ça).   

The reflection on the actual and possible position(s) of donc provides additional 

evidence that donc functions metalinguistically and refers the interlocutor to an invoked 

inferential process.   

Next, I review the different sentence structures in a systematic way in order to 

examine if that will yield more support towards donc being a meta-operator.  For 

instance, how does a negative structure affect the reading of donc?  Let us contrast the 

following two utterances, which differ solely by the presence / absence of donc: 
 
(85) Tu ne vois pas ce que je veux dire?  

You don’t see what I mean? 
 

(86) Tu ne vois donc pas ce que je veux dire? 
Do you not see DM what I mean? 

 

(85) is a simple information-question that does not a priori imply a (negative) attitude of 

the speaker.  In contrast, (86) expresses surprise, possibly irritation of the speaker vis-à-

vis the interlocutor’s apparent lack of understanding.  Donc expresses that the speaker 

expects the situation to be cognitively accessible to the hearer.  This analysis echoes the 

overall analysis of donc that has been proposed: donc invokes an inferential process (to 

be shared by the interlocutor). 
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What about the use of donc in association with question words?  Donc can be 

associated with any of the information-seeking interrogative words: 
 

(113) Pourquoi (donc)?   Why (DM)? 
Comment (donc)?   How (DM)?  
Où (donc)?    Where (DM)? 
Quand (donc)?    When (DM)? 
Qui (donc)?    Who (DM)? 
Qu’est-ce que [vous voulez] (donc)? What [do you want] (DM)?37 

 

Everytime donc is adjoined to an interrogative expression, the discourse marker implies a 

differing stance of the speaker with respect to what was previously said (i.e., by the 

interlocutor).  The stance can assume varying degrees from mere surprise to anger, 

depending on the context of use.  Interrogative donc seems to reverse the proposed 

schema that I have applied to negative donc: here, the speaker expresses that the situation 

does not correspond to what he anticipated –or to what (he thought) it should be.  It does 

not change the core value of donc, however, since donc does invoke an unspoken (but 

retrievable) mental reflection.   

Donc is also found in conjunction with lexicalized exclamative expressions as in 

(88) and (89):38 
 
(88) Te voilà donc! 

There you are DM! 
 

(89) Et comment donc! 
You bet’ya DM! 

 

In both these cases, the same utterance without the discourse marker would seem 

incomplete.  Although still correct and meaningful, the utterances without donc do not 

convey quite the same thing when the discourse marker is present.  Donc in (88) conveys 

                                                 
37 A pragmatically correct translation could be ‘What on earth do you want?’.  The same expression would 
work as well for the other question words. 
38 In English, a parallel can be drawn with ‘well there you are’, as C. Blyth noted. 
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the fact that the interlocutor should have arrived earlier (from the speaker’s viewpoint).  

This use of donc is again perfectly in line with the analysis adopted for the discourse 

marker.  There also is another use of exclamative donc such as (90): 
 

(90) Qu’il est donc gentil! 
How nice DM he is! 

 

Example (90) illustrates the use of donc within an evaluation.  As mentionned earlier, 

donc does not preface the evaluation itself, but provides a reinforcement of the judgment 

made by the speaker (so that the emphasis often felt to be the main function of donc 

actually derives from the ability of donc to invoke a mental reflection).  In any case, this 

use of donc in conjunction with an exclamative structure fits the core value of donc as 

well.   

Concerning the use of donc in conjunction with imperatives, the following 

utterance, taken from Vlemings (2003) and judged as (pragmatically) correct by him, 

prompts additional reflexion: 
 

(91) Allez-vous en donc! (Vlemings, 2003:1109) 
Go away DM! 

 

This utterance raises the question of how close to the imperative donc must be.39  

Although Vlemings accepts this sentence, I question its acceptability, or at least its 

likelihood to occur in (spoken) discourse.  In contrast, (92) does not pose a problem: 
 

(92) Allez-y donc! 
Go DM! 

 

                                                 
39 This is an interesting question in that in all other occurrences, donc is indexing an utterance as a whole, 
not just a verb.  Yet, with the imperative, even when the utterance contains extra material, the discourse 
marker seems specifically to be referring to the verb.   
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Given that (92) sounds perfectly natural, donc does not have to be immediately adjoined 

to the imperative (syntactic constraint).  In addition, two pronouns may also be found 

between the imperative and the discourse marker, as in (93): 
 

(93) Faites m’en donc deux copies 
Make me DM two copies of it 

 

Of course, the pronoun en is phonetically merged with the indirect object pronoun, which 

suggests that a ‘heavyness constraint’ does not apply here.  But in (94), the ethical dative 

object pronoun40 is realized in its stressed form, in conjunction with a direct object 

pronoun: 
 

(94) Attrapez-le moi donc! 
Catch him [for me] DM! 

 

It may be the nature of the pronoun that ‘blocks’ the use of donc with an imperative.  In 

(95), the reflexive verb does not seem felicitous with donc: 
 

(95) ? Lavez-vous les donc!41 
Wash [refl. pron.] them DM! 

 

If (94) seems more acceptable than (91), it may be the combination of subject pronoun 

with an indirect pronoun that makes donc seem unlikely in (92).  But what about (96), 

where the subject and the indirect object pronouns seem to ‘coexist’ along with donc? 
 

(96) Faites-vous en donc acheter une! 
Have [refl. pron.] one DM bought! 

 

While the examples above reflect that the pronouns must be under the scope of the verb 

(and thus donc may not separate the verb from the pronouns), the following examples 

reflect another constraint on where donc may occur.  When the imperative has under its 

                                                 
40 Thanks to Knud Lambrecht for specifying the terminology. 
41 Yet as noted by Knud Lambrecht, the same utterance without donc would sound very odd! 
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scope linguistic elements other than pronoun, donc must occur before these linguistic 

elements:  
 

(97) Prenez-en donc plus 
Take [of it] DM more 

 
(98) *Prenez-en plus donc 

Take some more DM 
 
(99) Allez donc vous faire voir! 

Go DM [refl. pron.] get lost! 
 
(100) *Allez vous donc faire voir! 

Go [refl. pron.] DM get lost! 
 
(101) Allez donc voir ailleurs si j’y suis 

Go DM see elsewhere if I’m there 
 
(102) *Allez voir donc ailleurs si j’y suis 

Go see DM elsewhere if I’m there 

 

In my view, these examples support the hypothesis of donc specifically indexing the 

imperative as opposed to the entire utterance.  Also note that translations for these 

utterances may involve the emphatic use of the auxiliary ‘do’ (‘Do take some more’), 

which indexes the verb in a similar way the discourse marker does for the French 

sentences. 
 

This section examined the possible syntactic constraints related to the discourse 

functions that donc assumes.  The utterance-initial position is the preferred position for 

donc.  The utterance-final position is the next most preferred position.  Donc is used 

mostly monologally (in particular with the argumentative, specifying, frameshift, 

evaluative, and cognitive processing functions) although some functions are inherently 

dialogal (confirmation request, resumptive, and recapitulative functions).  The occurrence 
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of donc in utterance-initial position points out two main objectives: the desire for the 

speaker to appear cooperative and to convey pragmatic cues.  

The discussion of the different discourse functions assumed by donc in 

conjunction with syntactic position seems to corroborate the analysis of donc as a 

metalinguistic marker invoking an inferential process.  A review of the different syntactic 

structures within which donc may appear (negatives, exclamatives, interrogatives, and 

imperatives) also provides evidence that inferentiality is donc’s core value. 

Although donc may appear in a more syntactically integrated position (Vlemings, 

2003), the preference for an initial position (vs. a post-verbal position) highlights the use 

of the discourse marker as a ‘bracketing device’ (akin to definitions of discourse markers 

offered by Schiffrin (1987) and Fraser (1990) for instance).  I suggested that the reason 

could lie in the pragmatic function being overlayed with notions such as optimal 

information structure. 

The use of donc in conjunction with imperatives is a notable exception to this 

perspective.  In that particular situation, donc seems to index specifically the verb rather 

than the entire utterance.  The closeness of the verb and the discourse marker was 

highlighted through questionable sentences where donc had been displaced from the verb.  

An explanation that would resolve the apparent contradiction between donc indexing on 

the one hand entire utterances and on the other hand verbs in the imperative is to adopt 

the perspective that in ‘imperative donc’, the discourse marker indexes the utterance 

through its lexical (and grammatical) head, the verb.  More research is needed with this 

particular use of donc.   
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4.3. DONC VERSUS ALORS: IS THERE OVERLAP? 

This section discusses the apparent equivalence between donc and alors.  The 

discussion will be particularly relevant for the analysis of donc in terms of individual 

variation by L2 speakers (section 5.4).  To what degree is there equivalence between 

donc and alors? 

First, we may note that a strong parallel seems to exist between donc and ‘so’.  

For all functions assumed by donc, ‘so’ appears to fulfill the same discursive functions in 

English: 
 
(103) argumentative:  

J’suis pas là d’puis longtemps donc y’a des choses 
I’ve not been here for a long time so there are things 

 
(104) resumptive:  

A: c’est sympa 
B: donc on pourrait aller 
A: that’s nice 
B: so we could go 

 
(105) frameshift: [DT: American tourists are loud] 

ils sont très bruyants ils viennent enfin c’est l’stéréotype hein donc 
ce sont les plus ceux qu’on 
they are very noisy they come I mean it’s the stereotype right so it’s 
the most those that you 

 
(106) recapitulative:  

euh bon ben donc on a décidé le gîte 
huh ok well so we decided where to stay 

 
(107) request for confirmation:  

donc toi tu t’organises, toi? 
so you you’re in charge of the organization? 

 
(108) processing:  

A: J’aime pas trop l’camping donc euh… 
B: Moi c’que 
A: I don’t like camping too much so huh… 
B: As for me, what 
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However, not all uses of ‘so’ may be translated by donc, as pointed out by 

Vlemings (2003) for the following example: 
 
(109) [To someone returning home with parcels] 

So you’ve spent all your money (Blakemore, 1987:87, cited in 
Vlemings, 2003:1101) 

 

The appropriate French translation would be alors rather than donc.  Donc may open 

segments because “donc inferentially marks that expectations about a discourse start 

justify the speaker’s speech act of actually starting his discourse” (Vlemings, 2003:1103), 

as ‘so’ does in English.  However, alors is typically preferred for segment opening in 

French (Bouacha, 1981).   

Yet several studies suggest there is overlap between donc and alors, in particular 

Barnes (1998).  Although it is the case that donc and alors may appear in similar 

environments, it is important to note that they are not equivalent.  Zénone (1982), Hansen 

(1997), Roulet (1984), and Vlemings (2003) all point out contexts where they cannot be 

substituted for one another.  Hansen (1997:163) highlights that even when these 

discourse markers function to indicate a result or a conclusion, donc and alors are not 

identical: 
 
(110) C’est le cousin de ma femme, et donc / ?alors mon cousin par 

alliance (Hansen, 1997:163) 
He is my wife’s cousin, and so my cousin in law 

 
(111) Tu sais tout, alors / ?donc donne-moi le tiercé (Hansen, 1997:163) 

You know everything, so give-me the derby 
 

Zénone appeals to an objective / subjective distinction to contrast donc and alors, 

which Hansen relates to the historical evolution of the two words (from late Latin forms 

DUMQUE or DUNC ‘at that time’ for donc, and ILLA HORA ‘at that hour’ for alors).  

In this historical evolution, donc lost the temporal use it conveyed, and kept only the 
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function of introducing results and conclusions.  In contrast, alors acquired the function 

of introducing the apodosis of the if-construction: 
 
(112) …je crois que si l’on commence à partir du principe, que y a pas 

d’unité politique possible au Liban, alors, on est parti pour on ne sait 
quoi… (Hansen, 1997:164) 
I believe that if one begins with the principle that there is no political 
unity possible in Lebanon, then we’re headed for god knows what… 

 

Thus, Hansen argues that: 

 
The difference in acceptability between the two particles is entirely 
consonant with the ‘canonical’ use of alors in logical implications, and of 
donc in logical conclusions: in the former, nothing is presupposed about 
the truth of neither the protasis, nor the apodosis, whereas in the latter, the 
premises are assumed to be true, and hence, the truth of the of the 
conclusion follows of necessity. (1997:183-4) 
 

Likewise, Roulet suggests that donc presents a conclusion as “something which proceeds 

automatically from the arguments presented” (1984:34), whereas alors does not, and 

presents the upcoming utterance as “the result of the position taken by the speaker.” 

(Roulet, ibid.) 

While Zénone and Hansen’s arguments are appealing, I am not convinced their 

analysis is entirely correct.  In Pellet (2004), I offer an alternative analysis of alors based 

on the discursive notion of focus-shift and on an anaphoric feature that is present for 

some functions of alors and absent for others.  Alors is associated with a certain number 

of functions, some of them reminiscent of donc (argumentative, resumptive, frameshift), 

while some of them are specific to alors (opening, topic-shift, concessive, prefacing 

issues / disagreements, and marking requests and proposals in the form of questions).  

Whereas the specific functions of alors indicate that the discourse marker has its own 

‘functional territory’, what about those functions that donc also seems to assume?  Is 
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there overlap between the two markers for these particular functions?  In other words, 

how do we account for the following set of (invented,42 but realistic) sentences: 
 

(113) [Upon viewing a person carrying bags:] 
Alors, t’as dépensé tout ton argent? (*donc) 
So, you spent all your money? 

 
(114) Donc vous voyez que j’ai raison (?alors) 

So you see that I am correct 
 
(115) J’étais fatiguée alors j’ai décidé de prendre un taxi pour rentrer 

(?donc) 
I was tired so I decided to take a cab to go home 

 
(116) Il était 8h du soir, donc / alors forcément tout était fermé. 

It was 8pm so of course everything was closed 
 
(117) [B returns to the office where A and B are working:] 

A: et donc? / alors? 
B: et donc / alors il m’a dit que ça n’était pas possible pour le 
moment 
A: and so? 
B: and so he told that it was not possible at the moment 

 

(113) does not present a problem, in that alors can be used to open segments, whereas 

segment opening is not a function associated with donc.  In sentences (114) through (117) 

however, the discourse marker is used argumentatively, whether it is donc or alors (or 

both as in (117)).  Example (116) provides a good starting point for distinguishing the 

two markers: the sentence, depending on whether it is spoken with donc and alors does 

not quite ‘read’ the same way.  With donc, the utterance that the marker prefaces is 

understood as a logical conclusion (see Hansen, 1997 above).  With alors it is not the 

case, and the coordinated utterance is understood as logically sequential.  I believe it is 

possible to provide a distinctive analysis of alors and donc by viewing alors as providing 

a sequential link, which puts both the first proposition and the second (prefaced by alors) 

                                                 
42 Except for (113) already mentioned above. 
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on the same plane.43  In contrast, donc is more strictly associated with inferentiality and 

the second proposition is (logically) dependent on the first. 

Now, in a dual perspective of sequential alors vs. inferential donc, the two 

alternative readings of (117) make perfect sense.  Despite the lack of previous context, 

we can accept that donc asks about the outcome based on what was said before (for 

instance, ‘I just had a meeting with my boss about a possible salary increase’).  Alors on 

the other hand, asks about what came of the meeting not specifically as a conclusion (or a 

result) but with the two events being on the same plane (even though of course there is a 

logical link between the two events). 

In addition, a substitution exercise seems to provide more evidence for a 

sequential / inferential distinction between alors and donc. In (114) alors simply received 

a question mark, signaling that the sentence was correct but sounded odd at some level.  

When the marker is shifted to a post-verbal position, however, alors is just not acceptable 

anymore from a pragmatic perspective, whereas donc is still meaningful:  
 

(118) Vous voyez donc que j’ai raison (*alors) 
You see therefore that I am right (*so) 

 

The shift to the post-verbal position leads to a stronger referential meaning of the marker, 

and alors can not assume this function possibly because the sequentiality of alors entails 

that it head the proposition.  Note also that in (118), we can no longer equate donc with 

‘so’!  Donc must now be translated by ‘therefore’, strongly asserting the proposition as a 

logical conclusion. 

Yet in (119), alors does not receive a star (making it inacceptable) but only a 

question mark: 

                                                 
43 Gerecht (1987) proposes three values for alors: a temporal, an argumentative, and a consecutive value.  
Although the consecutive value goes along with the analysis proposed here, I believe that the consecutive 
value of alors is present in all uses of the discourse marker.   
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(119) J’étais fatiguée j’ai donc décidé de prendre un taxi pour rentrer 

(?alors) 
I was tired I therefore decided to take a cab to come home 

 

In this position, alors mostly has a temporal value, and the sentence no longer sounds like 

an actual example of spoken French (alors in its temporal sense is no longer used in 

spoken French). 

The next question, then, is how do speakers decide on whether to favor alors 

(sequentiality) over donc (inferentiality) when linking two propositions which can be 

viewed as expressing a consequence?  I believe that the data reveal a distribution of alors 

and donc based on monologal vs. dialogal use of the markers.  Argumentative donc is 

most often used monologally (see section 4.2 above).  It is not the case for alors, which is 

used most often dialogally in its argumentative function, as in (120): 
 

(120) nm3: on part de Paris donc euh on peut / on peut / 
nf3: /attends/ si on prend l’autoroute A1 
nm3: ben voilà 
nf3: c’est direct y’a deux heures 
nm3:  ben voilà.  On est en Normandie sans problème 
nf3:  ouais mais alors c’est pareil en Normandie va y’avoir tous les 
touristes pour le D-day pour euh la plage du débarquement 
nm3: we leave from Paris so huh we can / we can/ 
nf3: /wait/ if we take the highway A1 
nm3: Well there 
nf3: it’s direct it’s two hours 
nm3: well there.  We are in Normandy no problem 
nf3: yes but then it’s the same in Normandy there’s going to be all 
the tourists for the D-day for huh the landing beach 

 

The core value of focus-shift attributed to alors (Pellet, 2004) explains that it is favored 

to preface a reaction to new information presented by the interlocutor.  Simultaneously, 

alors is particularly apt at presenting an issue for the interlocutor to consider, after new 

information has been shared.  Alors is therefore by essence dialogal.   
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This is not to say that alors is not used monologally.  Argumentative alors within 

turns is used to sequence events of a narrative.  The choice of the verb ‘sequence’ also 

reflects the fact that in a narrative, events are presented sequentially.  The use of 

argumentative alors within a turn provides support for viewing alors as a marker of 

sequentiality.   

Alors also seems to overlap with donc when indicating a frameshift.  Example 

(121) is an instance of frameshift using alors, whereas (122) is an instance using donc: 
 
(121) nf2: Une fois j’étais allée pour le c’était l’réveillon mille neuf cent 

quatre-vingt dix-neuf deux mille et j’étais chez des amis, et le 31 d… 
le 31 au soir alors on sort et tout euh 
nf2: Once I had gone for the it was the New Year’s Eve of one 
thousand nine hundred ninety nine two thousand and I was at a 
friends’ place and the 31rst d… the 31rst in the evening so we go out 
and everything huh 

 
(122) nm1: moi j’voudrais aller en Bourgogne parce que c’est une région 

qu’est extrêmement belle au point d’vue nature c’est une région 
qu’est pas plate parce que j’en ai marre des régions plates mais donc 
tu vois c’est un peu vallonné, y’a des… 
nm1: me I’d like to go to Burgundy because it’s a region that’s 
extremely beautiful in terms of nature it’s a region that’s not flat 
because I’m fed up with flat regions but so you see it’s a little hilly, 
there are… 

 

Contrasted, the two markers clearly function differently: donc marks the end of an aside, 

and there is a rupture with respect to what was said before.  Such is not the case with 

alors, which simply marks a progression, supporting again the view of alors being 

foremost a marker of sequentiality.  In fact, such a perspective helps analyze the co-

occurrence of alors and donc at a point of frameshift, as in (123), taken from Hansen 

(1997): 
 

(123) A. …et il tuait alors par exemple y avait euh comment elle s’appelait 
Myriam, qui jouait dedans qui jouait son role & tu vois && 
B. & mm mm && 
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A. de Myriam, Collomb et puis un autre petit un tout petit 
Marseillais qui faisait craquer toutes les petites nanas je sais pas si tu 
te rappelles 
B. oui oui oui je vois 
A. & à peu près && 
B. & je sais pas && son prénom mais 
A. et bref alors donc ils jouent leurs roles et tout… 
A. … and he was killing so for instance there was huh what was her 
name Myriam who played you played her role & you see && 
B. & mm mm && 
A. of Myriam, Collomb and another little a very little guy from 
Marseille whom all the girls were crazy about I don’t know if you 
remember 
B.  yes yes yes I see 
A. & more or less && 
B. & I don’t know && his first name but 
A. and DM DM DM they are playing their roles and everything… 

 

In the last utterance, alors and donc co-occur.44  Alors operates sequentially to mark 

forward movement in the narration, whereas donc marks the end of the aside and the 

return to the main storyline (foregrounding).  Contrary to what Hansen seems to imply, 

the fact that the two markers may occur together is not indicative of “partially 

overlapping distributions” (1997:162), but on the contrary reveals that their functions are 

distinct.  The fact that the speaker may even switch discourse markers is another 

illustration of the contrast between alors being sequential, and donc inferential: 
 

(124) A. …moi je le répète aujourd’hui nous sommes contre 
l’élargissement de la Communauté Economique Européenne, et: euh: 
tout à fait résolument contre & son élargissement && 
B. & contre l’Espagne et le Portugal && § contre l’entrée de 
l’Espagne et du Portugal §§ 
A. § contre l’entrée de l’Espagne et du Portugal §§ oui oui 
C. Vous vous mettez d’accord avec les Socialistes 
A. Je le dis très tranquillement pour ce qui est de l’accord entre les 
Socialistes et nous laissez-nous en discuter entre nous et ne vous en 
mêlez pas trop parce que ça vous réussit pas vraiment 

                                                 
44 Note that the reverse sequence, donc alors is not possible.  In the view of donc marking the return to the 
main point / storyline, donc has to mark the beginning of the next proposition (see Schiffrin’s 1987 
bracketing), and not alors. 
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C. mais ça m’amuse tellement 
A. alors euh: euh: donc nous sommes contre l’élargissement… (in 
Hansen, 1997:176) 
A. …me I repeat it today we are against the enlargment of the 
European Economic Community, and: huh: absolutely resolute 
against & its enlargment && 
B. & against Spain and Portugal && §§ against the entrance of 
Spain and Portugal §§ 
A. § against the entrance of Spain and Portugal §§ yes yes 
C. You strike a deal with the Socialists 
A. I am saying it very calmly as far as the agreement between the 
Socialists and us let us talk about it among ourselves and don’t 
meddle with it too much because it doesn’t do you too much good 
C. But it amuses me so much 
A. so huh: huh: so we are against the enlargment… 

 

Speaker A first uses alors because he is pursuing his intervention (despite the interruption 

of C), i.e., the next utterance belongs to the same sequence, and alors functions as a 

resumptive.  After saying alors, he chooses (while keeping the floor through hesitation 

particles) to mark the upcoming utterance as a conclusion with donc.   

The resumptive use of alors in (124) also allows for a contrast with resumptive 

donc in (125): 
 

(125) A. …après tout le monde se balançait des trucs en pleine gueule et 
tout tu vois ça craignait bien & tu vois 
B. & oui 
A. et alors bon 
B. c’est génial ça 
A. donc après ça a duré comme ça alors si tu veux le problème c’est 
que moi je faisais le narrateur j’assurais pas du tout… (in Hansen, 
1997:172) 
A. …after everybody was yelling stuff in everybody’s mug and 
everything you see it was real bad & you see 
B. & yes 
A. and so DM 
B. it’s great that 
A. so after it lasted like this so if you want the problem it was that me 
I was the narrator I wasn’t good at all… 
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In (124) alors seems to discount the previous turn by the interlocutor, by virtue of its 

sequentiality.  In (125), however the use of donc signifies that the previous turn has been 

heard (acknowledged) yet the speaker may resume what he was saying (and donc asserts 

the logical link with what he was saying during his own previous turn).   
 

In sum, if there is overlap between donc and alors, it is in fact not as significant as 

one might think.  Although the two markers seem to exhibit similar functions, in 

particular in expressing conclusions and results, each actually has its own domain.  Alors 

is a marker of sequentiality whose core value of focus-shift explains it is used dialogally 

to react to just-heard information.  Donc, on the other hand, is a marker of inferentiality, 

preferred for marking conclusions and results monologically.  However, the closeness of 

functions and the fact that the two markers may often be translated with ‘so’ point to a 

potential acquisitional problem for language learners.   

In the next section, the functions of donc are reclassified using a framework 

aimed at discourse markers in general rather than at a specific discourse marker.  The 

benefit is that it offers a more systematic, encompassing approach to the discursive uses 

of donc.  

4.4. DONC WITHIN MASCHLER’S FRAMEWORK  

In Chapter 3, I presented Maschler’s (1998) framework, which outlined four 

domains of application for discourse markers: the interpersonal, referential, structural and 

cognitive domains.  The referential domain expresses semantico-logical relationships 

between utterances.  In other words, referential markers have specific meanings which 

carry out the particular relationship (causal, coordinative, disjunctive…) between the 

utterance marked with a discourse marker and the co(n)text which it is linked to.  

Discourse markers that fall into the referential domain are often dismissed as not ‘true’ 
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discourse markers.  Since they have meaning, they are not taken to be pragmatic markers.  

Another reason for discounting them is that, unlike pragmatic markers, they are function 

words (hence their role as connectives).  In this study, I propose including the referential 

use of donc in order to evaluate the possible effect that it may have on the more strictly 

pragmatic uses of the same discourse marker.  Speakers, be they native speakers or 

language learners, do not consciously sort out the different functions of donc.  They do 

not distinguish between a referential use (connectives which have semantic meaning) and 

the other three pragmatic domains mentioned above.  Yet the question arises, especially 

for a language development perspective, as to whether the pragmatic functions may 

emerge only if the referential function has been acquired. 

Recall that according to Maschler, the three domains of discourse markers are, 

besides the referential domain: the interpersonal domain, which involves notions of 

attitudes and hearer-commitment; the structural domain, which involves the hierarchical 

relations existing between conversational actions (see Roulet, 1984); and the cognitive 

domain, which involves the expression of the mental processes at play while the 

conversation is being elaborated. 

How does donc fit within Maschler’s framework of discourse markers?  Maschler 

assigns one domain and one function to each marker.  For instance, s’tomeret (‘I mean’) 

is a Hebrew discourse marker belonging to the cognitive domain which expresses the 

realization of the need to rephrase.  However, most of the research on discourse markers 

indicates (1) that markers have several functions, (2) that one particular instance of a 

discourse marker may simultaneously carry out more than one function, and finally (3) 

that teasing apart these simultaneous functions may be difficult, if not impossible.  Thus, 

while I draw from Maschler’s four-domain model, I also depart from her one marker-one 

domain-one function working assumption.   
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Within Maschler’s perspective, donc as it is analyzed in the literature has three 

domains of application.  The use of donc as argumentative (ie, a connective), to express 

results and conclusions between two segments of talk corresponds to the referential 

domain.  Because the referential domain presupposes that the discourse marker has 

meaning, the specifying function must belong there.  The second part (after donc) is 

semantically equivalent to the first part, a definition as it is of the first part.  Donc in the 

specifying function represents an equal sign between the two propositions.  It may be 

possible, in fact, to view the specifying function of donc as a subset of the argumentative 

function.   

The resumptive function (thematic or speaker resumption) and the frameshift 

function of signaling asides or foregrounding correspond to the structural domain.  Recall 

that in Maschler’s perspective markers occur at frameshifts, or points of juncture (see 

also Schiffrin, 1987).  Here, I am using the term in a more restricted way, specifically 

when a marker signals foregrounding, backgrounding45 or asides.  In fact, the notion of 

frameshift as defined by Maschler simply encompasses the notion of frameshift as 

applied here.  The recapitulative function, which Zénone says is not used in spoken 

French, would also belong to the structural domain.  Only one function, the confirmation 

request function, corresponds to the interpersonal domain.  In this analysis, donc does not 

seem to have a cognitive function.   

The discussion based on the literature on donc, however, raised three functions of 

donc not specified as such by Hansen (1998) and Zénone (1982), but confirmed with 

Vlemings’ (2003) deontic rule proposal.  Used as part of an exclamative, donc may 

express the speaker’s disagreement, an interpersonal function related to speaker’s 

attitude.  As part of a lexicalized expression, donc contributes to the expression prefacing 
                                                 
45 It appears however that donc is not used for backgrounding.  Inasmuch as it is used to allow discourse to 
progress (as with the resumptive and recapitulative uses of the marker), it is logical. 
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a judgment.  The entire expression signals an upcoming ‘prise de position’.  This 

evaluative use of donc also belongs to the interpersonal domain.  And finally, with the 

specific form of dis-donc (or dites-donc), the expression including the discourse marker 

may serve as a term of address and / or signal an upcoming emotional stance, which also 

falls into the interpersonal domain as an evaluative function.  When donc is part of a 

lexicalized expression, it acts in a ‘supportive’ manner to the verb that it indexes.  As 

discussed earlier, in dis-donc, it is ‘dire’ which carries out the addressing function itself, 

whereas donc ‘reactualizes’ the context of the address.  Table 4.2 below provides a visual 

summary of the functions of donc within Maschler’s framework.  In the next section, 

findings from the literature will be compared and contrasted with the analysis of the 

native speakers’ speech recorded for the present study. 
 
 

Table 4.2: Functions of donc in spoken French within Maschler’s framework. 

 
DOMAIN Functions 
REFERENTIAL • Argumentative 

• Specifying 
STRUCTURAL • Resumptive 

• (Recapitulative) 
• Frameshift (asides, backgrounding) 

INTERPERSONAL • Request for confirmation 
• Marking stance (exclamative) 
• Evaluative (dis-donc) 
• Initiating address (dis-donc) 

 
 

4.5. A GAP BETWEEN THE LITERATURE AND THE NATIVE SPEAKER DATA 

Before the data collection process, the following hypotheses were made 

concerning the native speakers: 
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1. The use of donc in the speech of the native speakers should correspond to the 

proposed analysis of donc invoking an (inferential) mental reflection of the 

speaker. 

2. The functions identified in the literature should correspond to the functions of 

donc in the native speaker data. 

3. Given that the (adult) native speakers by definition represent the highest level of 

language skills and pragmatic competence, their use of donc should reflect the 

broad range of functions assigned to it.   

4. Given the broad range of functions assigned to donc and expected to be fully 

utilized (exploited) by the native speakers, the referential (argumentative) use of 

donc should be proportionally less represented in their speech than more 

pragmatically-based uses (for instance, the confirmation request function, or the 

frameshift function), reflecting the norms for usage within the speech community. 

In fact, only two of these hypotheses accurately describes the use of donc in L1 

interaction: the first and, partially, the third hypotheses.  In short, the range of functions is 

different from the account given in the literature, and presents a paradox.  The paradox 

lies in the fact that at first glance, it may seem that the range of functions other than 

referential is somewhat limited, but a more careful analysis reveals that donc is used (1) 

in ways not specifically described in the literature, although alluded to; (2) in covert 

ways, that is the apparent referential use of donc is a strategy to get the floor.   

Before discussing the use of donc in terms of the hypotheses above, I will briefly 

present some general findings which help situate donc with respect to other discourse 

markers of French.  In the second subsection (4.5.2), I will focus on the impact of 

individual variation.   
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Generally, native speakers tended to favor donc over two other discourse markers 

bon and alors.  Taking into account these three markers only, donc accounted for 46% of 

total occurrences (61 out of 127 occurrences for the three markers only).  This is quite 

unexpected, given that previous research indicates that bon and alors are the most 

frequent discourse markers in French (after et and mais, but these function more often as 

connectives).  Of course, as was expected, native speakers uttered many other discourse 

markers, specifically: quoi, tu vois, hein, j’veux dire, enfin, mais, ben, and et puis (or its 

reduced form pis).  Of all 61 instances of donc, there were only three where donc was 

part of a cluster, namely et donc46 (twice) and as part of the more complex cluster bon 

ben donc.  Thus, the data are surprising with respect to the high number of donc-

occurrences, and simultaneously the small number of donc-cluster occurrences.  

Idiosyncracy is also a trait of discourse markers in the speech of native speakers, as one 

speaker was responsible for one-third (20 tokens) of the donc-occurrences, and yet 

another one used the discourse marker only three times.47  
 

4.5.1. From The Literature To The Native Speaker Data 

Four uses of donc discussed in section 4.1 (see table 4.1) were not illustrated in 

the native speaker data collected for this study.  First, there were no instances of 

lexicalized donc (dis-donc) associated with a term of address often prefacing an 

evaluation or reaction.  Second, there were also no instances of exclamative donc where 

the discourse marker functions emphatically (Qu’il est donc bête!, Vous voilà donc!) to 

mark a stance.  Third, there were no instances of donc used deontically in conjunction 

with imperatives.  Finally, donc was also not used in the native speaker data to specify 

                                                 
46 Possible clusters involving donc include: bon alors donc, alors donc, bon donc.  If discussed, clusters are 
usually touched upon as a sub-section rather than a main section in the literature. 
47 The role of idiosyncracy is the object of section 4.5 on individual variation. 
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the content of the previous utterance.  Although the small number of native speakers 

involved in the study may be an obvious reason for the lack of these specific instances, 

there might be other reasons as well.  In the case of lexicalized donc, the lack of 

occurrences is quite possibly due to the type of interaction: the informants agreed to take 

part in a conversational interaction, and although it sought to create a spontaneous 

interactional setting, the conversation remains artificial to some degree.  Instances such as 

dis-donc are symptomatic of spontaneous expression between friends and family 

members –a relationship not shared by the informants.  In addition, the use of dis-donc 

specifically to mark disagreement would entail losing face, and obviously the informants 

were in a situation where cooperation was at its maximum.  Thus these data are free of 

these two uses of dis-donc and other lexicalized expressions with the discourse marker 

also often prefaces a negative reaction.  The lack of imperative donc is not surprising 

either in an interaction based on volunteer participation: the participants are on equal 

footing, and there is no authority position that would entail the use of commands.  The 

specifying function is the only function that is not present in the native speaker data 

likely on account of the sample size. 

I now turn to the functions of donc that were used by the native speakers, which 

are reviewed within Maschler’s framework.  I begin with the referential domain, i.e., the 

use of argumentative donc.  The hypothesis of a small proportion of argumentative donc 

(with respect to the other functions of donc) in the speech of the native speakers was 

based on the assumption of a distributed representation of the various functions of donc.  

The assumption was incorrect, as the data indicates that donc was frequently used 

referentially, as in (126): 
 
(126) nf1: J’suis pas là depuis très longtemps donc y’a des choses que je 

vois pas encore 
I haven’t been here for a long time so there are things I don’t see yet 
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Such referential uses account for about 50% of donc-occurrences.  The frequency of use 

of argumentative donc may point to the fact that expressing logical relationships such as 

cause and effect are a basic aspect of interaction which is important to any speaker –

native or language learner alike.  However, it may also be that argumentative donc is 

used in covert ways, i.e., the apparent referential use of donc is really a strategy to get the 

floor.  A certain number of argumentative donc occurrences may be reanalyzed to show 

that donc is in fact used either to keep or to get the floor.  (127) is an example of donc 

used for turn-keeping purposes: 
 

(127) nf2:  moi j’ai des étudiants, ils ont 18 ans ben ils vivent plus avec 
leurs parents, hein 
nm2:  ouais ouais mais bon /j’veux dire/ 
nf2: /donc/ après y’a une distance48 
nf2: me I have students, they’re 18 well they don’t live with their 
parents anymore, right 
nm2: yeah yeah but DM /I mean? 
nf2: /so/ after there’s a distance 

 

Donc in this instance is used overtly as an argumentative, but covertly it is used as a turn-

keeping strategy.  By providing a logical link between nf2’s previous intervention and the 

utterance initiated with donc, the discourse marker gives legitimacy to her successful 

attempt to keep the floor.  In the following example, the logical link that donc asserts 

between the same speaker’s two utterances is reinforced by et, which provides continuity, 

making it clear that he has not completed his statement, and thereby that he is entitled to 

complete his turn.  The ‘interruption’ of the second speaker, nf1, is thus invalidated: 
 

(128) nm1: puis leur existence est basée sur cette consommation-là et y’a 
rien d’autre 
et leur être n’a pas de… n’a pas d’fondement /donc…/ 
nf1: /ben c’est huh/ 

                                                 
48 The overlap between two speakers is indicated by backslahes. 
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nm1: et donc ils compensent tu vois 
nm1: and their existence is based on this consumption and there’s 
nothing else and their being does not have a… does not have 
grounds /so…/ 
nf1: and so they compensate you see  

 

During the overlap between the two speakers, as nf1 attempts to get the floor, nm1 does 

not concede the floor, and et donc provides the thematic continuity (through the 

argumentative use of donc) which justifies that he keeps his turn.  Et donc, in fact, is a 

repetition motivated by the overlap with the other speaker: the overlap may have caused 

the interlocutor to not pay attention to the logical link existing in the mind of the speaker 

–that logical link which precisely offers the ‘right’ for the speaker to go on.  The desire to 

keep the floor may even lead to a repetitive use of donc, as in (129): 
 

(129) nm1: et puis justement cette société de consommation leur explique 
que leur réussite est en fonction de ce qu’ils possèdent donc1 plus ils 
possèdent et plus ils ont de choses donc2 plus ils ont le sentiment 
d’avoir réussi dans l’échelle sociale   
nm1: and then precisely this consumption society explains to them 
that their success is a fonction of what they own so1 the more they 
own and the more they have things so2 the more they have the feeling 
of having succeeded on the social ladder 

 

In the example above, donc2 is actually superfluous from a referential point of view: the 

relationship of cause and effect has already been set up by donc1.  Donc2 is thus a 

repetition from speaker nm1 serving two purposes: first, it is a reminder to the 

interlocutor of the speaker’s logically-based reasoning.  Second, it is self-serving to the 

speaker, as it functions as a floor-keeping device.  The speaker seeks to reinforce his 

argument through the use of a parallel structure involving plus… plus… (‘the more… the 

more…’) which leads him to repeat donc as part of this parallel structure. 

There is something else at play in this sequence: it is the feeling of expertise being 

displayed.  The topic is that of Americans vs. French, and beliefs are strongly felt, with a 
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strong sense of being right.  Each speaker is attempting to out-perform the other in 

providing the better explanation.  The use of donc seeks to display the correctness of the 

position taken by the speaker by giving it the strength of a logically reasoned argument.   

The hypothesis according to argumentative donc would be proportionally less 

represented because the different functions of the marker would be equally represented in 

native discourse did not take into account the covert function of argumentative donc.  The 

use of donc to get or keep the floor appears to be an important function of the discourse 

marker, and in analyzing argumentative donc, we must decide whether, in the speech of 

language learners, the overt function is also a cover-up for turn-taking or turn-keeping. 

Continuing with the review of the functions identified by research, I move on to 

the structural domain, with the resumptive (thematic) function, as (130) illustrates: 
 

(130) nf3: c’est beaucoup l’apparence 
nm3: mmm 
nf3: donc peut-être ben moi j’dirais qu’la vie… (continues) 
nf3: it’s the appearance a lot 
nm3: mmm 
nf3: so may be well me I’d say that life… 

 

In (130), nf3 resumes her turn after nm3 displayed both that he paid attention to his 

interlocutor’s message (phatic function) and that he agreed (or maybe more accurately 

that he did not disagree).  The resumptive use of donc may also work dialogically.  In 

(131), after a contribution by one speaker, her interlocutor performs a thematic 

resumption with donc: 
 

(131) nf1: des p’tites randonnées, c’est sympa… 
nm1: donc on pourrait aller dans l’arrière-pays ben justement  
l’arrière-pays d’la Provence, ou euh 
nf1: little hikes, it’s nice… 
nm1: so we could go in the hill country well right the hill country in 
Provence, or huh 
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Thus, as discussed in the preceding section, resumptive donc works on two levels, to 

indicate thematic progression and to mark a new turn.  In fact, the thematic resumption 

may be argued to work on the overt level, the speaker resumption being situated on the 

covert level.  I agree with Zénone (1981) that an important goal in using donc in this 

environment is for the speaker to maintain a turn or initiate a new one. 

Within the structural domain as well, I suggested that the frameshift function 

indicates a return to the main idea (foregrounding) or an aside necessary to understand 

the main idea.  In the native speaker data, there are only two instances of frameshift, one 

of which is (105), repeated here: 
 
(105) nf3: Ils sont très bruyants ils viennent enfin c’est le stéréotype hein 

donc ce sont les plus ceux qu’on entend le plus et ceux qu’on 
remarque le plus 
nf3: They’re very noisy they come I mean it’s the stereotype right so 
it’s the ones you hear the most and that you notice the most 

 

In (105), the two French native speakers discuss the behavior of tourists in France, in 

particular Americans.  One speaker, nf3, is establishing the main idea that American 

tourists are loud and very noticeable.  However, she decides to qualify her comment with 

an aside, punctuated by the DM enfin and hein.  Her main comment (‘Americans are 

loud’) still stands, but the aside (which can be paraphrased as ‘the notion of Americans 

being loud is a stereotype’) protects her from the accusation of being stereotypical.  She 

can then ‘safely’ return to her suggestion and pursue her intervention.  Donc marks that 

the aside is completed and that the speaker is returning to the main idea.  As in the 

frameshift instance discussed in section 4.1.2, donc can be said to be an elaboration of the 

previous idea that must be established in order to pursue.  The native speakers’ examples, 

although scarce for this particular function, allow us to provide a finer analysis than 

Hansen’s (who in this case proposed to view donc as a repetition) based on the notions of 
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foregrounding and asides.  The scarcity of instances with donc used for frameshift risks 

giving an incomplete picture of this particular function of the discourse marker.  

However, in the other examples of frameshift donc found in the literature, the marker 

always functioned to mark foregrounding (as opposed to backgrounding).  The strong 

tendency of frameshift donc to mark the return to the main idea (or storyline in a 

narrative) is not surprising: inferential donc by bringing closure, allows for progression of 

the interaction (or narrative).   

Another function identified by Zénone (1981) and Hansen (1997) is that of 

request for confirmation, which following Maschler pertains to the interpersonal domain.  

This function is attested in the native speaker data as shown in (132): 
 
(132) [DT: Americans and materialism] 

nf3: Plus on devient… plus on a peur et plus on veut acquérir et plus 
on porte d’importance à des choses ridicules à des choses matérielles 
nm3: et donc ça c’est l’conformisme? 
nf3: The more you become… the more you get scared and the more 
you want to acquire and the more importance you give to ridiculous 
things to material things 
nm3: and so that, that’s conformism? 

 

Nm3’s question, prefaced by et donc, requests that the interlocutor confirm that nm3 has 

correctly followed and interpreted his interlocutor’s argumentation.  The speaker is 

checking how the interlocutor’s message (Americans are materialistic) relates to the topic 

at hand, i.e., the question of whether Americans are conformists.  Et donc makes explicit 

the attempt to establish an argumentative connection between conformism and 

materialism.  The pronoun ça works anaphorically to take up the interlocutor’s previous 

message.  The connector et compounds with donc to specify topic continuity.  Yet, donc 
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is not required in requests for confirmation: the sentence would express the same 

propositional content were donc absent:49 
 

(133) Et ø ça c’est l’conformisme? 
And that, that’s conformism? 

 

The fact that donc is in fact specified by the speaker shows that there is a need to make 

the argumentative connection explicit for both participants. 

The argumentative, resumptive, frameshift, and confirmation request functions 

are all attested in our native speaker data, and account for 38 out of all 60 donc 

occurrences.  Twenty-two occurrences do not fit these functions: an analysis of these 

occurrences reveals a richer set of functions for the discourse marker.  These functions 

expand into the structural, interpersonal, and cognitive domains.  The discussion below 

specifically addresses the first hypothesis, which posited that the functions identified in 

the literature as I reviewed it should correspond to the use of donc in the native speakers’ 

speech. 

Concerning the structural domain, I observed that native speakers do use donc to 

mark a recapitulation, a function that Zénone (1981) suggested to be a trait of formal, 

written French.  Examples (134) and (135) indicate that it is in fact also found in spoken 

French: 
 
(134) nm2: Tu prends le Ferry à Marseille 

nf2:  Ouais d’accord 
nm2:  Bon.  Donc Marseille.  Oui mais d’la Corse euh ok  
nm2: You take the ferry in Marseille 
nf2: Yeah ok 
nm2: Ok. So Marseille.  Yes but from Corsica huh ok 

 
(135) nm3:  euh bon ben donc on a décidé le gîte 

                                                 
49 Recall that discourse markers do not affect the propositional meaning by definition.  Interestingly, the 
same sentence without et would sound akward, suggesting that the pronoun alone is not sufficient to 
establish a link with the interlocutor’s previous intervention.  Et seems to be obligatory in this context. 
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nm3: huh ok well so we decided on the lodging 
 

In (135), the speaker uttering bon marks that a conversational unit has come to an end, 

and before pursuing the task (planning the vacation), formally marks the achievement of 

a goal (i.e., the city where they will take a ferry to reach Corsica) that the two speakers 

have agreed on.  Donc marks that they have agreed on this item, and marks Marseille as 

the term of that agreement.  Having formally re-stated the agreement, the speakers are 

able to move on, which speaker nm2 does.  The same comments may be applied to (135), 

for which we notice a parallel structure, with bon used to close a segment, and donc used 

to formally mark the agreed-upon type of residence.  If the recapitulative function does in 

fact exist in spoken French, it differs syntactically from the written use of recapitulative 

donc in that donc is sentence-initial (in its written counterpart, donc occurs post-

verbally).  The small number of occurrences (two) also does not make the recapitulative a 

main function of donc.  It is very close to resumptive donc in that both these functions 

allow the speaker(s) to move the conversation forward.  With the recapitulative use of 

donc, there is a sense that a segment is closed and that the speakers may open a new one. 

Next, donc is also used at the interpersonal level.  The interpersonal domain deals 

either with notions of direct appeal to the interlocutor (Ecoute!) or with the emotive 

function of revealing the speaker’s attitude (‘Wouah!’ of awe or surprise for instance).  In 

the native sample, donc is frequently used to preface an evaluative comment (or personal 

judgment), as in (136): 
 
(136) nf1: puis généralement on… les gens reviennent au même endroit 

chaque année donc on s’fait des… 
nm1: /des amis/ 
nf1: des amis donc ça peut être ça peut être convivial 
nf1: DM generally you… people come back to the same place every 
year so you make… 
nm1: /friends/ 
nf1: friends so it can be it can be convivial 
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Zénone and even Hansen would probably classify such instance of donc as markers of 

consequence / conclusion.  After all, there is a conclusion drawn, i.e., as Zénone argues, 

donc is used in the sequence ‘q, donc p’.  However, the nature of the conclusion is a 

personal judgment and this subjectivity ties it to the interpersonal domain Maschler 

describes.  In fact, it is often formulated using the same formula, i.e. donc + ça peut être 

+ adjective, as in (137) below: 
 

(137) nm2:  Tu t’laves dans la mer // hein?  Donc euh ouais non ça peut 
être intéressant 
nm2: You wash yourself in the sea // right? So huh yeah no it can be 
interesting 

 

As soon as a personal comment is uttered, there is the risk that the interlocutor will 

disagree, and that entails the loss of face.  This is why a modal expression is often found 

in conjunction with the evaluative function of donc: the modal offers a way out, a chance 

for the interlocutor to disagree without the person who utters the comment losing face.  

Face is an important aspect of conversation (Brown, 1977; Brown & Levinson, 1978), 

and one in which discourse markers may in fact play a major role.  Most often, the 

evaluation is a positive one, given that it is less risky (for both interactants) to venture a 

positive comment than a negative one.  A positive evaluation is also a sign that the 

speaker is committed to a cooperative conversation style. 

However (137) differs from (136) in that the discourse marker and the comment 

are not immediately adjoined: they are separated by a particle of hesitation and the self-

contradicting sequence ouais non.  The hesitation particle (and the ouais non sequence) 

makes a crucial difference in terms of how we should understand the role of donc in this 

utterance.  In (137), donc is an attempt to move the conversation forward.  The speaker 

has asked a question, but in a rhetorical format (note the affirmative structure of the 
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question and the use of hein to mark it post-hoc as a question), i.e., the expected answer 

is ‘yes’ (hence the use of the discourse marker hein).  In fact, he does not wait for the 

answer, implying that the answer is so straightforward that it is not necessary to hear it, 

and uses donc to return to the topic at hand.  At the same time, his next intervention is not 

formulated in his mind, and a series of particles are used as ‘floaters’: euh marks the 

hesitation, and ouais non marks the switch to a newly formulated path for his 

intervention, i.e. an evaluation, which is an easy way to keep the floor from a cognitive 

viewpoint: it is easier, in terms of processing efforts, to formulate a (basic) evaluation 

than to formulate a new idea which has to abide by rules of topic continuity.  Thus, donc 

in (137) is an instance of overlap of functions, that of evaluative and that of processing, 

the latter belonging to the cognitive domain.  Because the evaluation is not yet in the 

mental representation of the speaker at the time donc is uttered (as indicated by the 

sequence euh ouais non), we have to conclude that the primary function of donc in this 

utterance is that of processing.  By occupying the space, donc buys time for the speaker, 

time needed to decide on a course of action.  In fact, Hansen acknowledges that the use of 

markers  
 
may reduce planning time for speakers, as compared to more explicit 
connective devices: in virtue of their multifunctionality and relative open-
endedness of interpretation, markers like alors, bon (et) puis etc. are to 
some extend comparable to ‘all-purpose’ nouns such as truc or machin 
(roughly: ‘thingey’ or ‘whatchamacallit’), which speakers often use when 
more precise terms are not immediately accessible.50 (Hansen 1997:155)   
 

Hansen views discourse markers as some sort of ‘passe-partout’: the speaker does not 

need to think about their semantics (they do not convey propositional meaning) to insert 

them in the conversation.  A slightly different perspective, which I take, is to view them 

                                                 
50 A difference between the two series of items is that discourse markers function at the pragmatic level, 
whereas items such as truc and machin are strictly lexical fillers. 
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as ‘passe-partout’ which in fact provide extra planning time for speakers, by filling up the 

space and thus allowing the speaker to keep the floor.  This perspective justifies viewing 

donc as a cognitive marker used when processing time is needed.   

The use of donc when processing time is needed is perfectly in line with the 

proposed analysis of donc invoking a mental reflection of the speaker.  In addition, there 

is another very typical usage of donc that is also in line with donc functioning as a meta-

operator.  At times, donc is left ‘dangling’ at the end of an utterance, often also the end of 

a turn.  In this instance, donc signals that the conclusion, although not explicated, should 

be so obvious that the interlocutor does not need a formulation of it, as in (138): 
 

(138) nm3: Quoiqu’si y’a pas les gosses, y’a deux vélos en moins donc 
euh 
nf4: Ah!  Mais on a trois enfants! 
nm3: Although if the kids aren’t there, there are two bikes less so 
huh 
nf4: Ah! But we got three kids! 

 

The obvious conclusion left out of nm3’s turn is that there will be more space available if 

their (imagined) children51 and their bikes are not part of the trip.  It is highly compatible 

with Vleming’s deontic rule and the analysis of donc as appealing to a mental reflection 

left unsaid (here, because the speaker is unable to formulate the conclusion of his 

proposition).   

The hesitation particle (euh) indicates that the speaker is unprepared to continue his turn, 

searching for a way to continue his turn, and nf4 takes up the opportunity to speak 

(immediately and unexpectedly complicating the situation, as she often does during their 

interaction).  It follows that (94) is also an instance of a frameshift as described by 

Maschler, here a speaker’s frameshift.  In terms of turn-taking, a speaker’s hesitation 

                                                 
51 These two native speakers spontaneously pretended to be a couple: they interacted as if they were life 
partners with children. 
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(verbally indicated by euh) is a clear opportunity for the other speaker to get the floor, 

which happens in (138).  However, it may also be the case that the first speaker attempts 

to formulate a new intervention as in (139): 
 

(139) nf1: l’année dernière lors de la canicule, i f’sait plus chaud dans 
l’nord que dans l’sud donc euh… /mais y’avait/ 
nm1: /mais c’est vrai que…/ non moi j’voudrais aller en Bourgogne 
nf1: last year during the heat wave, t’was hotter in the north than in 
the south so huh… / but there was/ 
nm1: /but it’s true that…/ no me I’d like to go to Burgundy 

 

The second interlocutor has correctly identified a possible speaker frameshift, with the 

sequence donc euh followed by a slight pause, and an overlap results when the first 

speaker, nf1, initiates a new utterance punctuated by mais.  Thus, in this instance, 

although nf1 attempts to maintain her turn, nm1 gets the floor, because both speakers 

understand (at least subconsciously) that there was a potential speaker’s frameshift.   

Such instances of ‘dangling-donc’ are frequent, and are almost always followed by the 

interlocutor attempting to get the floor.   

The use of donc for cognitive processing typically manifests itself by a turn-final 

position and the adjunction of the hesitation particle euh.  The hesitation particle offers a 

strong element of support to the analysis of donc I have suggested, where the discourse 

marker works metalinguistically to invoke the mental process the speaker is engaged in, 

but not speaking aloud.  The cognitive processing function therefore provides support for 

the first hypothesis: the use of donc in the speech of the native speakers is not only 

compatible, but in perfect alignment with an analysis of ‘invoking donc’. 
 

The analysis of donc in the speech of native speakers revealed a certain number of 

functions that have not been described in the literature, so that the second hypothesis 

(expectation of a match between functions as identified in the literature and those found 
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in the native sample) did not hold true because it underestimated the various functions of 

donc.  The reason lies in the three authors’ (Zénone and Hansen in particular) restrictive 

choice of one perspective for the analysis of discourse markers, which led to an 

incomplete explanation of discourse markers’ uses.  Vlemings’ deontic rule applies to the 

use of donc in exclamatives.  Hansen is correct in choosing two dimensions for her 

analysis, one that focuses on the speaker-hearer paradigm (interaction), and one which 

focuses on the message (content) itself.  However, Hansen focused her explanation for 

the uses of donc around the relevance-based notion of manifestness.  Although she 

intends to have a Conversation Analytic perspective (as she does in her analysis of alors 

in the same article and in her analysis of bon and ben, see Hansen, 1995), the concept of 

manifestness takes precedence, so much so that the notions of exchange, or interaction, 

are downplayed to a minimum.  For her part, Zénone (1981) concludes that “donc est un 

connecteur pragmatique car il met en relation deux actes” of the ‘q, donc p’ type.  Thus, 

her analysis remains grounded within the semantics of donc.  Although she does look into 

the monologal and dialogal uses of donc, she concludes that ‘l’opposition monologue-

dialogue ne paraît entraîner aucune contrainte distributionnelle ou fonctionnelle’ 

(1981:138), which is incorrect in my view (see section 4.2).  In Zénone (1982), she takes 

a structural and a referential approach –only two of the domains Maschler identifies as 

the realm of discourse markers.  The contrastive analysis of the donc occurrences in our 

native speakers’ sample revealed the following set of discourse functions: 
 

Table 4.3: Functions of donc in native speaker data. 

 
DOMAIN Functions N=61 % 
REFERENTIAL •Argumentative (overt) 

•Turn keeping (covert) 
29 48 

STRUCTURAL • Resumptive 5 8.3 
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• Recapitulative 
• Frameshift 

5 
2 

8.3 
3.3 

INTERPERSONAL • Confirmation Request  
• Evaluative 

2 
3 

3.3 
5 

COGNITIVE • Processing 14 23 
(Newly identified functions are italicized) 

 

The evaluative function identified in the native speaker sample is different from 

the evaluative use of dis-donc.  Donc used to preface an evaluation is a newly identified 

function of the discourse marker.  In appearance, therefore, it seems that the second 

hypothesis (concerning the range of functions being displayed in the speech of the native 

speakers) holds true.  However, it is the case only if we consider the native speakers’ 

performance from a group perspective.  Things change when native speakers are 

considered from an individual perspective.   
 

4.5.2.  L1 Individual Variation  

4.5.2.1. Rates of production 

There are few mentions in the literature, in French or in other languages, of an 

average rate of discourse markers production for a given amount of interaction 

(characterized by number of utterances for instance).  Typically, L2 studies bring up the 

issue, whereas L1 studies show less concern for it.  In addition, each study differs in its 

way of reporting rates, as well as in other aspects, making it difficult to compare rate 

across studies.  For instance, Mougeon and Laurendeau (1993) report rates in number of 

occurrences per 1.000 words for use of ‘discursive’ vs. ‘non-discursive’ comme (‘like’).  

Barnes (1998) establishes a production rate based on the number of connectors (including 

et, mais, and parce que, which do not correspond to discourse markers in general) per 
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number of clauses.  Such different parameters make it difficult to compare previous 

findings with the present study.   

Studies discussing several discourse markers usually focus on how a discourse 

marker stands (in terms of frequency of use) with respect to other discourse markers, and 

do not make functional distinctions for each marker.  Studies that discuss the different 

discourse functions of a marker use differing criteria to assess these functions.  For 

instance, Rehner (2002) contrasts ‘discursive use’ (connective) to ‘non-discursive use’ 

(pragmatic), but her subsequent categorization of functions for donc does not take as a 

point of departure a study of the discursive use of donc in L1.  She assumes that donc and 

alors have similar discursive functions and offers the same following categories for the 

two markers: organizational / transitional, clarification / expansion, turn yielder, 

emphasizer, and punctor.   

In Sankoff et al.’s (1997) study on French in contact situation, a range from 38 to 

114 discourse markers over a 15-minute period was found for the English interviews 

(supposedly the dominant language for these speakers), whereas that range falls to 2 to 97 

discourse markers for the French interviews.  The average for the English discourse 

markers is 67, whereas it is only 24 for French interviews of the same speakers.  These 

figures respectively translate to 4.3 markers per minute in English, and 1.6 markers per 

minute in French.  It is difficult to compare the native speakers of this study with the 

speakers in Sankoff et al.’s study, given that the interviews were conducted between one 

interviewer and one interviewee, whereas the informants of the present study were paired.  

However, a global rate of 1.6 markers per minute seems to be in a similar range as the 

donc production rate of the native speakers of this study –assuming that the range of 

discourse markers production is the same for L1 speakers of English and of French.  

Sankoff’s study indicates that individual variation plays a part in discourse markers 
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production.  A certain degree of idiosyncracy is to be expected in an area that is not 

grammatically constrained.  The question however is to what degree does individual 

variation affect the production of discourse markers.  This discussion is particularly 

important if native speaker production is taken to represent the baseline against which 

language learner production will be compared.  

Table 4.4 below shows that even in L1 interaction there is individual variation in 

the number of discourse makers produced, at least for donc. 
 

Table 4.4: Number of donc occurrences for the 6 French native speakers. 

 

If the number 8 is chosen as the cutoff number that separates these informants 

with a low discourse marker usage (at least for donc) from those that use donc more 

frequently, half of the informants fall into each of the two categories.  In addition, the 

production range of donc is very broad, from 3 to 21 instances.  In passing, we can note 

that 2 male informants figure among the high producers of donc, although a female 

achieves the highest production rate for donc, and the women’s production rate in this 

sample is slightly higher than the men’s.  Thus, the production of discourse markers 

differs strongly from one speaker to another.  Table 4.4 reveals an interesting fact: 

although the speakers have been arranged in increasing number of donc occurrences, the 

Native # donc
Speakers occurrences

nm2 3
nf2 4
nf3 8
nm3 10
nm1 14
nf1 21

Total 60
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pairs of speakers remain adjacent, i.e., nm2 and nf2, who spoke together, use donc the 

least frequently, nf3 and nm3 are in the middle range, and nm1 and nf1 produced the 

most.  One has to wonder whether the speakers come to adjust their conversational style, 

here in terms of the frequency of donc, with respect to each other, an example of 

‘convergence’ as discussed in Speech Accommodation Theory (see Giles, 1980).  Often 

in paired (or multiple speakers) interaction, one speaker attempts to dominate the floor.  

This may lead to an unbalanced conversation, where one speaker speaks significantly 

more than the other (and thus inflates his and deflates his interlocutor’s number of 

discourse markers).  For the pair nf1 / nm1, there was some amount of floor-competition, 

which may help explain the high rate of donc production.  However, each speaker seemed 

to contribute equally to the interaction.  Both nf1 and nm1 were eager to give their 

opinions, for task one and task two,52 and present them as valid.  This may also help 

explain the high number of argumentative donc (see table 4.5).  For the pair nf2 / nm2, 

the male speaker seemed to exhibit a more dominating conversational style (longer turns, 

frequent interruptions), however that did not result in a higher rate of donc occurrences 

for nm2.  It is possible that nm2’s dominating style may have resulted in a less balanced 

participation with nf2, and thus fewer discourse markers.  For the pair nf3 / nm3, both 

speakers participated equally (and enthusiastically) in both tasks.  In sum, except for pair 

nf2 / nm2, there was no single speaker who attempted to strongly dominate the 

conversation.  In other words, the pairs were balanced in terms of their contribution to the 

interaction, based on criteria such as length of turns, initiation of the task, and 

interruptions.  However, given that the pair with the dominating speaker is also the pair 

that produced the smallest number of discourse markers, it is not possible to say that the 

dominating speaker skewed the results so that he would have a higher rate of discourse 
                                                 
52 For both nm1 and nf1, donc occurrences were fairly distributed among the two tasks, 7 / 7 and 10 / 11 
respectively. 
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markers.  At most, we might consider that he did not provide his partner with the equal 

opportunity to express herself.   

Table 4.5 details the functions of donc for each of the native speakers, whereas 

table 4.6 displays how many native speakers used each of the seven functions donc is 

associated with. 
 

Table 4.5: Distribution of functions of donc per native speakers.  

 
 
 

nm3 argumentative 3
recapitulative 2
request conf. 1
processing 4

total = 10
nf3 argumentative 5

frameshift 1
resumptive 1
recapitulative 1

total = 8
nf2 argumentative 2

request conf. 1
total = 3

nm2 recapitulative 1
resumptive 1
evaluative 2
processing 1

total = 4
nf1 argumentative 14

evaluative 2
processing 5

total = 21
nm1 argumentative 5

frameshift 1
resumptive 3
recapitulative 1
processing 4

total= 14
Grand Total 60
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Table 4.6: Number of native speakers who used donc in its different functions. 

 
 

As table 4.5 shows, the native speakers do not systematically use all functions 

assigned to donc in section 4.1: one speaker used only two functions of donc; one used 

donc with three different functions; and three speakers used donc with four different 

functions.  Table 4.6 shows that out of the six speakers, only one of them did not use 

donc argumentatively.  For all other speakers, the argumentative function is the most 

frequent.  As the number of donc occurrences increases, so does the number of donc used 

argumentatively (all 5 native speakers using argumentative donc do so with a range 

varying from 30% to 66%).  After the argumentative function, the next most frequent 

function is the processing function, generally used more than once, by four of the six 

native speakers.  Only three speakers used the resumptive and the recapitulative 

Native Spkrs
argumentative 5
frameshift 2
resumptive 3
recapitulative 3
conf. request 2
evaluative 2
processing 4

N = 6
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functions.  The frameshift, confirmation request and evaluative functions were used by 

sets of two speakers.  The argumentative and processing functions appear to be the most 

significant functions of donc both in terms of L1 individual use and in terms of L1 group 

uses, (these functions account for 48% and 23 % respectively of all donc occurrences, as 

mentionned in section 4.4).   

The pervasiveness of the referential and processing functions may have a simple 

explanation: in terms of logic, argumentative donc can be said to express a most basic 

causal relationship, hence its frequency in this usage is not surprising.  Interactions also 

imply (normally) continuous cognitive processing, as we plan what we will say next, all 

the while listening to our interlocutor.  It is not surprising, then, that some aspect of 

cognitive processing is regularly displayed (as argued by Schourup (1985, 2001) for 

instance).  The resumptive function, used by three of the six native speakers, is fairly 

important in terms of conversation management (allowing for thematic resumption and 

turn-taking).  In contrast, the confirmation request and the evaluative functions may not 

be needed as frequently.  The use of the frameshift function by only two speakers is 

somewhat puzzling: in any given interaction, it seems likely that an explanation (or a 

narrative) of some sort will require elements to be foregrounded as the speaker elaborates 

the explanation on-line.  The few instances of frameshift donc may be an indication that 

this function is particularly relevant to the narrative genre.  At the same time, nm2’s 

usage of donc highlights the idiosyncracy of discourse marker usage: nm2 used donc four 

times, however, he did not use donc argumentatively and he used donc for signaling 

cognitive processing only once.   
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4.5.2.3.  Why such important individual variation: is there competition among 
discourse markers?   

Seeking to contrast the native speaker with the highest rate of donc production 

(nf1) with the native speaker with the lowest rate of donc production (nf2), I attempt to 

identify how they differ in their expression in a way that would explain the differential 

rates.  Nf1, with 21 donc occurrences, overwhelmingly prefers donc as a discourse 

marker.  In other words, her conversational practice is characterized simultaneously by 

the frequency of donc and the relative absence of other discourse markers.  She does use 

other discourse markers (et puis, bon) but to a much lesser degree than she uses donc, and 

not as frequently as nf2, the low producer of donc.  Nf2 (3 donc occurrences) seems to 

use a broader range of discourse markers: bon, enfin, ben, hein, alors, and quoi.  Nm2 

also used donc a few times only, producing a greater variety of discourse markers than 

nf1, including bon, ben, hein, j’veux dire, enfin, quoi, ok, as well as clusters of discourse 

markers such as mais bon j’veux dire.  Once again, one wonders whether the parallel 

between nf2 and nm2 is an indication that convergence is taking place.  Individual 

variation can of course be found at all levels of language (including more formal levels 

such as the syntactic and morphological levels), but certainly discourse markers are one 

area most likely to reflect idiosyncracy, as they “pertain primarily to language use, rather 

than to language structure” (Hansen, 1998:5).  Studies on gender and discourse markers 

have shown that there are differences in the ways men and women use them (see 

Andersen, 2001 for English and Beeching, 2002 for French).  For the native sample of 

this study, gender does not seem to play a role in the number of donc occurrences given 

the contrast which exists between nf1 (21 donc occurrences) and nf2 (3 donc 

occurrences), both female. 
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Whereas nf3 and nm3 also use a number of other discourse markers besides donc 

(alors, enfin, tu vois, ben, bon, hein, and en fait), nm3 sets himself apart by not using hein 

and quoi in his discourse.  In fact, it is the case for both nm1 and nf1 as well.  It appears 

that the French native speakers differ not so much in how many discourse markers they 

use, but in which ones they select.  It seems likely that there are only so many ‘spots’ 

available to insert discourse markers within an utterance, and speakers make choices as to 

which ones to insert.  This choice is not necessarily conscious, and is constrained by 

many factors (such as type of interaction, position of authority, etc…) as well as 

individual discourse style.  Given that one discourse marker fulfills several functions, 

there may be some functional overlap which allows a speaker to have recourse to one 

preferred discourse marker to fulfill functions such as marking cause-consequence 

relationships, or intiating turns, two functions assumed by donc, but also by other 

markers in French (for instance, alors may also be used to express cause-consequence).  

Therefore, it is possible that discourse markers ‘compete’ in the mind of a speaker.  The 

notion that there exist favored discourse markers for a given speaker explains why some 

markers may appear more frequently than others in the discourse of that person.53  In 

addition, a constraint may exis that posits first a limit to how many discourse markers 

may be inserted within a unit of speech and second within this limit, some degree of 

freedom as to which discourse markers to insert.  In this respect, I believe, unlike Sankoff 

et al. (1997:204) that there is in fact a rate of discourse markers’ use associated to normal 

speech production, but this rate must be expressed as a range taking into account 

individual variation.  The potential competition among discourse markers has 

                                                 
53 How these discourse markers came to be the favored forms is another question, obviously much more 
complicated, and involving an array of factors such as urban vs. rural environment, social class, education, 
gender, and so forth.  It is also not the focus of the present study. 
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implications in a discussion on the use of donc by language learners: do they use 

discourse markers other than, or in addition to, donc?   

Clearly many factors govern the use of discourse markers, and the competition 

that I suspect may exist among discourse markers is but one of them.  This section 

showed that individual variation is indeed a characteristic of the use of discourse markers, 

in terms of numbers and of functions fulfilled by donc in the discourse of the French 

native informants.  A dominant conversational style was ruled out as a reason for 

individual variation within the pairs of our sample.  The parallel between on the one hand 

the number of donc occurrences and the diversity of other discourse markers, and on the 

other hand the pairings of native speakers suggests that accommodation may be taking 

place to some degree.  Whereas the native speakers use a range of functions associated 

with donc, individually they do not, so that hypothesis 3 is neither true nor false: despite 

native speakers’ natural linguistic abilities, the use of donc for each speaker does not 

reflect the entire range of functions.  There is some indication that some functions are 

more likely to recur as they signal basic relationships (argumentative) or processes 

(cognitive processing).  This section highlights that lack of donc occurrences in discourse 

cannot be taken as an index of non-nativelikeness by itself.  The production of donc 

cannot be analyzed as if it were independent of other variables, in particular of other 

discourse markers.  
 

4.6. CONCLUSION 

The literature helped identify a core value for donc centered on the notion of the 

speaker invoking (inferential) reflection: donc may operate at the metalinguistic level and 

does not require a linguistic antecedent.  The analysis of donc in the speech of six native 

speakers of French showed that some functions had not been identified in the literature, 
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in particular the recapitulative, the evaluative and the cognitive processing functions.  In 

all, eight discourse functions were identified for donc.  I used Maschler’s (1998) 

framework to categorize the (macro) level within which the functions applied.  According 

to this framework, the argumentative and the specifying functions belong to the 

referential domain; the resumptive, recapitulative, and frameshift functions belong to the 

structural domain; the confirmation request and evaluative functions belong to the 

interpersonal domain; and finally the processing function belongs to the cognitive 

domain.  Importantly, the analysis of the native speakers’ speech was in line with the 

perspective of donc as a meta-operator.  The donc occurrences in native discourse were 

also discussed from an individual variation perspective.  This discussion emphasized that 

idiosyncracy is an important aspect of the production of discourse markers: speakers 

showed individual preferences for certain markers.  At the same time, some functions for 

donc seem more pervasive than others, in particular the argumentative and the processing 

functions, and, to some extent, the resumptive function.   

Next, I discussed possible constraints on the position of donc.  The data revealed 

that there are two main positions for donc: utterance-initial, and utterance-final.  In 

addition, donc may appear embedded within two propositions where it heads the second 

proposition, thus relating it to the utterance-initial position.  The position of donc is 

related to the function it assumes in discourse.  For instance, the cognitive processing 

function is linked to a (surface) final-utterance position and signals a potential turn-yield.  

The monologal and dialogal uses of donc were also related to specific functions, so that 

argumentative donc is mostly used within turns and embedded within two propositions.  

Shifting the expected position of donc revealed that the speaker may use the marker 

strategically, for instance, argumentative donc may be used turn-initially in order for the 

speaker to get the floor.  Since there is some flexibility in terms of the possible positions 
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donc may take in a sentence (in particular post-verbal), preferred positions indicate the 

importance of providing pragmatic cues.  The fact that donc appears mostly utterance-

initially was accounted for both in terms of pragmatics (i.e., the position of the marker), 

and in terms of discourse structure li(n)king markers to connectors.  Given that the most 

cognitively accessible function of donc (expressing a conclusion or a result) makes it a 

connector, the notion of discourse structure adding to the pragmatic level is not all that 

unexpected.  If the optimal pragmatic and structural ‘constraints’ go together, they also 

go against post-verbal donc, which is strongly disfavored in the speech of the native 

speakers of this study (no occurrences).  The case of donc in conjunction with 

imperatives seems to be an exception, as donc must appear post-verbally, although some 

pronouns may be inserted between the command verb and the marker.  I attempted to 

resolve the paradox of donc indexing entire utterances (as suggested for discourse 

markers in general by Schiffrin, 1987, and Fraser, 1990) and being adjoined to 

imperatives by proposing that donc indexes an utterance in the imperative through its 

lexical and grammatical head (the verb).  Other sentence structures (negative, 

interrogative, and exclamative) supported Vlemings’ (2003) deontic rule and the 

perspective of donc invoking an (inferential) process.   

Finally, I also discussed the apparent overlap that exists between donc and alors.  

I suggested that there is in fact mostly no overlap, based on an inferential (donc) / 

sequential (alors) distinction.  The two markers were also distinguished on the basis of 

the dialogical (alors) / monological (donc) discourse feature.  Yet these are fine lines of 

demarcation between the two discourse markers, suggesting possible difficulties for 

language learners.  In the next chapter, the functional analysis of donc and the native 

speaker data are contrasted to the use of the discourse marker in language learner 

interactions. 
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Chapter 5: Donc in Second Language Learner Interactions 

 

In this chapter, I turn my attention to the use of donc in the speech of language 

learners at three levels of proficiency (intermediate, advanced, and very advanced).  The 

purpose of this chapter is to provide a description of the use of donc in L2 interaction.  

The basic guiding questions are: how (dis)similar to native speakers are the language 

learners in their use of donc?  Do the pragmatic functions of donc expand as the 

proficiency of the language learners increases?  And are language learners able to draw 

from their L1 pragmatic knowledge?  The first section consists of a review of previous 

research on the use of donc in L2.  The second section consists of a functional analysis of 

donc within Maschler’s framework of four domains (referential, structural, interpersonal, 

and cognitive).  The analysis seeks to compare and contrast learner production with the 

way native speakers use donc.  As was done with the native speakers, the third section 

considers whether individual variation also plays an important role in the use of donc by 

L2 speakers.  Whereas there is no reason to believe that individual variation should be 

less significant than for L1 speakers, it is reasonable to expect that individual variation 

for a second language speaker displays specific characteristics.  In particular, individual 

variation may interact with the language learners’ communicative competence.  The 

fourth section is a quantitative analysis seeking to identify factors linked to the 

production of donc.  Findings are summarized in the fifth section of the chapter. 
 

5.1. DONC IN THE LITERATURE ON SECOND LANGUAGE LEARNERS 

In chapter 2 (section 2.4.2), I presented L2 studies on discourse markers from a 

general perspective.  In this section, I review findings specific to donc through three 

studies: Barnes (1998), Rehner (2002), and Hancock (2004).  These three studies differ in 
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terms of the L2 population observed as well as in the methodology they used.  Findings 

on alors are also reported since chapter 4 raised the potential of misuse of one marker for 

the other. 
 

5.1.1. Barnes (1998) 

As mentionned in Chapter 2, Barnes (1998) is the only study on donc including a 

classroom setting, as she is interested in the contrast between classroom instruction and 

immersion.  In addition, she looks at the use of discourse markers in narratives (as 

opposed, for instance, to conversations).  Concerning the functions of donc and alors, 

Barnes noted a referential function, “donc and alors mark a relation of consequence” as 

well as a structural function, “or a discourse transition” (1998:193).  In their structural 

function, “both alors and donc may mark a shift from one level of the discourse to 

another, for example, from descriptive background or commentary to the main story line” 

(1998:193), which corresponds to the frameshift function in the terminology I used.  

Once again, donc and alors are deemed functional equivalents, which I have argued is not 

the case.  The use of donc and alors by the participants in Barnes’s study is summarized 

in table 5.1.1. below.   
 

Table 5.1: Frequency of donc and alors in the the oral narratives of native and non 
native speakers (adapted from Barnes, 1998). 

 

The group labels reflect the way French was acquired as well as the proficiency of the 

language learners.  ‘Advanced Mixed’ refers to the dual type of acquisition (classroom 

alors donc
Early Classr. (n=7) 2 0
Adv. Classr. (n=6) 10 4
Adv. Mixed (n=6) 23 16
Immersion (n=8) 25 15
Nat. Spkrs (n=7) 44 40
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and exposure) for the informants in that group.  Overall, the table suggests that the use of 

donc and alors seems to be dependent both on formal instruction and exposure to the 

speech community: donc and alors was almost inexistent in the speech of the language 

learners with the least formal instruction and without exposure.  Formal instruction seems 

to enable language learners to use alors, although use of donc was still very limited for 

them.  However, there is a clear difference in the speech of the language learners who 

have had exposure to French speaking community.  In fact, there is almost no difference 

in terms of frequency between the two ‘more advanced’ groups (especially since there are 

two more speakers in the immersion group than in the advanced mixed group).  Given 

that the advanced mixed group also had French exposure, it suggests that exposure is 

indeed important for the two markers to emerge in L2 speech.  Exposure does not seem to 

be sufficient for the language learners to come close to the rate of use of donc and alors: 

in the advanced mixed group, the average time spent in a Francophone country was 16 

months (but some had only 3 months), and in the immersion group, the average time was 

30 months, yet the native speakers use donc and alors twice as often as the language 

learners in these two groups.   

Barnes noted in particular that the lack of consequence / transition markers (i.e., 

donc and alors) in the first group (early classroom) showed their “inability to 

appropriately mark shifts or ruptures in the discourse” (1998:197).  She took the case of 

one speaker who overused ensuite, using it to return to the main story line, which is 

normally effected through alors and donc (although, I argue, with different organizational 

outcomes).  This comment suggests that a language learner must not only acquire a new 

form, but also learn to establish a new form-function mapping in order to replace a 

previous form with the new one.   
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Even in the advanced mixed group, Barnes noticed the absence of marking the 

shift from background to foreground, and simultaneously the overgeneralization of other 

markers (bon, eh bien) or of the hesitation particle euh.  The immersion group came close 

to native-like use of donc and alors but not in terms of frequency.  For this group, Barnes 

reported that “the use of connectors is entirely consistent with native speaker use, and 

background-to-foreground transitions, when they occur, are successfully marked” 

(1998:205).  However, only one participant in this group used both markers (but donc 

occurred only once).  In addition, Barnes viewed some uses of donc to mark a 

reformulation as infelicitous, as in (140): 
 

(140) et si un gen a gagné oh donc… a joué… pour jouer cet jeu on doit 
mettre de la monnaie dans une petite euh (in Barnes, 1998:205) 
and if a people won oh so… played… to play this game you’ve got to 
put change in a little huh 

 

Noticing that a particular marker may appear repeatedly in a portion, whereas in 

another portion of talk another marker might be more dominant, Barnes suggested a 

‘repetition effect’, as if once a marker has occurred, it has been activated (present in the 

short-term memory) and is spontaneously supplied whenever a marker is needed.  Such a 

phenomenon is not surprising when considering the need for the speaker to reduce 

cognitive processing, along the same lines of efficiency concepts in linguistics (discussed 

in Chapter 2).   

Barnes argued that since learners in the advanced classroom and advanced mixed 

groups have the same rate of use for alors and donc (4%), it must mean that linguistic 

development (formal knowledge) is preponderant in triggering the use of the two 

markers.  Despite the fact that English and French use discourse markers in similar 

situational and organizational contexts, “the cognitive development of these same L2 

learners was not sufficient to enable them to incorporate consequence/transition markers 
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(alors, donc) into their discourses” (1998:206).  Some indirect evidence in support of this 

claim, which Barnes did not underline, comes from the fact that in the immersion group, 

only three language learners used alors, and only one made frequent use of donc.  

Therefore, the individual rates give as important information as the group rates do, and 

table 5.1. presents an incomplete picture of the language learner use of the two discourse 

markers. 
 

5.1.2. Rehner (2002)  

In Chapter 2, I presented Rehner’s (2002) analysis of the use of connectors in the 

speech of advanced Canadian French immersion students.  As Barnes (and others) did 

before her, she assigned similar functions to donc and alors.  The functions of alors 

(Rehner, 2002) were presented in Chapter 2, along with examples.  Likewise, the 

discursive functions of donc are according to Rehner: organizational/transitional, 

clarification/expansion, turn-yield, emphasizer, and punctor.  The non-discursive function 

is that of marking consequence.  Rehner provided the following examples: 
 

Clarification / Expansion: 
Il est le beau visage donc c’est l’histoire de… 
It is the beautiful face so it is the story of… 
 
Turn Yield: 
J’avais eu trop donc 
I had had too much so 
 
Punctor: 
Hem / donc / nous avons fait sur l’uniforme 
Um (pause) so (pause) we made on the uniform 
 
Consequence: 
Elle était très malade donc elle était dans l’hôpital 
She was very sick therefore she was in the hospital (reproduced from 
Rehner, 2202:130-132) 
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As was the case with Rehner’s functional organization criteria for alors, I find problems 

with the functional organization for donc.  Little context for the occurrences was 

provided, there are no definitions of the functions, and in fact no example were provided 

for the emphasis and the organizational / transitional functions, as they were not found in 

the student data.   

As was the case in Barnes’ (1998) data, Rehner found that the students used donc 

infrequently, whereas they used alors fairly frequently (respectively 146 vs. 802 

occurrences).  Rehner suggested that this finding reflects the degree of formality 

associated with donc.  In addition, whereas the Franco-Ontarian adolescents (whose 

control of French was close to native norms) did not use donc, the immersion teachers 

did: the use of donc by the immersion students is in fact aligned (in frequency) to that of 

the immersion teachers.  Students also displayed linguistic alignement through their use 

of alors, reflecting the frequent use of alors by immersion teachers to organize or mark 

transitions between classroom activities.  The absence of donc in the speech of the 

Franco-Ontarian adolescents must be viewed in light of the existence of a vernacular 

form, (ça) fait que, not used in Standard French (as evidenced by two previous studies, 

Dessureault-Dober, 1974 and Roy, 1979, cited by Rehner).  In addition, this same group 

also seldom used alors (15 occurrences).  A consequence for the present work is the 

difficulty to compare the use of donc (and its relation to alors) between speakers of 

standard French and speakers of Canadian French.  They did however use ‘so’, more 

often that all three other expressions combined (36 ‘so’ occurrences), but not as often as 

the students (96 ‘so’ occurrences).  They used ‘so’ more for discursive functions than 

non-discursive functions, whereas for donc and alors, it was the opposite: it confirms 

Barnes’ (1998) suggestion that the use of discourse markers entails a degree of 
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automaticity, and also that the pragmatic (discursive) use of donc is less accessible than 

its referential (non-discursive) use. 

Functionnally, Rehner found that students used similar functions for donc and 

alors (but used donc more than they used alors).  Students used both markers primarily in 

their non-discursive (referential) function of marking consequence.  For the discursive 

(pragmatic) functions, the frequency order showed the two discourse markers were 

foremost used as ‘punctor’, which seems to correspond to the cognitive processing 

function, based on the examples provided by Rehner (see above and Chapter 2 for alors).  

However, Rehner did not seem to associate it with a final-utterance position.  The second 

most frequent function was that of turn-yielder, which also corresponds to cognitive 

processing in the present analysis.  Students did not use donc for organizational / 

transitional purposes, which corresponds to the structural domain of donc in the present 

analysis, nor did they use donc for its emphatic function –although it is unclear exactly 

what use of donc this corresponds to, since no examples were provided.   

In terms of correlating factors, Rehner found that the use of donc and alors 

correlated with extra-curricular exposure (i.e., media, time spent in a francophone 

environment, or with a francophone family).  Surprisingly, the use of donc did not 

correlate with French schooling.  This finding was puzzling to Rehner since she found 

comme to correlate with French schooling, yet the teachers used donc and alors more 

often than they used comme.  In addition, it is unexpected that extra-curricular exposure 

should correlate with donc and alors but not comme, given that the native speakers used 

comme more than they used donc and alors.  Is it possible that despite the lower relative 

frequency of donc and alors with respect to comme in the speech of native discourse, the 

occurrences of donc were sufficient to lead language learners to use it because their 

immersion teachers also used these forms?  In that case, it is the combination of French 
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schooling and extra-curricular exposure that triggered donc and alors, more formal than 

comme.  This explanation would also account for why donc and alors occur only in 

association with certain functions: the students were able to access the more transparent 

(less pragmatic) functions of donc, and more exposure would be required for more 

functions to emerge in their discourse.   

Indirect support for this explanation comes for another correlation, that of the 

language spoken at home.  Rehner found that the use of donc did not correlate with 

students speaking another Romance language at home; it did, however, correlate with 

students who spoke English at home, both for the discursive and non-discursive functions 

of donc.  In other words, these students who spoke English at home could have 

established a form-function correspondance between ‘so’ and donc.  In fact, Rehner 

found that the students used ‘so’ for the same functions.  The difference situated in the 

rank order of frequency: whereas donc (and alors) are primarily used for marking 

consequence, the primary function of ‘so’ in the students’ French discourse is to yield 

turn.  This rank order may have a logical explanation: given that students essentially 

perceived donc to be a marker of consequence, they were able to control the form (vs. 

code-switching with ‘so’) better when using it for this function.  On the other hand, one 

would expect that ‘so’ would be used primarily for marking discursive rather than the 

non-discursive function, which was not the case.   

Rehner’s study makes an important contribution in highlighting the complex 

interferences that exist among a variety of forms (donc, alors, (ça) fait que, and ‘so’).  

Rehner treated these expressions as being functionally equivalent, which I have argued in 

chapter 4 is not the case, at least for donc and alors.  In the mind of the language learners 

however, such differences might be subtle.  In addition, Rehner’s study must be viewed 

within the context of a particular language variety (Canadian French): as mentionned 
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before, the expression ça fait que is not part of Standard French.54  In addition, another 

linguistic difference stems from the relationship with English: the speech of native 

speakers of French probably includes English code-switch, and that might have 

implications both in terms of how frequently ‘so’ occurs in the discourse of the language 

learners, and in terms of their understanding of form-function correspondences between 

‘so’ and donc.  The interaction of ‘so’ with the use of donc and other ‘markers of 

consequence’ studied by Rehner is particularly valuable within the context of her study. 
 

5.1.3. Hancock (2004) 

Hancock’s research is the most original in terms of the methodology used, that of 

intonosyntax, or the organization of information as reflected by its intonation, following 

work done by Morel & Danon-Boileau (1998).  Her corpus also differed quantitatively 

and qualitatively, since she focused on only three advanced language learners (L1 = 

Swedish) returning from a stay in France, and compared their behavior to three native 

speakers of French.   

Hancock reported that according to Morel & Danon-Boileau, the oral paragraph is 

constituted of at least a rheme and a post-rheme.  A preceding element, ‘préambule’, is 

also often present.  Hancock offered the following example: 
 
(141) C’est vrai que c’est un peu sale Paris 

préambule rheme post-rheme 
It’s true that it’s a little dirty Paris 

 

At the suprasegmental level, throughout the idea unit, the fondamental voice frequency 

steadily declines, so that the end of the unit is marked with a falling intonation as well as 

a loss of intensity.  At the same time, the fondamental voice frequency rises to mark the 

                                                 
54 However, there exists a very similar expression in Standard French, c(e) qui fait que. 
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end of internal constituents of the idea unit (which can be made up of several utterances).  

A visual representation of the intonation patterns is as follows: 
 

(142) parce que par exemple ↑ dans le livre ↑ lui ↑ il reste pas comme ça ↓ 
because for instance ↑ in the book ↑ him ↑ he doesn’t stay like that ↓ 

 

In addition, a lexical and morpho-syntactic perspective allows for further breakdown of 

the three main segments.  For instance, (143) presents five different parts for the pre-

rheme element: 
 

(143) Tu vois moi je trouve fantastique que dans le livre le héros ↑ il se 
transforme complètement ↓ 
You see me I find fantastic that in the book the hero ↑ he transforms 
himself completely ↓ 

 

The five elements constituting the pre-rheme are: a ligator (tu vois), a point of view 

(moi), a ‘modus’ (je trouve fantastique), a frame (que dans le livre), and a dislocated 

lexical support (le héros).   

According to Hancock, donc can occur in five positions that she organized in 

three categories.  As a ligator, donc introduces either the first pre-rheme as in (144), or a 

pre-rheme within the idea unit as in (145):   
 

(144) il y avait nous ↑ e:t mm: une étudiante d’un de nos cours ↑ et puis 
ses copains à elle ↓ [donc] [on quand même parlé français] ↓ 
[PR] [RH] ↓ [PR = donc] [RH] ↓ 
there was us ↑ an:d mm: a student from one our classes ↑ and DM 
friends of hers ↓ so we still spoke French ↓ 

 
(145) la semaine dernière était trop je me sentais bien ↑donc je me disais 
je m’attendais b # étant donné que j’avais déjà fait cette experience ↑ je 
m’attendais à: à justement à: / à ce petit coup de barre ↑ e:t bon il arrive 
[RH2] [RH2] ↑ [PR = ligator (donc) + point of view] [RH4] 
[PR1=ligatore + frame] (Hancock, 2004:104) 
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Last week was too I was feeling good ↑ so I was telling myself I was 
expecting # given that I already had that experience ↑ I was expecting p: 
precisely th: this little mental crash ↑ an:d DM it comes 

 

Within the idea unit, donc may occur within the pre-rheme (146) or within the rheme 

itself (147): 
 

(146) [étant donné que à Toulouse ↑ donc dans le sud de la France] ↑ [les 
gens sont plutôt tournés vers le sud ↑ c’est-à-dire l’Espagne ou 
éventuellement (I:mm) l’Italie]  

[PR = ligator + frame + donc + frame] [RH>PR] 
[Given that in Toulouse ↑ so in the south of France] ↑ [people are 
rather focused on the south ↑ that is to say Spain or eventually 
(I:mm) Italy] 

 
(147) [c’est vrai que] [c’est un milieu assez eu:h assez étudiant ↑ donc 

assez particulier] ↓ 
[PR] [RH donc RH] (Hancock, 2004:104) 
[it’s true that] [it’s an environment rather hu:h of students ↑ so 
quite particular] ↓ 

 

Finally, donc can occur at the end of the idea unit as a punctor (148): 
 

(148) (I: Est-ce que vous avez le sentiment que: pour votre métier toutes 
ces visites eu:h / ont été / fructueuses?) 
E: mm.  beaucoup.$ (I: oui.) [pour le suédois] donc surtout ↓ 
[RH] + donc + [P RH] (Hancock, 2004:105) 
(I: Do you have the feeling that: for your career all these visits hu:h 
/ have been / productive?) 
E: mm.  a lot. $ (I: yes.) [for Swedish] so especially ↓ 

 

However, (148) is a non-native speaker instance, and there were no such instances in 

Hancock’s native speaker data.   

Table 5.2 (adapted from tables 1a and b in Hancock) summarizes Hancock’s 

findings concerning the position for donc favored by the native and non-native speakers.  

She found that both groups favored the use of donc at the beginning of a pre-rheme, 
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whether that pre-rheme opens the idea unit as in (144), or is within the idea unit as in 

(145).  For both groups as well, the next most frequent position was within a rheme (as in 

147)), whereas the last two positions were not favored by both groups.   
 

Table 5.2: Position of donc in native and non native discourse (adapted from tables 1a 
and b in Hancock, 2004:112). 

 

Unfortunately, this distribution does not match closely Hancock’s functional 

organization.  Hancock proposed four functional categories for donc, based on Hansen 

(1998) and Hybertie (1996): first, donc marks a conclusion or a consequence.  Second, 

donc indexes equivalences, which include recapitulations, reformulations, resumption 

after a digression within turn, and segment opening when that segment is thematically 

equivalent to the preceding segment, as in (149): 
 

(149) I: voilà on recommence.  Mm. / allez-y alors vous pouvez vous 
presenter. 
E: (rire) (I:mm) donc eu:h  
I: vous avez SIM quel âge? 
E: J’ai: vingt vingt et un an. (I:mm) / et je m’appelle Laurent 
(continues) (Hancock, 2002:116) 
I: there we start again.  Mm. / go ahead DM you can introduce 
yourself. 
E: (laughter) (I;mm) so hu:h 
I: how old SIM are you? 
E: I’m: twenty twenty-one years old. (I:mm) / and my name is 
Laurent (continues) 

Third, donc indicates a resumption (‘reprise’) following an interruption.  Fourth, donc 

signals an implicit conclusion in the form of donc euh.  Hancock organized the functions 

of donc with respect to its position within the ‘oral paragraph’ (for which I have used the 

segment initial within segment segment final
PR1 PR within RH within PR punctor Total

NS (n=3) 24%  (11) 57%  (26) 17%  (8) 2%  (1) 0%  (0) 46
NNS (n=3) 33%  (12) 50%  (18) 11%  (4) 3%  (1) 3%  (1) 36
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expression ‘idea unit’).  The relationship of functions of donc in terms of its position is 

presented in table 5.3. 

Table 5.3: Number of donc occurrences per function and per position in native and non 
native disourse (adapted from Tables 3a and b in Hancock, 2004:118). 

 

The argumentative function was the only one strongly associated with a specific position, 

i.e., at the beginning of a pre-rheme within a segment.  However, for the other functions 

Hancock defined, there did not seem to be a systematic relationship between function and 

position.  Therefore, although it is an interesting approach, this study of the occurrences 

of donc within an information structure system did not provide an adequate analytical 

framework.  It is unclear, for instance, on what basis Hancock believed that “la position à 

l’intérieur du paragraphe (dans un rhème ou un préambule) semble favoriser la relation 

d’équivalence” (2004:119).  Such occurrences corresponded to 5 instances of 

‘equivalence donc’, but there were 9 instances of ‘equivalence donc’ as well at the 

beginning of the idea unit. 

The functional organization Hancock proposed also called for comments.  First, 

her ‘équivalence’ category included functions that were actually very different from one 

another.  Second, she did not identify the evaluative and confirmation request functions.  

The nature of the data explains why there were no confirmation requests: the participants 

answered questions by an interviewer, and thus did not ask questions themselves.  An 

interaction between two participants would likely yield a greater functional range for 

donc.  Third, she failed to link the implicit conclusion to an interactional or discursive 

function, that of yielding turn and cognitive processing.  

segment initial within segment segment final
PR1 PR within RH within PR punctor Total

NS (n=3) 4C, 4E, 2RC, 1o 15C, 5E, 3RC, 2Ipl, 2o 4E, 3C, 1RC 1E 46
NNS (n=3) 4C, 5E, 2RC, 1Ipl 11C, 2E, 1RC, 1Ipl, 3o 4E 1E 1E 36
C=conclusion, E=equivalence, RC=Reprise conclusive (resumptive), Ipl=implicit, o=other
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Her functional organization allowed only for partial comparison between her 

findings and the present data.  The following table attempts to establish a correspondance 

between Hancock’s functional organization and the one used for the present study.  
 

Table 5.4: Distribution of functions of donc in Hancock’s data vs. native speaker data 
collected for the present study. 

 
 

The equivalence function described by Hancock seemingly corresponds to the 

specification, recapitulative, and frameshift functions of the present work.  Table 5.4 

shows that overall the native speakers in both studies used the argumentative and the 

resumptive (Hancock’s reprise) functions with the same relative frequency (despite 

individual variation present in both studies as well).  However, assuming that Hancock’s 

implicit donc actually corresponds to the cognitive processing function that I assigned to 

donc, there is a gap between the two sets of data in terms of its relative frequency of use, 

since it is used with much greater frequency in my data than in Hancock’s.  In fact, 

inasmuch as processing donc occurs at the end of a turn, it is surprising that Hancock did 

not find occurrences of donc at the end of segment in her native speaker data.   

Whereas French clearly has a spoken grammar that is different from its standard 

(written) grammar, the use of information structure in conjunction with the intonation 

patterns does not seem to be a productive analytical framework for the use of donc in the 

speech of language learners.   

 

Conclusion EquivalenceReprise Implicit doncOther Total 
NS 42 % (15) 36%  (13) 8%    (3) 6%   (2) 8%   (3) 36
NNS 47%  (27) 30%  (14) 13%  (6) 4%   (2) 6%   (3) 47
NS (Pellet) 48%  (29) 11%  (7) 8%    (5) 23%  (14) 8%   (5) 60
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The three studies on the use of donc in second language contexts differed from 

each other in terms of methodology and corpora used.  All studies underscored that 

language learners used donc primarily as a marker of consequence.  Both Barnes (1998) 

and Rehner (2002) found that language learners did not use donc to signal transitions.  In 

addition, the same two authors also found the use of donc to be associated with classroom 

environment, although the association was not defined exactly in the same manner: 

Barnes suggested that donc correlated with formal knowledge, whereas Rehner (through 

a statistical analysis) found a correlation with French schooling.  Both studies converged 

in pointing to the role of teacher input in student output.  Studies differed however with 

respect to the relative frequency of use of donc and alors.  Barnes found that students 

used alors more frequently, whereas Rehner found they used donc more often.  The 

difference might be accounted for the different linguistic environment, and accordingly, 

the different variant of French that students are exposed to.  Since Hancock (2004) 

looked strictly at donc, the interaction between donc and alors did not come up in her 

study.  Rehner and Hancock came closest in terms of developing a functional (discursive) 

categorization of the discourse marker.  However Rehner’s categorization was not based 

on stringent criteria, and Hancock’s analytical framework was not optimal in terms of 

understanding the development of pragmatic competence using donc.  Both studies also 

illustrated the difficulty of establishing functional categories that are resistant to another 

perspective.  In the next section, I use Maschler’s framework to arrive at a functional 

analysis of the use of donc in the discourse of second language learners. 
 

5.2. DONC IN L2 INTERACTION: FUNCTIONAL ANALYSIS 

Using Maschler’s four-domain model, I begin by reviewing the use of donc in the 

speech of language learners in the referential, structural, interpersonal, and cognitive 
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domains.  As was the case with the native speakers, I hypothesized the following 

concerning the functional use of donc in the speech of language learners: 
 

1. The referential use will be prevalent across groups but especially in the speech of 
intermediate language learners.  In other words, the connective use of donc is 
expected to be prevalent among students at lower proficiency levels for whom 
markers are used primarily to mark logical relationships between utterances, 
rather than to mark structural, interpersonal, or cognitive functions.  Such a 
hypothesis is based on a distinction between the connective and pragmatic uses of 
donc, and assumes that pragmatic competence is not as accessible to lower 
proficiency language learners as it is to higher proficiency language learners. 

 
2. In parallel, it is expected that the number of donc occurrences as well as the range 

of functions will increase along with proficiency level, as well as correlate with 
exposure to the francophone community.   

 
3. Despite the form-function equivalence that exists to a large extent between ‘so’ 

and donc, and which should in theory allow for some positive transfer to take 
place, the discussion on donc and alors, which also often translates as ‘so’ in 
English, identifies a potential risk for misuse of one marker for the other.  
Therefore, it is expected that language learners will have difficulties 
distinguishing the functions of donc and alors. 

 

As a starting point, table 5.5 provides a summary of how the functions of donc are 

distributed across the three language learner groups and the native speakers: 
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Table 5.5: Distribution of functions of donc per group. 

Table 5.5 indicates that the argumentative function represents an important 

proportion of the total donc occurrences for the native speakers as well as for the 

language learners, as previous studies have indicated (Barnes 1998, Rehner 2002, 

Hancock, 2004).  However, based on the literature and the discussion in section 4.1.1, it 

is necessary to assess how many argumentative donc occurrences are in fact covert uses 

for turn taking.  The table also shows that the range of functions other than argumentative 

increases with the language learners’ level.  The intermediate learners for instance do not 

use donc to express a recapitulation, an evaluation, or to request information 

confirmation.  There is only one instance of recapitulative donc in the speech of advanced 

learners.  However, the range of functions expands to the evaluative and the confirmation 

request functions for the advanced language learners.  In addition, the proportion of 

occurrences increases for resumptive donc.  The range of functions further increases with 

the very advanced language learners, who use donc to mark a recapitulation.  The use of 

donc to mark a resumption or to indicate cognitive processing is also significantly more 

Intermediate % Advanced % Very
Advanced

% Native
Speakers

%

argumentative 17 74 18 37.5 22 27 29 48
frameshift 2 8.6 4 8.3 3 3.7 2 3.3
resumptive 3 13 11 22.9 22 27 5 8.3
recapitulative 0 0 1 2 7 8.6 5 8.3
confirmation
request

0 0 5 10.4 3 3.7 2 3.3

evaluative 0 0 6 12.5 4 5 3 5
processing 1 4 3 6.2 17 21 14 23
other Opening 1

Closing 2
3.7

TOTAL 23 100 48 100 81 100 60 100
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important for that particular group, even with respect to the native speakers’ group.  

Finally, the very advanced language learners distinguish themselves by using donc to 

open and close a segment, a function that is typically not associated with donc in L1. 

Table 5.5 therefore provides some indication that hypotheses 1 and 2 hold true: 

first, the percentage figures indicate that the argumentative use is mostly prevalent in the 

speech of the lowest proficiency group, and its use proportionally decreases as 

proficiency increases.  If it is true, it could mean that the connective and pragmatic uses 

of the same discourse marker are not distinct enough to allow a language learner (at a low 

proficiency level) to pick up the pragmatic use of the marker.  Another way to say this is 

that a language learner may not expand his pragmatic competence simply because the 

connective use (‘non-discursive’ in Sankoff et al.’s and Rehner’s terminology) is present.  

Second, if the range of pragmatic functions increases along with the proficiency level, 

one wonders if it implies a (dependence) relationship between the ability to display 

pragmatic competence and proficiency defined either in terms of grammatical 

competence or in terms of overall fluency –or both.  Such a relationship between 

pragmatic competence and formal linguistic or discursive competence is, of course, one 

of the key aspects of interlanguage pragmatics research. 

With respect to previous research, these data converge in terms of the relative 

frequency of cognitive processing with Rehner’s (2002) functions of punctor and turn-

yield, but diverge with Hancock’s (2004) implicit donc (infrequently used both in her 

native speaker and language learner data).  The present data converge with Hancock, 

however, in terms of the resumptive function: Hancock reported a frequency rate of 13% 

for the native speakers, and 8% for the language learners (see table 5.4 in above section).  

The language learners in my data used resumptive donc with very differing rates.  
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Whereas table 5.5 provides a global picture of the use of donc in the speech of 

language learners, the following sections discuss individual occurrences with the hope of 

gaining a better understanding of how the French discourse marker increases its 

functional range. 
 

5.2.1. Referential Domain 

Referential donc is one of two functions that are systematically found in the 

speech of language learners, as (150), (151) and (152) illustrate: 
 
(150) im2: parce que tout le monde pense: ‘Ah Jospin, Jospin va gagner, 

donc je vais voter pour ce Trotsky’, comme Ralph Nader 
im2: because everybody thinks: ‘Ah Jospin, Jospin is going to win, 
so I’m going to vote for this Trostky’, just like Ralph Nader 

 
(151) af3: je pense que le divorce est plus cher en France qu’aux Etats-

Unis donc c’est plus difficile d’avoir un divorce que ici 
af3: I think that divorce is more expensive in France than in the 
United-States so it’s more difficult to have a divorce here 

 
(152) vf3: et y’a y’a un étudiant qui m’a demandé comment on disait ‘un 

playoff’ en français et j’avais aucune idée donc je suis revenue dans 
mon bureau et j’ai cherché dans mon dico et y’avait pas un mot qui 
voulait dire ‘playoff’ 
vf3: and there’s there’s a student who asked me how you say ‘a 
playoff’ in French, and I had no idea so I came back to my office and 
I looked it up in my dictionary and there was no word that meant 
‘playoff’. 

 

All three instances of donc are argumentative: they present the host utterance as 

expressing the logical result or conclusion of the previous utterance.  The number of 

occurrences of argumentative donc also suggests that the referential domain is the most 

important one for donc, as was found to be the case for the native speakers.   

The prevalence of the referential domain is such that instances of argumentative 

donc are found in the speech of almost all language speakers, even when there are few 
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instances of donc for a given speaker.  When a speaker produces few occurrences of 

donc, those tokens are almost invariably referential.  For the intermediate group (14 

informants), 8 speakers used donc, and 5 of them used donc referentially.  In the 

advanced group (14 informants), 7 speakers used donc, and all of these speakers used 

donc referentially.  In the very advanced group (14 informants), 12 speakers used donc, 

and only one of them did not use donc with its referential meaning. 

Thus, referential donc seems easily accessible to native English language learners.  

Repeated occurrences of donc within one turn may be indicative of the accessibility to 

referential donc due to its equivalence with ‘so’.  Relatedly, because donc expresses a 

basic logico-semantic relationship (cause-effect, result), it is easy to use it to expand 

one’s contribution, as I have shown to be the case with native speakers.  In (153), the 

intermediate language learner discusses differences in French and American politics as 

they relate to notions of individualism in both countries: 
 
(153) im2: je pense que c’est une très vaste mais je pense qu’aux Etats-

Unis les gens sont plus individualistes ils veulent plus individuels 
donc la fraternité entre les gens n’est pas si fort comme les les gens 
français peuvent engager avec la politique radicale parce qu’il y a 
une fraternité plus je n’sais pas le mot mais aux Etats-Unis tout le 
monde veulent être individuel donc le seul moyen huh que tout le 
monde peut huh pour pour fonctionner ensemble c’est poursuivre le 
moyen modéré mais en France… (laughter) les gens c’est beaucoup 
plus de… beaucoup de trust entre les gens donc la société est 
fractionnée 
im2: I think that it’s a very broad but I think that in the United-States 
people are more individualistic they want more individual so 
fraternity among people is not as strong as the the French people 
can engage in radical politics because there’s a fraternity more I 
don’t know the word but in the United-States, everybody want to be 
individualistic so it’s the only way huh that everybody can huh 
function together it’s to pursue the moderate way but in France 
(laughter) people it’s a lot more a lot more trust among people so 
the society is broken down 
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In this lengthy turn, the speaker attempts several times to structure his argumentation 

through the use of donc.  The abstract topic, however, is somewhat beyond the linguistic 

means of the language learner, so much so that it becomes difficult to follow his logic, 

even for a native speaker, and thus, we might imagine, even more so for his interlocutor, 

another language learner.  In this type of discourse, donc is merely a connective, a passe-

partout whose use can be compared to et, parce que, and mais, the most frequent 

connectors in L2 French (Barnes, 1998).  It is not pragmatically bounded.  Thus, it is 

possible to hypothesize that its main purpose is to allow the speaker to keep the floor.  In 

addition, the spiral-like use of donc, where each argument feeds from the preceding one, 

functions to reinforce the speaker’s argumentation.  There are instances of repetition of 

donc within one turn as a passe-partout in the intermediate and the advanced group, but 

not in the very advanced group.  (154) is an example by an advanced language learner: 
 

(154) af3: ils parlent ouais dans l’métro et tout ça ils pensent que j’suis en 
France donc huh personne parle anglais (crescendo) donc huh j’peux 
dire n’importe quoi donc huh ils parlent comme ça tout’l’temps 
af4:  oui et quand mes amis américains qui voulaient voyager en 
France (continues) 
af3: they talk yeah in the subway and all that they think that I’m in 
France so huh nobody speaks English (crescendo) so huh I can say 
anything so huh they talk like that all the time 
af4: yes and when my American friends who wanted to travel in 
France (continues) 

 

Native speakers also have recourse to repetitive use of donc, as was the case in particular 

with nf1.  Interestingly, af3 figures among the most proficient speakers.  Therefore, it 

seems that the repetitive use of donc within a turn is typical of speakers who use it 

strategically to expand their turn, and by extension because they are able to: they have the 

linguistic means to do so.  Instances of repeated occurrences of argumentative donc 

within one turn may also have to do with the speaker attempting to dominate the 
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conversation.  It is the case in (154) above, as the speaker shows off her expertise in both 

French language and culture, having spent a year in France.  It echoes Vlemings’ 

suggestion that donc may be used manipulatively by the speaker to impose his view of 

the situation on the interlocutor (1106:2003).  For the very advanced language learners, 

the lack of repeated donc occurrences within one turn may be due to the fact that they 

know each other fairly well.  Closer personal ties may be a deterrent to using a 

dominating conversational style. 

In contrast, there are instances where the marker is repeated, although it is not 

called for referentially at the second time of occurrence.  In (154) repeated occurences of 

donc were indicative of strategic skills: the speaker built up her argument both by 

expanding her turn and by speaking increasingly louder.  In contrast, instances such as 

(155) demonstrate the inability to properly signal structural relationships.  In (155), in 

which the speakers talk about the difficulties of driving in France, donc is not only 

unnecessarily repeated but also leads to an illogical connective sequence: 
 
(155) af3: ils ont beaucoup de priorités à droite qu’on ici on n’a pas donc 

elle trouvait ça difficile donc parce que il faut donner la priorité 
af4: oui oui oui 
af3: they have a lot of yield signs that here we don’t have so she was 
finding that difficult so because you’ve go to yield 
af4: yes yes yes 

 

It is as if af3 signaled both the beginning and the end of the consequence clause, but of 

course the second occurrence is redundant.  It is quite possible that in (155), the 

interlocutor, af4, agrees because she is not sensitive to such a violation of a pragmatic 

constraint (the adjunction of donc and parce que ‘because’); because it is still possible to 

follow the speaker’s idea; and finally because agreement is the favored answer in 

cooperative interactions (by providing phatic feedback).  Because there is neither a pause 
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nor a hesitation particle following donc, we can conclude that no processing is at play in 

the adjunction of parce que.  It results in a phrase that is not felicitous.   

Strikingly, the repetition of donc, both in (154), successful, and in (155), 

unsuccessful, seem to point to the transfer, positive in one case, negative in the second, of 

the form-function equivalence with ‘so’, which is so pervasive in English discourse.  It is 

particularly interesting to contrast this non-nativelike combination of connectors to the 

one realized by a very advanced speaker in (156): 
 

(156) vf3: à Paris enfin j’y suis allée beaucoup de fois donc huh enfin je 
vais pas aller voir Versailles chaque fois que j’y vais quoi mais donc 
j’pense que si c’est la première fois que tu visites une ville par 
exemple, c’est sûr qu’i faut visiter les tu sais les grands musées les 
monuments historiques et puis tout ça 
vf3: Paris I mean I went there several times so huh I mean I’m not 
going to go see Versailles every time I go there DM but so I think 
that if it’s the first time that you visit a city for instance it’s sure that 
you’ve got to visit the you know the big museums  

 

In (156), the second instance of donc is of interest.  It follows the disjunctive mais which 

signals an amendment to the refusal to visit Versailles.  Inasmuch as it follows a brief 

pause, the sequence mais donc appears to function as a whole to signal both an 

amendment and thematic continuity (resumptive).  Here, the speaker argues that if one 

visits a city for the first time, one should visit its hallmarks.  The problem is that so far 

she has only expressed her desire not to go to such a landmark.  Donc is therefore used 

both as a resumptive and as an argumentative, and vf3 is taking advantage of the 

inferentiality of donc to create artificially logic in her reasoning, and therefore assert that 

her point of view is correct.  In fact, if one replaces donc with par contre,55 it makes for a 

more logical sequence, in particular in conjunction with mais.  Yet this instance of 

adjunction of connectives is successful and helps to concretize the reason for the 

                                                 
55 Or in fact with nothing… 
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pragmatic violation of donc parce que in (155): both markers (connectives) are used in 

consequence constructions, but in exactly opposite ways: (referential) donc is used to 

introduce the effect as in (157), whereas parce que is used to introduce the cause as in 

(160): 
 

(157) Il fait froid donc je mets mon pullover 
It’s cold so I’m putting on my sweater 

 
(160) Je mets mon pullover parce qu’il fait froid 

I’m putting on my sweater because it’s cold 
 

In example (156), mais and donc can be adjoined because they do not express the same 

type of logico-semantic relationship.  The limited linguistic resources lead the advanced 

speaker in (155) to use a pragmatically weak combination of connectives.  In contrast, 

note the larger repertoire of discourse markers of the very advanced speaker, who in the 

same example uses four other markers: enfin, quoi, tu sais, and the complex cluster et 

puis tout ça. 

Argumentative donc used repetitively throughout a turn have two functions: they 

permit the speaker (1) to keep the floor, and (2) to assert his point of view.  The high 

number of argumentative donc occurrences corresponds, at least partially, to a covert 

floor-keeping function.  Donc may even be used for regaining the floor, as in (159): 
 
(159) im2: donc je vais voter pour ce Trotsky comme Ralph Nader 

im1: Oui parce que parce que 
im2: donc 
im1: les gens sont mécontents 
im2: entre les deux c’est environ de 30% 
im2: so I’m going to vote for this Trotsky like Ralph Nader 
im1: yes because because 
im2: so 
im1: people are unhappy 
im2: between the two it’s about 30% 
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By using donc, im2 indicates his desire to pursue, challenged by im1 who repeatedly 

attempts to get a turn, and seems to be able to.  However, im2 is finally able to regain the 

floor as if no interruption had taken place.  It shows that donc, as parce que, are powerful 

connectors to use in order to get a turn.  Their power lies in the basic relationships that 

they establish between utterances, i.e., argumentative (donc) or causal (parce que).  The 

referential value of donc is not absent but in terms of speaker’s intention, the function is 

that of turn taking (or keeping).  Basic connectors can thus be turned into powerful tools 

for language learners, even at lower proficiency levels, in order to manage (control) the 

conversation.  The proportion of argumentative donc drops for the next two groups, and 

indeed so does the covert use of donc to keep or regain the floor.  Thus, the advanced and 

very advanced language learners tend to use donc referentially with its original 

argumentative function.   
 

These findings match my expectation of the referential domain being the most 

frequent application for donc, and part of the elementary repertoire of language learners 

(hypothesis 1).  However, the high number of occurrences of argumentative donc must be 

related to the speaker’s desire to gain or retain the floor, in particular for the intermediate 

and the advanced language learners.  Given that the very advanced language learners 

know each other better than the other language learners, it is not surprising that they do 

not use donc in this fashion, and at the same time provides indirect support for the 

analysis of donc as a strategic tool.  As a connective, donc assumes an important role 

enabling lower proficiency language learners to better manage conversations, similar to 

other basic connectors such as et and mais.  Referential donc is particularly accessible to 

language learners for two reasons, both involving positive transfer: (1) ‘so’ is the English 

equivalent of donc and performs very similar, if not identical, functions, and (2) 
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expressing logico-semantic relationships of cause / consequence is a basic aspect of 

interaction.  In all the examples in this section, donc can be translated with ‘so’.  Thus 

both a form-function equivalence and a communicative ability are transferred.  It is likely 

that donc is acquired in language classrooms through oral expression but even more so 

through written expression: donc is sometimes viewed in the literature as the formal 

means of expressing consequence.  The next easiest domain of application for language 

learners should be the structural level, because positive transfer could apply in the same 

ways as in the referential domain: through form-function equivalence, and through the 

need to structure conversation. 
 

5.2.2. Structural Domain 

As discussed in chapter 4, donc may be used to signal an elaboration, a type of 

frameshift, since it provides the necessary background to understand the rest of the story.  

However, in the language learner data, there was only one instance of donc used in this 

way: 
 
(160) af3: Moi j’étais au lycée donc j’avais dix-sept ans et j’étais en 

première L1 et huh (continues) 
af3: Me I was in high school so I was seventeen years old and I was 
in the second year literary section and huh (continues) 

 

In (160), donc is used for backgrounding (and not foregrounding, one of the two subsets 

of frameshift).  This instance, by an advanced language learner (who has spent an 

extensive period of time in France) is natural sounding, yet far from frequent in the 

speech in the native speakers.  Occurrences of donc used to foreground information in a 

narrative, as in (161), are slightly more frequent:  
 

(161) af4: et il y a beaucoup d’hommes /d’affaires/  
af3: /ah oui/ 
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af4: internationales donc j’ai rencontré un homme qui est qui est 
français et j’ai j’ai demandé 
af4: and there are a lot of /businessmen/ 
af3: /ah yes/ 
af4: international so I met a man who is who is French and I I asked 

 

Foregrounding is found in the speech of the advanced and very advanced language 

learners, but not in the speech of the intermediate speakers, and even for the more 

advanced language learners, this use of donc is not frequent at all.  The small number of 

occurrences, and the lack of occurrences for the intermediate language learners are 

surprising given that the English equivalent for such a function is ‘so’: a form-function 

equivalence exists that appears not to be exploited in French.  This can probably be 

related to the type of speech act the speakers are engaged in.  The ‘task’ interaction does 

not lead the informants, native speakers and language learners alike, into narratives, and 

the context needed for donc marking foregrounding and asides is generally not present.  

In the native speakers’ data, only two narratives are produced, yet donc is still not used 

within this context.56  However when the language learners recount a narrative, this use 

of donc may surface, as in (162) by a very advanced language learner: 
 

(162) vm5: en fait je suis allé bon il y a 6 mois 7 mois je suis allé à 
Amboise et j’ai trouvé là un très bon bar qui sert des cocktails dans 
des vases comme ça et c’était incroyable donc on a commandé un 
deux cocktails avant de de dîner et c’était amusant 
vm5: in fact I went DM six seven months ago I went to Amboise and 
I found there a very nice bar which serves cocktails in vases like that 
and it was unbelievable so we ordered one two cocktails before 
dining and it was fun 

 

The narrative proper is interrupted by the evaluative comment ‘c’était incroyable’, and 

vm5 uses donc to return to the narration.  Going back through the transcripts, it also 

highlights the fact that the intermediate speakers do not engage in narratives.  These 
                                                 
56 alors is used by one native speaker to signal switch to the foreground.   
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findings can be related to Barnes’s study (1998) of the use of connectives in French L2 

narrative discourse.  When performing narratives, francophone speakers use donc very 

frequently according to her, to mark shifts “from one level of discourse to another, for 

example, from descriptive background or commentary to the main story line” (1998:193), 

that is, to mark a parenthetical segment, which corresponds exactly to Zénone’s account.  

Thus, the tasks chosen do not allow me to discuss what may correspond to specific uses 

of (frameshift) donc in narratives.   
 

The next function is the resumptive use of donc, which the intermediate language 

learners seldom use.  Out of the 22 instances of donc in the intermediate sample, only 2 

function as resumption, and both appear non-felicitous: 
 
(163) if4: je sais que les Français ont une semaine de travail qui 35 heures 

par semaine et ils ont sept semaines de vacances chaque année /mais 
aux Etats-Unis/ 
if5: / quarante heures deux semaines oui / 
if4: donc parce que tous les Américains veulent faire plus d’argent 
donc ils travaillent beaucoup 
if4: I know that the French have a work week that 35 hours per week 
and they have seven weeks of vacation each year /but in the United-
States/ 
if5: /forty hours two weeks yes/ 
if4: so because all Americans want to make more money so they 
work a lot 

 
(164) im5:  est-ce que nous nous allons aller aux les autres régions de la 

France? 
if7:  oui, je pense que ça serait une bonne idée 
im5:  oui 
if7:  peut-être voir Versailles et 
im5:  ah ah bon bon bon 
if7:  et 
im5:  donc je voudrais aller à la au midi au Riviera rivière, je’n sais 
pas 
im5: are we we going to go the other regions of France? 
if7: yes I think that it would be a good idea 
im5: yes 
if7: maybe see Versailles and 
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im5: ah ah good good good 
if7: and 
im5: so I would like to go to the to the south to Riviera river I don’t 
know 

 

In (163) the adjunction of donc and causal parce que results in a pragmatic violation, 

which we already observed with an occurrence of argumentative donc.  This instance 

differs from the one discussed above in that here donc functions as a resumptive, as 

indicated by its turn-initial position.  Donc is motivated by the speaker’s desire to keep 

the floor, and she anticipates the conclusion that she is about to state.  In this instance, 

donc realizes the speaker resumption, and projects the argumentative frame that the 

speaker is engaged in.  

In (164) donc is used as a topic resumption linking the speaker’s utterance not to 

the interlocutor’s preceding turn, but to the speaker’s own preceding turn.  By using donc 

im5 is capitalizing on the fact that his interlocutor has agreed to his request, and is thus 

able to propose as a possible destination the area he is interested in visiting.  However, in 

this case, alors would have been a more appropriate discourse marker, because it would 

have marked that the interlocutor’s contribution (agreement) had been taken into account 

(through alors being a sequential marker).  Being foremost inferential, donc does not do 

that, and this is why it is infelicitous in this context.  Thus, the two resumptive-like uses 

of donc in the speech of intermediates result in pragmatic violations.   

Advanced and very advanced language learners use donc more systematically 

(and successfully) to resume topics as in (165): 
 
(165) af3: ben d’accord ça va t’es un rechercheur quoi 

af4: oui oui 
af3: c’est pas mal donc on part quand? 
af3: well ok that’s fine you’re a researcher DM 
af4: yes yes 
af3: that’s not bad so when do we leave? 
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In (165), af3 seeks to return to the main topic, and uses donc to re-establish the topic.  A 

little later, she uses the discourse marker in the same way: 
 

(166) af4: mais à Paris bien sûr peut-être pour trois jours ou quinze jours 
af3:  ça va, ça va donc t’es déjà été à Paris donc t’es vu le Louvre? 
af4: but in Paris of course maybe for three days or fifteen days 
af3: fine, fine so you’ve already been to Paris so you’ve seen the Louvre? 

 

In both (165) and (166), the resumption functions dialogically, that is as part of a 

question to the interlocutor.  The following example by a very advanced language learner 

confirms the use of resumptive donc as a means of progressing towards the completion of 

the task that was assigned (planning a French vacation): 
 

(167) vf2:  on peut louer une voiture aussi. 
vf1:  mais ça coûte un peu plus cher 
vf2:  et l’essence!  Ça coûte cher là-bas 
vf1:  oui bon.  Donc nous allons en France pour deux semaines 
vf2:  donc huh 
vf1:  on va passer 4 jours à Paris, puis on va au sud dans des petits 
villages (continues) 
vf2: we can rent a car too 
vf1: but it’s a little more expensive 
vf2: and gas! It’s expensive there 
vf1: yes DM.  So we’re going to France for two weeks 
vf2: so huh 

 

Thus, as a resumptive, donc may function dialogically (interrogative, (165) and (166)) or 

monologically (within the speaker’s turn, (167)).  In both cases, donc still results in the 

speakers moving on to the next item on their conversational agenda (in these cases, 

preparing the vacation in France). 

Donc uttered by vf2 in (167) functions more likely as an echo of vf1.  Partial 

repetitions occur quite often in conversations, and this example corresponds to an array of 

discourse phenomena.  First, the speakers are engaged in a task with a common goal, and 
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the echo indicates vf2’s agreement to continue (as a display of cooperative style).  

Second, the cognitively easiest way to continue is to ‘borrow’ from the previous speaker, 

as vf2 does.  However, what was a resumptive use of the discourse marker for vf1 

translates into a cognitive processing donc for vf2 (as confirmed by the adjoined 

hesitation particle ‘huh’) as she has not yet elaborated a way to continue.  One might 

wonder why vf2 should initiate a turn when she is not ready to assume it (which certainly 

happens very often in L1 interaction as well): I believe that vf1’s previous utterance 

created pressure for vf2 to take a turn, under the basic assumption governing discourse 

that each interlocutor alternate turns57 –a basic discourse rule. 

In all instances of resumption, a form of agreement precedes donc.  The 

agreement is necessary to signify that the interlocutor’s contribution is validated.  It is 

done differently in each example: positive evaluative comment in (165), display of 

agreement in (166) and (167), followed by the discourse marker bon which specifically 

marks acceptance (Hansen, 1995).  In contrast, the native speakers in this study do not 

feel the need to acknowledge their interlocutor’s previous intervention before resuming 

their turn.  Language learners seem more inclined towards a cooperative interaction style 

than native speakers, at least for this particular function. 

 

The last structural function is the recapitulative function.  Although there is one 

instance of it in the advanced language learners’ data (example (168)), it is attested 

mostly in the speech of the very advanced language learners (example (169)): 
 
(160) (The two language learners have already discussed and agreed on 

going to the beach during their stay in France:) 

                                                 
57 In a ‘ideal’ interaction, the interaction between interlocutors is balanced, and it is part of the unspoken 
etiquette of interaction.  When a speaker attempts to dominate the conversation, he does not respect the 
etiquette.  L1 interlocutors know this rule, albeit subconsciously, and there is no reason to believe they do 
not transfer such knowledge when they interact in an L2.  
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af4: c’est un apéritif. 
af3: oui (pause) oui alors oui donc on va à la plage on va rester avec 
une famille quoi 
af4: it’s an aperitif 
af3: yes (pause) yes so yes so we go to the beach we’re going to stay 
with a family DM 

 
(161) (vf3 explained why she is not interested in seeing landmarks in 

Paris:) 
vf3: voilà donc j’aime bien voir Louvre Versailles tout ça mais 
j’aime bien voir des petites les petites choses que les gens ne 
connaissent pas. 
vf3: there so I like to see Louvre Versaille everything but I like to see 
small the small things that people don’t know 

 

In both instances, the recapitulation functions as it does in the native speakers’ data: it 

allows the speakers to mark that agreement was reached on one term, as well as to pursue 

the conversational agenda.  Comparing instances of resumptive donc by the language 

learners and by the native speakers (example (170)) shows that both L1 and L2 speakers 

tend to follow the same convention of acknowledging the interlocutor’s contribution 

before effecting the sub-topic shift: 
 

(170) nm2: tu prends le Ferry à Marseille. 
nf2: Ouais d’accord. 
nm2: Bon.  Donc Marseille.  Oui mais d’la Corse euh ok 
nm2: you take the ferry in Marseille 
nf2: yeah ok 
nm2: ok.  So Marseille.  Yes but from Corsica huh ok 

 

In the two instances of recapitulative donc in the native speaker data, another discourse 

marker, bon, preceded donc.  The function of bon is to close the preceding segment (in 

one case, that of the interlocutor, in the second case, the speaker’s own contribution).  

Occurring at the beginning of a new turn, the other discourse marker simultaneously 

acknowledges the interlocutor’s preceding contribution.  Note that in (168), the advanced 

language learner’s acknowledgment (oui) is not as strong as bon is in the native speaker’s 
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instance.  However, the very advanced language learners do not systematically 

acknowledge formally the preceding contribution with a marker (in two instances out of 

the seven instances of recapitulative donc, there is no other marker before donc).  In two 

instances, the discourse marker ‘ok’ is present.  In (171), donc functions twice to mark a 

recapitulation, and in both instances, donc is preceded by ‘ok’: 
 

(171) vf7: j’veux aller dans le sud 
vm1: ok donc on va 
vf7: il fait beau 
vm1: ok ouais il fait beau au sud donc on va aller au sud 
vf7: I wanna go in the south 
vm1: ok so we go 
vf7: the weather’s nice 
vm1: ok yeah the weather is nice in the south so we’re going to go in 
the south 

 

Vm1 not only acknowledges his interlocutor’s contribution but repeats it.58  In contrast, 

when no marker precedes recapitulative donc, the utterance lacks a cooperative tone, as 

in (172): 
 

(172) vm1: oui I mean d’Austin à Paris 
vf7: donc on prend l’avion de d’Austin à Paris 
vm1: yes I mean from Austin to Paris 
vf7: so we take the plane from from Austin to Paris 

 

In (172), vf7 seems to interrupt vm1, despite the lack of overlap between the two 

speakers.  Thus, recapitulative donc, to function optimally, should be preceded by another 

marker, specifically bon (although ‘ok’ is also acceptable) to formally display 

cooperation, as the native speakers do. 

Finally, although not the favored position of donc in this environment, the 

discourse marker may be found at the end of the host utterance with the same pragmatic 

effect.  In (173), one speaker (vf5) is giving her partner a hard time, vf6, by constantly 
                                                 
58 Another instance of ‘echo’ as discussed above. 
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giving negative feedback (following the directions for the task59).  Finally, she gives up 

her negative persona: 
 

(173) vf5: ça ne marche pas du tout pour moi 
vf6: oui?  ah bon 
vf5: oui.  Je suis un peu trop sévère.  Stricte 
vf6: tu n’es pas aventureuse? 
vf5: non.  Pas du tout 
vf6: bon 
vf5: en fait je n’veux pas voyager 
vf6: tu ne veux pas? 
vf5: non /je plaisante/ (laughter) ok let’s ok Biarritz donc 
vf6: /ça me fait mal/  oh ok Biarritz ok j’ai acheté des billets 
vf5: it doesn’t work at all for me 
vf6: yes? Ah ok 
vf5: yes.  I’m a little to stern.  Strict 
vf6: you’re not adventurous? 
vf5: no. not at all 
vf6: ok 
vf5: in fact I don’t wanna travel 
vf6: you don’t want to? 
vf5: no /I’m kidding/ (laughter) ok let’s ok Biarritz DM 
vf6: /it hurts me/ oh ok Biarritz ok I bought some tickets 

 

As discussed in chapter 4, final-utterance donc does not occur in the native speaker data, 

so that vf5 differs from them in that respect.  However, the language learners do seem to 

abide by Gricean principle of cooperation and his maxims, including that the maxim of 

manner requiring that the interlocutor’s contribution be acknowledged before a shift to a 

new topic or here sub-topic is made.   

Given that the language learners are able to establish correspondences between 

the forms ‘so’ and donc, and the function of argumentation, it is curious that the 

recapitulative function, also expressed with ‘so’ in English, does not appear in the speech 

of lower proficiency levels.  It raises the question of an interaction between proficiency 

                                                 
59 Informants were guided to express some disagreement specifically during the second task.  See 
Appendix 2 for the tasks directions and section 3.1.1 in Chapter 3 on the methodology. 
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level and the ability to perform speech acts such as summarizing.  Is it possible that lower 

proficiency language learners are not able to summarize not because they do not know 

how to, but because their L2 linguistic abilities limit their cognitive processing to basic 

speech acts?  If we agree that performing a recapitulation is situated at a more abstract 

level than stating a conclusion, then we can explain why donc is not used to preface a 

recapitulation in the speech of the intermediate and advanced language learners. 

 

Finally, donc is typically not used to open or close a segment, and was not used as 

such by the native speakers in our data.  However, very advanced language learners did 

use donc to open conversations as in (174) below: 
 

(174) vf2: donc Brittany 
vf1: les vacances en France 
vf2: so Brittany 
vf1: vacation in France 

 

The need to formally mark the beginning of the interaction is felt by natives and language 

learners alike.  The native speakers do it almost systematically: out of the six interactions 

(three pairs times two tasks), the opening of the task is marked five times by a discourse 

marker.  However, the native speakers in our data never use donc for that purpose.  

Although not a frequent use of donc, it is not non-native sounding, as pointed out by 

Vlemings (2003) (see section 4.1.3).  Donc used for conversation opening is more typical 

of formal addresses (lectures), which probably explains why it is not found in the native 

speakers’ data.  A question naturally arises: can the native speakers’ preference for alors 

in marking the opening of an interaction be explained in terms of the sequential / 

inferential distinction?  The choice of alors seems to indicate the opening of, literally, a 

new sequence.  Alors does not specify (implicitly) a topic for the interaction.  In contrast, 

donc specifically points out a topic.  It does so implicitly (since there is no linguistic 
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antecedent), based on the mutual knowledge of the interlocutors, having just read the 

directions for the task.  In that way, the use of donc to open an interaction is inferential, 

because it implicitly calls upon a particular topic.  In the example above, donc is 

successfully used to introduce the topic, as is perfectly understood by the interlocutor, 

who in turn specifies the topic (French vacation).  In (175), a very advanced language 

learner also uses donc to open a sub-topic: 
 

(175) vf2: ils prennent le temps pour huh bon pour huh apprécier les 
choses 
vf1: oui 
vf2: bon.  Donc ‘B: Pourquoi les Français ont-ils formé ces 
impressions des Américains?  Donnez une explication logique’ 
vf1: ben huh (pause)  je crois que (continues) 
vf2: they take the time to huh DM to appreciate things 
vf1: yes 
vf2: Ok.  So ‘B: Why did the French from these impressions of the 
Americans?  Give a logical explanation’ 
vf1: well huh (pause) I think that (continues) 

 

Vf2 closes the previous segment with bon, and shifts to a new sub-topic with donc, 

reading aloud the second part of the task.  This use of donc can be subsumed under the 

resumptive function.  Some of the same attributes are found: donc is preceded by the 

discourse marker bon, and the main function is similar to resumptive donc, i.e., 

progressing towards the completion of the assigned task.  Although not typical functions, 

occurrences of donc for opening and closing in the speech of very advanced language 

learners can be interpreted as corresponding to a general broadening of functions as the 

proficiency level increases.  (175) can be constrasted with (176), where the advanced 

language learner does not mark in any way the shift to a new topic: 
 

(175) af14: ils sont en vacances ils travaillent pas donc c’est peut-être les 
deux 
af13: ouais.  Hum Ø (reads aloud:) ‘Les Américains sont tellement 
énergiques ils sont en avance sur les autres pays du monde’   
af14: they’re in vacation they don’t work so it’s maybe both 
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af13: yeah.  Hm Ø (reads aloud:) ‘Americans are so energetic they 
are ahead of the other countries in the world’ 

 

As with the recapitulative function, it is quite likely that a native speaker would have 

marked both the end of the segment and the beginning of the next conversational unit as 

in (177): 
 

(177) A: ils sont en vacances ils travaillent pas donc c’est peut-être les 
deux 
B: ouais.  Bon.  Donc: ‘Les Américains sont tellement énergiques, 
ils sont en avance sur les autres pays du monde’ 
A: they’re in vacation they don’t work so it’s maybe both 
B: yeah.  Ok.  So: ‘Americans are so energetic they are ahead of the 
other countries in the world’ 

 

In (176), the absence of a discourse marker points to the gap between a native-like and a 

nonnative-like performance.  However, the absence of the marker is of course more 

difficult to pinpoint. 
 

Within the structural domain, donc has more applications in the speech of 

language learners as their proficiency increases.  Advanced and very advanced language 

learners are more likely to successfully use donc, including functions that are less typical 

in native speech, such as opening and closing.  Some functions, because they relate to 

more abstract speech acts, may be more accessible to higher proficiency language 

learners, even when there is a form-function equivalence between English and French, as 

is the case with the recapitulative function.  Thus the abstract character of the speech act 

may block positive transfer.  Language learners tend to display cooperative 

communication styles more than native speakers do, as the resumptive use of donc 

indicates.   
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Next donc also serves to signal confirmation requests and evaluations, two 

functions pertaining to the interpersonal domain.  Potential overlap with alors is 

particularly relevant in discussing these two functions. 
 

5.2.3. Interpersonal Domain 

Uses of donc within the interpersonal domain are all but absent in the speech of 

intermediate language learners, who never use donc to signal an evaluation or a request 

for confirmation (see Table 5.5, section 5.2).  Another surprise comes from the fact that 

advanced language learners tend to use donc more than the very advanced language 

learners for both functions.  (178) and (179) are instances of confirmation requests by 

advanced and very advanced language learners respectively: 
 
(178) [DT: in the preceding turns, both speakers agreed to go to the beach.  

Then, they move on to discussing the time frame] 
af3: mais le semestre commence huh 
af4: à la fin, à la fin seulement 
af3: à la fin? 
af4: deux semaines seulement oui 
af3: ah oui deux semaines.  D’accord oui c’est pas mal 
af4: oui peut-être c’est possible? (laughter) 
af3: d’accord d’accord ça va.  Donc on va aller dans l’sud quoi? 
af3: but the semester starts huh 
af4: at the end at the end only 
af3: at the end? 
af4: two weeks only yes? 
af3: ah yes two weeks ok yes that’s not bad 
af4: ues maybe it’s possible? (laughter) 
af3: ok ok it works.  So we’re going to go in the south DM? 

 

If the host-utterance for donc had not been a question (as indicated by a rising intonation 

and the question-tag quoi60), donc could have been interpreted as a recapitulative.  The 

fact that donc depends on the context for its function to emerge is expected, and 
                                                 
60 Note that quoi is improperly used here.  Alors would have been more appropriate, to mark the up-taking 
of the interlocutor’s previous contribution. 
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reinforces its value as a discourse marker, functioning pragmatically (as opposed to a 

connective).  In (179), the speakers take diverging points of view on how to prepare a 

trip, and this difference puts them at risk for losing face: 
 

(179) vf4: et pour trouver l’itinéraire je pense que je chercherai sur 
l’internet.  Qu’est-ce que tu en penses? 
vf3: moi, moi, j’achèterais un livre un guide par exemple de voyage 
enfin c’est ce que je fais enfin en général 
vf4: moi huh bon ce que je faisais toujours c’est que j’allais à l’office 
du tourisme quand en arrivant quoi mais enfin je veux dire que c’est 
rare que je pense à ces choses-là depuis par exemple depuis les 
Etats-Unis quoi je je préfère d’aller à l’office du tourisme 
vf3: ah oui? 
vf4: oui… 
vf3: ah non moi j’préfère préparer à l’avance 
vf4: non non pas moi 
vf3: /ah ouais/ 
vf4: /faut seulement/ 
vf3: donc tu préfères aller à l’office du tourisme et décider 
vf4: dès que j’arrive oui j’arrive là-bas 
vf3: ah ok.  Moi j’préfère préparer à l’avance (continues) 
vf4: and to find the itinerary I think that I would look on the internet.  
What do you think about it? 
vf3: me me I would buy a book a guide for instance a travel [guide] I 
mean that what I do I mean generally 
vf4: me huh ok what I always did it’s that I would go to the tourism 
office when upon arriving DM but I mean what I mean is that it’s 
rare that I think about those things from for instance from the 
United-States DM I I prefer to go to the tourism office 
vf3: oh yes? 
vf4: yes 
vf3: oh no me I prefer to prepare ahead of time 
vf4: no no not me 
vf3: /oh yeah/ 
vf4: /you just gotta/ 
vf3: so you prefer to go the tourism office and decide 
vf4: as soon as I arrive yes I arrive over there 
vf3: oh ok.  Me I prefer to prepare ahead of time (continues) 

 

Vf3 and vf4 repeatedly assert their differing perspectives, and in this context the 

confirmation request acts as a means of allowing vf4 to have a different opinion.  
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Simultaneously, by granting vf4 her own viewpoint, vf3 validates her own right to differ.  

It is interesting that a confirmation request acts covertly to negotiate disagreement 

between the two interlocutors.  Both speakers are anxious to avoid losing face, as 

indicated by the use of hedges (‘enfin c’est ce que je fais enfin en général’, and the use of 

moi by both speakers to express a different attitude). 

Given that the very advanced language learners are able to produce more speech 

within the time allotted (10 minutes per task), the reverse order in the production level of 

discourse markers is all the more unexpected.  Thus, two aspects demand reflection: why 

is donc not used at all in the speech of intermediate language learners to mark requests 

for confirmation and evaluations?  And why would the same functions be marked more 

often with donc in the speech of the advanced language learners?  The question may have 

to be rephrased: is it that very advanced language learners make fewer confirmation 

requests and evaluations than advanced language learners?  Thus instances of the speech 

act without the discourse marker need to be identified. 

There is one instance by an intermediate language learner where it was possible to 

demonstrate that a discourse marker was missing when making a confirmation request.  

If4 and if5 are talking about what makes Americans a materialistic people: 
 
(180) if5: je pense que c’est bien parce que nous ne sommes pas européens 

donc nous ne savons pas pour si ils sont conformistes oui? 
if4: ok et aussi les Américains ont le droit de parler contre le 
gouvernement et nous nous avons le droit de parler plus des autres 
pays je crois mais je ne sais pas donc huh huh c’est relevant? 
if5: ah oui Ø tu penses que notre gouvernement est le problème? 
if5: I think that it’s a good thing because we’re not Europeans so we 
don’t know for if they are conformist yes? 
if4: ok and also the Americans have the right to speak against the 
government and we we have the right to speak more than the other 
countries I believe but I don’t know so huh huh it’s relevant? 
if5: oh yes Ø you think that our government is the problem? 
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However, the double form-function equivalence between ‘so’ and both donc and alors, 

discussed in the preceding chapter, brings up another type of problem.  How can we tell if 

donc is missing, and not alors?  It depends on the interlocutor’s perspective.  In (180), 

although the utterance is functional, donc would have made explicit that the viewpoint of 

the government being the problem is that of her interlocutor, and not a conclusion derived 

by if5.  This instance may be an indication that lower proficiency language learners are 

unable to establish a correlation between the use of ‘so’ in English and French donc to 

make confirmation requests.  However, more instances of confirmation requests without 

donc would be needed to assess the validity of this analysis.  On the other hand, if5 may 

have wished to express that her question is the result of an inference she is making (based 

on what she just learned from if4).  In that case, alors would have been the more 

appropriate discourse marker. Alors is preferable over donc if the idea that ‘the 

government is the problem’ is a reason advanced by if5 and she asks if4 to corroborate.  

With donc, a speaker is not taking ownership of the idea expressed in the utterance: on 

the contrary, he is checking whether the interlocutor is taking ownership for it.  

Whichever could be absent, it proves the subtle importance of discourse markers in 

providing interpretation cues. 

At the advanced level, there is one instance where alors is preferred over donc to 

mark a confirmation request.  In (181), af4 explains that she was in France when 9/11 

took place:   
 

(181) af4: j’étais à Paris à le onze de septembre 
af3: oui ah ben oui ça doit être intéressant 
af4: j’étais au Louvre et je n’ai pas entendu rien et quand je suis 
arrivée au auberge il y a plusieurs étudiants américains et européens 
qui regardent la télé et 
af3: alors vous avez beaucoup parlé entre vous? 
af4: oui oui mais pour un peu de temps personne ne parle pas 
af4: I was in Paris on the eleven of September 
af3: yes ah well yes it must be interesting 
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af4: I was in the Louvre and I didn’t hear nothing and when I 
arrived at the lodge there are several American and European 
students who are watching tv and 
af3: so you talked a lot among yourselves? 
af4: yes yes but for a little time nobody speaks 

 

Alors is fully functional in this instance, and more so than donc would have been, 

because donc used for confirmation request refers to information already presented by the 

interlocutor (along the proposed analysis of donc being inferential).  The reference to new 

or inferred information is at the origin of the misuse of donc in the next instance of 

confirmation request: 
 

(182) af4: oui je veux aller à la plage j’adore aller à la plage 
af3: d’accord 
af4: donc1 en mai tu penses qu’on peut aller à la plage? 
af3: non j’pense que non on peut toujours aller mais j’pense que la 
mer sera trop froid 
af4: ah ah donc2 août? 
af3: août? Ouais ouais peut-être ouais 
af4: yes I want to go to the beach I love going to the beach 
af3: ok 
af4: so1 in May you think we can go to the beach? 
af3: no I think that no we can still go but I think the sea will be too 
cold 
af4: ah ah so1 August? 
af3: August? Yeah yeah maybe yeah 

 

In the first instance, donc is properly used, but it is not in the second instance because 

donc refers to a deduction af4 makes rather than an interpretation of the information 

provided by af3.  In other words, alors marks better than donc does the response to the 

interlocutor’s contribution.  Whereas donc prefaces a confirmation request, alors prefaces 

a proposal,61 here an alternative.  Thus, alors would have been more appropriate in this 

context.  Af4 used alors only twice throughout the two conversational tasks, whereas she 

                                                 
61 Alors prefacing a proposal in the form of question is one of the functions of alors which I proposed in 
Pellet (2004).  See also discussion on donc and alors in chapter 4, section 4.3). 
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used donc four times: even though alors is present in her repertoire of discourse markers, 

donc dominates to the point of appearing in places where alors would be more functional.  

The same misuse of donc for alors takes place in (183): 
 

(183) [DT: circumstances that lead af4 to try a French alcoholic beverage] 
af4: donc j’ai rencontré un homme qui est français, et j’ai j’ai 
demandé 
af3: donc tu parlais français avec lui? 
af4: so I met a man who is French and I I asked 
af3: so you spoke French with him? 

 

In (183), alors would have been pragmatically correct,62 since af4 is making a deduction 

rather than checking her proper interpretation of information previously given.  Again, 

the sequentiality of alors allows the discourse marker to integrate previous information 

into the question alors prefaces.  Such instances point out that although ‘so’ and donc are 

often form-function equivalents, they are not complete equivalents.  Negative transfer is 

likely at the origin of the misuse of donc2 in (182) and (183). 

Whereas the two previous instances involves the same pair of language learners 

(after all, it is possible that they influence and reinforce each other’s use of donc, as 

Giles’s (1980) Speech Accommodation Theory suggests happens), the following example 

is by another advanced language learner: 
 

(184) af5: cet été je vais aller en Inde pendant six semaines et si j’aime le 
pays je vais 
af6: [aleurlinde]? 
af5: non en Inde 
af6: ooh! Alors tu vas apprendre l’Hindi?   
af5: this summer I going to go to India for six weeks and I like the 
country I’m going 
af6: [gotoindia]? 
af5: no to India 
af6: ooh! So you’re going to learn Hindi? 

                                                 
62 Af3 also should have chosen the passé composé over the imperfect in this instance.  A better formulation 
would then have been: Alors [en quoi] tu lui as parlé [,] en français? 
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Af6 correctly uses alors to check on her own deduction.  However, what appears to be a 

correct pragmatic choice must again be viewed in the light of the fact that donc occurs 

very rarely in her discourse (she uses donc only once).   

In the very advanced group, there was one instance where alors was used, and it 

seems that in this instance, both donc and alors are possible: 
 

(185) vf6: quand est-ce que je dois commencer à faire de l’exercice? 
vf5: vers 40 ans 
vf6: oui? 
vf5: oui c’est ce que je crois 
vf6: il me reste treize ans alors? 
vf6: when do I must start to exercise? 
vf5: around forty years old 
vf6: yes? 
vf5: yes that’s what I believe 
vf6: I have thirteen years left then? 

 

First, the final-utterance position for alors is not the preferred position according to the 

native speakers of our data.  Second, although the two markers may be found, they 

express a different perspective.  If alors in (185) marks that vf6 is making a deduction 

based on the new information provided by vf5, then alors is correctly chosen over donc.  

In a sense, alors is functionally equivalent to ‘in that case’, which clearly displays the up-

taking of new information.  However if vf6 wanted to check whether she had correctly 

understood vf5, then donc would have been more appropriate.  Given the absence of 

previous mention of vf6’s age, alors is probably correctly used here (i.e., vf5 is not in a 

position to assess in how many years her interlocutor will turn 40). 

But in (186), where the two speakers are discussing dates and traveling options, is 

donc or alors missing from the confirmation request? 
 
(186) af5: ça ne marche pas du tout pour moi. 

af6: oui?  Ah bon. 
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af5: oui.  Je suis un peu trop sévère.  Stricte. 
af6: Ø tu n’es pas aventureuse? 
af5: it doesn’t work for me 
af6: yes? Ah ok 
af5: yes.  I’m too stern.  Strict 
af6: Ø you’re not adventurous? 

 

Af5 makes an improper semantic choice, selecting sévère and stricte when she really 

means that she is not flexible.  The fact that she offers a second (yet inaccurate) adjective 

shows that she is aware of the inadequacy of the first adjective.  Af6 understands what 

af5 means rather than what she says, but that still leads her to check on af5’s general 

personality.  In fact, either marker would have been pragmatically correct: as discussed 

for example (183), donc would mark that af6 is checking her interpretation, whereas 

alors would signal that she is making a deduction.   

In the native sample, there is one instance of a confirmation request not preceded 

by a discourse marker.  Nf3 is trying to convince nm3 to take their (imagined) dogs along 

during their vacation, given the damage they did in the garden during their previous 

absence.  Nm3 then points out a paradox: 
 
(187) nm3: Ø tu veux amener les chiens et laisser les gosses? (laughter) 

nm3: Ø you want to take the dogs and leave the kids? (laughter) 
 

The native speaker in this example chose not to preface his confirmation request with a 

discourse marker.  I believe that the presence of donc would have strengthened nm3’s 

ironic comment, by establishing a stronger connection (via inferential donc expressing an 

objective conclusion) between the proposition of taking the dogs and leaving the kids, an 

irrational move, and nf3’s preceding contribution.  Without the discourse marker, nm3 

(involuntarily, subconsciously, or consciously) creates more distance between nf3 and the 
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proposition.63  Nonetheless, donc is absent.  Given that the native speaker’s utterance 

must be received as acceptable, a pragmatic choice such as having recourse or not to a 

discourse marker must not necessarily be analyzed as correct or incorrect, but as optimal 

or not (as discussed in section 4.1.3).  There may also be some functions where the 

absence of donc is not as infelicitous as for some other functions.  For instance, it is easy 

to conceive that argumentative donc may be more essential (although still not obligatory) 

as marking the connection between a proposition and its result. 
 

The confirmation request function of donc is elusive in that the absence of the 

discourse marker, both in the language learners and the native speakers data, does not 

create an interactional issue.  Out of the three confirmation requests in the native sample, 

one was not marked with donc.  More instances would be needed for a better 

understanding of the importance of donc for this particular function.  There is some 

evidence that the lower proficiency language learners are not able to establish a form-

function correspondence between English ‘so’ and donc.  The form-function equivalence 

is clearly attested, however, for the advanced and very advanced language learners.  In 

several cases, the pragmatic choice between donc and alors (successful or not) raises the 

question of which discourse markers are available to language learners.  This aspect will 

be discussed in section 5.3 on individual variation. 

 

The evaluative function is characterized by a similar pattern of use: there are no 

instances of evaluative donc at the intermediate level, and there are more instances of 

evaluative donc for the advanced group than for the very advanced group.  All instances 

                                                 
63 Donc would have marked the preceding contribution as its antecedent. 
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of evaluations prefaced with donc are felicitous, as in (188) and (189), respectively by an 

advanced language learner and a very advanced language learner: 
 

(188) af3: ils ne me voulaient pas me parlaient pas directement ils 
parlaient à ma mère d’accueil et c’était elle qui répondait c’était 
marrant parce qu’ils disaient: ‘est-ce qu’elle parle français?’ ‘Je’n 
sais pas’ donc huh oui oui c’était vraiment marrant 
af3: they didn’t want were not talking to me directly they were 
talking to my host-mother and it was her who answered it was funny 
because they were saying: ‘does she speak French?’ ‘I dunno’ so 
huh yes yes it was really funny 

 

In (188) af3 is engaged in a narrative, which she concludes with an external evaluation 

(Chafe, 1979; Labov & Waletzky, 1967).  As is the case in (188) above and (189) below, 

evaluations in narration allow the speaker to demonstrate that the story was worth telling 

(and listening to).  In (189), vm4 talks about his observing people looking at a painting at 

a museum: 
 

(189) vm4: j’ai resté pendant quelques heures huh observant les gens /qui 
passent/ 
vm5: /qui passent/ 
vm4: qui passent et ce qu’ils ont dit par rapport à ‘l’origine du 
monde’ et tout ça donc c’était (pause) intéressant 
vm4: I stayed for a few hours huh observing people /who pass by/ 
vm5: /who pass by/ 
vm4: who pass by and what they had said concerning to ‘the origin 
of the world’ and all that so it was (pause) interesting 

 

All ten instances of evaluative donc are successfully realized and appropriately prefaced 

by donc.  In all instances, ‘so’ is also the corresponding English discourse marker in the 

translations.  Thus, evaluative donc seems to be in perfect form-function correspondance 

with English ‘so’.  In the intermediate group, there is one instance where alors is used 

instead of donc for an evaluation.  In (190), the speakers are comparing the American and 

French behaviors and attitudes towards work: 
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(190) im4: nous mangeons dans la cafétoire 
if6: oui 
im4: alors c’est très différent 
im4: we eat at the cafeteria 
if6: yes 
im4: so it’s very different 

 

The choices of donc in (188) and (189) and of alors in (190) are logical given that the 

first two instances are set within narratives, whereas (190) is not.  The contrast between 

the three examples brings up an interesting point: donc is preferred to preface an 

evaluation in a narrative because it brings some finality to the narrative better than alors, 

a finding in keeping with the proposed analysis of inferential donc vs. sequential alors.  

Donc in (188) and (189) presents a conclusion: in fact, in both (188) and (189), donc 

occurs at the end of a series of utterances, which gives more weight to viewing donc as 

presenting the result of an elaborated argument (a subjective summary).  In (190), the 

inferential aspect is there but not primary, and the two utterances are presented as being 

on the same plane (instead of hierarchisation of the utterances).   

From an acquisitional perspective, the use of donc and alors to mark inference or 

sequence between two propositions would indicate that the language learners seem to 

discriminate between donc and alors.  However, given that im4 does not have donc in his 

repertoire of discourse markers,64 it is possible that, for him at least, one form fits all 

functions.  Af3 uses alors only twice, whereas she uses donc 25 times.  Vm5 is the only 

(very advanced) speaker out of these three language learners who uses alors more often 

that he uses donc (in fact, he used donc only once throughout the two tasks).  Except for 

the very advanced language learner, it seems that the repertoire of discourse markers 

commands (or limits) how a pragmatic aspect of the interaction will be marked.  In a 

                                                 
64 At least not during the two recorded activities. 
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sense, it is true even for vm5, the very advanced language learner, since he used donc 

only once.   

Given that evaluative donc is strongly linked to narratives, it is also difficult to 

assess the language learners’ ability to use it: there are few instances of narratives in the 

language learner data, and that is certainly at least partly due to the nature of the tasks.  

On the other hand, the fact that only advanced and very advanced language learners 

engage in narratives in spite of how the conversation tasks are framed may also be 

indicative of their superior communicative skills.  In other words, whereas it is not 

possible to assess the intermediate language learners’ use of evaluative donc because they 

do not engage in narratives, the fact that they do not tell stories probably reflects their 

lower communicative abilities.  The advanced and very advanced language learners are 

able to expand beyond the tasks’ frame to integrate narratives into their discourse.   

In fact, the need to bring a story to an end (in Labov & Waletzky’s (1967) 

terminology, the coda) may lead to a reconsideration of the functional value of the second 

instance of donc in (191): 
 
(191) af4: avez-vous trouvé que ces sentiments sont étaient vrais quand 

vous êtes là? 
af3: huh oui un peu oui et non en fait moi j’étais au lycée donc 
j’avais dix-sept ans et j’étais en première L1 et huh beaucoup de mes 
copines pensaient que j’étais que c’était marrant que je venais en 
France et j’dis ben la France c’est magnifique quoi! 
af4: oui! (laughter) 
af3: donc pour eux c’était une image de la vie américaine très riche 
mais dans un sens que ça c’est c’est l’idéal quoi et huh 
af4: did you find that these feelings are were true when you’re 
there? 
af3: huh yes a little yes and no in fact me I was in high school so I 
was seventeen years old and I was in second year literary section 
and huh many of my friends thought that I was that it was funny that 
I was coming to France and I say well France is beautiful DM! 
af4: yes! (laughter) 
af3: so for them it was an image of the very rich American life but in 
a sense that it it’s it’s the ideal DM and huh 
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The second instance of the discourse marker does not fit the proposed model of 

evaluative donc: typically its format consists in ‘donc c’est + adjective’ (as is the case in 

(188), (189), and with (190) but with alors).  The coda serves the purpose of bringing up 

the relevance of the story to the interaction, which is clearly the case in (191), as af3 ties 

her last comment to the question by af4 that prompted the story.  (191) displays af3’s 

superior communicative skills allowing her to expand the topical frame that the two 

language learners were initially offered.   

The need for a coda, in a sense a conclusion to the story, is what prompts af3 to 

question her interlocutor in (192): 
 

(192) (DT: Af4 recounts how she got introduced to ‘pastis’, a 
Mediterranean beverage, when she was working at a hotel bar) 
af4: et j’ai demandé ‘qu’est-ce que c’est le pastis?’ you know? Huh 
et il m’a porté un peu et 
af3: et donc? 
af4: donc 
af3: ça t’a plu? 
af4: c’est pas mal ce n’est pas très bon mais je pense que je vais le 
boire pour être très française (laughter) 
af4: and I asked ‘what’s pastis’ you know? Huh and he got me some 
and 
af3: and so? 
af4: so 
af3: did you like it? 
af4: it was not bad it was not very good but I think that I’m going to 
drink it to be very French (laughter) 

 

According to Labov & Waletzky (1967), ‘and so’ is the question a narrator does not want 

to be asked, as it challenges the interest and relevance of the story.  But in this instance, 

the opposite (af3 is eager to find out what happened next) results in the ‘so’ question: in 

(192), af3 asks her interlocutor for an evaluation (the climax, in Chafe’s (1979) 

terminology).  However af4 struggles, and responds with an echo, but is unable at that 
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point to formulate the requested coda.  Af3 then makes a second attempt, more explicit, 

and the explicit question allows af3 to formulate an evaluation.   

Donc and alors are equally acceptable in (192) but each marker has a different 

pragmatic effect.  If donc is perfectly functional here, we need to remember that af3 has 

both a strong preference for donc and a low usage rate for alors.  Af3 is able to ask for an 

evaluation in a very succinct manner, but there is no indication that she is selecting donc 

over alors.65  Her usage rate of alors is so low, especially in contrast with her usage rate 

of donc, that it may be entering her repertoire of discourse markers but is blocked by 

donc.  Although donc and alors do not have the same pragmatic value, they occur in 

partial overlap making Andersen’s (1984) One to One Principle very relevant here.  

Andersen states that the acquisition of a new form is facilitated when there is a clear and 

unique correspondence between form and function.  Such is not the case here as 

English’s ‘so’ can be either donc or alors depending on whether the inferentiality or the 

sequentiality is being stressed.  The multiple form-function mappings between (sentence-

initial) ‘so’, donc and alors (akin to the one discussed by Young (1996) concerning the 

English article system) suggest potential acquisitional difficulties for the language 

learners, and (192) may well be an illustration of such difficulty.  What Young says about 

English articles seems very applicable to discourse markers (or at least to donc and 

alors): “the meanings of the English articles are in fact universal but […] these meanings 

may be realized differently in different languages” (1996:138).  His hypothesis is that “if 

contexts are indeed universal, learners will distinguish them, but not necessarily in the 

same way that they are distinguished in English (in L1) and perhaps in different ways at 

different stages of interlanguage development.” (1996:140)  This hypothesis fits the 

language learners data.  Given that the literature shows that the overlap between donc and 
                                                 
65 For selection to occur, both markers would have to be equally present in her interlanguage pragmatic 
system. 
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alors is not fully understood, it is not surprising that language learners, irrespective of 

their proficiency level, should have difficulties indexing their utterances with the most 

appropriate marker.  
 

The discussion on the use of donc within the interpersonal domain has been 

dominated to a large extend with the overlap with alors.  Finally, the last domain under 

Maschler’s framework is the cognitive domain.  I have identified one function within this 

domain, that of cognitive processing. 
 

5.2.4. Cognitive Domain 

In chapter 4, I identified the following characteristics for the cognitive processing 

function of donc: for this function, the discourse marker is sentence-final and typically 

followed by a hesitation particle (euh in French).  Because the speaker signals his 

inability (or unwillingness) to continue, cognitive processing donc often yields a turn to 

the interlocutor.  In most instances of cognitive processing donc in the native speakers’ 

data, the interlocutor does in fact take the floor.  Donc in this function also (implicitly) 

requests the interlocutor to ‘fill in the blank’, that is, to infer a logical conclusion based 

on what has just been said.   

As with the interpersonal domain, the cognitive usage of donc becomes more 

accessible to language learners as the proficiency level increases.  There is one instance 

of cognitive processing donc for the intermediate group, three for the advanced group, 

and seventeen for the very advanced group.  Below are instances of cognitive processing 

donc by respectively an intermediate, advanced, and very advanced language learners: 
 
(193) if4: et aussi les Américains ont le droit de parler contre le 

gouvernement et nous nous avons le droit de parler plus des autres 
pays je crois mais je ne sais pas donc huh huh c’est relevant? 
if5: ah oui tu penses que notre gouvernement est le problème? 
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if4: and also the American have the right to speak against the 
government and we we have the right to talk more than the other 
countries I believe but I don’t know so huh huh it’s relevant? 
if5: ah yes you think that our government is the problem? 

 
(194) af4: donc en mai tu penses qu’on peut aller à la plage?  

af3: non j’pense que non on peut toujours aller mais j’pense que la 
mer sera trop froid 
af4: ah ah donc août? 
af3: août? Ouais ouais peut-être ouais donc huh mais le semestre 
commence huh à la fin à la fin seulement 
af4: à la fin? 
af4: so in May you think that we can go to the beach? 
af5: no I think that no we can still go but I think that the sea will be 
too cold 
af4: ah ah so August? 
af5: August? Yeah yeah maybe yeah so huh but the semester starts 
huh at the end at the end only 

 
(195) vf4: en fait ce que je voulais dire c’est que j’aime bien toujours 

visiter quelque chose qui a un rapport avec l’histoire 
/incomprehensible/ 
vf3: /c’est la première chose qu’i faut faire/ 
vf4: à propos des choses nouvelles et ça m’intéresse pas trop 
vf3: ouais ouais donc huh c’est ouais parce que enfin Paris enfin j’y 
suis allée beaucoup de fois donc huh enfin je vais pas aller voir 
Versailles chaque fois que j’y vais quoi 
vf4: in fact what I meant to say is that I like to always visit something 
that has a relationship with history /incomprehensible/ 
vf3: /it’s the first thing you gotta do/ 
vf4: about new things and I’m not too interested with it 
vf3: yeah yeah so huh it’s yeah because I mean Paris I mean I went 
there many times so huh I mean I’m not going to see Versailles 
everytime I’m going there DM 

 

In comparison, the native speakers used donc for cognitive processing eleven 

times.  Given that cognitive processing donc, used to yield the floor, has ‘so’ as a form-

function equivalent in English, it is surprising that the intermediate language learners 

used donc only once for that purpose.  Even more surprising is the fact that the cognitive 

processing function is used increasingly as the proficiency level of the language learners 
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increases, so that the highest proficiency group uses donc for this function the most.  

These findings indicate first that positive transfer does not seem to occur at low levels of 

language proficiency.  Second, they indicate that the cognitive processing function of 

donc is not symptomatic of low proficiency language learners: donc is not used for this 

function because a language learner has low proficiency skills.  In fact, it seems to be the 

opposite: the language learners with the highest proficiency skills use cognitive 

processing donc.  How can such a counterintuitive outcome be explained? 

In (193), (194), and (195), the L2 use of cognitive processing donc differs from 

the account given for the native speakers in that it does not result in the interlocutor 

getting a turn.  In fact, in about half of the instances of cognitive processing donc in the 

language learners data, the speaker often pursues his or her own discourse, even though a 

slight pause follows the discourse marker (in addition to the hesitation particle).  The use 

of cognitive processing donc seems therefore to be slightly different for the language 

learners, both from the speaker’s and the interlocutor’s point of view.  From the speaker’s 

perspective, the utterance of sentence-final donc accompanied with a pause, is not 

necessarily indicative that he is willing to yield his turn.  Cognitive processing donc is 

therefore truly used to gain time as the speaker prepares the next utterance.  Because the 

advanced and very advanced language learners (who use donc in this function) are more 

proficient, they actually do have the linguistic resources to continue.  Cognitive 

processing donc is therefore used strategically by these language learners, but is not 

perceived as primarily indicating that the speaker is yielding his turn.  From the 

interlocutor’s perspective, one has to remember that the context of interaction (between 

two language learners) may affect the normal rules of interaction: where a native speaker 

would jump at the opportunity to get a turn, a language learner may accept a pause, even 

slightly long, and thus temporarily give up his opportunity to take the floor. 
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Furthermore, only those language learners who use donc for an array of functions 

also use it in its cognitive processing function.  In other words, if a language learner uses 

donc only a limited number of times, he or she will not use it for its cognitive processing 

function.  Thus, processing donc is accessible only to speakers with a certain level of 

proficiency and who have acquired a wide range of functions for the discourse marker.  

In particular, processing donc appears (only) if the marker is also used for its 

argumentative and / or its frameshift and resumptive functions.  The association with the 

resumptive function is not surprising, given it is often used by speakers (language 

learners and native speakers alike) to get a turn.  The association with the frameshift 

function is more unexpected, given it does not recur frequently. 

The language learner usage of donc for this particular function highlights another 

fact: although cognitive processing is related to argumentative donc because it invokes an 

inferential schema, the inferentiality of donc is not the foremost aspect of cognitive 

processing donc.  Rather, it is the signal that the speaker needs more time to continue.  

The interlocutors show their understanding of it as they often wait for the speaker to 

continue. 
 

5.2.5.  Summary 

Although a systematic developmental path does not seem to emerge from the 

language learners’ data, there is evidence for a partial developmental path: as the second 

hypothesis suggested, higher proficiency levels show a broader range of functions used.  

The intermediate language learners used only 4 of the 7 identified functions, the 

advanced language learners used 6 (they did not use donc to signal a recapitulation), and 

the very advanced language learners used all 7 functions.   
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The referential use of donc is the most frequent use of that discourse marker in the 

speech of both native and language learners (hypothesis one).  Positive transfer is likely 

to be at play via a form-function equivalence with English ‘so’.  

The use of argumentative donc is in part related, for both L1 (chapter 4) and L2 

speakers, to the desire to keep the floor.  By using donc overtly as an argumentative, the 

speaker provides legitimacy to his intervention, and thus must be granted the floor.  Turn-

keeping is also attested through the resumptive function of donc.  At the same time, donc 

is also conducive to turn yielding, as is the case when donc is used cognitively, that is, 

when processing time is needed.  The interlocutor identifies a juncture point when a 

hesitation particle following the discourse marker signals the opportunity for the 

interlocutor to take a turn.  

Within the structural domain, I observed that the speech act that the function 

relates to interacts with the ability of language learners to transfer from English.  If the 

speech act is somewhat abstract, it seems beyond the level of communicative ability for 

the language learners.  Thus, although recapitulative donc has ‘so’ as a functional 

equivalent, intermediate speakers did not perform recapitulations.   

Within the interpersonal domain, the analysis was highlighted (1) the possibility 

of performing confirmation requests without the discourse marker, and (2) the functional 

overlap of donc with alors, both for confirmation requests and for evaluations.  Both 

functions are accessible to higher proficiency language learners.  The evaluative function 

is also linked to a discourse genre, narration.  Although the focus of this study is on 

interaction (and not specifically narratives), the evaluative function and its particular use 

in narration highlights the distinction that I proposed between donc (inferential) and alors 

(sequential).  The evaluative function underscores the difficulty language learners have 

establishing form-function mappings at the pragmatic level.   
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Finally, the cognitive processing function is used mostly by higher proficiency 

language learners (as was the case for the interpersonal functions of donc).  In addition, 

their use of processing donc contrasts with the native speakers’ use.  Language learners 

do not use processing donc to yield a turn but on the contrary to keep the floor.  That they 

are able to do so becomes understandable in the context of an L2 interaction, where 

normal rules are bent, and cooperation is likely at its fullest.  In addition, the functional 

correspondence existing between processing donc and ‘so’ is not sufficient for language 

learners to transfer L1 pragmatic knowledge into their use of French (otherwise, even low 

proficiency language learners would use it, and higher proficiency language learners 

would use it as the native speakers do, to yield the floor).   

In this section, I discussed how the different functions of donc were used within 

the three groups of language learners.  Clearly, the groups differ from one another in their 

proficiency.  However, variation may also occur within each group.  How (much) does 

individual variation affect the findings of a partial developmental path?  And can the use 

of donc be related to overall communicative competence?  In the next section, I discuss 

L2 individual variation with these two questions in mind. 
 

5.3. L2 INDIVIDUAL VARIATION: COMMUNICATIVE COMPETENCE AND DONC 

The idea that discourse markers might be taken as a measure of (pragmatic) 

proficiency, the premise for the present study, is fairly new (Trillo, 2002).  The question 

arises as to whether the use of discourse markers distinguishes language learners not only 

from French native speakers but also from other (less proficient) language learners.  In 

other words, can the use of discourse markers be an index of general proficiency?  

Looking at the discourse produced by the language learners reveals that there is a 

complex relationship between discursive competence and the use of discourse markers.  
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This section starts with a brief review of the main findings of L1 individual variation, 

followed by a practical definition of communicative competence, used to assess the 

general proficiency of the language learners.  Next, two parts make up the discussion of 

L2 individual variation: the first part addresses the question of whether the language 

learners who do not use discourse markers (and therefore donc) are also poor speakers.  

In contrast, the second part seeks to identify what distinguishes the language learners who 

use donc (as well as other discourse markers).   

As a reminder, the discussion of L1 individual variation in terms of the use of 

donc highlighted the following traits.  First, usage of discourse markers is highly 

idiosyncratic.  Second, the occurrence of discourse markers is affected by a certain 

number of factors, such as the convergence of the speakers’ discursive style.  Third, 

native speakers employ a broad range of discourse markers other than donc.  Finally, 

although the native speakers individually did not use donc with its complete range of 

functions, the argumentative and the processing functions were the two functions most 

likely to be used by each of the six native speakers in the data gathering activities used.  

Non-usage of donc should not be taken as an index of non-nativelikeness by itself, but 

must be understood within the context of a speaker’s repertoire of discourse markers.  In 

terms of language learners, the notion may adequately correspond to communicative 

competence.  The goal of this section is therefore to establish a relationship between 

communicative competence and the use of donc. 
 

5.3.1. Communicative Competence 

In chapter 2, communicative competence was discussed to distinguish it from 

pragmatic competence.  The discussion also proves useful to establish specific criteria on 

which to evaluate whether a language learner has good communicative skills or not.  In 
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terms of grammatical competence, language learners may make mistakes at the lexical, 

morphological, and syntactic levels, as the following examples respectively illustrate: 
 
(196) il y a beaucoup de choses qui sont dévotées à la technologie 

there are a lot of things that are devoted to technology 
 
(197) les Français ont le week en août quand tous les gens prend une 

vacance 
the French have the week in August when all the people [3rd-sing] 
take a vacation 

 
(198) parce que j’ai entendu parler du pastis beaucoup 

because I have heard talk about pastis a lot 

 

In (196), the language learner transferred the English adjective ‘devoted’ into French, 

instead of using the correct French adjective dévoué.  In (197), among other mistakes, the 

language learner fails to mark the verb for plurality.  And in (198), the language learner 

fails to place the adverb beaucoup between the auxiliary and the past participle.  Other 

components of communicative competence often rely on the notion of ‘appropriateness’ 

to evaluate the successful use of language.  For instance language learners may fail to 

signal their shift to another topic, as in (199), or the initiation of the conversation proper, 

as in (200): 
 

(199) if2: c’est difficile à dire (laughter) je’n sais pas (laughter) en français 
(laughter) 
if1: oui huh oui huh (pause) ‘Ils sont en avance sur les autres pays 
du monde’.  Tu penses que c’est vrai? 
if2: it’s difficult to say (laughter) I dunno (laughter) in French 
(laughter) 
if1: yes huh yes huh (pause) ‘They are ahead of the other countries 
in the world’.  You think that it’s true? 

 
(200) im1: bonjour Austin 

im2: bonjour Jonathan 
im1: ça va? 
im2: ça va bien et vous? 
im1: oui ça va 
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im2: bon 
im1: qu’en pensez-vous? 
im1: hello Austin 
im2: hello Jonathan 
im1: how is it going? 
im2: I’m doing well and you? 
im1: yes I’m fine 
im2: ok 
im1: what do you think about it? 

 

In both instances, the language learners fail to mark a transition to a new segment. 

It is noticeable for instance that no intermediate language learner uses the relative 

pronoun dont, allegedly more difficult to master than ‘basic’ relative pronouns qui and 

que, which are both found in the discourse of the intermediate language learners.  There 

is also no use of the subjunctive, although it may be called for as in (201): 
 
(201) af2: je ne pense pas que les Américains sont très conformatistes 

af2: I don’t think that the Americans [pst-ind] are very conformist 
 

Yet, it is equally important to establish what the language learner successfully 

does.  For instance, if qui is attested in the discourse of intermediate language learners, it 

recurs more frequently in the speech of more advanced language learners.  The use of 

focus-structures is also particularly indicative of superior communicative competence.  

Focus-structures are very frequent in spoken French, in contrast to a canonical subject-

verb-object structure (see for instance Lambrecht, 1984 among others).  Since focus-

structures are not explicitly taught in the classroom, their use by language learners is 

revealing of higher communicative competence.  Both traits are respectively illustrated 

by the same speaker in (202) and, a few utterances later, in (203): 
 
(202) af3: mais aussi j’avais aussi des gens qui n’aiment pas vraiment les 

Américains et qui ne voulaient pas me parler 
af3: but also I aussi had people who don’t really like Americans and 
who did not want to talk to me 
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(203) af3: ou ils ne me voulaient pas me parlaient pas directement ils 
parlaient à ma mère d’accueil et c’était elle qui répondait 
(continues) 
af3: or they didn’t want didn’t talk to me directly they were talking 
to my host mother and it was she who was answering (continues) 

 

(204) is another instance of focus-structure: 
 

(204) af13: mais à la fois y’a des gens à Paris qui portent tous la même 
/le même/ bag sac pardon 
af14: /ah oui/ 
af13: but at the same time there are people in Paris who all wear 
the same /the same/ ‘bag’ bag sorry 
af14: /ah yes/ 

 

The list of mistakes or successfully realized utterances (within a particular context 

of interaction) is of course endless.  The examples above are mentionned to justify how 

the overall language learners’ communicative competence was assessed.  Another 

criterion is the simple amount of language produced, given all participants had a time 

limit of ten minutes.   

At the same time, the native speakers’ discourse is also characterized by such 

features as hesitations, reformulations, pauses, false-starts, and self-corrections.  Native 

speakers also make grammatical mistakes.  For instance, they may improperly use 

relative pronouns, using que instead of qui (in fact a feature quite typical of oral 

interaction) as in (205): 
 

(205) nm3: moi j’ai une expérience des Américains qu’est plus euh 
(pause) qu’est plus tournée vers l’excentricité vers l’individualisme 
nm3: me I have an experience of the Americans that’s more huh 
(pause) that’s more oriented towards eccentricity towards 
individualism 
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Here, the speaker might argue that he ‘means’ qui, and elides it in front the 

vowel-initial auxiliary.  However, this elision is not part of traditional French grammar.  

They also may fail to use the preposition in conjunction with a verb, as nf1 does in (206): 
 

(206) nf1: puis normalement y’a des p’tits euh c’qu’on appelle des tours 
operators ou y’a des bus qui permettent de visiter la region et ça 
dépend Ø c’qu’on veut faire aussi, hein 
nf1: DM normally there are small huh what y’call tours operators or 
there are bus that give the possibility to visit the region and it 
depends Ø what’y’wanna do too, DM 

 

The preposition de should have been used in conjunction with dépendre.  Native speakers 

may also improper employ morphological marking of the verb as in the example below 

taken from Guillot (1999): 
 

(207) c’t-à-dire les gens euh quand ils quand ils voyent ça ça leur fait 
quelque chose (cited in Guillot, 1999:50) 
I mean people huh when they when they see that it does something to 
them 

 

Finally, they may also have difficulties finding the proper lexical item: 
 

(208) nf3: ah! Mais on a trois enfants! 
nm3: ah ouais mais y’en a un sur l’porteur… sur le porte- euh… 
sur l’siège là 
nf3: ah! But we have three kids! 
nm3: ah yeah but there’s one on the rack on the carrier- huh on the 
seat DM 

 

In fact, in (208) nm3 does not resolve the lexical choice to his satisfaction as indicated by 

the discourse marker là.  In (209), the same speaker experiences another lexical 

difficulty: 
 

(209) nm3: y’a plusieurs types d’algues qui 
nf3: nocives? 
nm3: ben nocives je sais pas mais en tout cas qui risquent 
d’obstruer? obstrucer? obstruer la visibilité donc si tu veux 
plonger euh renseigne-toi des meilleurs endroits 
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nm3: there are several types of seaweed that 
nf3: noxious? 
nm3: well noxious I don’t know but in any case that may obstruct? 
obstruce? obstruct visibility so if you want to dive huh find out about 
the best spots 

 

In addition, nm3 fails to mark the indirect object with a preposition (sur, or concernant). 

Just as the list is endless for the language learners, so too is it for native speakers.  

Therefore the overall communicative ability of a language learner is assessed using a 

combination of the above attributes, and summarized as: the degree to which a language 

learner is able to produce complex sentences, elaborate ideas, acknowledge his 

interlocutor’s contribution, in addition to overall grammatical skills.  This definition does 

not imply that a language learner’s discourse has to be void either of hesitations, self-

corrections, or of grammatical mistakes to be assessed as communicatively skilled.  It is a 

matter of the degree to which these features are present in his speech. 
 

5.3.2. When The Language Learners Do Not Use Discourse Markers: Are they poor 
interlocutors? 

Earlier I mentioned that the intermediate and advanced language learner groups 

were not discrete groups at least in terms of their usage of discourse markers.  In other 

words, the two groups display an important number of individuals who did not use donc: 

6 out of 14 for the intermediate, and 7 for the advanced group.  Their overlap is also 

apparent if af3 (responsible for 25 donc occurrences) is taken out of the analysis.  The 

very advanced group is more homogeneous, with only 2 speakers not using donc, and no 

outlier on the high end either.  In parallel, the standard deviation for each group reflects 

the importance of the individual variation: 2.27 for the intermediate group, 6.79 for the 

advanced group, 5.28 for the very advanced group, and 6.62 for the native speakers.  The 

low figure for the intermediate group is also a direct reflection of the low number of 
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discourse markers.  Thus, on the criterion of discourse marker production, the 

intermediate group is homogeneous.  The high standard deviation for the advanced group 

is not surprising, given that one speaker (af3) is responsible for more than half of the 

donc occurrences for that group (25 out of 48).  She is clearly an outlier for the group 

(and indeed for all participants including the native speakers), given that for the advanced 

group the next highest producer of donc produces ‘only’ 9 tokens of the marker (yet more 

in line with the native speakers’ production).  Af3’s performance, were it taken out of the 

analysis, would bring the intermediate and the advanced groups much closer to each 

other.  This suggests that there is some overlap between the intermediate and the 

advanced groups, whereas the performance of language learners in the very advanced 

group sets it more clearly apart.  Nonetheless the standard deviation is also high for the 

advanced group as well as for the native speakers.  The very advanced group reflects a 

more balanced distribution, with a few participants on a lower end of the discourse 

marker production, some in the middle, and a few on the upper end.  It should be pointed 

out, though, that individual variation (or the high standard deviation that reflects it) is not 

an index of the group’s non-nativelikeness in itself.  As noted before, the native speakers 

display important individual variation as well, with a range from 3 to 21 donc 

occurrences.  A high standard deviation simply indicates that within the group, individual 

performances differ from one another.  However, does the heterogeneity within the 

groups also correspond to heterogeneity at a more global level?  In other words, is it 

possible to relate the frequency of discourse markers with a general communicative 

ability?  Whether a performance must be rated as ‘non-nativelike’ is going to be based on 

the actual number of donc produced (i.e., 0/1 vs. for instance 5/6) in relation to the 

production of other discourse markers.  By doing so, I take into account the fact that 

speakers make (idiosyncratic) choices in terms of what discourse markers they choose, 
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and that donc may not be a marker one given language learner has selected (consciously 

or not).  In addition, the number just mentioned is not a suggestion that there is in fact a 

‘correct average number’ since no studies have in fact evidenced that such a number 

exists.  Otherwise, we would have to say that, with 3 donc occurrences, nf2, a native of 

Lyon (whose father is a professor of French!), does not perform like a native ‘should’!  

Caution must be used when evaluating a performance against the number of donc tokens 

produced: in short, donc is just one discourse marker among many.   

Several possible cases illustrate the complexity of the relationship between 

communicative competence and the production of discourse markers.  In the first case, 

low communicative ability correlates with the absence of discourse markers.  Rather than 

reviewing systematically the speech of each language learner, I discuss the most salient 

features of several language learners.  This discussion focuses mostly on intermediate and 

advanced language learners because all very advanced language learners use discourse 

markers fairly extensively. 
 

1. No discourse markers, weak communicative competence 

No intermediate language learners fit within this category: most of the language 

learners in the intermediate group have competent discursive skills, except for one pair 

(if8 and if9, discussed below).  In the advanced group, paired language learners af9 and 

af10 do not use any discourse markers, be it donc or other markers.  Their expression is 

fairly limited: they are also unable to sustain the conversation for ten minutes (both tasks 

end at about 7 minutes).  Their discourse is marked by long pauses, and an overall lack of 

sustained conversation.  Unable to make lengthy contributions, they swiftly move from 

one subtopic to another.  Sentences are short and simple in structure (no relative 

pronouns such as qui and que, often used by the other language learners including those 

at the intermediate level), and are uttered slowly (revealing difficulties processing the 
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language online).  Both struggle to form sentences (content and form), resulting in 

frequent and long pauses that would be very awkward in an L1 interaction (but 

acceptable among language learners).  Af9 typically uses English discourse markers, 

including ‘ok’ to open the task (210) and the corrective marker ‘I mean’ (211): 
 

(210) af9: ok huh pourquoi est-ce que les Français dit que la vie aux Etats-
Unis est artificielle? 
af9: ok huh why do the French say that life in the United-States is 
artificial? 

 
(211) af9: mais huh je crois mais l’Angleterre I mean ils font la même 

chose je crois 
af9: but huh I believe but England ‘I mean’ they do the same thing I 
believe 

 

Example (211) displays af9’s struggle with sentence formation, as indicated by the 

hesitation particle ‘huh’, the false starts and the recourse to an English discourse marker 

before the main idea (England is like the U.S.) is finally uttered.  This instance also 

displays her lack of confidence with respect to the validity of her assertion, as indicated 

by the use of je crois (twice) and ‘I mean’.  Thus af9 (and af10) are a case of language 

learners with poor communicative competence, simultaneously at the formal level (as 

evidenced by a simple syntax), at the pragmatic level (lack of discourse markers), and at 

the content level.  Although af9 and af10 were part of the advanced group per the 

selection process, their interaction must be situated at the lower end of the spectrum.  It 

suggests that online language processing, a double task of content and form, puts such 

heavy demands on low proficiency language learners that they are not able to control the 

inclusion of pragmatic items such as discourse markers.   

Language learner af11 tends to use questions to encourage her interlocutor to 

assume most of the interaction.  Af11 is able to formulate simple, short utterances only, 

marked with slow speech and pauses.  She often does not know how to say a word in 
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French.  Her sole contribution to the interaction is often simply oui.  Not surprisingly, she 

does not use any discourse markers, and her overall performance on both tasks puts her at 

a lower performance level than most other intermediate language learners.  In parallel 

with the lack of discourse markers, simple connectives (such as et, ensuite, mais) are 

scarce, and juxtaposition is used rather than coordination.   

Given the poor discursive skills of the language learners discussed so far in this 

section, a low frequency of discourse markers is no surprise.  In fact, they use virtually 

zero discourse markers, as if there were a minimum communicative competence required 

for discourse markers to occur.  This suggests that although formal linguistic skills are 

not a direct factor in the production of discourse markers, the lack of these skills seems to 

permeate discourse markers: any positive transfer from the language learner’s L1 is 

impeded by poor discursive and linguistic skills.   

In addition, the same low proficiency language learners did not systematically use 

English discourse markers to express processing difficulties.  While af9 did use some 

English discourse markers (‘ok’, ‘I mean’), af11 did not (although she clearly had lexical 

difficulties, asking her partner how to say particular words in French).  In fact, other more 

competent interlocutors used English discourse markers (in particular im5, see below).  

The unsystematic use of discourse markers of these language learners suggests that at a 

(very) low level of communicative competence, recourse to English discourse markers as 

an appeal to the interlocutor to be understanding of processing difficulties does not occur.  

In contrast, im5 for instance, does struggle to structure his utterance, but because he has 

better communicative skills, he signals to his interlocutor that he is attempting to 

complete his turn: 
 
(212) im5: il y a les stéréotypes huh mais y’know ce n’est pas il n’est pas 

vrai que you know tous les Américains sont y’know différents ou 
you know sont fiers  ce n’est pas vrai il a les Américains qui savent 
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sachent oui qui savent you know quelque chose de la vie des autres  
mais les Etats-Unis est you know le nouveau monde 
im5: there are stereotypes huh but y’know it is not it is not true that 
you know all Americans are y’know different or you know are 
proud  it’s not true there are Americans who [pst ind.] know [pst 
subj.] know yes who [pst ind.] know you know something of the life 
of others but the United-States is you know the new world 

 

Although this turn does not represent communicative competence in a way that a 

language teacher might appreciate, it nonetheless allows this language learner, in the 

context of an interaction with another language learner, to continue constructing his 

message incrementally.  In this respect, im5 is a more competent language user than af11, 

whose communicative abilities are so limited they do not even allow for the use of 

discourse markers, even from her L1.  Of course, im5’s preference for ‘you know’ is 

likely an idiosyncratic feature of his L1 speech.  It remains though that his incorporation 

of this feature in L2 expression may be indicative that this is a first (or a primitive) stage 

towards the inclusion of L2 discourse markers.   

Even more interesting may be the very limited use of discourse markers in 

association with poor communicative skills, as with intermediate language learners if8 

and if9, as well as, unexpectedly, one very advanced language learner, vm3.  Although 

they are able to converse, they often pause, sigh, or make ‘reflexion noises’ (huh…).  In 

many instances, they have trouble finding what to say as well as how to say it.  Rather 

than uttering comments, they ask many opinion questions, effectively turning the tables 

on each other (i.e., ‘I can’t come up with something, so I’ll put you in the position of 

having to speak’).  They made little eye contact with each other, looking at the topic 

handout as if waiting for a solution to come out of it.  Nervous laughter expressed their 

feeling of inadequacy.  Yet despite all this ‘negative profiling’, each of these three 
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language learners used one discourse marker (once).  In (213), if8 opened task 2 with 

bon, a legitimate use of this discourse marker, to which If9 echoed with ‘ok’:   
 
(213) if8: bon (laughter) 

if9: ok 
if8: où est-ce que tu veux aller (laughter) en France? 
if8: ok 
if9: ok 
if8: where to you want to go (laughter) in France? 

 

Vm3 also uses alors to initiate the first subtopic: 
 

(214) vf9: d’accord 
vm3: ouais ok alors on est tellement riche aux Etats-Unis? 
vf9: ok 
vm3: yeah ok so we so rich in the United-States? 

 

Vm3’s use of alors follows several attempts to initiate the interaction itself, manifesting 

the discomfort of the two very advanced language learners. 

The third language learner, if9, used donc in its processing function, to indicate 

that she was unable to continue and looking to yield her turn: 
 

(215) if9: je veux rencontrer rencontre beaucoup beaucoup de gens 
beaucoup de jeunesse comme nous parce que c’est un moyen 
d’apprendre plus sur la culture française 
if8: oui 
if9: je ne sais pas (5 second pause) donc (3 second pause) combien 
d’argent tu veux avec toi? 
if9: I want to meet meet a lot a lot of people a lot of youth like us 
because it’s a way of learning more about French culture 
if8: yes 
if9: I don’t know (5 second pause) so (3 second pause) how much 
money you want with you? 

 

These three instances of DM are very revealing.  First, if8’s use of bon in (213) occurs at 

the very beginning of the interaction, a place where a discourse marker is called for.  In 

the native sample, a discourse marker systematically indicated the beginning of the 
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interaction.  However, in (213), at that very moment, the topic has not been initiated.  

There is a moment of ‘floating’ as the two language learners are trying to engage each 

other: a discourse marker is likely to occur under these circumstances.  It is not surprising 

that opening a segment would be the first function language learners would mark.  

Second, vm3’s use of alors follows the same analysis: the two language learners are at 

the beginning of the interaction, and alors marks the true beginning of the interaction as 

well as the focus on the first subtopic provided on the handout.  Logically, that moment 

of the interaction calls for a discourse marker.  Third, if9’s use of processing donc can be 

analyzed along similar lines: the language learner ‘goes blank’ in terms of what to say 

next, and this mental blank makes it more likely that she would utter a discourse marker.  

The long pause is awkward for both interlocutors, so there is pressure to put an end to it 

even if no content is added.   

This section shows that the emergence of discourse markers, while constrained 

externally by the language learners’ proficiency, may also be constrained internally, with 

some points of discourse calling more strongly for formal marking than others, or on the 

contrary, when interaction is at breaking point.  This conjecture easily extends to 

moments where there is a rupture in mental processing, as exemplified in (215) above. 
 
2. No discourse markers, strong(er) communicative competence 

In the second case, language learners, although communicatively more competent, 

make rare use of discourse markers.  For instance, both if1 (1 donc occurrence) and if2 (0 

donc occurrences) are at the low end of the production of discourse markers.  Yet their 

fluency in French is good: they are able to converse easily, have little difficulty finding 

words or structuring their sentences (syntactic ability).  So what does their non-usage of 

discourse markers reveal about their French proficiency?  Overall, neither of these two 
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speakers uses other discourse markers.  If1 uses ok (used in French but quite possibly a 

convenient transfer from English) to open both tasks: 
 
(216) if1:  ok j’ai entendu beaucoup que les Français et tous les étrangers 

pensent que nous sommes matérialistes 
if1: ok I’ve heard a lot that the French and all the foreigners think 
that we’re materialistic 

 
(217) if1: ok huh pour trouver des billets je pense que (continues) 

if1: ok huh to find tickets I think that 
 

If2 uses bon at times, but often incorrectly as an adjective (evaluative) as in (218): 
 
(218) if2: la plage c’est bon! 

if2: the beach it’s good! 
 

Bon is the only discourse marker in her repertoire, and the lack of other discourse 

markers limits in particular her options in terms of how she can react to her partner’s 

contributions.  The following interaction displays if2’s recourse to one single marker, 

bon, and the lack of elaborated contributions: 
 

(219) if1: ok huh pour trouver des billets je pense que je suppose qu’on va 
à Paris d’abord ok je veux aller à les plages aux plages 
if2: bon (laughter) 
if1: mmm? 
if2: bon! (laughter) 
if1: ok  (laughter)  je pensais que tu dis ‘non’ 
if2: non!  la plage /c’est bon!/ 
if1: oui/ et la mer méditerrannée /oui/ 
if2: /bon/  Oui la tour Eiffel c’est bon 
if1: je n’ai jamais vu la vallée de la Loire 
if2: /je dois étudier plus la/ 
if1: /la vallée de la Loire/ 
if2: bon  (laughter) 
if1: et tous les châteaux 
if2: tous les châteaux oh bon oh bon ah c’est bien 
if1: je n’ai jamais vu et peut-être 
if2: je n’ai jamais visité la France ou un autre pays 
if1: Chamonix mais les Alpes! 
if2: bon (laughter) 
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if1: ok huh to find tickets I think that I suppose that we’re going to 
Paris first ok I want to go [no contraction preposition art.] to the 
beaches [contraction preposition art.] to the beaches 
if2: good (laughter) 
if1: mmm? 
if2: good! 
if1: ok (laughter) I thought you say ‘no’ 
if2: no! the beach it’s good! 
if1: /yes/ and the Mediterranean sea /yes/ 
if2: /good/ yes the Eiffel tower it’s good 
if1: I’ve never seen the Loire valley 
if2: /I must study more the/ 
if1: /the Loire valley/ 
if2: good (laughter) 
if1: and all the castles 
if2: all the castles oh good oh good ah it’s good 
if1: I’ve never seen and maybe 
if2: I’ve never visited France or another country 
if1: Chamonix but the Alps! 
if2: good (laughter) 

 

If2 uses bon systematically because she does not have other available options in her 

repertoire.  She is unable for instance to redirect the conversation using et donc although 

in the interaction above there are several possible moments she could have done so.  The 

lack of discourse markers (donc or other markers) is also apparent in the choppy 

expression between the two participants.  In contrast, native speakers fill hesitations due 

to cognitive processing with discourse markers (see Hansen’s 1997 ‘passe-partout’ 

perspective discussed in section 4.1.).  These markers signal to the interlocutor that the 

speaker is engaged in cognitive processing.  The language learners, in this case if1 and 

if2, are unable to fill that space with discourse markers, which results in choppy 

expression, with awkward although very brief (and frequent) pauses as in (220): 
 

(220) if1: Je’n sais pas si _ nous sommes plus en avance que les autres 
pays huh parce que _ je sais en Europe que les téléphones cellulaires 
sont plus avancés que les nôtres _ parce que _ il y a _ huh le marché 
là-bas est très grande et huh _ huh je sais que _ (laughter) c’est ça 
voilà huh mais huh 
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if1: I don’t know if _ we’re more ahead of the other countries huh 
because _ I know in Europe that the cellular phones are more 
advanced than ours _ because _ there is _ huh the market over there 
is very large and huh _ huh I know that _ (laughter) that’s it there 
huh but huh 

 

For the sake of the discussion, the brief interruptions (oui) of the interlocutor, if2, were 

omitted.  We can consider that a native speaker (NS) would have used a certain number 

of discourse markers to fill the same hesitations periods as in (221): 
 

(221) NS: je’n sais pas si enfin si nous sommes plus en avance que les 
autres pays disons huh parce que bon je sais en Europe que les 
téléphones cellulaires sont plus avancés que les nôtres hein? parce 
que si tu veux il y a enfin c’est-à-dire huh le marché là-bas est très 
grand et huh donc huh je sais que enfin (laughter) c’est ça voilà euh 
mais euh 
NS: I don’t know if I mean we’re more ahead of the other countries 
say huh because ok I know in Europe that the cellular phones are 
more advanced than ours right? because if you will there is well I 
mean huh the market over there is very large and huh so huh I know 
that I mean (laughter) that’s it there huh but huh 

 

In the ‘corrected’ version, absolutely no content is added to the message, yet the reader 

will no doubt perceive the message very differently.  What is added then is a clear feeling 

of nativelikeness, but also, interestingly, the feeling that the speaker is somewhat 

knowledgeable or confident about what he (i.e., our imagined native speaker) says.  What 

this imagined native discourse also illustrates is the necessary variety of discourse 

markers, some of them engaging the interlocutor (dison, hein, si tu veux) some of them 

marking a reformulation (enfin, c’est-à-dire), and donc used to signal a possible turn-

shift.  Thus, contradictory to what has often been said about discourse markers, that is, 

that they are a sign of poor elocution, (221) illustrates that discourse markers are be used 

to achieve the opposite effect.   
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The lack of discourse markers in the speech of if1 and if2 also results in the 

juxtaposition of utterances, as if they were not ‘punctuated’, and lack of transition 

between subtopics.  Example (222) is an illustration of juxtaposition resulting in a 

somewhat hesitant discourse: 
 

(222) if1: mais avec la technologie est-ce que tu crois que nous sommes en 
avance? 
if2: pas tout le monde parce que il y a Japon 
if1: oui (laughter) 
if2: choses comme ça mais nous avons des _ des huh organisés qui 
fait les choses sp- il y a beaucoup de (softly:) I just went blank 
(small laughter) – il y a beaucoup de choses en Amérique qui sont 
dévotées à la technologie (continues) 
if1: but with technology do think that we’re ahead? 
if2: not everybody because there’s Japan 
if1: yes (laughter) 
if2: things like that we have some _ some huh organizations that do 
the things sp- there are a lot of (softly:) ‘I just went blank’ (small 
laughter) _ there are a lot of things in America that are devoted to 
technology (continues) 

 

If2 struggles to express the notion that despite the competition of countries such as Japan, 

the United-States has a lot going for it in terms of technological advances.  It takes her 

three false starts to express the idea that technology is in fact given a lot of importance in 

the U.S.  She even acknowledges that she ‘went blank’, i.e., that her cognitive processing 

abilities failed her.  Had it been an L1 interaction, a native speaker might very well have 

substituted a discourse marker cluster such as enfin j’veux dire instead of ‘I just went 

blank’.  These language learners do not have the linguistic means (i.e. a repertoire of 

discourse markers) that would give them an alternative to admitting that they ‘go blank’.  

Reformulations and false-starts are of course characteristic of spontaneous (i.e. 

unprepared) expression, and thus present in the discourse of native speakers (irrespective 

of the L1).  However, native speakers are able to create the appearance of a less hesitant 
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discourse through the use of discourse markers.  Example (223) illustrates the lack of 

transition between subtopics: 
 

(223) [if2’s contribution fades:] 
if2: c’est difficile à dire (laughter) je’n sais pas (laughter) en français 
(laughter) 
if1: oui huh Ø (reads:) ‘ils sont en avance sur les autres pays du 
monde’ tu crois que c’est vrai? 
if2: it’s difficult to say (laughter) I don’t know (laughter) in French 
(laughter) 
if1: yes huh Ø (reads:) ‘they are ahead of the other countries in the 
world’ you think that it’s true? 

 

The symbol Ø indicates where a discourse marker lacks, resulting in the interaction 

breaking down in terms of topic continuity.  The laughter (if2) in this interaction as in the 

preceding example, and indeed throughout the corpus, is a way for language learners to 

communicate their difficulty elaborating ideas and hence their uneasiness.  If2 is literally 

at a loss for words, and thus yields her turn.  If1 then acknowledges her partner’s 

contribution with oui which is somewhat neutral, and at any rate not as supportive as, say 

d’accord or bon.  She then proceeds to the next discussion item without closing the 

preceding segment, nor opening the following one.  In contrast, our imagined (and 

helpful) native speaker could have easily acknowledged her interlocutor’s coming-to-an-

end utterance with bon, and signaled forward movement with alors as well as shift to the 

next subtopic with donc: 
 

(224) if2: c’est difficile à dire (laughter) je’n sais pas (laughter) en français 
(laughter) 
NS: oui bon alors donc (reads:) ‘ils sont en avance sur les autres 
pays du monde’ tu crois que c’est vrai? 
if2: it’s difficult to to say (laughter) I don’t know (laughter) in 
French (laughter) 
if1: yes huh ok so DM (reads:) ‘they are ahead of the other countries 
in the world’ you think that it’s true? 
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In this supposedly native version, the ‘native speaker’ is supportive of her interlocutor 

(bon) and provides a smooth transition to the next subtopic (resumptive donc).  Bon alors 

donc is a sequence well attested in spoken French, and often acknowledged in the 

literature.  In the native sample for this study however, there was no instance of this 

particular discourse markers cluster. 

The linguistic behavior I just described for if2 and if1 is valid for another pair of 

intermediate language learners, im3 and if3.  They did not produce discourse markers 

(donc or other markers) yet they were able to express a variety of ideas with certain ease.  

However, they, like the pair previously discussed, did not formally mark a transition to a 

new subtopic with a discourse marker, as (225) shows:  
 
(225) [Beginning of the interaction, task 1] 

if3: huh qu’est-ce que vous pensez des questions? 
im3: huh la première chose ‘vous êtes tellement riches aux Etats-
Unis’?  Oui huh c’est un stéréotype bien sûr huh il y a bien sûr 
beaucoup de pauvres aux Etats-Unis c’est une image de des medias 
du cinéma 
if3: ce n’est pas du tout vrai pour tout /le monde/  c’est un stéréotype 
im3: /oui/ 
if3: huh Ø je n’ai pas compris numéro trois ‘la vie aux Etats-Unis est 
artificielle’ qu’est-ce que ça veut dire? 
if3: huh what to think of the questions? 
im3: huh the first thing ‘you are so rich in the United-States’? yes 
huh it’s a stereotype of course huh there are of course a lot of poor 
people in the United-States it’s an image of of the media of cinema 
if3: it’s not at all true for /everyone/ it’s a stereotype 
im3: /yes/ 
if3: huh Ø I did not understand number three ‘life in the United-
States is artificial’ what does that mean? 

 

The symbol Ø indicates the abrupt shift to another sub-topic.  In (225), if3 moves without 

any transition on to the next subtopic, a move allowed because they are in agreement that 

the assertion ‘Americans are rich’ is a stereotype.  
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Im1 is another speaker who displayed good linguistic capabilities,66 yet used donc 

only once, and did not use other discourse markers either.  His discourse is characterized 

by long pauses, uninterrupted by his partner, and includes stuttering.  His slow, but very 

well constructed utterances are indicative of carefully monitored speech (in fact 

somewhat incompatible with the spontaneous expression which is the most natural and 

obvious context for discourse markers production).  Although this linguistic behavior 

‘works’ in the context of an interaction with a language learner (who does not interrupt 

him, even during fairly long pauses), in a native setting im1 would likely lose the floor, 

and the opportunity to express himself.  The use of discourse markers would enable him 

to keep the floor when interacting with a native speaker (or in a more natural setting than 

a study based on volunteer participation).  Besides floor-keeping considerations, the lack 

of discourse markers also results in pragmatic violations.  For instance, although marking 

the beginning of the interaction is not a rule formally taught, it is a social skill indicating 

that the ‘linguistic etiquette’ is being respected.  In (226), im1 breaks this unspoken rule 

by not indicating he is moving to the core of the conversation, after the small talk ritual is 

done: 
 
(226) im1: bonjour Austin 

im2: bonjour Jonathan 
im1: ça va? 
im2: ça va bien et vous? 
im1: oui ça va 
im2: bon 
im1: Ø qu’en pensez-vous? 
im1: hello Austin 
im2: hello Jonathan 
im1: you’re doing well? 
im2: I’m doing well and you? 
im1: yes I’m fine 
im2: good 

                                                 
66 In fact, im1’s discourse is formal in nature, as the use of passé simple and rarely used negative particles 
such as ‘guère’ and ‘point’ indicate.  His pronunciation is also carefully monitored.   
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im1: Ø what do you think about it? 
 

The symbol Ø indicates where a discourse marker (minimally alors) should have been 

inserted for this language learner not to sound abrupt.  Controlled processing as a factor 

constraining the production of discourse markers finds support in the interaction between 

im1 and im2.  The very monitored discourse between im1 and im2 also means that the 

interaction was free of French discourse markers as well.  Im2 did use donc fairly 

frequently (six times), but always referentially (argumentative function) as opposed to 

pragmatically.  Thus, the language learners’ use of discourse markers must be related to, 

as is the case in L1 interaction, the degree of formality of the interaction (note for 

instance that im1 and im2 used the ‘vous’ form, whereas all but one other pair of 

language learners used the ‘tu’ form), the extent to which discourse is monitored, and the 

general language (communication) skills.   

The above discussion of the intermediate language learners who do not use donc 

or other discourse markers shows that the lack of recourse to discourse markers 

(including donc), indicates a language learner’s lack of proficiency.  The lack of 

discourse markers results first in pragmatic violations (not acknowledging the partner’s 

contribution, or not indicating the beginning of a segment for instance).  It also results in 

awkwardness of discourse: because language learners do not ‘smooth out’ false starts and 

reformulations with discourse markers as native speakers do, they sound less 

knowledgeable and confident in their expression than the native speakers, even though 

the content expressed may virtually be identical.  Not surprisingly, the same scenario 

repeats with language learners in the advanced group who do not use donc or other 

discourse markers.  Af2 is a case in point: she uses ‘ok’ to open the second task, and 

although her discourse is punctuated by numerous hesitation pauses, she is able to 
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express herself fairly well.  Yet her discourse does not contain any discourse markers.  

Interestingly, her use of connectives is also limited to the most common expressions 

(mais, parce que, aussi).   
 
3. Few discourse markers, good communicative competence 

Language learners may not use donc yet use (a few) other discourse markers.  

These language learners are representative of a developmental stage where a form has 

emerged, although it may not be in perfect correspondance with the functions the 

discourse marker appears to fulfill in native discourse.  For instance, im4 never used donc 

but used alors several times, with different functions.  In addition, all alors instances 

appeared to have ‘so’ as their English equivalent.  For example, in (227) alors allows im4 

to return to the main premise, whether Americans are conformists, given that other 

people consume the same type of (american) products: 
 
(227) im4: mais la plupart des pays veu- veulent avoir ces chaines dans le 

pays les marchés veulent ces chaines et huh mais alors je ne sais pas 
si c’est nous qui sont des conformistes parce que huh si les Français 
ou les Allemands ne veulent pas de Starbucks de McDo il ne faut pas 
l’avoir tu sais on ne les force pas 
im4: but most of the countries wan- want to have those chains in the 
country the markets want these chains and huh but so I don’t know if 
it’s we who are conformist because huh if the French or the German 
don’t want any Starbucks or any McDo they don’t have to have it 
you know we’re not forcing them 

 

Alors and ‘so’ function similarly so that alors likely appears in the speech of im4 via 

positive transfer of a form-function equivalence.  This positive transfer might also be a 

reason why donc is not used: given that alors is the only discourse marker in im4’s 

repertoire, alors is forced into any discourse marker function that fits the equivalence ‘so’ 

/ alors.  For instance, in (228), would donc not have been more appropriate?  Im4 
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compares work habits (and ethics) between Americans and French people, suggesting 

that Americans are more committed to work than the French are: 
 

(228) im4: et on ne se repose pas pendant le jour huh si on est au bureau 
on y est pour travailler pas pour s’amuser huh ou se reposer alors 
(long pause) 
if6: oui il y a une vie très la vie est différente en Amérique 
im4: and we don’t rest during the day huh if we’re in the office we’re 
there to work not to have fun huh or to rest so (long pause) 
if6: yes there’s a life very life is different in America 

 

Alors in (228) corresponds to the ‘processing’ function of donc: alors is used overtly 

referentially, but overtly as a means to yield a turn, as im4 finds himself unable to follow 

up on his own comment.  Although the use of alors is not (pragmatically) infelicitous, 

there are no instances of alors used in this manner in the discourse of the native speakers.  

Rather, native speakers in this context favor donc, which means that this pragmatic 

choice is not just an idiosyncracy of the native speakers’ discourse but rather an 

indication that donc is more felicitous in these types of context.   

Likewise, af6’s repertoire of discourse markers is limited to (et) alors.  She uses it 

fairly frequently (5 times), a few times instead of donc although the latter would have 

been more appropriate in the context of use.  In (229), af6 expresses the idea that after 

having hosted several abroad students, the host family is not as enthusiastic when af6 

visits: 
 
(229) af6: ma famille ils ont beaucoup d’étudiants qui étudient mais huh et 

alors je n’étais pas très intéressante pour eux 
af6: my family they have many students who study but huh and so I 
was not very interesting for them 

 

In this utterance, donc would have better expressed a logical conclusion than alors.  Her 

switch from mais to et alors indicates that she is having trouble choosing the proper 

discourse marker even at the referential level, which I believe is the most accessible to 
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language learners because they are more transparent (they have meaning).  Example 

(230) is another more definite instance of misuse of alors: 
 

(230) af6: mon autre spécialisation est l’histoire de l’art et alors ça 
m’intéresse beaucoup 
af6: my other major is art history and so it interests me a lot 

 

Once again, donc would have been more appropriate to express that given that she has 

chosen art history as her major, this must mean (a logical conclusion) that she finds it 

very interesting.  Since she does not have donc in her repertoire, she uses alors because 

she has enough discursive skills that enable her to realize that a discourse marker is 

appropriate in this context.   

Af15 displays a very similar pattern of discourse markers’ use: (et) alors is her 

exclusive discourse marker, which she uses frequently (10 times), for a variety of 

functions.  In (231) alors is used to open the conversation: 
 

(231) af15: alors est-ce que tu penses que que la vie aux Etats-Unis est 
artificielle? 
af15: so do you think that that life in the United-States is artificial? 

 

In (232), alors is used to shift topic: 
 

(232) (following an awkward pause:) 
af15: et alors (both laugh) les autres idées 
af15: and so (both laugh) the other ideas 
 

The shared laughter is indicative that both are aware of the awkward pause and therefore 

of the need to move on (hence the use of et alors).  Af15 does not have other discourse 

markers in her repertoire, however.  In fact, in (233) she uses ‘well’ to correct a statement 

she is making: 
 
(233) af15: c’est pourquoi je vais déménager en France en septembre pour 

enseigner –well pour être assistante d’anglais 
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af15: that’s why I’m going to move to France in September to teach 
–well to be an English assistant 

 

The limited repertoire of discourse markers (one marker!) in conjunction with the use of 

English discourse markers are indicative of a stage where discursive skills enable the 

language learner to attend to the necessity of signalling structure, although the means for 

doing so are obviously not fully developed.  Note also the parallel between the English 

and French information structure, since a corrective marker may be used for both 

languages at the same point of the utterance.   

Finally, af7 does not use donc, but she does use other discourse markers, in 

particular alors (7 times) and bon (3 times).  The absence of donc in af7’s discourse 

appears to be an idiosyncracy: as is the case with the native speakers of this study, she 

simply favors alors as a passe-partout discourse marker over other forms.  This is 

surprising given the expectation that donc would appear before alors, being a more 

formal (typically a written, textbook form) means of expressing cause-consequence.  In 

the native sample, donc is also used much more frequently (58 occurrences) than alors 

(20 occurrences).   

In sum, the group of individuals discussed here share two common features: they 

have relatively good communicative skills, and they use a few discourse markers, 

although not necessarily donc.  These individuals tend to favor one discourse marker 

form to fulfill an array of functions.  They likely illustrate a second developmental stage 

where their communicative abilities allow for pragmatic processing: they are able to 

transfer their L1 pragmatic knowledge but their pragmatic L2 repertoire is limited, and 

they are confined to one or two discourse markers (in addition to formal connectives such 

as mais and parce que).   
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This group is not limited to intermediate and advanced speakers, however: one 

very advanced language learner, vm2, who did not use donc, shows a similar linguistic 

profile.  Vm2 is interesting in that he has only one discourse marker in his repertoire, 

namely bon, which he uses 10 times throughout both tasks.  He often uses ‘ok’ in 

conjunction with bon (either preceding or following bon).  Once again, the marker 

assumes different functions in the discourse of this language learner.  Bon is often used 

however to mark agreement and simultaneously close the previous segment, allowing for 

the conversation to move forward, as in (234): 
 
(234) vm2: le musée d’Orsay?  Qu’est-ce que c’est? 

vf8: c’est le musée avec tous les impressionnistes /Renoir, Degas, 
Monet/ 
vm2: /les impressionnistes? Ok/ huh ok bon à Paris quoi d’autre? 
vm2: the Orsay museum? What is it? 
vf8: it’s the museum with all the impressionist painters /Renoir, 
Degas, Monet/ 
vm2: /the impresionnist painters? Ok/ huh ok DM in Paris what 
else? 

 

In (235), he uses bon to return to the topic at hand, after an attempt to narrate a joke: 
 

(235) vm2: il y a une blague qui dit que l’enfer c’est un endroit où les 
Américains non c’est les Britanniques qui font la cuisine les Italiens 
qui huh qui huh ah j’sais plus non les Allemands qui disent des 
blagues et les Français qui conduisent huh bon ok on loue une 
voiture 
vm2: there’s a joke that says that hell it’s a place where the 
Americans no it’s the Britons who cook the Italians who huh who 
huh ah I don’t know anymore no the Germans who say jokes and the 
French who drive huh DM ok we’re renting a car 

 

Despite a very strong communicative competence, his repertoire of discourse markers is 

very limited.  The frequent ‘ok’ occurrences, as in (236) below, also seem indicative of a 

‘double borrowing’ of sort: given that ‘ok’ is used by native speakers of French, it 

represents a ‘free’ discourse marker in the discourse of language learners: 
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(236) (initiating the interaction:) 

vm2: ok hm ce sont à mon avis ce sont des stéréotypes 
vm2: ok hm they are in my opinion they are stereotypes 
 

His discourse is very fast-paced, as if he were rushing to ‘cover’ all the ‘assigned’ topics.  

He has a dominating style of interaction, hardly ever giving his interlocutor a chance to 

weigh in, so that it is almost a monolog rather than a dialog.  To what extent is this 

conversation style compatible with discourse markers?  In addition to the scarce use of 

discourse markers (in terms of forms at least), he also has one L1 interference, precisely 

at the pragmatic level with ‘you know’: 
 

(237) [DT: Les jeunes et les relations] 
vm2: tout l’monde a une petite amie un petit ami tout l’monde you 
know on veut faire on veut être comme tout l’monde et on fait ça 
vm2: everyone has a girlfriend a boyfriend everyone ‘you know’ we 
want to do we want to be like everybody else and we do that 
 

Vm2 is a language learner who has a good knowledge of the formal system of the 

language and of its lexicon, yet has not developed the ability to use discourse markers to 

provide cues to his interlocutor.  This inability tells us that formal knowledge and 

discursive skills are not sufficient for discourse markers to emerge in the speech of 

language learners.  This is not a contradiction to what was suggested earlier, namely that 

discursive skills might be necessary for discourse markers to appear in the speech of 

language learners.  In other words, communicative competence, along with formal 

knowledge of the language (syntax, etc…) is a condition without which discourse 

markers may not appear in the discourse of language learners.  Once acquired, these skills 

tap less into the processing abilities of the language learners, freeing some ‘mental space’ 

for processing additional linguistic resources, in particular pragmatics of language.   
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In the subsections above, I have considered those language learners who do not 

use donc although other discourse markers may punctuate their discourse.  In the next 

section, I consider, from an individual perspective, language learners who did use donc. 
 

5.3.3.  When The Language Learners Use Donc: In what ways do they sound more 
‘native’? 

In analyzing the discourse of these language learners who use donc, I am guided 

by the following questions: do they use only donc, or do they also include other discourse 

markers in their discourse?  In particular, do they use donc in conjunction with alors, 

which may fulfill functions similar to those assumed by donc? Or are donc and alors 

mutually exclusive in the discourse of language learners?  And finally, do language 

learners exhibit a preference for some discourse markers? 
 

1. Donc in conjunction with other discourse markers 

At the intermediate level, there are only 3 language learners who use donc several 

times: im2 (6 donc occurrences), if4 (6 donc occurrences), and if5 (5 donc occurrences).  

For two of them (if4 and if5) donc is the only discourse marker present in their discourse.  

The single-discourse marker option is concurrent with donc being used mostly 

argumentatively, that is as a connective.  In parallel, if5 also displays several times a 

misuse of another connective, aussi, as in (238): 
 
(238) if5: oui aussi je veux prendre le train 

if5: yes also I want to take the train 
 

Aussi is used to mark (abruptly) topic-shift in non-nativelike manner (a native speaker 

might have preferred a formulation such as ‘et puis je veux aussi prendre le train’).  Im2 

does use another marker, bon, 7 times.  However, most often, bon is used mainly with 

one purpose, that of marking agreement, so that if there is another discourse marker in 
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addition to donc, it does not fulfill many other functions.67  These three speakers also 

share in common communicative skills that are still somewhat weak, marked by frequent 

hesitations, reformulations, and / or slow speech.  Thus, they seem to still be at a level of 

proficiency where their focus is on content and structure, which is exclusive of attention 

given to pragmatic information.   

At the advanced level, four language learners use donc regularly (af4, 4 instances, 

af5 6 instances, af13 9 instances) or even very frequently (af3 25 instances!).  Three of 

them use alors but only twice each (af5 does not use alors), and three of them do not use 

any other discourse markers (af3 does).  Af4 correctly uses alors for foregrounding, 

however the appropriateness of the second alors instance can be questioned.  In (239), 

she explains how she is different from other Americans: 
 
(239) af4: c’était un peu différent pour  moi parce que mes parents 

viennent de les Philippines et alors ma sens de famille est un peu 
différent de le de la famille américaine 
af4: it was a little different for me because my parents come from the 
Philippines and so my sense of family is a little different from 
(masc.) the from (fem.) the American family 

 

What is questionable in this utterance is the combination et alors, although it is a frequent 

association in French.  Here, however, either alors alone or et donc would have been 

better options.  Therefore although an additional form (alors) is present in her discourse, 

it is not well controlled.  It also indicates that language learners have difficulties 

discriminating between donc and alors.  Having to make a distinction might lead 

language learners to just choose one discourse marker (alors or donc) rather than 

attempting to use both, since it would not be clear in their mind when one or the other is 

preferred (with respect to the context of use).  In other words, they do not have the 

pragmatic knowledge necessary to make that decision.   
                                                 
67 This language learner uses bon once to open the first of the two interactions (=tasks). 
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Apart from two alors occurrences, af13 does not use other discourse markers.  In 

her discourse, alors is used for marking conversation openings.  Despite an overall good 

communicative competence, topic beginning and endings are not marked, nor are 

reformulations –all points of interaction typically highlighted with a discourse marker, 

both in the language learners’ L1 and in French.  Not surprisingly, donc is used most 

often in its argumentative function (6 times out 9 instances).  Thus, af13 displays limited 

pragmatic competence in terms of discourse markers.   

In contrast, af5 uses donc for different functions (donc is used twice to mark a 

frameshift, once to mark a resumption, and once to make a confirmation request).  Out of 

the 6 donc instances, the marker is used argumentatively only twice.  At the same time, 

this language learner does not use alors, providing support for the idea that language 

learners make a (subconscious) choice between donc and alors.   

As for af3, with 25 donc instances, she clearly displays a personal preference for 

this particular discourse marker.  Her communicative skills are excellent, and well above 

the other language learners in her group (in fact close to those of a native speaker).  Her 

discourse includes several other discourse markers, in particular et tout ça, quoi and ben.  

These markers are not the first to be acquired by language learners, as most specialists of 

French would no doubt agree.  Rather, they are indicative of a high pragmatic 

proficiency.  If a developmental cline of discourse markers were developed, quoi would 

likely figure at the higher end of such a cline.68  Yet, she uses alors only twice, once to 

preface a question (240) and once to break an awkward pause and move the conversation 

along (241): 
 

                                                 
68 The acquisition of discourse markers such as quoi and et tout ça clearly suggests (significant) exposure 
to the L2 environment.  Time spent in a francophone country is clearly a factor expected to weigh in the 
acquisition of discourse markers and is discussed in the following section. 
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(240) [DT: af4 recounts how she found out about 9/11 when she was in 
France] 
af4: j’étais au Louvre et je n’ai pas entendu rien et quand je suis 
arrivée au auberge il y a plusieurs étudiants américains et européens 
qui regardaient la télé et j’ai su qu’est-ce qui s’est passé 
af3: alors vous avez beaucoup parlé entre vous? 
af4: I was in the Louvre and I didn’t hear nothing and when I 
arrived at the lodge there are several American and European 
students who were watching tv and I found out what happened 
af3: so you spoke a lot among yourselves? 

 
(241) [DT: af4 recounts how she tried ‘pastis’, a strong French drink]. 

af4: c’est très fort l’alcool est je crois que c’est plus que quatre-vingt 
pour cent c’est un apéritif 
af3: oui (silence) oui alors oui (pause) donc on va à la plage 
af4: it’s very strong the alcohol is I believe that it’s more than eighty 
percent it’s an aperitif  
af3: yes (silence) yes so yes (pause) so we’re going to the beach 

 

Besides the fact that af4 does not use alors frequently, there are instances of donc where 

alors might have been a better option, as in (242): 
 

(242) af4: mais à Paris bien sûr peut-être pour trois jours ou quinze jours 
af3: ça va ça va donc t’es déjà été à Paris donc t’es vu le Louvre? 
af4: but in Paris of course maybe for three or fifteen days 
af3: that’s fine that’s fine so you’ve already been in Paris so you’ve 
see the Louvre? 

 

A native speaker would likely have avoided the use of donc in two close instances, and 

might also have preferred alors for the first donc instance.  Although af3 has alors in her 

repertoire, donc is so strongly embedded in her interlanguage that she prefers it to alors.  

(243) is another instance where alors would have been a better choice to indicate a shift 

of focus within the same topic: 
 

(243) [DT: af4 suggests staying on a farm for an authentic French 
experience] 
af4: je pense que c’est une vacance pour les Européens pour la 
plupart parce que c’est un c’est pour huh on doit parler français 
parce que les paysans ne parlent pas mais 
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af3: ah ouais nous pouvons hein c’est ah oui c’est bien 
af4: il fait la cuisine tu peux voir la vie je’n sais pas je’n sais pas ce 
qu’on 
af3: ah oui oui ça c’est super donc est-ce que est-ce que c’est juste 
une organisation qui fait ça? 
af4: I think that it’s a vacation for Europeans mostly because it’s a 
it’s for huh you’ve got to speak French because the farmers don’t 
speak but 
af3: ah yeah we can right it’s ah yes it’s good 
af4: he cooks you can see the life I don’t know I don’t know what we 
af3: ah yes yes that it’s great so is it is it just an organization that 
does that? 
 

Donc is used with questions when requesting confirmations or when something in the 

previous discourse allows for a conclusion to be drawn, which is not the case here.  In 

fact, donc here is used for seeking additional information, and alors is better suited for 

that function.  Af4 is therefore interesting in that despite excellent language skills, 

including the use of various discourse markers, she has not yet reached a level allowing 

her to fully discriminate between donc and alors.   

So far, among these language learners who use donc, there are several indications 

that alors and donc compete against each other in their interlanguage.  One function of 

alors that seems particularly accessible to language learners is that of conversation 

opening: out of the few alors occurrences, alors is often favored.  The picture is very 

similar with the very advanced language learners who frequently use donc: mostly, they 

seem to disprefer alors over donc.  Eight very advanced language learners used donc 

several times.  Three of them never used alors, and two of them used it only once, in both 

cases for conversation (task) opening as in (244) and (245): 
 

(244) vm1: alors où est-ce qu’on va aller? 
vm1: so where are we going to go? 

 
(245) vf5: alors Jenny? 

vf5: so Jenny? 
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Only two very advanced language learners used alors several times (vf6 four times, and 

vf7 seven times).  However, unlike the intermediate and advanced language learners, the 

very advanced language learners who used donc also used at least another discourse 

marker.  Vm4 and vf9 use bon, vf6 and vf7 use bon as well as alors, and vm1 favors ben.  

Three of them have a wider repertoire of discourse markers: vf7 uses bon, alors, quoi and 

et puis; vf2 strongly favors bon (49 instances!), but also uses hein, quoi, et tout ça, and 

ben; and vf3 uses bon, alors, enfin, quoi, and tu sais.  Vf3 is the closest to native 

speaker’s norms because she does not have one favored discourse marker.  Native 

speakers often have a favored discourse marker as part of their idiolect.  However in the 

discourse of language learners, the combination of a limited repertoire and of the use of a 

particular discourse marker is indicative, in my mind, of an interlanguage stage where 

one form is overgeneralized.  A possible hypothesis is that such a form represents a late 

acquisition, which is incomplete in terms of the functions that the discourse marker 

fulfills.  In the initial developmental phase, a discourse marker typically fulfills fewer 

functions than in native speaker discourse.  But in a later developmental phase, the 

opposite may also happen, and a discourse marker may fulfill more functions than in 

native speaker’s discourse.  For instance vf2, although she uses a variety of discourse 

markers, uses bon with high frequency: 
 

(246) [DT: Americans are rich] 
vf1: qu’est-ce que tu penses? 
vf2: oui par rapport à d’autres pays oui je crois oui bon1 mais par 
rapport à la France non j’crois pas j’pense que la vie la vie est bon2 
c’est au même niveau je crois bon3 (reads) ‘les Américains sont très 
conformistes’ ça j’suis pas d’accord pas du tout hein j’pense que 
bon4 peut-être tu es pas d’accord mais je pense que les Américains 
sont bon5 ont un esprit très individu et bon6 qu’ils pensent ce qu’ils 
pensent qu’ils pensent ce qu’ils veulent penser 
vf1: what do you think? 
vf2: yes with respect to other countries yes I believe yes DM1 but 
with respect to France no I don’t believe I think that life life is DM2 
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it’s at the same level I believe DM3 (reads) ‘American are very 
conformists’ that I don’t agree at all DM I think that DM4 maybe 
you don’t agree but I think that Americans are DM5 have a spirit 
very individual and DM6 that they think what they think that they 
think what they want to think 
 

The above passage illustrates some of the many functions bon fulfills in the discourse of 

the very advanced language learner.  Bon1 is an amendment to what was said in the 

previous utterance, a concessive use.  Bon2 is part of a reformulation.  Bon3 initiates a 

new sub-topic.  Bon4 is a hedge, where vf2 anticipates and acknowledges possible 

disagreement of her interlocutor (a face-saving move).  Bon5 is again part of a 

reformulation (as indicated by the switch from one auxiliary to the other).  Bon6 can be 

viewed as allowing for extra processing time.  It simultaneously acts as a punctuation 

mark, and there are many such instances in vf2’s discourse. 
 
2. The functions of donc in the discourse of these language learners who frequently use it 

Expectedly, the more frequent the discourse marker in the speech of the language 

learners, the wider the range of functions it fulfills.  Most of the very advanced language 

learners who regularly use donc do so with at least 3 different functions (vf2, vf6, v7) but 

more often with four or more functions.  As is also expected, and was mentioned in 

section 4.2, the number of argumentative donc is usually more or less proportional with 

the number of total donc instances, as is the case with the native speakers too.  Usually, 

the processing function of donc is also well represented in the discourse of these very 

advanced language learners.  Vf3 represents an exception in that she uses donc 

argumentatively only once.  This language learner is interesting in that her discourse is 

fragmented and yet very fluent.  Discourse markers are globally a personal trait of her 

discourse: she uses frequent discourse markers as constant extra information to her 

interlocutor on how to interpret the content of the message as in (247): 
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(247) [DT: Americans and sport] 
vf3: et pour moi enfin j’leur ai demandé quoi pourquoi le sport c’est 
parce que le sport le sport c’est comme c’est comme une obsession 
aux Etats-Unis surtout pour le football américain 
vf4: ouais oui ça c’est sûr 
vf3: oui et voilà donc j’leur ai demandé quelle place occupait le 
sport dans leur vie et comment on voit la télé et dans les autres dans 
les médias par exemple et tout ça on voit que c’est vraiment 
important quoi et le truc qui m’a fait marré c’est que y’a y’a un 
étudiant (continues) 
vf3: and for me I mean I asked them DM why sports because sports 
sports it’s like it’s like an obsession in the United-States especially 
for American football 
vf4: yeah yes that it’s for sure 
vf3: yes and there so I asked them what place sports took in their life 
and how you see on tv and in the other  in the media for instance and 
all that you seen that it’s really important DM and the thing that 
made me laugh it’s that there’s there’s a student (continues)  

 

Vf3 uses a lot of markers, and for different purposes.  In respective order of uses of the 

highlighted markers in (247), the markers function as: reformulation, reinforcement of 

the enunciation (see Schepper, 1986), concordance, resumptive, end marking and 

marking the irrevocable end of an expression (Schepper, 1986).  Yet she uses donc as a 

connective only once, and she also mostly does not use donc in its processing function 

(only once).  Her use of discourse markers is most true to a strict definition of these 

linguistic expressions, usually excluding connectives from the category.  The fact that she 

uses processing donc only once finds an explanation in the example above: she is able to 

diversify the expressions so that she uses several discourse markers to assume several 

discourse functions.  This language learner has reached a high level of pragmatic 

competence.69  She also uses structures that are amenable only to speakers having 

                                                 
69 In fact, this is not a true language learner as it turned out that this person has spent an extensive amount 
of time in France, where she studied and obtained her baccalauréat.  She was kept in the ‘very advanced 
language learners’ category as she used donc 11 times, which placed her in the range of the number of donc 
instances by several very advanced language learners. 
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reached a high level of fluency, in particular dislocated structures including the c’est-cleft 

and y’a70 + noun phrase + relative clause. 

The other exception to a proportional representation of argumentative donc is vf7, 

who does not have any instances of argumentative donc in her sample discourse.  Instead, 

she uses donc with three purposes: resumptive, recapitulative and processing (each 

twice).  In fact, the resumptive function is one function that almost all very advanced 

language learners who frequently use donc have in common.  The resumptive function 

(see section 4.5.1) allows both for a thematic resumption (the ‘overt’ part of the 

resumptive function) and for a speaker resumption (the ‘covert’ part), so that resumptive 

donc often functions as a turn-taking strategy.  The recurring use of resumptive donc in 

the discourse of these very advanced language learners seems to indicate that they are 

able to take advantage of their superior pragmatic skills to better manage the 

conversation.  The random distribution of the other functions donc assumes in discourse 

does not allow us to pinpoint particular linguistic behavior along a developmental 

continuum. 
 

5.3.4. Conclusion: Meshing individual variation with the cross-sectional functional 
analysis of donc in L2 

To summarize, the individual variations within groups are just as important, if not 

more, as the group effects.  This finding is not all that surprising given that discourse 

markers “pertain primarily to language use, rather than to language structure” (Hansen, 

1997:5) and thus reflect firstly a personal, individual expression.   

The heterogeneity in the production of discourse markers mostly matched the 

heterogeneity of the groups: the production of discourse markers is in fact a good 

indicator of the language learners’ communicative competence.  The data indicated that 
                                                 
70 A reduced form of il y a (‘there is’). 
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language learners who use discourse markers, including donc, are good L2 users.  The 

section also highlighted the complex relationship between formal knowledge of a 

language (French) and pragmatic competence, an issue that is core to the field of 

pragmatics.71  The analysis of individual variation suggested that formal knowledge is 

indirectly necessary for pragmatic competence to develop, at least in terms of discourse 

markers.  

I also suggested that language learners needed to free up attentional resources in 

order to attend to pragmatic processing and that they can do so when they have reached a 

certain level of linguistic and communicative competence.  A specific characterization of 

this level, especially in terms of formal linguistic knowledge, remains to be done.  Such a 

study would help us better understand the interaction between the development of 

pragmatic competence and the formal structures of a language.  It would be particularly 

interesting to compare the development of discourse markers and of non-canonical, yet 

frequently used structures of spoken French (focus structures such as dislocations, c’est-

cleft, and so forth). 

In addition to an external constraint (the proficiency level of language learners) on 

the production of discourse markers, there may also exist an internal constraint: some 

points of discourse may call more strongly for discourse markers (conversation or 

segment opening for instance) than others (such as maybe frameshift).  This idea relies on 

a parallel between L1 and L2 in terms of what functions discourse markers fulfill 

globally.  Research on discourse markers (chapter 2) strongly suggests that not only are 

discourse markers a universal category, but so are the functions they fulfill.   

                                                 
71 In Chapter 2, I pointed out that one of the key research areas of pragmatics was the interaction of 
grammar and pragmatic competence.  In particular, research seeks to answer the question of whether formal 
language is necessary for the emergence of pragmatic competence. 
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The analysis of individual variation also indicated that low-level communicative 

competence blocks discourse markers, whereas higher-level communicative competence 

enables them.  In parallel, careful monitored discourse also blocks discourse markers as 

attentional skills are geared toward the production of an error-free discourse.  The 

absence of discourse markers results in pragmatic violation vis-à-vis the interlocutor by 

not acknowledging the previous contribution and by not providing additional clues for 

facilitating the message interpretation.  It also makes the speaker sound less 

knowledgeable and confident.  These findings are consistent with Trillo’s (2002) study, 

who found that the lack of discourse markers in the speech of non-native speakers of 

English resulted in pragmatic violations similar to those described above, in a less 

socially-skilled interaction, and in fewer contributions to the interaction.   

There is competition between donc and alors in the discourse of language 

learners, and it usually is in favor of donc.  However, there is indication that for some 

speakers, the presence of alors excludes donc, an indication of an early stage of 

pragmatic competence.  The fact that donc seems to be preferred over alors may be 

because donc is often part of the language learners’ input in written French (textbooks) as 

a connective.  Other functions are more likely to develop through one single form.72  The 

analysis of donc and alors suggests both a functional overlap and a difficulty for 

language learners to discriminate when there is no overlap for native speakers between 

the two forms (i.e., one form cannot be used in lieu of the other).  Discrimination between 

donc and alors remains an area of difficulty even for language learners with overall 

excellent communicative competence.  However, language learners at an earlier stage of 

pragmatic competence seem able to pick up the use of alors to mark conversation (and 

                                                 
72 However, in the discourse of the native speakers donc (60 instances) was also favored over alors (20 
instances). 
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segment) openings.  This phenomenon supports the idea discussed above of certain points 

of discourse calling more strongly for marking than others.   

The systematic use of a preferred discourse marker may paradoxically block the 

use of more relevant, contextually-specific discourse markers (as was the case with the 

very advanced language learner overusing bon). 

Finally, the argumentative and processing functions of donc are consistently 

represented in the discourse of language learners.  However, the very advanced language 

learners had an edge over the others as their more developed pragmatic skills enabled 

them to use donc as a turn-taking strategy through its resumptive function. 

In sum, this section on individual variation added an essential component to the 

analysis of donc in the interlanguage of language learners.  One important aspect remains 

to be discussed: is the exposure to francophone environment a factor in the production of 

donc occurrences?  Those language learners who spent (extensive) time in a francophone 

region have been exposed to pragmatically-conditioned language structures in a unique 

way.  This advantage should be reflected in their ability to use discourse markers.  In the 

next section, I look at three factors thought to affect the production of donc in the 

discourse of language learners: the proficiency level (group), the type of task, and the 

time spent abroad. 
 

5.4. QUANTITATIVE ANALYSIS 

The quantitative analysis sought to answer the following research questions: 1) do 

language learners with francophone exposure use donc more frequently than other 

language learners who do not have francophone exposure? 2) Is it possible to distinguish 

language learners’s proficiency based on the rate of use of donc? And finally 3) Is there 

an effect for task? 
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5.4.1. Results 

Because the data represent count data (the number of donc occurrences), I initially 

used the Poisson distribution, for which the main assumption is that the mean is equal to 

the variance (Liao, 1994).  One criteron for assessing goodness of fit is a deviance 

statistic (look up reference on what is a deviance).  A deviance value of 1 suggests a good 

fit of the model.  A deviance value over 1 represents overdispersion, whereas a deviance 

value under 1 represents underdispersion.  The deviance value (3.47) being over 1, the 

variance is larger than the mean.  These results indicate that the model is not a good fit 

for our data, and indicate overdispersion of the data.  In other words, the main assumption 

of equality between mean and variance was violated. 

Alternatively, the assumption of equality of mean and variance can be tested 

through the likelihood ratio test for significance of overdispersion.  The likelihood ratio 

starts with the assumption that there is no overdispersion (k=0) and in that case, the null 

hypothesis is not rejected: the Poisson distribution is an adequate fit.  To test the null 

hypothesis at the significance level α=.05, the critical value of Chi-square distribution 

corresponding to significance level 2α (=.10) was used (Cameron & Trivedi, 1998).  

Therefore the null hypothesis is rejected if the likelihood ratio statistic is greater than the 

critical χ2 (1-2α, 1df).  Given the likelihood ratio (116.26, df=1), the null hypothesis was 

rejected, and thus it was concluded that the Poisson distribution was not appropriate for 

the data.  Together with the deviance value of 3.47 and the rejection of the null 

hypothesis that k=0, the Poisson distribution is not appropriate for the data.  Therefore 

the negative binomial regression served as the alternative distribution.  The random 

distribution of a component in a binomial distribution looks at the occurrence vs. non-

occurrence of that event (here, occurrences vs. non occurrences of donc).  The deviance 

value of 1.02 indicated that it was a good fit for the data.   
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In order to check whether the type of task had an effect on the number of donc 

occurrences, I also examined if there was an effect for task.  The test indicated that there 

was no significant difference between the two tasks (χ2=0.12, df=1, p > 0.05). 

Because there was not a significant difference in the number of donc occurrences 

across both tasks, the total number of donc occurrences was used as the main dependent 

variable to test differences across groups.  To test the null hypothesis of no effect of 

groups on changes in the log odds of donc occurrences, I examined whether there was a 

significant effect of group overall.  The null hypothesis was rejected (χ2=10.24, df=3, p < 

0.01), and in fact group is the main predictor of differences in the number of donc 

occurrences.  As expected, intermediates differed significantly from native speakers 

(χ2=16.86, 1df, p < .01) and from the very advanced speakers ((χ2=8.92, 1df, p < .01).  

The native speakers and very advanced speakers produced significantly more number of 

donc occurrences compared to the intermediate speakers.  Although the number of donc 

occurrences for native speakers and the advanced speakers were not significantly 

different (χ2=3.44, 1df, p=.06), the native speakers produced more donc occurrences than 

the advanced.  The difference in advanced speakers and native speakers did not reach 

statistical significance (χ2=3.44, 1df, p < 0.06). 

 

Finally, I checked whether there was an effect for time spent abroad.  There were 

not enough observations to sort the language learners in categories depending on the 

amount of time spent abroad (for instance, 0-12 months, 13-18 months, and more than 18 

months).  Therefore, effect for time spent abroad was instead tested by categorizing the 

language learners in two groups: those who had spent some time abroad, and those who 

had not.  No effect was found for time spent abroad (χ2=2.59, df=1, p > 0.05).  Time 

spent abroad did not have any effect on the number of donc occurrences. 
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5.4.2. Interpretation Of Results 

The most noteworthy finding in terms of the quantitative analysis concerns the 

difference that exists among the three groups of language learners.  The difference lies 

between the intermediate language learners and the native speakers, and between the 

intermediate and the very advanced language learners.  In other words, there is no 

difference between the intermediate and the advanced groups, or between the advanced 

and very advanced groups.  The lack of difference suggests that these language learners 

groups are not sufficiently distinguished from one another for differences to emerge: even 

though the number of donc occurrences increased along with the proficiency level, the 

groups share some overlap.  The fact that the intermediate language learners differ 

significantly from the very advanced language learners does indicate that the latter group 

has developed higher competence in terms of using donc, at least numerically.  The study 

would have gained in strength if there had been more participants in each group, but also 

perhaps if there had been more differentiation between the groups.  More differentiation 

could have been achieved in two ways.  First, the language learners were assigned to a 

particular group based on the class they were enrolled in.  However, class enrollment may 

not be the strongest way to assess proficiency: some students may have made it into the 

class with a ‘C’, and thus there might have been a difference in the actual proficiency 

levels within groups.  Second, across groups, more differentiation could have been 

achieved by setting groups apart through a gap in the number of semesters that each 

group was defined with.  For instance, intermediates would have 5 or 6 semesters of 

college French, whereas the advanced language learners would have 9 or 10 semesters of 

college French, and the very advanced language learners 13 or 14 semesters of college 

French. 
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The statistical analysis also showed that there was no effect for task.  This finding 

is of interest because it indicates that the two tasks chosen were equally conducive to 

discourse markers.  The familiarity of the topics contributed to establish an informal 

setting (through the nature of the everyday, non-controversial topics), which was 

important in that I did not want language learners to adopt a formal register, usually not 

conducive to the production of discourse markers.  Even though the second task 

requested language learners to engage in negotiation (since they had to agree on a series 

of decisions such as lodging, specific destinations within France, and so forth), the two 

tasks yielded similar outcomes.  The total number of donc occurrences (216) across both 

tasks for the language learners and the native speakers together with the lack of 

difference between the two tasks suggest that the choice of tasks was adequate for the 

present study.  In the literature on the use of French discourse markers by second 

language learners, there are no peer-interactional data.  The present study sets itself apart 

by providing insight over a wider range of functions of donc because of the interview 

format it used (a peer interaction instead of an interview).  This is particularly true for the 

confirmation request, which could not come up in the way the data collection procedure 

was set in research reported by Barnes (1998), Rehner (2002), and Hancock (2004).   

The most surprising finding was that there was no difference between the 

language learners who had spent time abroad and those who had not.  Previous research 

for French (in particular Barnes, 1998 and Conway, 2000) and other languages (see 

Chapter 2, section 2.4) has suggested that language learners who spend time abroad use 

more discourse markers (and more accurately) although not as much as native speakers 

do.  Therefore the present result is at odd with previous research and goes against 

expectation.  However, the individual scores for the present study reveal that some 

language learners produced a relatively high number of donc occurrences, even though 
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they spent no time in a francophone region: im2 and if2 both used donc six times yet 

never went to France or to another French-speaking area.  Vf3 used donc 11 times and 

also never traveled to a French-speaking area.  The opposite may also happen: some 

language learners spent a fairly extensive amount of time in a francophone region yet had 

very few or no instance of donc: vf4 spent 36 months in Besançon, France, yet uttered 

donc only once.  Im3 spent 10 months in Grenoble, France, but never used donc.  It is 

also possible that a larger sample might have yielded a different result, more along the 

lines of previous research. 

In a sense, the mixed results of the quantitative analysis underscore the difference 

that was found between the groups and the individual variation.  The quantitative analysis 

also focused on the number of donc instances as opposed to the different functions the 

discourse marker fulfills, and it this sense must be viewed as a complement of the 

functional analysis.  As stated at the outset of this study, the data collection procedure 

was centered on the functional analysis.  Although a statistical analysis of the different 

functions of donc would no doubt be interesting, the analysis would require a much larger 

sample to be possible. 
 

5.5. CONCLUSION 

In this chapter, the use of donc in L2 interaction was discussed through three 

angles.  The first perspective was the cross-sectional analysis of the functions donc 

assumes in the discourse of the second language learners.  It evidenced a partial 

developmental path with a broader range of functions being used as the proficiency level 

increased.  Positive transfer explains why the referential (argumentative) function is 

systematically used across the three proficiency groups.  All three groups also use 

argumentative donc covertly to keep the floor, as the native speakers also do.  The 
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systematic use of argumentative donc also suggests that the referential function is a 

‘springboard’ allowing other functions to emerge in the discourse of the language 

learners.  The suggestion that the connective use of donc is necessary for pragmatic 

functions to develop is important because discourse markers do not have meaning.  Yet 

the inferential core value of donc is still inherently present in the other functions: 

however, as discussed in chapter 4, the inferential value is not central, and this may be 

the reason language learners have difficulties transferring the form-function equivalence 

between ‘so’ and donc.   

A significant finding is that positive transfer does not easily take place at the 

pragmatic level, even when there is a form-function equivalence and despite strong 

parallels between French and English on which points of interaction call for discourse 

markers.  It suggests that formal knowledge of the language is indirectly necessary for 

pragmatic competence to develop.  After a certain level of formal knowledge has been 

reached, cognitive resources can be reallocated to pragmatic processing.   

At several points during the discussion of individual variation, I stressed the 

importance of considering donc from within the category of discourse markers.  The use 

of donc in L2 (and L1) interaction cannot be separated from other discourse markers.  

However, alors turned out to be particularly important because of the potential functional 

overlap with donc.  In fact, the difficulties of the language learners to discriminate 

between donc and alors were evidenced both in the cross-sectional and the individual 

variation sections.  Two functions in particular highlighted difficulties: the confirmation 

request and the evaluative function, also related to the particular discourse genre of 

narratives.   Alors and donc were previously distinguished in the literature on the basis of 

a subjective / objective criterion (chapter 4), which was discounted in favored of a 

sequential / inferential distinction. 
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The individual variation section also indicated that the (non) use of donc and 

other discourse markers is a measure of communicative competence.  The evaluative 

function may be used as a case in point: intermediate language learners did not use 

evaluative donc because they did not expand the conversational frame they were offered.  

Their communicative competence limited them to a strict role of language learners: they 

merely completed the conversation tasks as they do in the classroom. 

The quantitative analysis showed that despite individual variation within groups, 

the group (including the native speakers) was still the main factor accounting for the 

number of donc occurrences.  As expected, the gap between the most extreme groups, on 

the one hand the intermediate language learners and the other hand, the native speakers 

and the very advanced language learners was significant.  Had the quantitative analysis 

evidenced differences between all three language learners’ groups, it would have 

confirmed that the groups were sufficiently distinguished.  The results confirm the 

importance of individual variation as discussed in the functional analysis.  More 

surprising was the fact that time spent abroad did not interact with the number of donc 

occurrences.  This finding contrasts with previous studies (Rehner, 2002) and must be 

taken with caution. 

Native speakers and language learners shared a few characteristics concerning the 

use of donc, and these characteristics may highlight functions donc is most essential for: 

both L1 and L2 speakers systematically used argumentative and processing donc, which 

both carry out basic discourse functions.  Although both groups also displayed 

idiosyncracy, it was manifested differently for each group.  In particular, if a native 

speaker does not use a particular discourse marker (or uses it significantly less), it is 

balanced by the use of a variety of other markers.  Such is not the case for language 
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learners, in particular those with lower communicative competence: they simply use 

fewer discourse markers, and for fewer functions.   

The present study found, like Rehner (2002), that language learners used donc 

more than they used alors.  Studies on the development of discourse markers often seek 

to determine the role of instruction (as opposed to language learning in a natural-like 

setting).  The review of previous studies on the use of donc by second language learners 

suggested that in fact one should distinguish further between the role of classroom 

environment (e.g. teacher input) and formal knowledge.  A ‘formal knowledge’ 

developmental path starts out with donc as a formal way to express consequence.  Next, 

through form-function equivalence with ‘so’, donc extends to other functions to varying 

degrees depending on the language learner’s communicative competence. Inasmuch as 

this form-function equivalence does not always correspond to the use of donc and ‘so’ in 

French and English respectively, it explains some misuses of donc and alors.  The strong 

tendency of the language learners to favor one form over the other (usually donc) also 

points to their difficulty discriminating between the two markers.  
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Chapter 6: Conclusion 

 

6.1 DONC AND THE DEVELOPMENT OF PRAGMATIC COMPETENCE 

This study has focused on the discourse marker donc and how its use revealed an 

aspect of the development of pragmatic competence in the discourse of language learners.  

Although the initial focus of the study was interlanguage pragmatics, the review of 

literature showed that previous studies had not provided a full account of the functions of 

donc in French L1 discourse.  In particular previous studies have asserted that donc and 

alors were functional equivalents.  The realization of incomplete and inaccurate accounts 

led to a reanalysis of donc in native speakers’ discourse both in terms of functions it 

fulfills in discourse (for instance with the identification of an evaluative function), and in 

terms of a core value.  I argued that the core value of donc is to invoke a reflexion, the 

inferentiality of which may be direct or not.  The ability of donc to invoke an (inferential) 

reflection is helpful to reanalyze some functions of donc for which previous research had 

not provided unanimous accounts.  For instance, donc may co-occur with an imperative, 

and in this context, the function of donc has been labeled as ‘emphatic’ or ‘discursive’ 

(Tais-toi donc!, Voyons donc!).  In fact, although the emphatic function of donc is 

communicatively important, it derives from the invoking value of the discourse marker.  

The proposed analysis is also advantageous in that it accommodates the 

multifunctionality of donc as not being dependent on, or deriving from, its connective use 

of marking results, conclusions, and consequences.   

In turn, the inferentiality of donc sets it apart from alors.  The distinction between 

donc and alors was made possible by positing an inferential / sequential distinctive 

feature criterion.  The distinction is important because it explains why there are 
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contextual uses where either marker may be used, in spite of each marker’s unique core 

value.  The inferential / sequential distinction specifically refers to the nature 

(dependency) of the relationship between two propositions correlated by donc or alors.  

With donc, there is a dependency relationship, and the two propositions are on different 

planes.  With alors, the two propositions are situated on the same plane.  The 

sequentiality of alors also explains that when donc is displaced to a post-verbal position 

(a possible, but dispreferred position corresponding to a more formal register), alors is no 

longer possible in that position.  Given that alors is a sequential marker, it has to head the 

proposition, and the indexing of a consequence is a secondary rather than primary 

function of alors (‘Vous voyez donc / *alors que j’ai raison).  The sequentiality of alors 

is particularly evident in narratives, as it is the discourse marker of choice to mark the 

successive events of a story.  I have argued against Hansen that the fact that the two 

markers may co-occur (‘et bref alors donc ils jouent leurs rôles et tout…’ cited in 

Hansen, 1997:166) reveals that their functions are distinct (alors indicates forward 

movement, donc reactualizes the context).  This analysis is advantageous over previous 

analyses of donc and alors considered from an objective / subjective perspective because 

it makes it possible to differentiate the two markers when they are used pragmatically, 

and not simply when they are used to mark consequences.   

The choice of Maschler’s (1998) framework proved to be productive.  As I had 

hoped at the outset of the study, it allowed for a systematic categorization of the different 

functions of donc.  A strong point of this study is therefore that it looked at the whole 

range of the discourse functions of donc, both in L1 and L2 interactions, whereas 

previous studies have a more limited scope.  I believe that the four domains proposed by 

Maschler (referential, structural, interpersonal, and cognitive) provide a good framework 

to the study of discourse markers in general.  The framework is useful because it 
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promotes the consideration of a wide range of functions, following the complexity and 

the multiple facets of any given interaction.  Maschler and other researchers (Andersen, 

2001; Schiffrin, 1987) underscore simultaneously the multifunctionality of discourse 

markers and a primary function (tied to the core value).  Maschler’s framework allowed 

me to accommodate both the fact that donc is primarily used to mark results and 

consequences and the fact that it is also used for an array of other, more pragmatically-

conditionned functions.   

In terms of the discourse marker in L2 interaction, Maschler’s framework was 

also fruitful because it provided a theoretical instrument to discriminate among different 

levels of pragmatic competency.  The studies that have previously looked at the use of 

donc in second language discourse (Barnes, 1998; Rehner, 2002; Hancock, 2004) have 

failed to provide a full account of the functions that the marker fulfills in discourse, in 

part because they relied on previous research, and in part because they used a data 

collection procedure that could not yield the entire spectrum of the discourse markers’ 

functions.  Still, the use of donc in L2 interactions confirmed some previous findings 

concerning the patterns of acquisition of discourse markers.  Some traits of acquisition 

also paralleled the acquisition of discourse markers in L1, suggesting that indeed some 

functions might be cognitively more accessible than others.  The referential function of 

donc (marking consequence) is the primary function of the marker (numerically) in the 

speech of native speakers, and also the most transparent (connective donc has a semantic 

meaning).  Language learners across proficiency groups used this function systematically.  

The parallel between L1 and L2 development of competence using donc can be 

summarized as a progression from concrete to abstract use of the discourse marker.  

Referential donc is the most transparent and therefore most concrete function of the 

discourse marker.  Structural and interpersonal functions represent more abstract (i.e., 
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pragmatic) uses of donc, and were almost entirely absent (except for 4 instances of 

structural donc out of a total of 23 occurrences) from the discourse of the intermediate 

language learners, the lowest proficiency group of the study.  Language learners across 

proficiency levels also used the cognitive processing function, although more proficient 

language learners used cognitive donc more often.  The fact that the very advanced 

learners frequently used cognitive donc, together with the lack of turn-yield normally 

associated with cognitive donc in native discourse was taken to indicate a deviant use 

(with respect to L1) of this function as a means to continue discourse by gaining 

additional processing time.  Thus, the frequent use of cognitive processing donc was a 

reflection of the superior communicative competency of the very advanced language 

learners, who attempted (and often succeeded) to produce more elaborated discourse 

(paragraph level vs. sentence level).  The referential and cognitive processing functions 

were also proportionally prevalent in L1 discourse, which was contrary, for the referential 

function at least, to the initial expectation.  This outcome, however, corresponds to 

Hancock’s (2004) findings. 

Previous studies on L2 discourse markers also questioned the role of transfer in 

the development of discourse markers’ competence.  Sankoff et al. found that immersion 

students did not use more discourse markers with English equivalents than discourse 

markers without English equivalents, suggesting that L1 had limited influence on L2 in 

terms of these linguistic expressions.  In addition, the fact that code-switching often 

occurs in association with discourse markers points to their resistance to a transfiguration 

into another language (Barnes, 1998; Maschler, 1998).  Many of the functions of donc 

have a form-function equivalent with English ‘so’, yet the lower proficiency language 

learners were unable to use the existing parallels between the two languages to their 

advantage.  I argued that for positive transfer to take place, language learners must be 
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able to free up attentional resources, which can be done only when less attention is 

needed for syntactic and lexical processing.  Adult language learners have a native 

knowledge of discourse structuring which they should be able to transfer.  Instances of 

code-switching, while not frequent, indicate that language learners transferred their L1 

structure marking to French.  Such a transfer is viable between French and English, but 

insufficient: French makes more frequent use of discourse markers than English, and all 

L2 French studies on discourse markers point out that language learners use significantly 

less discourse markers than the native speakers do.  The same is true concerning studies 

on connectors.  The present study also found that the language learners used fewer 

markers than the native speakers (an average of 6 per speaker for both tasks combined) 

although the very advanced group comes very close (5.7 per speaker).  However, this 

figures does not take into account individual variation, which is important in terms of 

discourse markers. 

The individual variation section proved to be an essential complement of the 

functional (group) analysis.  Two main findings are worth highlighting in terms of 

individual variation.  First, both native speakers and language learners exhibit individual 

variation (in terms of frequency and form), however, each population exhibits particular 

traits.  A native speaker may not make use of certain discourse markers, but this is 

normally compensated by the use of other forms.  In contrast, the lack of instances of 

donc in second language discourse reflects simply the general lack of discourse markers, 

and in turn poorer communicative proficiency.  Second, language learners showed 

difficulties in discriminating between donc and alors, which is not so surprising given the 

difficulties in L1 research to provide distinct accounts of donc and alors.  They tended to 

prefer one form over the other, and often that form was donc, a finding that echoes 

Rehner’s (2002) research but goes against Barnes (1998).   
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Thus concerning the discourse marker under scope, this research makes a 

contribution in three respects: in terms of refining the core value and discourse functions 

of donc; in terms of distinguishing donc from alors (core value and functions); and in 

terms of identifying a form-function developmental path in the use of donc by second 

language learners (interlanguage pragmatic competence). 

From a broader perspective, the premise for the present research was that there is 

more to pragmatics than the realization of speech acts.  There is a whole domain of 

language ability that is open to study, and which can be referred to as discourse grammar.  

Discourse grammar involves pragmatics because speakers make contextual choices on 

how to encode information.  It if of interest to language learners and those who help them 

acquire a language because it reflects actual language use, rather than a form of language 

based on a written standard.   

 

Two of Barron’s (2003) research questions come to mind as I conclude this study: 

what implications do any changes or lack of changes in learner’s L2 pragmatic 

competence have for our understanding of the development of L2 competence?  And 

second, can one speak of stages of L2 pragmatic competence? 

Every study is biased, or limited by the angle of approach it takes.  This study 

took as point of departure a sociolinguistic approach to language.  Although studies 

abound in the development of L1 competence of use of discourse markers, such studies 

give little place to cognitive and psycholinguistic processes underlining the development 

of such competence.  Given the scarcity of L2 studies on discourse markers, it is even 

more the case in second language development.  The potential roles of consciousness and 

abstractness may be more critical for the development of interlanguage competence: 
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questions arise as to the (non)attentional forms of learning (Curran & Keele, 1993), and 

the role of automaticity (DeKeyser, 2001) for instance. 

In chapter 2, I reported that one of the key research questions of interlanguage 

pragmatics is the relationship between formal knowledge and the development of 

pragmatic competence.  This study has shown that those language learners with higher 

communicative competence used donc (and other discourse markers) more than language 

learners who did not exhibit the same degree of communicative competency.  An 

outcome that I would like to highlight is the need for the language learners to free up 

cognitive processing resources in order to be able to produce pragmatically-sensitive 

discourse.  When language learners have automatized the formal aspects of language to a 

certain degree, they are able to turn their attention to other, more subtle (because 

contextually-bound) aspects of the interaction. 

Barron’s second question concerns possible stages of development in L2 

pragmatic competence.  This study showed that the development of pragmatic 

competence in terms of donc is dependent on the referential, or connective use of the 

marker.  In chapter 2, I also reproduced a speech sample of a L2 English speaker studied 

by Schmidt (1983), whose discourse was punctuated by a variety of discourse markers.  

The nonnative speaker’s use of discourse markers was one of the main criteria which led 

Schmidt to note that while Wes, the speaker, had developed very good communicative 

competence, his grammatical competence had not significantly improved during the time 

Schmidt studied him.  Schmidt concluded that:  
 

low social distance, positive attitudes toward the second language community, 
and high integrative motivation to use the second language for communication 
had led to a considerable increase in overall communicative competence but have 
had little effect on improved grammatical competence (1983:169, author’s 
emphasis).   
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In contrast, the present study suggested that formal knowledge was at least 

indirectly necessary for pragmatic competence to develop.  While the present study did 

not assess the attitude of the language learners who were recorded, all of them, being in 

the U.S. (and despite past or planned trips in francophone countries) were at the time in a 

high social distance and not in a setting that made integration possible or even 

considered.  The point I wish to make is that the context for acquisition obviously plays 

an important role in how the communicative (pragmatic) and grammatical competences 

develop with respect to one another.  Specifically, Schmidt’s study and the present study 

stand at two extremes, but in a sense also complement each other by representing two 

opposed modes of learning.  In an ‘integrated’ setting, it is quite possible that the 

development of pragmatic competence may occur more independently from formal 

knowledge than in a classroom (non-integrated) setting. 
 

6.2. MAKING CHOICES IN RESEARCH 

The angle of approach of research directly affects the choice of a methodology. 

Practical constraints resulted in the choice of a cross-sectional design rather than a 

longitudinal one for the present study.  In chapter one, I discussed the notion of 

variability, and for some researchers, patterns of variability can be made apparent through 

longitudinal data only.  I chose a cross-sectional design because it facilitated the data 

collection procedure.  However, in the context of a qualitative analysis, essentially 

descriptive, I believe that the cross-sectional design yielded interesting findings.  For 

feasibility reasons, I also limited the sample size to 14 language learners per group, as 

well as six native speakers (for a total of 50 participants) and two interactions of 10 

minutes each.  The number of participants varies broadly from one study to another: 

Barnes (1998) for instance studied 27 participants, whereas as Hancock (2004) studied 
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three nonnative and three native speakers of French.  Although it is almost always 

desirable to have a larger sample rather than a smaller one, in particular when the 

linguistic expression being studied occurs fairly infrequently (in comparison to other 

linguistic categories, such as nouns or adjectives for instance), such a parameter is more 

stringent for quantitative than qualitative analyses.  Consequently, the effect of the 

sample size was felt mostly for the quantitative analysis.  The methodology was centered 

on the qualitative analysis, which was the main focus of the study.  For the quantitative 

analysis section, it was clear that a larger number of participants and of tokens would 

have made for a stronger discussion.  The quantitative analysis also showed that the 

method used to form the groups would have gained from being operationalized 

differently.   

Another choice that I made concerned the exclusion of social factors, such as the 

possible gendered use of donc and alors.  Social factors were present in other studies (in 

particular Beeching, 2002, Rehner, 2002, and to some extent Sankoff et al., 1997).  In 

particular, Rehner found that alors was associated with female discourse, whereas ‘so’ 

was associated with male discourse.  Gender-based use of discourse markers is also 

investigated in other languages than French (Andersen, 2001; Brinton, 1996).  Therefore, 

it is likely that gender may also come into play in the choice of a marker over another in 

the discourse of language learners.  In addition, one main area of investigation in the 

development of L1 competence using discourse markers concerns the indexing of social 

relationships (status of the participants).  However, sociolinguistic use of language was 

not the primary focus of my research as I have intended to focus on the development of 

L2 pragmatic competence.  Sociolinguistics and pragmatics are not unrelated, yet they are 

sufficiently different that they can be viewed as adding one layer (of linguistic skills) 

onto another.   
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Studies on second language development rely on comparison with native speaker 

discourse to evaluate how successful language learners are in their approximation of the 

target language.  Another comparison involves the degree to which language learners 

replicate norms from their own native language.  For this comparison to be possible, 

another set of interviews in English could have been conducted.  English interviews 

would have made possible a comparison of the rate of use of discourse markers in L1 

with that of L2, in particular with respect to ‘so’ (as did Sankoff et al., 1997).  It would 

have been interesting for instance to compare the range of functions of ‘so’ with the 

range of functions of donc (and alors).  Comparisons on the type of functions would also 

have been possible.  It would also have made possible to compare the language learners’ 

use of interpersonal discourse markers in English and in French.   
 

6.3. FURTHER RESEARCH 

The findings that I outlined can be elaborated by modifying the methodology 

according to the comments made above: if a quantitative analysis is to be the focus of the 

use of donc by language learners, certainly it would be important to increase the sample 

size, both in terms of the participants and in terms of the discourse sample being studied.  

The task familiarity and the peer-interaction proved to be conducive to the production of 

discourse markers, with a wide range of functions.  However, social factors such as the 

interaction of donc with gender, or with the claimed status in the interaction (dominant) 

may also come into play.  The study yielded uncertain results concerning the role of 

exposure in the development of competence using donc.  Many studies, for French 

discourse markers as well as in other languages, stress the importance of determining the 

role of exposure, yet it is not clear how exposure and formal instruction interact in terms 

of the development of competence. 
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This study is also an encouragement to include more discourse markers as a 

means of understanding the development of interlanguage pragmatic competence.  Some 

studies have pointed out the comparatively higher degree of idiosyncracy of some French 

discourse markers, for instance bon and quoi (Sankoff et al., 1997).  Another expression 

whose acquisition is worth studying is et tout ça (literally ‘and all that’).  Like other 

discourse markers, it is typical of spoken French, and apparently serves both to index the 

previous lexical element as a prototype as well as to encompass the entire category that 

the previous lexical element is made to represent.   

I also have previously hinted at the value of incorporating discourse markers into 

the curriculum, if language teachers are to help language learners become 

communicatively proficient in a sociocultural way.  The question then becomes: is it 

possible to ‘teach discourse markers’?  If there have been few studies on the development 

of competence using discourse markers, there are even fewer studies on how to teach a 

sociolinguistically sensitive use of discourse markers (see however House, 1996 for 

English).  From a pedagogical perspective, the challenge is how to make such low-level, 

abstract linguistic features salient in the mind of the language learner.  ‘Teaching’ 

discourse markers involves three processes: making discourse markers salient, 

demonstrating their communicative purpose, and making them a part of the ‘formal’ 

knowledge of language learners.  Other typical structures of spoken French that have 

been investigated from a pedagogical perspective include c’est-cleft (Katz, 2000) and 

left-dislocation (Pellet, 1999).  These attempts whether for French or for English, suggest 

that a pedagogical approach to discourse markers is possible and indeed valuable.  
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Appendix A: Background Questionnaire 

 
(adapted from:  Mougeon, R. (1996a).  Unpublished manuscript, York 

University.) 
 

Your anonymity will be preserved throughout this study.  Your name will not be associated with 
any of the results. 

 
1. Name (Last, first): ___________________________ (Please PRINT) 
2.  Sex:  M  F 
3. Date of birth: ____ m / ____ d / _____yr 
4.  Place of birth:  United-States   Other: (specify) _______________ 
5. Your native language:  English   Other: (specify) __________ 
6.  Do you speak languages other than English?  No   Yes (specify): ___________ 
7.  Indicate what language(s) your father speaks fluently:  1. 2.  3. 4. 
8. Indicate what language(s) your mother speaks fluently:  1. 2.  3. 4. 
 
The following questions concern the language(s) you speak at home or outside it.  For each 
question, check the appropriate box. 
9. At home, I speak English 

 always   often  1/2 the time   rarely  never 
10. At home, I speak another language (please specify:___________________) 

 always   often  1/2 the time   rarely  never 
11. Outside my home, I speak English 

 always   often  1/2 the time   rarely  never 
12. Outside my home, I speak French 

 always   often  1/2 the time   rarely  never 
13. I listen to music 

 often   fairly often  rarely   never 
14. When I listen to music, I listen 
  always in English 
  often in English  

 as often in English as French   
 often in French  
 always in French  
 other (specify) 

15. I read books 
  often   

 fairly often  
 rarely   
 never 

16. When I read books, I read 
  always in English  

 often in English  
 as often in English as French   
 often in French  
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 always in French  
 other (specify) 

17.  I read magazines 
  often   

 fairly often  
 rarely   
 never 

18. When I read magazines, I read 
  always in English  

 often in English  
 as often in English as French   
 often in French  
 always in French  
 other (specify) 

19. If you know someone’s first language is French, do you try to speak to them in French? 
  always   

 often / fairly often 
 fairly often  
 rarely / never 
 never 

 
20. Do you use French in the following situations?  Please circle the number that best describes 
you. 

 Never 
have 
the 
chance 

Sometimes 
have the 
chance, but 
never or rarely 
use French 

Sometimes 
have the 
chance and 
usually use 
French 

Often have the 
chance but 
never or rarely 
use French 

Often have 
the chance 
and usually 
use French 

In class with 
teacher 

1 2 3 4 5 

In class with 
friends 

1 2 3 4 5 

With friends 
at school 
(outside class) 

1 2 3 4 5 

With friends 
outside school 

1 2 3 4 5 

With family 
members 

1 2 3 4 5 

Other 
situations? 

1 2 3 4 5 

1. _________ 
2. _________ 
3. _________ 

 1 2 3 4 

 
21. Do you belong to, or have you been member of a club, team or other group where most or all 
of the other members are French-speaking? 
  Yes :  name of club: ___________________   No 
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22.  In the last 3-5 months, how many French movies have you seen? 
 
23. Have you ever stayed with a French speaking family? 
  Yes       No    
If yes, indicate where, when and for how long: ________________________ (months and years) 
 
24.  In the chart below are questions on the time you may have spent in a French-speaking city.   
Where? For how long? (months and years) 

Ex:  1 yr 2 mths 
Did you enjoy this experience? 
1. Yes  2. Somewhat  3. Not at 
all 

1.  1.  2.  3. 
2.   1.  2.  3. 
3.   1.  2.  3. 
4.   1.  2.  3. 

 
The following questions concern your French learning experience. 
25.  I have taken French in high-school:  
  Yes  for how long? _________________    No    
 
26.  I am:    minoring in French   majoring in French 
   I am NOT minoring or majoring in French. 
27.  I have taken 
  4 semesters of college- French    

 5-6 semesters of college-French   
 7-8 semesters of college-French   

 
 1-2 semesters of graduate level French   
 3-4 semesters of graduate level French   
 more than 5 semesters of graduate level French 

 
28.  I have / had a French native speaker tutor me in French: 
  Yes       No    
If yes, indicate for how long:____ weeks _____ months; and how frequently: ____ hrs / week 
 
29.  This is how I rate myself in the following areas (1=very poor; 5=excellent) 
 knowledge of French grammar:  1 2 3 4 5 
 listening skills    1 2 3 4 5 
 conversational skills   1 2 3 4 5 
 writing skills    1 2 3 4 5 
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Appendix B: Conversational tasks 

Instructions to participants for study on French pragmatic competence 
 
Today, you will be asked to discuss in French with a partner on two topics.  Before 
discussing, read the specific directions for each topic. 
 
 
Task #1.  PLEASE DISCUSS THIS TOPIC IN FRENCH 
 

La vie américaine 

 
A.  Lisez les commentaires suivants des Français sur les Américains: 
 
1. ‘Vous êtes tellement riches aux Etats-Unis.’ 
2. ‘Les Américains sont très conformistes.’ 
3. ‘La vie aux Etats-Unis est artificielle.’ 
4. ‘J’aime bien les Américains, mais ils ne comprennent pas le reste du monde.’ 
5.  ‘Les Américains sont tellement énergiques; ils sont en avance sur les autres pays du 
monde.’ 
6. ‘Les Américains travaillent trop; ils ne savent pas se reposer.’ 

 
B.  Quelles sont les origines de ces idées/commentaires, c’est-à-dire pourquoi les 

Français ont-ils formé ces impressions des Américains? Donnez une explication 
logique de l’origine de chaque idée. 

 
C.  Quelles sont vos propres opinions?  Etes-vous d’accord ou non avec les opinions 

exprimées par les Français?  Pourquoi?  Discutez avec votre partenaire en donnant 
autant de détails possibles sur les catégories suivantes:   

 
Les Américains et …  le matérialisme 

      la culture 
      l’esprit d’entreprise 
      le sport 
      les jeunes et les relations 
      la vie de famille 
      la vie intellectuelle 
     
 
When you and your partner have completed the first task, please turn the page and read 
the directions for Task #2. 
Task #2.  PLEASE DISCUSS THIS TOPIC IN FRENCH. 
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Les vacances en France 
 
Vous et votre partenaire allez partir en vacances en France ensemble pendant deux 
semaines.  Vous devez préparer votre voyage, et décider des détails pratiques suivants: 

•  trouver et acheter des billets; 
•  décider d’un itinéraire (villes, régions); 
•  décider les types de momuments, musées et activités que vous aimeriez faire; 
•  décider le type de logement (hôtel, chambres d’hôte, camping…) 
 

Il est possible que vous et votre partenaire ne soyez pas toujours d’accord, et vous devez 
essayer de le/la convaincre que vos suggestions sont meilleures.  
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